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Ab.slr.agt

This study examines Heidegger’s politics, in particular his commitment to National 

Socialism, by focusing on the philosophical bases and political consequences of 

Heidegger’s attempt to totally transform modem society through a radical critique of 

Western metaphysics. Because metaphysics culminates in nihilism and alienation, which 

Heidegger understood as the death of God, Heidegger’s critique is at heart an attempt to 

renew authentic religiosity. By combining elements appropriated from Luther, Meister 

Eckhart, Aristotle, and phenomenology, Heidegger wanted to lay the basis for a religious 

dimension to human life freed from the limitations that circumscribed its position in liberal
5

I society. These limitations arose as thinkers attempted to curb religious conflict in early
i

modem times by dethroning religion from its authoritative role in society through modem 

science and the liberal principle of religious toleration. The result is a disenchantment of 

the public realm. In his effort to redivinize the public sphere, Heidegger attacks both 

principles: he offers a sustained critique of the metaphysical foundations of modem science

1 and an attack on individualism and individual freedom central to liberalism. The positive
I
\ result, which is summed up in his ideal of authenticity, is a peculiar mixture of intense,

1 almost mystical religiosity and revolutionary socialism. This ideal is the basis for

| Heidegger’s political philosophy and his personal commitment to National Socialism.

Heidegger’s politics are not a personal failing, but a failure in principles. His antinomian
»

conception of authentic religiosity leads him to an apocalyptic vision of history and an ideal 

polity modeled on an Augustinian community of saints. In this religious ideal there is no 

space for consideration of the necessary limitations of human politics. By attempting such 

a radical transformation of modem society, Heidegger fails to attend these limitations. In 

effect, Heidegger recapitulates the sectarian path of utopianism and violence that grew up in 

the wake of Luther’s theological revolution and that modem thought attempted to redress.
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Introduction
“Religion should accompany like a holy music 
all the doings of life.’’1

“There is no room for political philosophy in 
Heidegger’s work, and this may well be due to 
the fact that the room in question is occupied by 
gods or the gods.”2

Martin Heidegger onced referred to his political engagement with the Nazis as “the 

greatest stupidity of his life.”3 Left unsaid was what it was about his engagement he 

considered stupid. Was it thinking that the Nazis shared his political goals? Was it his 

belief that he could transform the spiritual bases of Nazism into a vehicle for his political 

project? Was it his involvement in politics at all?

From other sources one can glean Heidegger’s answer to these questions: his error 

lay in a misapprehension concerning the true nature of Hitler and the Nazi Party. As he 

stood after the war before a de-Nazification committee, he plaintively affirmed his early 

conviction that Nazism had represented, at least potentially, a decisive and necessary 

revolution to revive a spiritually decadent West. His intentions were noble, he implied; it 

had only gradually dawned on him that Hitler and the Nazi party were, in fact, a perversion 

of spirit as bad as the decadence he had hoped they would overcome.

Heidegger was indeed mistaken about the actual nature of the Nazi revolution. One 

may question, however, whether that misapprehension exhausts his political failure.

1 Heidegger, Martin, Phanomenologie des Relgidsen Lebens, ed. Mattias Jung, Thomas 
Regehly, and Claudius Strube, vol. 60, Gesamtausgabe (Frankfurt am Main: Klostermann, 
1995).

1 Strauss, Leo, Studies in Platonic Political Philosophy (Chicago: The University of Chicago 
Press, 1983) 30.

3 Petzet, Heinrich, Encounters and Dialogues with Martin Heidegger: 1929-1976, trans. Parvis 
Emad and Kenneth Maly (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1993) 37.

1
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Heidegger’s answer directs us away from the widely-debated question about whether or 

not he was a Nazi towards the more indispensable question about the merit of his political 

project. Would contemporary politics be better if Hitler and National Socialism had in fact 

proved to be everything he had hoped? Is it a project we should pursue? These questions 

provide a provisional bearing for an investigation of Heidegger’s political ideals and their 

profound philosophical underpinning.

Heidegger as Radical Critic

In order to heal nihilism and spiritual emasculation o f modem society, Heidegger 

presented one of the most radical philosophical challenges to the liberal conception of 

politics in our time. His criticism does not merely address political phenomena, but reaches 

into the uttermost roots of human existence. Criticism is, of course, endemic to political 

life. One could even say that it is its essence. Every political structure, decision, and 

political action is inevitably subject to some objection. Such objections meet 

counterobjections, and thus begins the incessant dialogue of political discussion and debate 

that, at its finest, is a principled argument concerning the good of society and the body 

politic.

For the most part, however, even such a lofty political discussion takes place in a 

compressed political space, within the framework of political institutions, traditions, and 

generally accepted practices and principles. Sometimes, though, objections are raised that 

require a more profound and penetrating analysis o f those generally accepted principles, for 

in these cases the existing social and political framework itself is seen as part of the 

problem. In such a case, the critic claims that the good of society requires a more profound 

transformation than the existing structures can permit. This sort of deep critique is the 

hallmark of radical politics. Radical politics is not simply radical because extreme, but also 

and preeminently because it goes to the roots of the problem in order to find the disease in

2
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the underlying structures of the things themselves. Such radical criticism produces what 

Bernard Yack has called the “longing for total revolution.”4 For radical politics to be truly 

radical, it must find and transform the roots of society, the origin and foundation upon 

which everything else rests.

The true radical critic hunts for the root of the problem because it is only by treating 

the cause that the disease can be satisfactorily cured. The origin of contemporary social ills 

lies, according to the radical, in the roots of things, and consequently it is only through a 

transformation of the roots that the radical’s alternative vision for human flourishing can be 

brought about. The radical’s analysis begins with the problem which is seen as a symptom 

of a heretofore hidden cause. Once the cause is determined, the totalistic solution follows 

straightforwardly. This notion o f problem-solving is, of course, not limited to radical 

thinkers. What distinguishes the radical is the totality of his vision, his ingenuity in 

deriving a myriad o f social problems from one cause, and his belief that salvation lies only 

in the adoption of his radical vision.

The subtlest social and political critic unveils not just the existence of some vice in a 

culture, but the limits of its virtues. Such critics engender a thorough criticism because if 

the source of a society’s rot lies in its highest virtues, a holistic transformation appears to 

be necessary to ameliorate the condition. Rousseau inaugurated this pattern of radical 

thought by locating the source o f European corruption in the arts and sciences. He thus did 

not merely offer a moderating vision aimed at burnishing European civilization. Rather, he 

discovered the disease at the heart of Europe in what it considered its highest achievement. 

This critical tradition was carried on by such thinkers as Tocqueville, who found tyranny in 

the demand for equality, Marx, who found alienation and misery within the tremendous

4 Yack, Bernard, The Longing for Total Revolution: Philosophic Sources of Social Discontent 
from Rousseau to Marx and Nietzsche (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1986).

3
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productive capacities of capitalism, and Weber, who found a flat and disenchanted culture 

to be the inevitable result of the great achievements of Western rationalism.

Within this radical tradition one can discern a tendency toward an ever-more critical 

criticism, propelled by the suspicion that earlier criticism must not have truly gotten to the 

kernel of the issue because the problem remains or indeed that the proposed curative had 

introduced a more virulent illness than the disease it was meant to treat. While Marx, for 

example, is assuredly a radical thinker, he had faith in reason and in the positive potential 

of technology harnessed by reason; in short, Marx was an extreme proponent of 

enlightened reason and so a solid proponent of the highest principles of modernity. The 

failure of the Marxist project to attain its goals, however, invited skepticism from other
c

\ critics who argued that Marx’s faith in reason and technology was misplaced. In their
r
I view, Marx was not radical enough; reason itself must be subject to criticism. What

follows from such a realization is a cycle of radical one-upmanship in which successive
:

thinkers find their predecessors’ critique insufficiently radical, leading to ever more 

encompassing and wholesale critiques of the present age; not capitalism is at fault, but 

instrumental reason; not instrumental reason but modernity; not modernity but Western 

metaphysics as a  whole. The path of critical thought in the twentieth century is thus driven 

to an ever deeper engagement with the roots of things.

Heidegger was perhaps the critic who delved most deeply into the essence of things 

in search o f a solution. He discovered the root to our problem in the metaphysical thinking 

that originated in Greek philosophy, and he believed that the crisis of our times was the 

inevitable conclusion of this metaphysical tradition. Western metaphysics, for Heidegger, 

includes the entire edifice of our contemporary technological, bureaucratic, scientific,

' capitalist, liberal democratic (or socialist) society. This structure traces its origins back to

the Greek experience of being, to their experience of the question o f being and their errant

response to this question. To solve our current problem, we thus must address the

4
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\

fundamental flaw at the heart of the all-encompassing structure of metaphysical thinking 

that has characterized the West for over two millennia. This is Heidegger’s critique, an 

astonishing, esoteric, difficult, profound attempt to radically transform modem human 

existence. The radicality of Heidegger’s thought is the source of its influence and 

authority; he offers us a profound insight into the roots of our contemporary civilization 

that is arguably deeper than that of any other 20th century philosopher. Rarely has a 

postmodern, postmetaphysical politics been pursued with such uncompromising and 

resolute vigor or with such profundity of thought. We must thus take seriously the 

possibility that through his resolute thinking Heidegger gained a unique and necessary 

insight into our modem condition and that his thought formulates what is perhaps the sole 

| possible solution to the crises of modem times.

t The importance of coming to terms with Heidegger’s thought is still more pressing

when one considers his support for National Socialism. Our common presumption is that 

Heidegger’s association with National Socialism indicates the fundamental defectiveness of 

his thought, but there is another, more insidious and terrifying possibility: that he was right 

about National Socialism. As shocking as that suggestion is to our moral sensibilities, our 

I intellectual integrity compels us to ask how a man of such superior insight could have been

attracted to the most banal and brutal political movement of our century ; it compels us to 

t consider the horrifying possibility that he was right about National Socialism, that it did

■■ represent the genuine postmodern alternative to a corrupt and nihilistic modernity.

Taking Heidegger's National Socialism Seriously

The voluminous secondary literature on Heidegger’s politics and support for

! National Socialism has rarely considered the issue in this manner. One reason is that for
{

many years there was a debate as to whether Heidegger was really a Nazi at all. Heidegger 

himself set the tone for this debate after the war, claiming that he saw some positive

5
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possibilities in the movement, but soon saw through them and became a figure of implicit 

resistance. Regarding his time as Rector in 1933-34, he said he been pressed into the 

office by other faculty members, somewhat against his will, in order to save the university 

from the anti-intellectual elements of the Nazi Party. Although others tried to refute this 

defense, it generally took hold, especially within the Heideggerian community.5 This 

course was abetted unintentionally by the tone and nature of Heidegger’s detractors, who 

tended to be polemical and often ill-informed about his philosophy.

Fortunately, we have been relieved of the necessity of dealing with this issue. We 

know now that Heidegger’s postwar apology was a crib of half-truths and outright 

misinformation. Heidegger was a far more willing participant than he had let on, an active 

proponent of the synchronization or Gleichschalnmg of the universities with the Nazi 

revolution, a small-scale tyrant in his office as Rector, and someone who denounced 

colleagues to the authorities. Thanks to the diligent research of historians such as Hugo 

Ott, we now have a clearer picture of Heidegger’s activities and views during his time as 

Rector, a picture that leaves no doubt about Heidegger’s actual political activities as a 

supporter of National Socialism.

Recent debates have focused on the more interesting question of what led 

Heidegger to embrace National Socialism, and particularly whether and how his thought 

was implicated in this embrace. It is far easier to show that his philosophy and politics 

have nothing in common than the reverse. Many scholars, such as Habermas or Arendt,

5 David Farrell Krell, for instance, admits that until he read Ott’s biography, he had accepted
( Heidegger’s version of the events. Krell, David Farrell, Daimon Life: Heidegger and Life- 

Philosophy (Bloomington, IN: Indiana University Press, 1992) 142. Otto Poggeler, too,
? confesses to having considered the matter of Heidegger’s politics settled until the
I publication of the Rectoral Address and Heidegger’s self-serving defense in 1983.
' Poggeler, Otto, Der Denkweg Martin Heideggers, 3rd ed. (Pfullingen: Neske, 1990) 316.

For more general considerations of how Heidegger’s defense impacted his French 
followers, see Rockmore, Tom, Heidegger and French Philosophy: Humanism, 
Antihumanism, and Being (New York: Routledge, 1995); Wolin, Richard, “French 
Heidegger Wars,” in Labyrinths: Explorations in the Critical History o f Ideas (Amherst. 
MA: The University of Massachusetts Press, 1995).
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deny that his philosophy, which is concerned above all with the abstruse question of being, 

contains any political dimension at all; they attribute his fall into Nazism to either his 

personal inclinations or the ideology he shared with German mandarin intellectuals and 

conservative revolutionaries. Naturally, merely demonstrating that there is a political and 

ethical dimension to Heidegger’s philosophy does not suffice, in itself, to prove an 

essential connection with Nazism. There are interpretative traditions that draw upon 

Heidegger’s earlier ethics of authenticity which inspired existentialist resistance fighters 

such as Sartre or Rene Char, and others, such as Poggeler or Lacoue-Labarthe, that look to 

his later critique of modem technology to show that there is a Heideggerian ethics at odds 

with the totalitarian and racist essence of actual National Socialism. Indeed, Heidegger’s 

■ harsh criticisms of the reality of National Socialism under Hitler imposes necessary

| limitations on how one judges the relationship between his thought and politics. As a

I result, numerous interpretations, such as Lowith’s decisionist thesis, only posit a weak

link, or alternatively demonstrate a strong link, but only to a specific element or period of 

his thought. The best interpretations until now, preeminently those o f Poggeler, Janicaud, 

and Lacoue-Labarthe, have concluded that a strong link between Nazism and Heidegger’s 

thought holds only for a certain episode of his path of thinking, a Romantic and 

Nietzschean episode sandwiched between the apolitical attitude of Being and Time and the 

later critique of technology. Even here the National Socialism Heidegger advocates is 

typically characterized as a “spiritualized” or “Freiburger” Nazism that stands in some 

tension with the concrete policies of the actual regime.

The considerable attention devoted to distinguishing (or conflating) Heidegger’s 

philosophy and the reality of Hitler’s regime has served to deflect the focus from the 

spiritual National Socialism Heidegger did advocate. It is this spiritual National Socialism 

which Heidegger referred to with his famous remark about the “inner truth and greatness” 

o f the National Socialist movement that should be the focus o f scholarly attention because it

7
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is in this vision of a spiritual National Socialism that one can discern the political ideal 

Heidegger employed to evaluate contemporary existence. This political ideal is both the 

source of his initial positive commitment to Hitler’s revolution and also the origin of his 

later disenchantment with Nazism’s failure to live up to his high ideals. Even amidst his 

disappointed hopes, he never abandoned his belief that the movement had contained the 

seeds of a decisive transformation of Western society. In the 1966 interview with Der 

Spiegel, for example, he hints that he still believed that National Socialism was the correct 

path toward a confrontation with modem technology, but that it had been held back by the 

limited thinking of its leaders. The continuity of Heidegger’s political ideal and the way in 

which he continually aligns it with his most authentic philosophical concerns suggests that 

there is a strong relation between spiritual National Socialism and his philosophy, which 

above all else is concerned with the question of being.

To truly come to grips with this relation between Heidegger’s Nazism, spiritual or 

otherwise, and his philosophy, one must undertake a thorough study of his central 

philosophical concern, the question o f being. Without such a study, any assertion 

concerning a Heideggerian politics can only be superficial. For the most part, the 

secondary literature has not adequately addressed this vital issue. Often commentators 

content themselves with citing marginal passages from lectures that demonstrate his 

opposition to liberal democratic principles and on this basis conclude that his Nazism has a 

philosophical basis, without taking the necessary steps to show how this opposition to 

liberal democracy, which is undeniable, follows as a  consequence of the question of being; 

or perhaps they trace the rhetorical elements in his lectures and addresses, finding in the 

martial cadence or the longing for hardness and difficulty a personality disposed towards 

fascism, without asking why the question of being might demand a firm rigor in human 

existence or without noting that hardness and difficulty are not uniquely fascist or militarist,

8
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but could equally characterize Luther’s passage to faith.6 Other studies use a similar 

procedure to clear Heidegger’s philosophy of any inherent fascist tendencies, by 

designating these facets of his thought as either personal quirks or an ideological 

worldview that has no necessary relation to the core of Heidegger’s thought.7 

Philosophically more sophisticated studies show that Heidegger’s radical critique of 

modernity led him to reject modem social institutions without showing why National 

Socialism appeared to Heidegger to be the one and only alternative.8 It is not enough to 

assert that radical thought leads to radical politics; one must show why Heidegger rejected 

other radical possibilities. Whether sophisticated or unsophisticated, accusatory or 

apologetic, the overall sense one gains from these studies of Heidegger’s politics is that, in 

the final analysis, his choice for National Socialism is wholly contingent. Although it is 

possible Heidegger decided for National Socialism on pre-philosophical grounds, a 

stronger case can be made if one can show that his spiritual National Socialism was not 

merely compatible with, but necessitated by the question of being. Only on this basis can 

one proceed to show the limitations not only of Heidegger’s politics, but of his political

6 Tertulian, Nicholas, “The History of Being and Political Revolution: Reflections on a 
Posthumous Work of Heidegger,” in The Heidegger Case, ed. Tom Rockmore and Joseph 
Margolis (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1992); Scott, Charles, The Question of 
Ethics: Nietzsche, Foucault, Heidegger (Bloomington, IN: Indiana University Press, 1990) 
148-172; Krell, David Farrell, Daimon Life (Bloomington, IN: Indiana University Press,
1992); Franzen, Winfried, “Die Sehnsucht nach Harte und Schwere. Uber ein zum NS- 
Engagement disponierendes Motiv in Heideggers Vorlesung “Die Grundbegriffe der 
Metaphysik” von 1929/30,” in Heidegger und die Praktische Philosophic, ed. Annemarie 
Gethmann-Siefert and Otto Poggeler (Frankfurt am Main: Suhrkamp, 1989)

7 Rorty, Richard, ‘Taking Philosophy Seriously,” The New Republic, 11 April 1988: 31-34; 
Habermas, Jurgen, “Work and Weltanschauung: The Heidegger Controversy from a 
German Perspective," in The New Conservatism: Cultural Criticism and the Historians' 
Debate, ed. and trans. Shierry Weber Nicholsen (Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 1989); 
Young, Julian, Heidegger, Philosophy, Nazism (New York: Cambridge University Press, 
1997); Dallmayr, Fred, The Other Heidegger (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1993); 
Schurmann, Reiner, Heidegger on Being and Acting, trans. Christine-Marie Gros 
(Bloomington, IN: University of Indiana Press, 1987).

8 Poggeler, Otto, Neue Wege mit Heidegger (Miinchen: Alber, 1992); Janicaud, Dominque, 
The Shadow o f that Thought, trans. Michael Gendre (Evanston, IL: Northwestern University 
Press, 1996); Ferry and Renault, Heidegger and Modernity, trans. Franklin Philip (Chicago, 
The University of Chicago Press, 1990).
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philosophy, for in the end, the misadventures o f  one man, even a genius, is less significant 

than the principles he defends and with which he strives to make a claim upon us.9

In this vein, I propose to take Heidegger seriously as a political philosopher. 

Heidegger viewed his philosophical activity as a  necessary response to a nihilistic 

civilization spiraling off into alienation and despair. The question of being which stands at 

the center of his thought is not an academic question pursued in the haven of the ivory 

tower, but the means by which he tried to incite “the great and long venture of demolishing 

a world that has grown old and of rebuilding it authentically anew.”(IM, 125-26) In order 

to understand the radical and indeed millennial implications Heidegger sees in the question 

of being, one must first come to terms with Heidegger’s understanding of this question.

To study Heidegger’s political philosophy, one must examine his philosophy, not 

piecemeal or by taking only what is convenient, but by interrogating its central concerns 

and structure.

My investigation of Heidegger’s metaphysics takes as its point of departure his 

confrontation with the Western metaphysical tradition, which includes not only the 

philosophical tradition, but also the entire edifice of human existence built on this

9 It has been held that the veiy existence of alternative political directions stemming from 
Heidegger’s philosophy is itself proof that Heidegger’s own political commitment is 
merely continent. For this argument, see Zimmerman, Michael, "L 'affaire Heidegger,” 
Times Literary Supplement, 7-13 October 1988: 1115-1117; Dallmayr, The Other 
Heidegger, 5. In itself, this fact proves nothing; these alternative directions could stem from 
wholly misguided understandings of Heidegger’s thought. On the other hand, one must 
recognize that any large and difficult body of work will contain its share of productive 
ambiguities, and that Heideggerian thought may exceed the intentions of Heidegger the 
author. One need not be a deconstructionist to affirm that each act of interpretation is itself 
a work. I thus have no intention of damning other thinkers who have been deeply inspired 
by Heidegger’s work with the taint of his National Socialism. My dissatisfactions with the 
contigency thesis originate in the ease with which many interpreters separate Heidegger’s 
Nazism from the so-called authentic core of his philosophy and the convinction that finite 
being can have nothing in common with National Socialism. That Heidegger thought they 
had everything to do with each other should at least serve as a warning; the presumption of 
the interpreter should be that Heidegger was consistent until proven otherwise. My 
intention throughout is to demonstrate a plausible connection between Heidegger’s 
understanding of the finitude of being and National Socialism such that his political ideals
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foundation, an edifice identical with “that world that has grown old.” I give an avowedly 

political reading to Heidegger’s metaphysics, one that I believe does justice to the desire for 

a radical transformation of human existence that animates Heidegger’s philosophical 

activity. I want to demonstrate that Heidegger’s radical critique of the Western, and in 

particular the modem, metaphysical tradition leads him to advocate a spiritual National 

Socialism; the authentic understanding of being he contrasts to that understanding 

characteristic of the Western tradition correlates with his vision o f an authentic, postmodern 

human existence that will deliver humanity from the alienation and desolation characteristic 

of modernity. His radical politics, I thus argue, are of one piece with the radicality of his 

thought; the question of being is the lever with which Heidegger hopes to move the world.

Radical Politics as the Revolution of Mystical Saints

If Heidegger follows, as seems likely, the pattern of radical thinking I outlined 

above, we should see his philosophy as a response to what he considered the preeminent 

problem of his time. What was the problem that he believed demanded such a degree of 

radicalism?

The central problem of modernity for Heidegger is alienation. While alienation is a 

central concern o f many other thinkers, Heidegger is distinctive in that he understands 

alienation from a thoroughly religious perspective. The alienation of the self in modem 

society originates in an elemental alienation that manifests itself as a meaninglessness he 

later identified as nihilism understood as the death o f God. The way to heal the alienation 

of the self and make it whole thus lies, in Heidegger’s view, in renewing an authentically 

religious dimension in human existence and thereby finding authentic meaning. It is this 

possibility that he believed is opened up in and through the question of being.

no longer appear as personal quirks, but as principled understandings of the human 
condition.

11
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At first glance, it may seem puzzling to view the crisis of modernity as preeminently 

religious. First, there are other important problems—war, genocide, famine, tyranny, and 

ecological destruction—that seem to claim priority over religious matters. Second, 

organized religion continues to flourish in many societies. Even in more secular societies, 

church organizations form a foundation for socialization and community-building, and 

religious precepts still provide important answers for contemporary problems. In fact, 

from some liberal points of view, the religious “problem” is not that there is not enough 

religion, but that there is too much; religious fundamentalism threatens the basic system of 

individual rights of conscience that is the hallmark of modem liberal society. Although 

Heidegger cannot be regarded as a religious fundamentalist in the usual sense of the

| word—for the most part he viewed contemporary shows of piety as superficial blather—,
‘

he is one in a strict sense, for he sees a relation to the divine as the foundation for authentic 

human existence, the basis of a stance towards the world that provides the measure and 

direction for meaningful action in the here and now.10 Thus, the very success of modem 

attacks on religion are the context for considering Heidegger’s countercritique of 

modernity, for the Enlightenment and liberal critiques of religion aim not just at debunking

 ̂ religious precepts, but also at undermining the claim that religious life should be the
*■
! supreme and all-encompassing source of value and meaning. Heidegger’s critique of
f
i modernity is thus, at heart, also a critique of the modem critique of religion.
\(
' One can consider modernity as a project to dethrone religion from its ruling position

in several ways and in many different areas o f human life. Two seem pertinent when

IU It should also be noted that Heidegger’s idea of religion shares nothing in common with 
the more common species of thought in contemporary society that advocate a return to 
religion: conservative laments over the decline of Christian morality, the cynical belief that 
religion is socially necessary in order to restrain the passions, or the recent emphasis on the 
communal virtues that church organizations provide people in the face of market alienation 
or state hegemony. Heidegger was at best neutral, more often hostile, towards Christian 
morality; he did not believe that passions needed restraining, and he vehemently maintained 
that church organizations were part of the problem, not its solution. Heidegger is no 
conservative; his religiosity is revolutionary.
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considering Heidegger’s metaphysical politics: liberalism’s commitment to toleration and 

modem science. Both liberalism and modem science can be considered as responses to a 

particular religious problem that confronted those on the cusp of modernity. The problem 

of modernity in some sense grew out of the religious crisis of late medieval and 

Renaissance times, a crisis both of theology and politics. Both science and liberalism 

respond to the problem of the relation between reason and revelation, knowledge and 

belief.

If the medieval period is marked by the high scholastic synthesis of reason and 

revelation, the voluntarism of the late medieval period and particularly the thought of the 

Nominalist movement slowly disintegrated the happy synthesis medieval thinkers had
r

; wrought. In particular, the Nominalist insistence upon divine omnipotence and absolute
p

freedom made the status of reason and even revelation suspect, for if God could remake the 

world at any instance, then all knowledge, even simple mathematical propositions, was 

radically contingent. Worse, there was a sense that this omnipotent God was indifferent or 

: even hostile to human well-being, reinforced no doubt by the experiences of the Black

Death, the papal schism, and the widespread corruption of the Church. As a result, belief in 

a beneficent and providential God and faith in the Church as the representation of divine 

truth on earth eroded in the face of these social, political, and natural disasters.

| What one finds in the Nominalist, particularly Ockhamist, response to this late

f medieval foreboding is a rethinking of the divine that would have profound consequences

for European history. The Nominalist insistence upon the sovereignty of God’s

omnipotent will over reason gave rise to revolutionary ways of thinking in all areas of

human life. One can see the confluence of this revolution in Ockham’s thought, even if

Ockham only laid the seeds of principles that would later be developed into full-blown

principles characteristic of modernity. Ockham is best known today for his epistemology

which centered on sense experience of individual beings, his attacks on the reality of
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universals, and the new emphasis on experimentation for discovering the contingent 

connections between things and events. We sometimes forget, however, that Ockham also 

developed radical political ideas, declared the pope a heretic, and was forced to take refuge 

with the German emperor. Ockham thought the Church corrupt, a corruption he traced to 

the papacy’s claim to temporal as well as spiritual sovereignty. Consequently, Ockham 

stressed the separation of Church and state. Furthermore, he, along with Marsilius of 

Padua, developed a new concept of the state, one based on the sovereignty of the people 

and the notion o f a society based upon a contract of consenting individuals. The 

connection between this conception of the state and his epistemological attacks on 

universals is clean the order of things (and people) is always a contingent product of the 

will; society is a  voluntary association. Ockham’s politics and epistemology derive from 

the supremacy of God’s omnipotent and utterly mysterious will.

It is not possible here to trace in any detail the permutations and consequences of 

Nominalist thought. One can recognize in Nominalist epistemology some of the central 

tenets of modem science: the role of experimentation, the directive to discover the 

connections between individual things and events and thereby the shift in focus from final 

to efficient causality, and the active, constructive role assigned to human reason. Although 

it is possible to see the Ockhamist roots of modem science, one must bear in mind that 

modem science took a very different perspective on the possibility of an omnipotent God 

than did Ockhamist theology. Whereas the latter sought to uphold the ultimate mystery of 

the divine will and so make room for faith, modem science sought to find ways of taming 

the omnipotent God. For modem science, the sense o f humanity’s abandonment demanded 

a new stance towards the world; the new role of an active science arose from a pessimistic 

view of divine Providence characteristic of theologies o f an omnipotent God. This demand 

is met by modem science, which through the application of a secured methodology seeks 

knowledge by which humans can become masters and possessors of nature. This vision of

14
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the role that human reason and will could play was central to the founders and leading 

propagandists of the modem project, chiefly Descartes and Bacon, and in the political 

realm, Machiavelli and Hobbes. In the face of divine indifference, humans needed to adopt 

an activist stance, and rationally secured knowledge was the engine for this activity.

Although at first glance it may appear paradoxical, this Nominalist separation of 

reason and divine will so important for modem science gave rise to an anti-rationalist and 

anti-institutional theology. This offspring of Nominalism entered decisively into European 

history in the figure of Martin Luther. Luther’s God has much in common with the God of 

Nominalism as his famous opposition between faith and works, and his bedrock belief in 

salvation by grace alone make clear. The preeminence of grace and divine will in Luther’s 

soteriology leads to a discounting of the efficacy of works and consequently a new 

emphasis upon an inward turning towards God through faith and the authority of the 

individual conscience. Luther, naturally, did not invent the inward turn—it had been 

present at least since Augustine and had gained prominence in medieval mysticism—, but 

in Luther’s wake there was a widespread adoption in both Protestant and Catholic nations 

of conscience as the path to salvation.

This new individual path towards God shook the foundations of the Catholic 

Church. The Roman Church holds itself to be a necessary intermediary between the 

individual and grace, but if the path to God lies in an inward faith, then the necessity of the 

Church is questionable. Luther drew the radical consequence of the inward path by 

proclaiming the priesthood of all believers.1' The true Church is nothing but those who 

have been called to God. Luther, though, did not draw the radical political conclusion 

many drew from this doctrine because politically he maintained a firm distinction between 

the inner and outer person and thus, in effect, between Church and state. More radical

11 Luther, Martin, “The Freedom of a Christian,” in Martin Luther: Selections from his 
Writings, ed. John Dillenberger (New York: Anchor Books, 1962) 62-65.
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followers merely eliminated this distinction and thus interpreted the priesthood of all 

believers as a slogan for a political revolution to bring about a true Christian commonwealth 

on earth. The outcome was religious warfare. The history o f Protestant politics proves 

that in the absence of an unambiguous harmony among everyone’s conscience, the one 

Church of true believers becomes plural sects each holding to their own version of the truth 

and sectarian violence follows as each sect attempts to impose its version of the truth upon 

the whole of society.

The centrality of toleration in modem liberal political thought developed in response 

to the horrors o f the wars of religion in the early modem period. To the proponents of 

toleration, religious conflict had its source in fanaticism, which erroneously took a

• contingent belief to be an absolute truth that needed to be enforced by a political agent.

|  From this perspective, the fanatic is confused on two points: he overlooks the difference

between knowledge and belief, and the need to keep separate the public and private realms. 

For the proponent of toleration, the boundaries of these realms is determined by the subject 

matter of knowledge and belief: knowledge is what is demonstrably true and universal, 

while belief is a matter of individual conscience. Thus only what is universal or common

I  qualifies as a genuinely public matter; matters of conscience lie beyond the just purview of

: public coercion. The principle of toleration ultimately subordinates revelation to reason,
i

* preserving revelation only by confining it to the private realm.12 The avowed goal is to
ji

separate religion and politics, church and state; just and free politics cannot be devoted to 

beliefs and values justified only by revelation. The result is not necessarily a devaluation of

12 Because of this relation between inwardness and political liberalism and by implication 
capitalism, many German intellectuals point to Lutheran inwardness as the ultimate source 
of the German bourgeoisie’s political quietism. This German context had a strong 
influence on how Heidegger’s ethical project was understood; even and especially where 
Luther and Kierkegaard were accorded a decisive impact on Heidegger’s thinking, his 
doctrine of authenticy was taken to imply an anti-political quietism. This reading is, 
according to my thesis, fundamentally mistaken.
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revelation, but it certainly results in a de-publicization of revelation and a concomitant de

divination or disenchantment of the political realm.

Both sectarianism and liberalism can genuinely claim to represent the true path of 

Reformation politics, a paradox found in the political ambiguity of the priesthood of all 

believers.13 Heidegger abandons the liberal path for the sectarian one. The former leads to 

the disenchantment of the public realm and thereby nihilism, the meaninglessness of all 

human activity. To give human existence meaning, Heidegger believes it is necessary to 

follow a path of spiritual commitment towards a re-divinization the world. This path has 

two major segments: the first is an opening of a space in which the divine can again come 

to presence; the second is making this space public and political. Simply put, Heidegger’s 

project aims at a political community in which all activity is directed towards and receives 

its meaning from a divine source. In short, Heidegger is a radical sectarian. The 

predominant concern for Heidegger is finding and articulating an authentically religious 

stance towards the world. To a large extent this appears in his work as a sustained critique 

of the metaphysics underlying modem science, which he believes has both marginalized 

and co-opted the truly divine god, leaving in its wake an inauthentic religiosity.

Heidegger’s attempt to locate the authentic divine sphere beyond the principle of reason 

pushes his thought in radical theological directions: even the medieval synthesis of reason 

and revelation, as well as the important scientific, social and political role natural reason 

played in medieval thought, is rejected in favor o f the primacy of a radically free and 

ultimately groundless revelation. By basing knowledge of being in revelation and freedom, 

Heidegger in effect wants to recover a radically Nominalist or Lutheran god, the very god 

that had created the problems to which liberalism and modem science were a response.

13 Luther advocated religious toleration, albeit in a somewhat limited way, because of his 
horror at the violence that had resulted from the radical Anabaptist espousal of his own 
doctrine. Luther did not, of course, cause the violence—revolutionary sectarianism had
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If Heidegger’s god is Nominalist and mystical, he draws very different political

consequences than most orthodox Christians did. In contrast to mainstream Christianity

after Augustine, Heidegger rejected the primacy of the vita contemplative over the vita

activa. Instead, Heidegger grounded religiosity in historical action. In order to develop

this project, Heidegger drew upon Aristotle’s notion of phronesis or practical wisdom

which provided guidelines for action in the here and now. Heidegger, however,

transformed this notion of phronesis in accordance with his theological project from

practical wisdom or prudence to a revelatory insight into being itself in and through which

the free god was revealed to humans and so determined the measure of their existence. The

uniqueness of Heidegger’s project lies in this odd combination of a mystical openness to

| divine revelation and a dedication to concrete action. Authentic Dasein is a mystical
|
| revoluuonary.

This overtly political and revolutionary aspect to Heidegger’s religiosity stands in 

stark contrast to the usual quietist image of the mystical saint, particularly of the modem 

religious Stoic, the Pietist, whose divided soul matches the divided society of religious
£

toleration. For the modem Stoic, revelation calls to the individual conscience. Conscience 

is a private concern; indeed, it is because conscience is a private matter that toleration is a 

central principle of the modem state. In contrast, Heidegger believed that revelation is 

» communal. Indeed, the community is constituted by the shared participation in a particular

revelation. The community has priority over the individual; indeed, the authentic self 

ceases to be an individual in the strict sense through participation in this revealed 

community. Heidegger’s brazen attacks on liberalism and its key principles o f individual 

freedom and toleration are thus not haphazard, but follow from his conception of the

' authentic self. Unfortunately, even those who take Heidegger’s religiosity seriously have

always been an element in medieval society—, but his theological doctrine provided a 
wonderful justification of the Anabaptist revolution against all hierarchy.
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most often read him as a Pietist. As a result, the communal dimension of his conception of 

the authentic self has been generally overlooked. Understanding Heidegger not as a Pietist 

but as a  sectarian makes it clear that his politics is not some mysterious aberration, but 

follows directly from his sectarian conception of religiosity.

Heidegger’s authentic community that heals the alienation endemic to modernity is a 

community o f saints. Is this, however, a viable model for a political life? How does one 

judge the manifest failure of his engagement with Nazism? Does this failure lie with 

Heidegger, or his ideals, or only with the Nazis’ failure to live up to its ideals? Heidegger 

himself concluded that the failure of the National Socialism movement lay in the limited 

thinking of its leaders; they were not radical enough to bring its promise of a radical 

transformation of modem society to fruition. Heidegger’s confrontation with the failure of 

the Nazi revolution thus does not redirect him towards liberalism. Rather, it engenders his 

later radical critique of modem technology and Western metaphysics as a whole, pushing 

him even further towards an apocalyptic vision of history and politics. It may be, of 

course, that Heidegger’s political ideal is fundamentally flawed, that National Socialism 

would inevitably have failed even if Heidegger had been successful in his attempts to “lead 

the leader.” Here one has to ask whether the source of the failure is the very attempt to re- 

divinize the public sphere and transform society into a religious community. Does the 

subsumption of politics to religion lead Heidegger to a monstrous or at least dangerously 

impractical politics? Moreover is the problem religion perse , or only Heidegger’s radically 

antinomian conception of religiosity?

By addressing myself to these questions, I hope not only to explain how a great

thinker could support a brutal regime, but why he believed his principles were necessary to

remedy our modem situation. In Heidegger’s thought one sees one of the great attempts to

transcend the confines of modernity and tender a thoroughly radical alternative to modem

politics. It may well be, however, that the remedy is worse than the disease; perhaps the
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ills of our times do not require so drastic a remedy. In a roundabout way, an examination 

of the depths and dangers of Heidegger’s truly radical political philosophy may give one 

cause to reconsider the legitimacy of modernity in general and liberal politics in particular.

Plan of the Work

In the first chapter, I concentrate on Heidegger’s early work up to Being and Time 

in order to show how Heidegger’s early crisis o f faith and his attempt to renew an authentic 

religious dimension shaped how he raised the question of being. In particular, I 

demonstrate how Heidegger’s rejection of the dominance of theory in modernity goes hand 

in hand with his ideal of a religious unity of feeling and intuition, and how this ideal guides 

the development of his hermeneutical phenomenology, in which authentic human existence 

comes from raising the question of being in a particular historical situation. I explicate the 

way in which Heidegger appropriated Aristotle to this project, particularly the preeminent 

role assigned to phronesis or practical wisdom. I conclude by elucidating how Heidegger’s 

religious ideal of authenticity transforms phronesis into divine revelation, which forms the 

basis of his revolutionary activism.

In the second chapter, I examine Heidegger’s ethical ideal of authenticity in terms of 

his transformation o f practical wisdom. Heidegger understands inauthenticity to be 

alienation from being and consequently authenticity as integration into being as a whole. A 

comparison with one of his favorite thinkers, Meister Eckhart, reveals the mystical roots of 

this understanding o f authenticity. Heidegger’s mysticism, I argue, leads him to embrace a 

new understanding o f freedom as freedom for the revelation of being; in being free for 

being, one participates in the meaning of existence given by the revelation. By 

emphasizing the centrality of being-with or human sociality to human life, I show that this 

participation is communal, correcting a widely-held misinterpretation of Dasein’s
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irreducible individuality. The self becomes fully authentic only by participating in a 

communal revelation of being.

In Chapter 3 ,1 investigate Heidegger’s critique of modem technology and his 

related efforts to find an authentic meaning to work. Heidegger’s growing conviction that 

human life is necessarily bound up with technology forces him to reconsider the disavowal 

of technicity in favor of phronesis displayed in his earlier thinking. The necessary role of 

technology sets Heidegger to work finding a way of thinking about technology and work 

that is compatible with his ideal of authenticity. I trace out how Heidegger exploits an 

ambiguity in the Greek origin o f techne, from which he develops on the one hand an entire 

history of Western metaphysics and its nihilistic fulfillment in our modem technological 

society, and on the other hand a postmodern response to nihilism embodied in the phrase 

“poetic dwelling.” Poetic dwelling, I argue, is Heidegger’s reformulation of his earlier 

notion of authenticity so that authentic work stands in the service of a communal revelation.

Having laid the bases in the first three chapters for Heidegger’s ideal of religious 

authenticity and its connection to communal life, I turn in the fourth chapter to the complex 

issue of Heidegger’s complicity with National Socialism. In contrast to many previous 

commentators, I seek to focus attention on the substantive character of his “spiritual” 

National Socialism and his political commitment to this ideal. In National Socialism, 

Heidegger thought he had found his political answer to the crisis of modernity: a worker’s 

party dedicated to the service o f the national community. The nation or Volk thereby 

becomes Heidegger’s vision o f an authentic community.

In the fifth and final chapter, I take up in more general terms Heidegger’s political 

philosophy and his attempt to develop a politics that would be an alternative to modem 

political formations. In particular, I examine the political consequences of his antinomian 

conception of religiosity. I lay out the path by which Heidegger thought that the alternative
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to rules and coercive power was the leadership principle. Leaders lead by virtue o f their 

superior practical wisdom, which opens up a revelation of being for a people. A leader is 

successful as a leader only if the people take up the meaning o f the revelation through self- 

will or self-responsibility. Without self-responsibility, there is only rule and tyranny. 

Heidegger’s ideal politics is thus a leader-populism that is supposed to be an alternative to 

modem state formations. 1 argue, however, that in actuality Heidegger’s political regime is 

really a community of saints; the leader is not a man of great prudence or practical wisdom 

but a prophet or minister of a divinely-ordained community. I thus show in conclusion that 

Heidegger’s political ideal is founded on an apocalyptic vision of human existence and that 

this vision leads him to advocate a revolutionary sectarian solution to political problems that 

1 is not merely monstrous in execution, but dangerous in its principle.

i'

*

■

I
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Chapter 1

Religiosity and the Meaning of Being

Introduction

In Being and Time Heidegger admits to having an “factical ideal" which motivated 

his project to renew the question of being.(BT, 358) His early students perceived this ideal 

to be the religious life. So Heidegger wrote to Lowith in 1921: “I concretely tactically labor 

out of my ‘I am’—out of my spiritual, wholly factical heritage—milieu—life-contexts, out
E

of that which is accessible to me from there as living experience in which I liv e ... To this 

facticity of mine belongs—to state it briefly—, that I am a "Christian theologian."' Later 

studies on Heidegger from Poggeler’s groundbreaking synthesis to recent major efforts 

from Kisiel and Van Buren have only confirmed the importance of the religious 

dimension.2 Later in life Heidegger himself pointed towards his theological provenance as
l!
; decisive for his path of thinking (DL, 10), but what was decisive in this heritage for his

1 Martin Heidegger to Karl Lowith, August 19, 1921, in Martin Heidegger and European 
Nihilism, ed. Richard Wolin (New York: Columbia University Press, 1995) 236.

2 1 will take this moment to acknowledge my debt to these studies, particularly Kisiel’s, which 
have guided my interpretation in this chapter. Kisiel, Theodore, "Heidegger’s Apology: 
Biography as Philosophy and Ideology," in The Heidegger Case, ed. Tom Rockmore and 
Joseph Margolis (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1992); Kisiel, Theodore. The 
Genesis o f Heidegger’s Being and Time (Berkeley, CA: University of California Press,
1993); Poggeler, Otto. Der Denkweg Martin Heideggers. 3rd ed. (Pfullingen: Neske, 1990): 
van Buren, John. The Young Heidegger (Bloomington, IN: Indiana University Press, 1994); 
also the essays on the early Heidegger collected in Kisiel, Theodore and John van Buren, 
ed. Reading Heidegger from the Start. (Albany, NY: State University of New York Press,
1994). Safranski’s and Ott’s more biographical studies also proved very useful. Safranski, 
Rudiger, Ein Meiseraus Deutschland: Heidegger und seine Zeit (Munchen: Hanser, 1994); 
Ott, Hugo, Martin Heidegger: Unterwegs zu seiner Biographie (New York: Campus Verlag. 
1992); Ott, Hugo, “Heidegger’s Catholic Origins: The Theological Philosopher,” in Martin 
Heidegger: Politics, Art, and Technology, ed. Karsten Harries and Christoph Jamme (New 
York: Holmes & Meier, 1994).
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lifelong questioning of being? Generally in his late retrospectives he would emphasize his 

Catholic origins: his studies with Carl Braig, the decisive impulse given by Brentano’s 

study on the manifold meaning of being in Aristotle, his own Habilitationschrift on Dun 

Scotus’ theory of categories.(MWP, 74-5) One could easily include his years of being 

funded by a Catholic stipendium which stipulated that the study be dedicated to the work of 

St. Thomas Aquinas. Yet with this gesture Heidegger obscures the turns that set him on 

his path of thinking. Again in this late retrospective, Heidegger says, ‘Thus I was brought 

to the path of the question of being, illuminated by the phenomenological attitude, again 

made uneasy in a different way than previously by the questions prompted by Bretano’s 

dissertation.”(MWP, 79) What is it that caused the question of being to be raised in a 

different way? From the essay, one would conclude that it was phenomenology, 

particularly Husserl, who brought Heidegger to this new path. This is partially true. 

Phenomenology would become decisive for the way in which Heidegger understood the 

question of being, but it was not the sufficient cause for the change. For one thing, 

Heidegger was introduced to Husserl’s work in 1910, almost a decade before this change 

would occur. Secondly, it is fairly clear that while he adopted some of Husserl’s insights 

and “attitude,” his understanding of phenomenology differed significantly from that of his 

mentor. In fact, the change in the question of being which owed something to his 

understanding of phenomenology has an explicit religious fundament, but no longer that of 

Catholic theology, but rather a religiosity heavily influenced by Luther and the German 

mystics; the different understanding of the question of being can be traced to a crisis of 

faith Heidegger suffered towards the end of the First World War, a crisis that led him to 

abandon his Catholic heritage and embrace a radical Lutheran religiosity. By the time 

Heidegger wrote to Lowith about laboring out of his factical life-context as a Christian 

theologian, he was no longer a Catholic. This crisis of faith prompted by Heidegger’s 

conviction that there is a dire need to renew an authentically religious life that could not be
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satisfied within the confines of Catholic dogma led direcdy to his understanding of 

phenomenology and thus the path to renewing the question o f being in this new and 

difficult manner. As Kisiel puts it: “One is hard put to find the slight allusions to his turn to 

a Protestant ‘free Christianity’ in 1917, let alone to atheism in 1929 and to a national folk 

religion of his own Holderlinized invention in the 1930’s. Yet these ‘world views’ are 

perhaps more influential on his turns of thought than his original Catholicism.”3

The roots of the crisis include both personal and philosophical issues, although the 

one cannot be neatly separated from the other. In a letter written to a friend, Heidegger 

suggests that certain problems had “made the system of Catholicism problematic and 

unacceptable for me—but not Christianity perse  or metaphysics, the latter albeit in a new 

sense.”4 The philosophical issue comes down to the meaning of the “system of 

Catholicism,” and its relation to authentic religious life. The problem lies in the sense of 

“system.” A system o f beliefs is dogmatic and propositional. Both elements alienate 

humans from their proper religious being. The alienation is thought in two senses. First, 

because a dogmatic system of propositions is universal and unchanging, it confronts 

concrete historical living as an alien force, a system of outdated beliefs whose real efficacy 

has been lost. The factical example that weighed most heavily on Heidegger’s own being 

was the Church’s declaration that the teachings of St. Thomas Aquinas constituted the 

authoritative doctrine for present-day Catholics. Second, the sense of truth as eternal 

propositions valid for all times cuts humans off from their authentic historical being from 

which we gain access to the real efficacy of religious ideals, that is to say, God. The 

manner in which the Church thought of religious life, as a dogmatic system of 

propositions, did not make room for the source of genuine religious meaning, which lay in 

the historicity of being human. The authentic relation to God could only be achieved when

3 Kisiel, “Heidegger’s Apology,” The Heidegger Case, 21
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Dasein could achieve an authentic relation to itself. This is Heidegger’s fundamental 

insight.5

To combat this double alienation, Heidegger searched for conceptions of religious 

life which were open to this foundational life element. He wanted humans to live in an 

undivided unity with the meaning of their existence, a unity he felt could be found in 

medieval life, both among the Scholastics and even more so among mystics such as 

Eckhardt. From Eckhardt it was only a  small step to the early Luther, on whom Eckhardt 

had exercised considerable influence, and thence to 19th century Protestants such as 

Dilthey, Kierkegaard, and Schleiermacher. In each case Heidegger appropriated them to 

his own task to And access to meaning in life, to maintain an authentic religiosity that held 

itself apart from the alienating effects o f theoretical life. In particular, Schleiermacher’s
i
i

|  “Second Address on Religion,” which sought to keep religion free from “alien teleologies"

i.e., science, exerted a strong influence on Heidegger’s thinking in this respect.

Heidegger’s own philosophical developments at the time show the direct influences 

of this Protestant turn. His new hermeneutical phenomenology, which found its initial 

expression in his first lectures after the war, took as its project the double task of

 ̂ deconstructing the theoretical life in order to lay bare the proper access to the “originary
r*

intentions” of life itself. In a thought experiment of stunning simplicity, Heidegger sought 

to find this access in “lived experience.” In this experiencing, he both established an access 

to original meaning as environmental meaning (factical life-contexts) and related this 

meaning back to the experiencing I; it establishes both genuine meaning and an authentic 

sense of the self. In the most immediate case, this “lived experience” of things in their 

proper meaning occurs in our everyday work-world as we go about our business. Theory,

4 Martin Heidegger to Engelbert Krebs, January 9, 1919; quoted in Ott, Hugo. Martin 
Heidegger, 106.
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understood as universally valid propositions, both “lives o ff’ the genuine meaning gleaned 

in experiencing, in the sense of talcing the life out of things by denuding the experience of 

the meaning-giving grounds of our practical concerns, and in so doing also shuts off the 

genuine sense of one’s self, because in objectifying our experiences so that they may be 

expressed in a universalizable proposition, the experiencing I for whom the meaning of the 

experience has meaning drops away.

As powerful and lasting an influence as this thought experiment exercised on 

Heidegger, he had already run up against a difficulty: theoretical experience was itself an 

experiencing, however cut off from authentic experience. The difficulty cropped up from 

the opposite side as well: all experience, genuine or not, was experienced through speech. 

Experiencing in and through speech is the literal sense of phenomenology, the speech that 

lets the phenomena come to presence for the experiencing self. One cannot oppose 

experience to theory, for theory is but one type of experience, that is to say, speech. In 

order to think through this problematic, Heidegger turned to Aristotle, particularly his 

account in Book 6 of the Nichomachean Ethics of the so-called intellectual virtues, the 

modes of “aletheuein," the ways o f speaking that let something come to presence in its 

truth. Heidegger’s appropriation of this thematic enriched the ongoing project of 

hermeneutical phenomenology and the task of finding an authentic religious dimension 

separate from the alienating effects of theory. The modes of aletheuein disclosed a world in 

terms of the particular disclosing; this way of disclosing became in Being and Time the 

analysis of the worldhood. Worldhood, however, was not a characteristic of world, but of 

Dasein itself; thus Being and Time comprised an analytic of Dasein, an analysis of ways of 

being human. This dovetailed neatly with the religious project of finding genuine meaning

5 In this Marion is absolutely correct. Marion, Jean-Luc. God Without Being, trans. Thomas 
A. Carlson (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1991),
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in religious life, the religious way of being. He could make use of Aristotle’s discussion of 

aletheuein to investigate the authentic way of being human.

In this way the ontological investigation into the being of Dasein dovetailed with the 

“factical ideal” of religiosity. This factical ideal underlay the guiding motif developed in 

Being and Time between authenticity and inauthenticity. In authenticity commentators have 

generally seen the outline of an ethics or at least the basis for the subsequent development 

of one. For humans to be authentic, that is to be true to their self, requires that the being of 

the self be authentically disclosed, that is to say, disclosed in such a way that being is 

thought in a manner appropriate to the human condition. The being proper to Dasein is the 

criteria for distinguishing which ways of disclosing of being, the modes of aletheuein, are 

* authentic. Thus in his lecture course of 1924/S Heidegger explicated the opposition

between the inauthentic modes, chiefly sophia and the theoretical life, and the one authentic 

mode, phronesis, which is the insight that brings forth the total situation for acting in the 

| world.6 Phronesis was the authentic way to be Dasein because it disclosed being as what

can be otherwise, and thus as possibility and temporality. Sophia, its highest counterpoint,
i

disclosed that which was eternal, and so was inappropriate to authentically understanding

I Dasein. In this way Heidegger continued the theme of the inauthenticity of the theoretical
£

life, but now rather than work its counterpart was phronesis, the practical wisdom that 

■ guides action. Dasein was understood as authentic action.

Despite this turn to Aristotle’s ethics to illuminate the question of being,

Heidegger’s understanding of authentic action is not classical, but instead thoroughly

6 What is surprising is that many of the luminaries who accuse Heidegger of having neglected 
politics and action—among them Gadamer, Strauss, and Arendt—attended this lecture.

; How all of them missed the equation between phronesis and authenticity is a mystery to me.
Even more ironically, Gadamer could later credit Heidegger’s lectures on Aristotle with 
giving a decisive impulse to his own task of a hermeneutical theory of action which he 
considered a necessary counterweight to Heidegger’s own theories of authenticity. See for 
example, Gadamer, Hans-Georg, “Heidegger und die Griechen.” in Hermeneutik im 
Riickblick, vol. 10, Gesammelte Werke (Tubingen: J. C. B. Mohr, 1995).
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informed by his understanding of authentic religiosity. Phronesis becomes "der 

Augenblick, ” the instantaneous moment of vision which clears the opening in which beings 

come to presence, the lightning flash of being which steers the whole. This understanding 

of phronesis has profound consequences for Heidegger’s political thought. Authentic 

action for Heidegger is revolutionary action. Action is a radical change in the experience of 

being which founds historical epochs based upon this understanding of being opened up in 

the moment o f vision. Heidegger’s understanding of being and time is determined by his 

underlying desire to renew authentic religiosity by posing in a radical way the question of 

the meaning o f being.

From Religion to Phenom enology

The Crisis of Faith

We are fortunate to be able to better understand today the path by which Heidegger 

came to the question of being. Between his first two published materials, the 

Habilitationschrift and Being and Time, there stands a gap of 11 turbulent, formative and 

productive years, filled only by second-hand stories of students from this time, such as 

Gadamer and Becker. This lacuna has been filled in by recent painstaking researches of 

Ott, Sheehan, Van Buren, and above all Kisiel, and most importantly, by the ongoing 

publication o f lecture courses from this period, which combined present a more complete 

picture to supplement the one the older Heidegger drew. Missing from Heidegger’s picture 

was the wrenching crisis of faith which caused Heidegger to abandon Catholicism.

Missing is the headlong plunge into mysticism, free Lutheranism, and Lebensphilosophie. 

Missing was the enthusiastic appropriation/confrontation with Aristotle. Missing were 

those steps that would lead Heidegger to designate authentic philosophy as hermeneutic
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phenomenology. Heidegger’s path to the question of being was given decisive impetus by 

these missing elements broached in those 11 formative years.

Whatever the other psychological factors involved in his crisis of faith, this crisis, 

like that of Luther’s, was produced in large part by a fundamental religious problem. What 

had become unacceptable for Heidegger was not Christianity or religion, but Catholicism, 

specifically rigorous enforcement of dogma by papal encyclical. Heidegger wrote to a 

friend in 1919, “Epistemological insights applied to the theory of historical knowledge have 

made the system o/Catholicism problematic and unacceptable for me—but not Christianity 

perse  or metaphysics, the latter albeit in a new sense.”7 The opposition is not merely 

between Catholicism and Christianity, but between theoretical system and historical
1
\ knowledge. A system was a form of theoretical dogma, shorn of any living spirit. In

terms of Catholicism, the papal motu proprio of 1914 declared St. Thomas Aquinas to be 

the sole and absolute source of doctrinal authority within the Church. Without living spirit, 

these writings were mere propositions; it allowed no question about how these propositions 

! arose in the first place, or how these propositions related to a fundamental medieval

experience o f God.

(
These motivations were broached in the conclusion to the Habilitationschrift, where 

Heidegger aired the motivations behind his enterprise. It was only at the end of a treatise 

[ on medieval theory of categories that he insisted, “History and its cultural-philosophical-

theological meaning must become a meaning-determining element fo r  the problem of 

categories...'\GAl, 408) If not, a study of medieval categories (such as the 

Habilitationschrift itself) would “seem to be first of all a school concept rightly drained of 

color and not further meaningfiil.”(GAl, 408) It acquires meaning only when we set it into 

its origin in the total medieval “world of experience,” because it is “the conceptual

7 Martin Heidegger to Engelbert Krebs, January 9, 1919; quoted in Ott, Hugo. Martin 
Heidegger, 106.
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expression of a determinate form of inner existence anchored in the transcendent primordial 

relationship of the soul to God as it was living in rare continuity in the middle ages.”(GAl, 

409) A theory of categories, the form of the epistemic system per se, was meaningful only 

as it grew out of an unbroken experience of the whole, i.e., of the manifoldness of the 

living self and its relationship to God and world. Growing out of the living self, this 

relationship is historical. This relationship of self to God took its exemplary expression in 

medieval mysticism. It is a modem prejudice, Heidegger claimed, to oppose scholasticism 

to mysticism as one would oppose rationality to irrationality because the two belong 

essentially together in the medieval Weltanschauung.(GA1,410)8 Heidegger wanted to 

combine mysticism and scholasticism in such a manner that the two elements would 

function properly only together; he expressed this in the slogan “Philosophy as rationalistic 

structure [system!] cut off from life is powerless, mysticism as irrational experience is 

aimless." (GA1,410) Authentic philosophy attempts to combine both of these elements; it 

must be historical experience [Erleben] which uncovers the rational aim in the experience 

itself. Only by this means can we overcome the one-sidedness of either pole, and come to 

experience a genuine connection with God. In particular, we can overcome the dangers of 

a theoretical system loosed from life that confronts each person as alien truth.

Heidegger waited until the last pages of his Habilitationschrift to let loose this 

barrage of Romantic Lebensphilosophie .9 It has the unfortunate effect of rendering that 

which precedes it a mere school exercise, because nowhere in the treatise does Heidegger 

analyze how Scotus’ theory of categories relates to this overall medieval Weltanschauung, 

nor how his own exposition of Scotus’ position arises in turn from fundamental

* Heidegger would repeat this from time to time later in life. It is of particular importance 
because as Heidegger well knew, many accused him of falling into mysticism. His lifelong 
task was to rethink rationality so that it would encompass both the particular in its 
particularity and the universal, although to do this he would have to rethink universality.
His invocation of Hegel at the end is not accidental.

9 Heidegger cites Novalis as the motto for the conclusion.(GAl, 399)
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motivations of his relationship to God. The slogan provided Heidegger with a direction for 

subsequent investigations (which would occupy the rest of his life), but in pursuing this 

direction, the tension with dogmatic theology became even greater. If being a Catholic in 

1916 meant accepting the works o f Aquinas as the absolute truth, it meant foregoing the 

historical, living element which was vital for the truth of these works. This is true in two 

related respects. First of all, 1916 is not 1270; the world is not the same. Propositions 

about the world that may be pertinent to one time may not have the same validity in our 

own. Put more concretely, Aquinas’ works meant something quite different to him (and 

his contemporaries) than they ever could be for us, because they arose out of his historical 

philosophical labor, whereas they confront us as systematic truth. Aquinas arrived at his 

truth. For us to have a meaningful experience of his truth, we must also arrive at his truth 

such that it becomes our truth. To arrive at the truth so that it becomes a living experience 

like it was for Aquinas we must undergo the same philosophical labors he did, which 

means to pursue the same questions he did; it means that we ourselves must open ourselves 

to the questionableness of existence.

This, in a nutshell, is the justification of the historical philosophizing Heidegger 

practiced. The history of philosophy must cease being a historiological acquaintance of the 

past as if it were something past, but instead become a historical confrontation with the 

tradition and thereby a genuine appropriation of the tradition.(GA4S, 12,41) In this 

historical confrontation, we experience the questions that lie behind the answers given in 

the text; the proper reading of philosophical texts means not to lay out the answers but to 

experience for ourselves the questioning that goes on in the texts. Only by experiencing the 

questionableness of what is being questioned does the question pose itself to us as a matter 

for our concern; only then does the question really matter to our being. This experience 

will point to the origin which underlies the questioning itself, its origin in the world of the 

self which questions concerning the truth of being. Historical philosophizing, the authentic
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intertwining of experience and reason, is thus radically opposed to theoretical 

systematization and dogmatic theology. Theory, either as dogma, mathematical science or 

historiography blocks off access to the origins of authentic existence, and produces only 

stagnant propositions, “loosened off from life.” As this opposition became apparent to 

Heidegger, the “system of Catholicism” became increasingly unacceptable.

In the next several years Heidegger began the work of historical philosophizing that 

aimed to solve the problem expressed in the slogan “Philosophy as rationalistic structure 

cut off from life is powerless, mysticism as irrational experience is aimless." His intent 

was to reintegrate reason into life, a task which when undertaken was in itself 

simultaneously to find the meaning contained in experience. Foremost in carrying out this 

task was the “destruction” or “building down” [Abbau] of the primacy of theory which 

would free access to an authentic primordial layer of life from which theory was cut off. 

This new access which was a “referral back to a foundational level of life” Heidegger early 

called “hermeneutic intuition,” which coincides with the project of phenomenology. 

Deconstruction of the tradition was a necessary part of the positive project of hermeneutical 

phenomenology.

Heidegger took up the deconstruction of theory in reference to the “system of 

Catholicism” which had become unacceptable to him. The rejection of Catholicism was 

not, however, a rejection of Christianity. This opposition of Catholicism to Christianity 

signified his newfound attraction to Luther.10 In the last years of the First World War his

m Van Buren’s The Young Heidegger takes up the Lutheran motives in painstaking detail.
Van Buren’s intent, apart from a historiographical analysis of Heidegger’s early works, is to 
find a Heidegger more congenial to a sort of postmordem philosophy than the encrusted 
sludge of the later Heidegger. Hence the title. The Young Heidegger, is meant to parallel 

! Lukacs’ The Young Hegel, and echoes every attempt to find a more youthful, dynamic
Hegel before he supposedly succumbed to world-weariness and absolutism. Even 
Heidegger’s turn to Luther concentrates on the young Luther before “he himself fell 
victim to the burden of the tradition: there begins the encroachment of the protestant 
scholasticism.”(GA60, 282) It is clear that the Luther that interests Heidegger is the one 
who fought against scholasticism, whether protestant or Catholic. As I will point out in a 
later chapter, however, what Heidegger understands as Luther’s scholasticism is part and
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attention turned increasingly to medieval mysticism, which influenced Luther and later the 

German Romanucs, such as Schleiermacher, and the common roots of the Protestant and 

proto-Protestant religiosity in Pauline literature.(GA60,310) Common to all of these was 

an intense sense of a personal experience with God without mediadon of Church or 

theory.(BwHB, 14) This intense personal experience that turned towards God made up the 

“original form of religiosity” which he now opposed to a dogmadc theology which 

remained dependent on the theoretical consciousness.(GA60,310) Heidegger found this 

original religiosity in the young Luther who railed in the Heidelberg Disputations against 

the theologia gloriae of scholastic speculation which sought to explain God from what is 

visible to human senses and reason in favor of a theologia crucis, a theology of the cross, 

which arose out of a fundamental humility before God’s mystery. The key difference for 

Heidegger lay in the relation between reason and the divine; a theology of the cross 

maintained the radical insufficiency o f purely human reason to comprehend the divine, 

whereas a theology of God’s glory sought to comprehend God’s ultimate reasons within a 

unified system.11 The theologia gloriae is identical with the system of Catholicism which 

“shuts out a primordial genuine religious experience of values,” and falls to “an entangled, 

inorganic, theoretically fully uncleared, dogmatic enclosure of propositions and proofs” 

that in the end sustains itself through police power.(GA60,313) The mystics were a 

countermovement to the dogmatizing influence of Church institutions.(GA60,314) 

Heidegger took up this Lutheran opposition by declaring authentic philosophy to be 

“humility before the mystery and grace-character of all life.”(BwHB, 14) The new path of 

philosophy was infused with religiosity.

parcel of Luther’s attempts to build a new church organized around his principles. The old 
Luther thus achieved a practical success that would ever elude Heidegger.

11 Heidegger maintains this distinction until the very end, even if he gives new names, e.g., 
thinking vs. calculating or the questioning that is the piety of thinking vs. the principle of 
reason, for Luther’s opposition. See for instance, EM, 65. Also of great import is that the 
same distinction underlies Heidegger’s understanding of poetry; what he calls poetic
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When philosophy would free itself from speculative impulses and return to an 

authentically religious impulse, it would return the self to an authentic experience of life.12 

Heidegger takes up the distinction Schleiermacher made in “On the Essence of Religion” 

between religion and theoretical science which belong to two different spheres of existence.

“Alien teleology and precisely the most dangerously confusing theoretical 
[must be] eliminated. It means ‘to climb down into the innermost holiness 
of life,’ there can be found the primordial relation o f feeling and intuition...
It means to uncover a primordial region of life and accomplishment of the 
consciousness (or feeling), in which religion alone effects itself as 
determinate form of experience.”(GA60,321)13

The undivided unity of feeling and intuition is found in the “mysterious moment of vision

[Or if one wishes to be literal, moment of vision which is filled with mystery] .’’(GA60,

f 322)14 In religion one finds the original relationship of feeling and intuition which

preserves the mystery of life, precisely the combination Heidegger wanted philosophy to

become in contradistinction to its prevalent scientific rationalism. ‘The new life which we

I want, or that wants in us, has renounced being universal, i.e., false and flat (super-

| ficial)—its possession is originality—not the artificial-constructive, but rather the
i
I conclusiveness of total intuition.”(BwHB, IS) This total intuition which “wells up in
f

| blessed moments of vision,” is thus found in the religious life.(BwHB, 14)

dwelling is to dwell in the mystery of the divine. I wil go into this in more detail in Chapter 
3.

12 German has two basic words for experience “erfahren” and “erleben.” The latter is 
derived from “leben” “to live,” and the “er-” is an intensifier; “er-leben” connotes 
“live intensively.” Erieben and its cognate Eriebnis are the words Heidegger usually uses 
in this time period, and its connection with Leben is intentional.

13 Much of this passage is a gloss of Heidegger’s gloss of Schleiermacher. It is interesting 
that some of this terminology and manner of thinking appears in Heidegger’s lectures on 
Aristotle, particularly the task of separating into their proper element the teleologies of the 
various ways of aletheuein, which Heidegger there translates as “uncover,” outlined in the 
sixth book of the Nichomachean Ethics. This is not surprising given the fundamental unity 
of underlying motives in the development of Heidegger’s early project.

14 This is the earliest passage I have found which connects Augenblick, usually a measure of 
time, with Anschauung, intuition or sight. This connection becomes of central importance 
in Being and Time.
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If Heidegger wishes to emphasize the feeling nature of experience which connects 

with life, he does not wish to lose sight of the meaning of this experience. As he noted in 

the conclusion to the Habilitationschri.fi, pure experience—he is referring to 

phenomenological intuition as described by Natorp and Bergson in particular—tends to fall 

into a broad, flat homogeneity of flowing sensation. Medieval intuition by contrast 

contains meaning because it has a determinate telos, i.e., everything “flows” towards the 

God of biblical revelation. Heidegger believed he encountered a similar understanding of 

intuition in Husserl’s Logical Investigations, with the important difference that the pregiven 

meaning towards which intuition was directed was not given by faith, but rather was 

contained in the directing intuition itself. Philosophy distinguished itself from theology not 

merely in its systematicity but also in not halting at a determinate understanding of that 

towards which it intends; theology must always begin and end with the certainty of faith, 

whereas philosophy remains open to radical questioning. As a philosopher, Heidegger is 

not particularly interested in proving the truth of biblical revelation, but rather in exploring 

how meaning and truth in general are derived from the intentional being of human 

existence. For Heidegger’s studies, the “how” of human being, its manner of comporting 

towards the world as a whole, always takes precedence over the “what.” Out of the “how” 

comes the particular “what” which is uncovered in its particularity as the situation in which 

historical Dasein finds itself. From this sequence Heidegger draws the peculiar but 

nevertheless consistent conclusion that “our experiential relation to God—that is primary, 

because it wells up graciously—is directive for the specific religious constitution of ’God’ 

as a ‘phenomenological object. ”’(GA60,324) The “what” of God is derived from the 

experiential, intuiting “how” of the human being that relates to God. The task of 

phenomenology for Heidegger is to lay out the structure of this intuitional “how” of 

Dasein. In the first part of Being and Time, this task becomes the analytic of Dasein, 

which finds its unity in the intentional structure Heidegger calls Sorge, care.
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What distinguishes theology from genuine religious life lies in the “how” of the 

comportment towards God. Theology is a theoretical science, which is its own peculiar 

type of intending, whereas religiosity has its own experiential type of intending. Both 

theology and religiosity direct themselves toward God, but the way in which they are 

directed differs. God no longer stands before one as the object of theoretical seeing, but is 

experienced, i.e., lived by the self. God is experienced as the “universum—the fullness of 

reality—in uninterrupted flowing and effecting; everything as part of the whole.”(GA60, 

321) Because theory is loosened from life, it cannot grasp the interconnectedness of each 

part, but can only grasp pieces. Theory is at heart analysis, cutting up the whole into 

analyzable bits. For this reason, theory is “false and flat (super-ficial).”(BwHB, 13)

| Religion, on the contrary, can experience the whole. Religion is “the specifically religious

|  intentional feeling relation of each content of experience to an infinite whole as the

I foundational meaning... The specific experience leads back into the inner unity of life.

|  Religious life is the constant renewing of this process.”(GA60,321-22) It is this

connection o f particularity and universality, experience and meaning, the self and the whole 

' of which it is part, which is uncovered in the “mysterious moment of vision.”(G A60,322)

[ Out of genuine experience arises the meaning of the whole. This meaning of the whole in

its historical particularity is the intentional object of authentic religiosity. The intentional 

“object” of religion is in turn dependent on the way of intending specific to religiosity.

We are now in position to see how closely this understanding of religious being 

carried over into Heidegger’s early phenomenological investigations. Religious life 

experiences the wholeness of existence as identical with the “inner unity of life” itself. This 

makes religious experience identical with “hermeneutical intuition” which is an experience 

• which refers back to a “basic level of life.”(GA56/57,116-7) The close relation between

these two ways of being is not surprising given the temporal proximity of these texts to 

each other (the notes on religious life date from 1918 and the first take on the task of
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hermeneutical phenomenology is the special “war need” semester of 1919).

Phenomenology as Heidegger conceived it early on was an “Introduction to the 

Phenomenology of Religion,” to give the title of the Winter Semester of 1920/21 lecture 

course. This harmony of religion and phenomenology was purchased at the price of 

increasingly foregoing a specific religious content, as evidenced by calling the experience 

of God the “universum,” a title emptied of any doctrinal specificity. Heidegger was 

interested above all in finding the proper access to a way of intending which could 

experience the meaning o f the whole. Indeed, his “Introduction to the Phenomenology of 

Religion” began as nothing other than an investigation of how one could talk about 

experiencing the meaning of the whole, a highly technical discussion of phenomenological 

methods itself which was broken off when non-majors complained to the dean that this 

I course on religion had nothing to do with religion. Heidegger complied by turning to a

exposition of several of Paul’s epistles, but not before angrily telling his students that they 

would in all probability misunderstand the whole.(GA60,65) The non-majors can be 

forgiven if they were missing the point. Heidegger’s intense relationship with 

phenomenology was mixed in his mind with his attempts to And the grounds for authentic 

religious life, but it requires knowing specifics of his crisis of faith to see this. The 

religious motives became increasingly obscured by his phenomenological investigations, 

and were further obscured when Heidegger confronted Aristotle, but the motives were still 

there, lying behind all these labors. If Heidegger would slowly leave unspoken the specific 

references to religion, the specific religious background to Heidegger’s phenomenology 

should never be forgotten.
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The Breakthrough to Phenomenology

The intentional aspects of religious experience—pretheoretical experiential 

comportment which gave access to an experience o f the meaning of the whole—provide the 

backdrop to Heidegger’s first postwar lecture course on phenomenology. Kisiel considers 

this course the true breakthrough to the themes of Being and Time and indeed beyond, and 

if we can also see the roots of this course in the notes for an abortive course on medieval 

mysticism, the introduction of terminology and thematic in the War Emergency Semester 

marks a true gathering and condensation of thought that would propel the course of 

Heidegger’s thinking for years to come.15

Heidegger had been influenced by Husserl and phenomenology before 1919, for he 

J was struck by Husserl’s Logical Investigations after having read it during his university

|  years. What Heidegger found so decisive was Husserl’s understanding of experience as a

categorial act. The act of experience is not a flux o f sensations devoid of meaning, but 

rather a composite of simple intuition and categorial intuition. “This means that concrete 

! intuition expressly giving its object is never an isolated, single-layered sense perception,

but is always a multi-layered intuition, that is, a categorially specified intuition.’’(HCT, 68)
i l

1    ----
: 15 It is hard in hindsight not to be excited when Heidegger declares that the world “worlds"

and that this worlding of the world is nothing but the Ereignis, clearly foreshadowing the 
i key word of his middle to late philosophy. See Gadamer, Hans-Georg. “Die Religiose

Dimension." in Neuere Philosophy, vol. 3, Gesammelte Werke (Tubingen: J. C. B. Mohr, 
1987), 309; Gadamer, Hans-Georg. “Martin Heidegger’s One Path.” in Reading 
Heidegger from the Start, edited by Theodore Kisiel and John van Buren (Albany, NY: State 
University of New York Press, 1994). In a very real sense Heidegger’s "turn” is a return 
to a thematic he had let quietly drop. It also underscores that the linear conception of 
Heidegger’s turns (first theme A, then theme B, then theme C, etc.) that underlies the 
dominant understanding of Heidegger’s “path of thinking” needs revision because 
Heidegger would return to old insights, pick them up and set them in a new light, rework 
them, and sometimes discard them once again. The older interpretation cannot be blamed 
for its reliance on available material. Although Poggeler had access to some of the 

> unpublished lectures from the early days, he does not mention the Kriegesnotsemester, and
without knowing of the first phenomenological use of Ereignis in 1919, he was able to see 
its introduction in 1936 or so as a “progression” that overcame earlier deficiencies. This 
progressive schema overlooks the essential probing quality of Heidegger’s philosophizing 
which truly has the character of Holzsvege, paths that lead nowhere and double back on
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The talk of layers obscures to a certain extent the fundamental insight that Heidegger wants 

us to see: that experience is always categorial, i.e., that the categories of understanding are 

“in” the experience itself. A “categorially specified intuition” is simply an intuition in 

which the object that is intuited is intuited through categories. This categorially specified 

intuition is the primary level o f experience. The specific target o f this insight is the neo- 

Kantian and empiricist theory that sense impressions constitute the primary level of 

experience and that meaning comes only when the subject imposes structure and form, i.e., 

categories, upon the disordered flux of sense impressions.(HCT, 70) For Heidegger, the 

primary level of experience is already meaningful because it is categorial. There is no 

experience without categories; categories let objects appear as what they are.

i
Phenomenology is literally the science of phenomenon, which means the science of 

appearance. Because objects appear as what they are through a categorial intuition, 

phenomenology is a study of how the categories make experience possible. In being a 

study of the conditions of possibility of experience, phenomenology has a clear Kantian 

heritage, but Heidegger wants to distinguish phenomenology from Kant in that for 

Heidegger that categories are not found in a subject which imposes form upon matter, but

m rather are “ideal constituents” which “manifest themselves in these acts.”(HCT, 70) The
a

unity of an experience is already in the experience itself; the task of the phenomenologist is 

to read off the structure of the unity that is manifest in the experience.16 Ultimately, the 

task is to be able to make explicitly manifest the unity which gives meaning to the whole.

themselves, as Poggeler himself has recognized. See the “Postscript” to the 3rd edition of 
Der Denkweg Martin Heideggers.

16 To what degree Heidegger’s project is Kantian or otherwise is a difficult matter to sort out. 
His opposition to Kant on this point relies on a very psychologist reading of the Critique of 
Pure Reason. Given this reading, Heidegger’s understanding of the unity of being is closer 
to Aristotle than most post-Kantian philosophers. Since Heidegger uses the term “act” to 
signify the primary level of experience, however, he comes very close to an almost Fichtean 
understanding of the transcendental unity of apperception.
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This understanding is already at work in his Habilitationschrift in the contrast 

between a Bergsonian flux of experience and medieval telological experience which 

understands beings through the meaningfulness of the experience o f God. God is the 

“primary transcendental,” the center or unity of experience; God is the category of 

categories, the unity of the categories which gives meaning to the whole. This unity is the 

“universum” in Heidegger’s subsequent interpretation of Schleiermacher. In the 

subsequent lectures on phenomenology the universum is grasped as the “primordial 

something” [Ur-etwas\ that makes experience possible. This primordial something is life. 

Thus God becomes understood as the living spirit who is manifest as the meaning of the 

whole in genuine religious living.(GAl, 409) Because they aim at the same “object,” the
f
| unity and meaning of the whole, to pursue phenomenology is already to live religiously.

The accord between genuine religiosity and phenomenology relies upon 

Heidegger’s conviction that the theoretical life fundamentally goes astray in the way it tries 

to grasp the whole. In light of his conviction, Heidegger could not follow Husserl’s own 

path to understanding experience even as he borrowed from it. In the War Emergency 

Semester lecture, Heidegger took up Husserl’s demand that phenomenology be a “rigorous 

science” that hearkened “to the matter itself.” Even in 1919, however, the younger 

colleague understood the matter differently (something Husserl did not realize until he read 

Being and Time years later). In particular, Heidegger could not accept Husserl’s 

understanding of how to ground a rigorous, presuppositionless science. Husserl had 

followed in Descartes’ footsteps by grounding absolute knowledge in the cogito. For 

Heidegger, this had two related consequences. Firstly, it gave priority to the theoretical 

consciousness, and secondly it did not think through the being character of consciousness 

(a connection much clearer in German: das Seinscharakterdes Bewusstseins). We have 

seen that Heidegger rejected the priority of theory as an unliving type of comportment, and 

although he had not thematized it quite this way, the return to the experiential origins of
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knowledge meant to thematize the being of the “I” that thinks, or to put it another way, to 

thematize the “how” of the “I” which is constitutive for the “what” of any being. The 

particular “how” that interests Heidegger is the intentional “how” of Dasein which points 

back to the “inner unity of life itself’ which is the origin of genuine, living meaning. The 

rigorous science Heidegger wants is thus a “primordial science” [Ur-wissenschaft], whose 

“principle o f principles” is to find the “primordial intention “ [Vrintention] of true life in 

general and the “primordial stance” [Urhaltung] o f experience and life as such.(GA56/57, 

109-110) This originary science is enacted in a hermeneutical intuition which penetrates to a 

“foundational level of life.” A truly rigorous science cannot be grounded in theory, but 

must return to the origins o f theory itself in the pretheoretically experienced intentions of 

human being.

f
The phenomenological task is to bring into relief the unity of meaning found in 

experience. This unity is the unity of the categories taken as a whole. The meaning of the 

whole is manifest, even if only vaguely, in every experience. This whole forms the 

background, so to speak, within which each thing appears in its specific meaning. Things 

do not appear as such in themselves in isolation, but only within a relational nexus that, 

i taken as a whole, constitute the meaning of the whole.17 This relational whole is what

Heidegger calls “world,” or what Husserl called the “lifeworld.” Phenomenology wants to 

study the structure of the world as it appears to us in experience. Because the world 

appears in every experience, Heidegger directs our attention to the way in which we 

experience things at the most primary level. In line with his anti-theoretical stance, 

Heidegger will find this immediate level of experience in our everyday dealings with

If

17 From this point of view, Heidegger is directly opposed to Nominalist ontology, which 
understands being as individual beings connected through efficient causality. Heidegger is 
more akin to Aquinas’ or Aristotle’s notion of an order of being.
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things. In this level of experience, we discover the world not as an object which we 

examine, but as a surrounding world [Umwelt\ to which we relate in dealing with it.18

Heidegger begins this return to experience in a thought “experiment” astonishing in 

its elegance and simple power. He asks his listeners present there in the lecture hall, “What 

do we experience when we experience?” As Heidegger, speaking in the first person, steps 

into the hall, he sees his rostrum. Does he see brown surfaces fastened together boxlike, 

on which he adds an additional, supplementary meaning “rostrum?” In no way, he insists; 

that is a deviation from the pure experience. In the experience, he experiences “rostrum” 

with a single stroke—a brown box which he uses in his lecture to hold his book and lecture 

notes as he speaks to his listeners in a university lecture hall. The experience which makes 

up the meaning o f “rostrum,” which makes it what it is, encompasses that whole. This
*

|  whole in which I find myself “surrounds” me, as it were; it is the environment, in German

the Umwelt, literally the around-world. This whole of the environment gives itself 

immediately to me in experiencing as meaning. To experience is always to live in a 

meaningful relationship to things. This environmental meaning is the primary thing. This 

environmental world does not exist beforehand, but occurs in the experience itself.

K Heidegger uses the remarkable phrase “es weltet, ” “it worlds” for this experience. In pure

experience, the world comes about, it comes about as the totality of meaningfulness in 

which I move and towards which I intend. This intentional meaningfulness exists even 

when that thing towards which I intend is wholly alien, i.e., meaningless. The Senegalese 

(Heidegger’s example) will not know what to make of a rostrum, but this not-knowing-

18 The relationship between Heidegger and Husserl (and Heidegger’s with phenomenology in 
general) is too complex to spell out fully here. While Marion is correct in seeing 

f Heidegger’s ongoing criticism of Cartesian epistemology as an underhanded slap at
I Husserl’s own Cartesian path, Held is also correct in seeing Heidegger’s allegiance to the

phenomenological project that tries to illuminate the horizon of meaning, in Husserlian 
terminology the “lifeworld,” in Heidegger’s, “being as a whole." Marion, Jean-Luc, 
“Heidegger and Descartes,” in Critical Heidegger, ed. Christopher Macann (New York: 
Routledge, 1996); Held, Klaus. “Heidegger und das Prinzip der Phanomenologie,” in
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what-to-make-of-it arises only out of the intentional nature of experiencing; it is only the 

one extreme of meaningfulness. All experiencing is intentionally “out towards something" 

(“aufetwas zu"). It intends towards the whole of meaningfulness which makes up the 

world.(GA56/57, 71-3)

This “out towards" comes back to my self. In all experiencing I relate myself to 

something, and this experience gives itself immediately to me. Experience always brings 

with it an experience of the self; I experience myself as experiencing, “I am." This creates a 

problem with which epistemology has long wrestled; what is the objectivity of my 

experience? Heidegger admits the problem. The experience of the Senegalese is as valid as 

his own, as any individual’s experience.(GA56/57,72) The very “misunderstanding” of 

[ experience he indicated, empiricism, is itself an attempt to solve this problem of what in

experience is objective. According to this theory, our basic experience is o f sense 

impressions, at the root level patches of color or even different wave lengths of light, 

which our brain processes into a form to which the brain adds, through whatever miracle of 

habit, a word which is its meaning. There is a very necessary reason why this type of 

'i scientific understanding of experience came about. The objectivity of a true proposition is

) supposed to be universally valid, but of course everyone experiences something differently

than everyone else. This is the problem of “perspectivism.” What can be universal must 

thus be something common to each experience, but because each experience is individual, it 

must necessarily be abstracted from the experience. What precisely is abstracted out of the 

“objective” seeing is the experiencing I itself. When the I “sees” in a theoretically objective 

fashion, “/  am indeed no longer.”(GA56/57,73) It is “lifted out” of authentic 

experience.(GA56/57,74) Here Heidegger introduces the dependence o f theory on 

experience and its deficiency in regard to the latter. All knowledge begins in experience,

Heidegger und die praktische Philosophic, ed. Annemarie Gethmann-Siefert and Otto 
Poggeler (Frankfurt am Main: Suhrkamp, 1989).
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but theory denudes experience of that which makes it experience, its relatedness to the 

experiencing self; it “lives off’ [Ent-leben] the life out of lived experience [Er-leben]. A 

truly rigorous science must stay true to the character of experience which cannot lie in the 

objectivity of the experience itself.

Are we doomed to perspectivism or what is the same, an unending 

phenomenological description of each individual experience which can never, in any event, 

succeed? The problem of the logic of the phenomenon was the central question of 

phenomenology which its proponents and opponents debated vigorously. The problem lies 

in the articulation of the experience. If the experience is truly individual, how can anything 

be said about it without inventing a new language at each moment of experience for each 

individual experience? Heidegger is convinced nevertheless that it is possible to say 

something objective about experience. Following Husserl, he believes it can be found in 

the intentional structure of experience. Intending includes both the “out towards 

something,” the world, and the relating this something back to the self. Making a Kantian 

move, he believes that this intentional structure can be analyzed to give formally objective 

ways that things are intended. In Kant’s transcendental aesthetic, reflection on experience 

gives us the universal structures which makes any experience possible, that it to say, time 

and space, and eventually the categories. Analogously, Heidegger will present the a priori 

formal structures of experience. Unlike Kant, however, the a priori structures of 

experience are not universal determinants of things, but ultimately “formal indications” 

which point to the “how” of any experience. There is not one universally valid world, but 

several possible types of worlds that correspond to the way in which we comport to the 

world. The “how” of experience is based on the specific comportment of the self that 

experiences, the latter taken more broadly than the pure experience which we have been 

discussing. Heidegger compares the modem astronomical understanding of heavenly 

objects with that of Sophocles and finds them completely different as to the “how” of their
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ways of experiencing.(GA56/57,74-5) The example he gives, although indirect, is clear 

enough. The modem astronomer sees in a sunrise (already the term is biased) the visual 

effects o f the rotation of the earth around a stationary sun, whereas Sophocles sees beauty 

directed towards humanity. One is the modem scientific “how” of seeing, while the other 

is the poetic “how”. When we indicate the “how” o f experience, we are not indicating the 

“how” of the object but of the experiencing self.

It is for this reason that genuine religion is a  way of life and not theological dogma. 

Heidegger is convinced that it is only through a properly religious stance that the 

experiencing self is connected genuinely to the meaning of the whole, constituting an 

undivided unity of feeling and intuition. Heidegger is much more concerned with the how 

of our being which enables us to overcome our alienation from life than in justifying any 

particular understanding of life as superior to others; how something is done has a priority 

over what is done.

Even as Heidegger’s phenomenology becomes less obviously influenced by 

religion, he still hunts for ways of understanding and getting at a type of comportment 

which is proper to being human. Heidegger believed he could find this in Aristotle, 

specifically in Book 6 of the Nichomachean Ethics, where Aristotle analyzes the “dianoetic 

virtues.” As the term “dia-noetic” indicates, it is a noesis (perception) which includes a 

second factor, in this case, logos, speech; dianoetic indicates perception mediated in 

language. Perception mediated in language is precisely the meaning of phenomenology, 

the speech o f appearance or the appearing to us in speech. In Aristotle, Heidegger thought 

he had found the precursor and guiding hand to modem phenomenology.

To say that language “mediates” phenomena should not be mistaken to mean that 

there is a thing in itself which is mediated (distorted) by human cognition, but that a thing 

comes to appearance as it is uncovered in being spoken. “Uncovered” is how Heidegger
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early translates aletheia, the Greek word for truth.19 In this way Heidegger could connect 

Aristotle and the Greeks with phenomenology’s attempts to And the truth in 

phenomenological experience. The nature of truth is found in exploring the ways in which 

phenomena come to presence in speech, i.e., the ways in which things are uncovered in 

their being. The various ways of coming to presence (and the verbal quality of being in the 

truth is vital to understanding how Heidegger understands truth) are the various ways of 

aletheuein, being uncovered, which takes the world out of its coveredness and exposes it to 

us.(GA19,17) Aletheuein “discloses” [Erschliefien] the world. Aletheuein show itself in 

the first case in legein, speaking, which is the basic constitution of human being.(GA19, 

17) Human being is in the first case the disclosing of the world in and through speech. 

From the earlier War Emergency Semester course we know that “world” means the totality 

of environmental meaning which is given to me in my experience. In this way we can 

encounter a thing in its meaning. To encounter a thing in its meaning is to let it be seen 

“as” something, which in Greek is “apophasis,” which Heidegger calls “an uncovering 

which lets see.” A thing “is” as it “as,” if I can be permitted a lousy sentence. A thing 

appears “as” something in the environmental world in which it is situated. As we know 

already, however, different worlds are possible, which means that a thing can “as” as 

something depending upon the world which is disclosed; there are varieties of ways of 

disclosing of a world of meaning which makes up the “as.” As we also already have 

learned, the disclosing of the world varies according to the “how” of the being of Dasein. 

The modes of aletheuein correspond to the types of world-disclosing “hows.” In Book 6 

of the Nichomachean Ethics, Heidegger found a discussion of the various “hows” of 

aletheuein which disclose the world.

19 “Aufdeckert, aufgedeckt." As is well known, Heidegger translates aletheia with a variety of 
terms throughout the years. “Aufdecken” probably suggested itself because Heidegger 
was interested in the tendency of factical life to cover itself up. What is missing in this term 
is the privative, the “un” found in Greek of which Heidegger would make so much later 
on. Thus the later translation “Un-verborgenheit” or “Un-verborgene."
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I

Although much later Heidegger would place his youthful introduction to Brentano’s 

book on the manifold meanings of being in Aristotle as the decisive impetus for the 

question of being, his renewed enthusiasm for Aristotelian metaphysics appropriates 

ontology to his project of a hermeneutics of life. It is striking that being almost never 

appears as a theme around the time of his crisis of faith and the phenomenology of religion, 

despite his affirmation that he wanted to do metaphysics other than in the Catholic manner. 

The hermeneutics of life occupies the central place of honor, not the question of being. 

There is, however, an evident parallel between Heidegger’s early phenomenology and 

Aristotle’s metaphysics that must have eventually struck Heidegger: primary being serves 

the identical role in Aristotle’s metaphysics that life did in Heidegger’s phenomenology. 

Both are the conditions of possibility of experiencing things, the ultimate way in which 

things are understood as what they are. Thus the phenomenological task to appropriate the 

background structure of experience can easily appropriate Aristotle’s project to grasp what 

makes out beings as such, which is to ask the question of being. Heidegger’s mature 

phenomenology is explicitly understood as ontology, the study of beings and being. 

Ontology, however, is to be thought on the basis of concrete living and experiencing.

Since he is concerned with human life, that is to say, acting, experiencing, suffering living, 

Heidegger will understand the question of being as the inquiry into human existence, in 

German, Dasein. Because the word for being, Sein, is contained in the word for existence, 

Dasein, to be concerned with one’s living existence is to be concerned with being. 

Heidegger’s early ontology, which is understood as an analytic of Dasein, is a direct 

descendant of his earlier phenomenology of life.

Worldhood and the Analytic of Dasein

The elements and strands o f thought we have outlined thus far in Heidegger’s early 

philosophy—intentionality, environmental experience, formal indication, the connection of
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speaking and appearance in which a thing appears “as” something, the emphasis on the 

“how” of Dasein—were slowly congealing into what would become Division One of Part 

One of Being and Time.20 In fact, the bulk of it can be seen as an expansion of the simple 

example of experiencing the rostrum that was found in the War Emergency Semester. To 

recall, this example began with the experience o f the rostrum, in which the experiencing “I” 

was given the meaning of the rostrum as part o f the totality of meanings found in the 

environment in which it found itself. The whole o f experience consisted in a 

“simultaneous” dual movement, one directed out towards this whole which constituted the 

world and the other which related this disclosed meaning back to the experiencing self 

which is itself “taken with” the whole of the experience. The importance of the last part is 

to emphasize that the experiencing self is not primary, but rather the experiencing 

movement itself, which is intending. Evidence o f  different types of intentionality presents 

to us the problem of the “how” of intentionality. Heidegger enunciated all this in 1919.

It returned in expanded form in the analytic of Dasein. The use of Dasein marks 

Heidegger’s new project of developing an understanding of being from the analysis of 

existence. This evinces itself in the first instance in the terminology contained in Being and 

Time; now everything is understood in terms o f  the being of human existence. Human life 

is always being something: being-with, being-by, being-in, etc. A particularly important 

term, since Heidegger still wants to explain the primary level of experience as experience in 

a surrounding world, is Heidegger’s designation of Dasein as being-in-the-world.

Being-in-the-world is the primary setting for understanding the intentionality proper 

to human existence. The unity of Dasein is found in care, which is the word Heidegger 

uses to designate the structure of intentionality. As caring, Dasein is in the first instance, 

“being-ahead-of-itself”(BT, 236) As Heidegger cautions, however, because Dasein is

30 Being and Time was published in truncated form, consisting only of the first two of three 
planned divisions of Part One and no Part Two at all.
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constituted as being-in-the-world, being-ahead-of-itself must be grasped more fully as 

"ahead-of-itself-in-already-being-in-a-world”(ilT, 236) This constitutes the primordial 

structural whole of Dasein. The whole is the same as the dual movement which constitutes 

the whole of intentionality as presented in the thought experiment of 1919.

Understanding intentionality as care has an important ramification that also comes 

out of that fecund experiment. One o f Heidegger’s chief goals was to displace theory from 

its preeminence as the way in which things come to presence in their being. Husserl’s 

theory of intentionality was a key ingredient towards achieving this goal, but it was not lost 

on Heidegger that Husserl used intentionality to buttress theory, not overthrow it. Caring 

overcomes this problem left by intentionality. Caring, as the term indicates (in German as 

well), means that something is o f concern to the self; it relates that towards which it intends 

back to the self. This concern draws the self “out towards’’ what concerns it. That which 

is the concern of Dasein draws it out. What it is “out towards,” and equivalently that which 

draws it in, is the world. Being drawn in by the world means to be “in” the world. Caring 

means “being-in-the-world.” Caring being-in discovers the world in its 

meaningfulness.(HCT, 255) Because caring unites the “out towards” of intentionality with 

the relating of this back to the concemful self which thus finds itself engaged meaningfully 

in the world, caring duplicates the primordial experiential quality of knowing Heidegger put 

forth in his experiment. Intentionality as Husserl developed it implies, as Heidegger points 

out, that the “ahead-of-itself ’ is that o f a worldless subject with the concomitant problems 

in Husserl’s phenomenology of the possibility of the subject transcending to the world and 

the reality of the world. Caring as being-already-in-the-world renders these problems into 

nonsensical problems. Primordial knowing is found in the structure o f care which, 

similarly to the thought experiment from 1919, is experiential intentionality of being-in-the- 

world.
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Being-in-the-world, as Heidegger developed it in the chapters preceding the chapter 

on care also has its direct descendent in that useful little example. Dasein is always being- 

in-the-world. Being-in-the-world does not mean that Dasein exists as one individuated 

thing among all other things, the totality of which makes up the world. Being-in is not 

spatial, but relational. To be “in” something means to dwell, to be familiar with, to be 

involved with. We are “in” the world to the extent that we are involved with it, “in the 

sense of taking something into one’s care, having it in ones care.”(HCT, 158-9) The mode 

of care that cares for things in which it is involved is called concem.(HCT, 294)21 As in the 

earlier example, the primordial level of intentionality is found in the immediate familiarity 

with things. Likewise in Being and Time Heidegger begins with the nearest general

■ example of involved familiarity with things, the work world. The analysis o f going about
\

one’s work reveals both that our basic knowledge is being familiarly involved with them 

and that this involvement points to a for the most part unseen environment of meaning 

which makes possible our meaningful involvement at all. “Being-in-the-world, according 

to our interpretation hitherto, amounts to a non-thematic circumspective absorption in 

references or assignments constitutive for the readiness-to-hand [Zuhandenheit] of a totality 

i of equipment.”(BT, 107) This totality of connections of significance is what Heidegger

, calls a world. These connections derive from the structure of signification of being

\ involved which is “for-the-sake-of-which.” This structure points to an ultimate “for-the-

sake-of-which,” in which the significance of a thing is grounded.(BT, 182) Things in the

■ world take on their significance through this world, and are thus understood or interpreted.

: Things are not taken as bare things, but come to presence only through the world: “It

means rather that it is a world which appresents a thing o f the world.”(HCT, 190) The 

continuity with the earlier thematic is evident, even down to deriving the theoretical attitude

21 The connection is clearer in German: care is "Sorge” and concern is "Besorgen,” which 
has the connotation in German of managing something. With the publication of his 
lectures on Aristotle we now know that “Besorgen” translates the Greek techne.(GA19, 22)
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as a deficient sort of apprehending which can happen only when there is a break in the 

closed totality (a tool is missing or poorly designed for the task) which allows us to step 

back and regard the tool alone. As such, the tool is no longer a tool but rather a bare object 

without world, merely “present-at-hand.” [ Vorhandenheit].(BT, 105-6)

The two types of being present point to the “how” that characterizes the presencing 

of a thing. Because things are appresented by the world in which they come to presence, to 

inquire into the “how” of things is to inquire into the “how” of the world. “When we ask 

about the phenomenal structure of the world, we are asking about the how of the being in 

which the entity we call the world shows itself o f  itself as the encountered, we are asking 

about the being of the entity which is encountered in the leeway for encounter granted by 

concem.”(HCT, 169) This “how” is the worldhood of the world. When Heidegger’s long

standing commitment to differentiating different ways of relating to the world that humans 

can take, viz. religious or theoretical, is recalled, his next step should no longer be 

surprising. Contrary to what the word suggests, “worldhood” is in fact “understood not as 

a character of the being of the entity [world], but rather as the character o f the being o f 

Dasein, and only through it and along with it that of the entity !”(HCT, 169) The 

exclamation point indicates Heidegger’s excitement at this turn. To study the world, we 

really need to study human existence. ‘T o  determine the worldhood of world is to lay open 

in its structure the how of the encounter, drawn from that encounter, of the entity in which 

Dasein is as being-in in accord with its basic constitution, in short to lay open the structure 

of the being of this entity .”(HCT, 169) It should thus be clear why Heidegger insists that 

Dasein is not a “what,” but rather a “how,” a way “to be” [Zu-sein].{HCT, 153) This has 

always been one o f the great stumbling blocks to understanding Heidegger’s philosophy, 

for which he bears much of the blame, precisely for calling Dasein an “entity,” as if it too
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were a thing.22 It is rather an index of ways o f being which Heidegger is indicating in their 

formality (the guiding presence of the formal indicative method he developed around 

1920). To determine the worldhood of the world is to lay out in a “system” of formal 

indications the ways for Dasein “to be.” This is precisely the analytic of Dasein, the first 

Division of Being and Time.

Although Division One constitutes a thorough working through of intuition as first 

broached eight years earlier, there is still the matter of Division Two, where Heidegger lets 

loose the full arsenal of existential thematic which agitated intellectuals for many, many 

years. Death, conscience, resoluteness, the moment of vision, history: it makes Division 

One positively mundane. At the least, the title of the work should point to the deficiency of
t

the first division; time is hardly mentioned there. This fact indicates even more clearly that 

Division One is really related to the early postwar lectures, where time plays little role.

- Although, as seen in the conclusion to the Habilitationschrift, Heidegger clearly wanted to

establish the historical nature of human being, he did not connect this at a fundamental level
!
| with the thematic of experience and facticity o f life. Only later when studying Aristotle did
||
: he make his “ousialogical” breakthrough, the realization that time discriminated various

1  types of being, to wit, eternal and “can be otherwise.” What must have particularly struck

■ Heidegger was that this distinction played a key role in Book 6 of the Nichomachean
if

Ethics, where Aristotle used this distinction of objects to classify the different types of
rr

aletheuein, the ways of disclosing the things— worldhood—which were distinguished in 

order to find the one most befitting proper human being.

~ The confusion finds its clearest expression when Heidegger calls the object which phronesis 
uncovers, Dasein itself, praxis or action.(GA19, 146) Action is not a thing, except in the 
English phrase, “Action is the thing!” Oddly enough, this captures almost precisely the 
meaning Heidegger gave to the phenomenological slogan, ‘To the things themselves,” for 
the “thing” that most concerned Heidegger was the non-objective space or worldhood in 
which things show themselves as what they are.
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Phronesis, Being, and Time

The Question of the Meaning of Being

The task Heidegger accepts in Being and Time is to raise anew the question of 

being. The specific formulation of the question of being in this text is what is the meaning 

[Sinn] of being. The meaning of being, like most o f Heidegger’s genitive expressions, has 

a twofold meaning: it means on the one hand the way in which being makes sense [Sinn], 

the way in which beings hold together as the meaning of the whole, and secondly the 

meaning that belongs to being itself. This rather obscure formulation can be clarified in the 

following way. The analytic of Dasein showed that meaning of beings derives from their
i

| embeddedness in a web of relationships of meaning that make up the world. This world,

earlier explicated as the unity of the categories, manifests itself in each act of understanding 

or experience which is intentional. In the intending categorial act, beings appear to us as 

■ what they are. This intentional act is the source of meaning; it means to take a being as a

meaningful something. Intentionality was understood to be care, which had the structure 

of being “out towards” the world. Meaning comes from this reaching out towards the 

.i world which reveals to us beings in their meaning.

This “out towards” movement of intention leads to Heidegger’s understanding of 

meaning or sense as akin to a sense of direction. This in turn underscores the reason why 

Heidegger turns to understanding the source of meaning, the direction of being, as the way 

in which this intentional act intends; meaning, as already explicated, derives from the 

“how” of Dasein. “Thus a determinate how of the being of life, which here means: life, 

that ‘is’ my life, gives the direction of the connections of meaning 

[Sinnzusammenhange].(GA60,242) Thus the theoretical “how” o f existence directs the 

intentional act towards beings such that they appear as objects for theory; i.e., as 

universally valid objects of scientific and, in the last analysis, mathematical knowledge; the
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pragmatic “how” of existence—and I leave pragmatic in its full ambiguous sense that 

combines work, action and religious life, an ambiguity Heidegger will labor hard to sort 

out—reveals things as tools for our work. Each type of intentional how reveals the 

meaning of being for that intentional act, for being, as Heidegger understands Aristotle, is 

that by virtue of which beings are revealed in their being, which Heidegger understands as 

the world, or the meaning of beings as a whole. This is the first sense of the meaning of 

being: the meaning o f being is the way in which beings are understood, taken, and revealed 

to us in the intentional act.

The second sense of the meaning of being flows from this understanding of the 

origin of determinate meaning. The priority of the “how,” which can be understood 

through intentionality as the direction of the intentional act that takes something as 

something, points to the priority of the possible types of “how,” the possible directions that 

intentional understanding can take. The second sense of the meaning of being is precisely 

that being means possibility, the possibility that being can take on many different meanings 

depending upon the how of Dasein. If being is the condition of possibility of beings, then 

at least one of the conditions is possibility itself.

Put together, the two senses of the meaning of being depict existence as a “choice" 

between possible paths which we can take. To take a path is to enact a possibility that 

determines, or rather is, the particular meaning of existence. The enactment of a possibility 

of existence is what Heidegger calls a resolution [EntschluJJ]. Thus the latter part of Being 

and Time revolves around the structure of resoluteness, the way in which Dasein is 

resolved upon a possibility of its existence.

The central feature of the structure of resoluteness is time. To enact a possibility is 

to bring the possibility into being or actuality. To bring something into being from not- 

being indicates a change in being and thus the existence of time. Genuine temporality is
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bound up with and dependent upon being as possibility, for it is only in the change of 

being from possibility to actuality that time occurs. However, because the understanding 

of time, like the rest o f the measures of being, depend upon the “how,” time itself is not a 

constant, but depends upon the possibility enacted. The specific opposition Heidegger has 

in mind is that between the homogenous constant series of now-points as found in 

scientific measurement, and between a kairological understanding of time Heidegger 

appropriated from the early Christian and Augustinian understanding of time. From this 

latter Heidegger finds the authentic historical possibility of existence; humans are 

authentically historical insofar as the kairos occurs in resolution.

When Heidegger turned to Aristotle, he did so with the intention of finding a way 

; of grasping the twofold sense of the meaning of being, specifically, with discovering a
t
I “how” of understanding being which could capture both senses of being; as specific

direction and as possibility o f directions and thus time. He thought he had found it in 

Aristotle’s explication of phronesis, or practical wisdom. In a very real sense, Division 

Two of Being and Time is an appropriation of phronesis as the way of authentically 

understanding the meaning o f being. Phronesis can capture both senses of the meaning of 

being because it takes being as that which can be otherwise, i.e., as possible, and is at the 

1 same time the enactment of this possibility as action in the world, as the sense-giving

measure which directs our active being-in-the-world.

The appropriation o f Aristotle and phronesis to understand human existence does 

not, however, supersede Heidegger’s religious concerns.23 This can be seen in two ways. 

The simplest way is to note the peculiarity of turning to Aristotle’s ethics to elucidate 

metaphysics. Heidegger gets at being only through a study o f the “character” of human

23 See for example, PIA, 372-3, where Heidegger ties together his proposed Aristotle book 
with an investigation of his both his positive and negative effects on Christianity. In 
Gadamer’s words, “There is no doubt that it was Heidegger’s old, well-attested concern
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being, the way in which we are. This again points to the priority of the “how” over the 

“what” of human being, the way in which we live over any specific content of our belief, 

and I have already shown that at least for the early Heidegger, the most authentic way of 

life is the religious. Evidence that this belief still holds can be found in the way that 

Heidegger came again to the question of being. In his lecture course on Augustine, given 

the semester before he turned to Aristotle, he presents the Augustine’s question, “I have 

become a question to myself,” as in fact a troubling [Bekiimmerung] over the being of the 

self.(GA60,245) The being of the self he understands as a determinate “how” of the being 

of life which gives the direction to the meaning of being.(GA60,242) Practical wisdom, 

as Aristotle presents it, is also the type of knowing which is concerned with the self; it aims
i

at nothing other than the well-being of the actor. Putting Aristotle and Augustine together
r

|  yields the insight that phronesis is troubled by and thus seeks an answer to how one should

j> be in order to live appropriately. From Augustine Heidegger gets the answer that the

proper way to live, the authentic “how” o f human existence, is “ultimately radical self- 

concern [Selbstbekiimmerung] before God,” in other words, the way in which the self
(

needs to be in order that it finds its path towards God.(GA60,242) Although practical 

| wisdom need not be religious, for Heidegger, it means the path by which we come to relate

ourselves to the divine, which means in the end, towards the mystery and grace-character 

of life, a mystery found in our relation to the nothing which he understands as possibility. 

As we shall see in the next chapter, Heidegger ultimately understands practical wisdom not 

along classical lines, but rather in accordance with Meister Eckhart and the mystical 

tradition.

To express the central motive of Heidegger’s project in a slightly different way,

I although the being of the world—being itself—depends upon how it is disclosed in the

with the originary Christian tidings that stood behind the Aristotle investigation.”Gadamer, 
“Die Religiose Dimension,” 313.
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intentional act of understanding, Heidegger has a criteria for distinguishing which kind of 

disclosure is authentic. A disclosure is authentic when it discloses being as it is proper to 

human existence, which is to say when it rests on an understanding of being that 

recognizes that possibility and time are the horizons and ultimate conditions of being.24 

This criteria for distinguishing—and implicitly grading— ways of disclosing runs through 

all o f his works from at least 1918 until the end of his life.

The implicit grading of the ways of disclosing being is the source of his ‘Tactical” 

ideal of Dasein and thus o f the always manifest, often denied matter of the ethics of 

authenticity. In the concept of authenticity we come to where most commentators see the 

place of ethics in Being and Time, even if some do not find “authenticity” particularly 

|  ethical. As will become apparent in later chapters, I find Heidegger’s concept of politics

|  rooted firmly in his notion of authenticity, for authenticity is the criteria for distinguishing

; what is superior or better in human existence. Despite its seeming obviousness, however,

the role authenticity plays in Being and Time, and thus what it means to be authentically 

human, is quite hard to pin down. That the meaning of authenticity is not self-evident is 

! suggested by the fact that Heidegger believed that most people misunderstood it, including

* most of his students. Most of them interpreted authentic Dasein in a Kierkegaardian sense
j
* as being a resolute individual free from the grip of society. From this derives all those
i

interpretations of Heidegger’s decisionism, the belief that sheer commitment or 

resoluteness is all, or that from the radicalized individual no politics can result at all. This 

is wrong as a whole, even if paradoxically correct in parts.

24 How Heidegger knows what being “really” is remains mysterious in all his writings. In 
fact, if you take what he says seriously, it must remain mysterious because it is only a 
response to the gift of being as it gives itself to us in the question of being. In Being and 
Time, the “proof’ of the correctness of his understanding of being is the genuine 
experience of death, which he claims is the proof of being’s finitude and thus freedom. In 
actuality, his analysis of death already presumes what he wants to prove, namely that the 
soul is not immortal.
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Like many misunderstandings, it can be traced to ambiguities in Heidegger himself. 

What does it mean to be authentic? As commonly used, it can be summed up in Polonius’ 

memorable phrase, ‘T o  thine own self be true .” Unfortunately, Heidegger does not give an 

unequivocal definition of what it means to be a self. For the most part, we—and most of 

his students—take the self to be identical with the individual self who says “I am.” As I 

will show in more detail in the next chapter, this is not what Heidegger meant by the self. 

From Augustine, Heidegger understood the self as questionable, a questionableness which 

ultimately must question its own being. The being of the self is disclosed along with all 

beings in the disclosure of being in the resolution. Put in layman’s terms, I understand the 

meaning o f my existence only in understanding the meaning of existence itself, i.e., the

■ meaning of being as a whole. Who I am depends upon the meaning o f being. Asbeing-in-

|  the-world, Dasein does not merely disclose a world from which it is removed, but

I discloses itself along with this disclosure. Every interpretation is also a self-interpretation.

“in the manner in which Dasein in its world speaks about its way o f dealing with its world, 

a self-interpretation o f  Dasein is also given. It states how Dasein specifically understands 

itself, what it takes itself to be.”(CT, 8) Dasein catches sight of itself in its dealings with the

; world, it finds itself “disposed” in the world. This is the specific way it has a world and

■ thus can be “in” the world. This way of having oneself and the world can be either 

authentic or inauthentic. Thus the motto of authenticity, to thine own self be true, really
*

means, be true to being and the appropriate comportment that can reveal being as it really 

is. It means to be true to one’s own being or nature. To be authentically Dasein, to be true 

to one’s self, means to understand oneself through phronesis as a being that exists 

temporally, as something that can be otherwise and is thus in essence possibility.

1 Phronesis connects my self with the meaning of being because phronesis not only reveals
i

being as it authentically is, but is not a bare seeing, but completes itself in action. Thus by 

virtue of phronesis, I live in undivided unity with the authentic meaning o f being. Perhaps
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the clearest way to express it is to say that one’s ontic authenticity is possible only on the 

basis of one’s ontological authenticity; one’s choice of one’s “hero” is authentic only if one 

has chosen one’s own essence, or even tighter, the authentic choice of one’s essence 

implies simultaneously choosing a specific course of action.

Authentic Being

The “factical ideal” that is motivated by Heidegger’s attempts to give back an 

authentic sense to religious life inspired the turn to phronesis. If we recall, the problem 

posed by Catholicism for Heidegger is the result of the fact that it has become a theoretical 

system emptied of genuine historical meaning. This theoretical system of propositions and 

values confronts the self as an alien force both because it is theoretical in nature and 

because it does not account for the fundamentally historical nature of the self, but 

transposes a value system which had genuine meaning in one historical time into a present 

epoch alien from it. The connection between these two points lies in the fundamentally 

ahistorical nature o f theory, which understands itself as eternally valid for all historical 

times. The drive for objective validity which predominates in modem times meant to “live 

o ff’ the source of genuine meaning which is the historical appropriation of this source to 

the self. Heidegger hoped to regain access to this source of genuine meaning which could 

guide historical action in the world. Phronesis was the means to connect action and 

meaning in a genuine way such that the meaning would be related to the acting self as its 

own; the meaning disclosed would be meaningful for the self for its time. Phronesis does 

this because as a way of uncovering it discloses the world, but as “practical wisdom” it 

discloses the world in terms of acting in the world. This way of disclosing the world is 

authentic because it discovers the authentic being of Dasein which is being-possible and 

thus historical. Phronesis unites the understanding o f the good (practical wisdom) with the 

authentic historical nature of being human. It enables authentic acting in which action is
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guided by its own or proper understanding of the good.(GAI9, 136)25 In this way, ethics 

acquires genuine meaning for the acting self. Phronesis was the means Heidegger sought 

to employ in order to solve the problem given by contemporary Catholicism of the 

emptiness of its system of values.

In order to explicate the being proper to humans, Heidegger turns to Aristotle’s 

discussion of the dianoetic virtues in Book 6 of the Nichomachean Ethics, for here he 

thinks he can find a  way of speaking which connects an authentic character of the self with 

an authentic understanding of being as possibility. Since human life is fundamentally 

constituted by disclosing through speaking, the analytic of Dasein is fundamentally an 

index of the ways in which disclosing discloses the world of meaning. These ways 

correspond to the different types of aletheuein—episteme, sophia, techne, phronesis, and 

nous16—which Aristotle enumerates. Thus aletheuein is the way in which being is 

disclosed for human existence.

25 One should bear in mind that by “the good” [agathon], Heidegger means what is 
appropriate to the being of Dasein. Since Heidegger explicitly says that the good for man 
is something that can in each case be otherwise, he is maintaining the fundamental historical 
nature of goods.(GA19, 136) In this sense, the eu- of eudaimonia should be translated as 
“well,” since it is an adverb and refers to how something is done, rather than what the end 
is. See Gillespie, Michael. “Heidegger’s Aristotelian Fascism.” Paper presented at the

> American Political Science Association Annual Meeting, Washington, D.C. 1997, 10.
26 There are two others, but Aristotle does not discuss them. Heidegger eliminates nous by 

making the other four themselves types of noein, so he is left with four types to analyze.
He does not think at any rate that humans are capable of nous in its pure form; all enacting 
of nous for human experience is mediated by speech, thus dia-noetic. He is quite cognizant

* that this is not Aristotle’s own understanding and devotes a considerable amount of the
lecture to showing that Aristotle is reflecting a Greek prejudice toward holding the highest 
human achievement to be godlike. See also Brogan, Walter, “The Place of Aristotle in the 
Development of Heidegger’s Phenomenology,” in Reading Heidegger from the Start, ed. 
Theodore Kisiel and John van Buren (Albany, NY: State University of New York Press, 
1994).
This makes an interesting backdrop to Arendt’s understanding of Heidegger. She always 
placed him among the pure thinkers whose thinking consists of the silent dialogue of the 
soul with itself, her Platonic understanding of the term “dianoetic” (Heidegger quoted that 
line from the Sophist in this lecture course which she attended). She even claims that the 
ideal of the self developed in Being and Time “follows as a consequence of Heidegger’s 
making of man what God was in earlier ontology.” Arendt, Hannah, “What is Existential 
Philosophy?” in Essay in Understanding, ed. Jerome Kohn (New York: Harcourt Brace & 
Company, 1994), 180. This is clearly neither Heidegger’s self-understanding nor his ideal.
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This connection bears more elucidation because it ties together several different 

threads that span many of Heidegger’s works, especially his later writings on aletheia as 

unconcealment. Aletheuein is the verb that corresponds to aletheia or truth. Aletheuein is 

the act in which a thing appears as it is; as such it is the equivalent of a categorial act which 

discloses the being of what is uncovered or unconcealed. The unity of the categories in the 

act of unconcealing is given by the type of unconcealing that takes place; thus being is 

disclosed or unconcealed one way for episteme (science) and another for techne, and yet 

another for phronesis. Being is the unity of the categories by which a thing appears as 

what it is, the unity by which we take something as something. As the unity of the 

categories, being is the equivalent to world. Heidegger’s analysis of the modes of 

aletheuein are thus the same as the analysis of worldhood. As Heidegger understands the 

matter, aletheuein, being the act of unconcealing, is the act of bringing something out of its 

concealment into unconcealment. In being brought into unconcealment, a being is brought 

into the truth [aletheia]. As unconcealment, aletheia is understood as the open [das Offene] 

in which human can encounter beings.(ET, 127) Another term Heidegger uses for the 

open is the clearing [Lichtung], used in the sense of an open space which lets in light so 

that things can be seen. Beings can be encountered as what they are in the open because 

the open gives the directive for how beings are disclosed.(ET, 124-5) In this way, the act 

of unconcealing is the equivalent to what Heidegger in Being and Time calls understanding, 

which articulates something as something.(BT, 192) This articulation is a sketch or 

project[£hnvMr/], which allows the entity to presence in its meaning; in its full designation, 

understanding is the sketch of being [Seinsentwurf].11 In the later text, even as I have

27 “Entwerfen” and “Entwurf ’ are translated by Macquerrie and Robinson as “projection.” 
The usual meaning of the word is to draw or sketch. I use “sketch” because “entwerfen” 
as Heidegger uses it has nothing to do with projecting things as by a slingshot, but with 
taking something as something, i.e., seeing something as something, giving it shape and 
form; “sketching” is the enacting of understanding, articulating, interpreting, uncovering. 
If anything, it should be translated as “ob-jecting,” to capture both the connection of the 
Latin and the German (both are “thrown off’) and what is being “thrown off’: the object, 
the thing, something as something.
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often emphasized in this chapter, the openness varies depending upon the type of 

comportment, i.e., the way in which being is disclosed.(ET, 124) This hearkens back to 

something from the lecture course on Augustine that I already cited, that a determinate how 

of the being of life gives the “direction” of the connection of meaning.(GA60,242) Thus 

the open as the directive for being is the first sense of the meaning of being that earlier 1 

elucidated, the specific meaning of being which makes up a world, the determinate sketch 

of being. In Being and Time, Heidegger understands the clearing or open space as the 

“there” of being [the “Da" of Sein; Da-sein). Thus to be Dasein, to be Da-sein, the there of 

being, means to be the clearing or disclosure of being itself.(BT, 171) Although 

Heidegger’s claim that Dasein is the world is sometimes taken as an extreme subjectivism, 

j in the sense that the thinking subject is made the ground of being, Heidegger’s rejection of
f

I the cogito and the Kantian correlate that the categories are found in the thinking self rather

i than in being means instead that as being-in-the-world, humans inhabit or participate in the

i “there” of being understood as the determinate directing meaning o f being. Being, not the

thinking subject, is the “agent,” which must be understood carefully because being is 

understood as an agentless, unwilled, happening (the “Es gibf’ as Ereignis).28 I will 

j discuss this in much more detail in the next chapter. For now, I want only to emphasize

that Heidegger’s discussion of the modes of aletheuein are his way o f discussing the ways 

in which being can be “there” as the meaning of being.

“ The relation between thinking, subjectivity, and being plays an enormous role in 
Heidegger’s own thought and thus in many interpretations of his thought, including his 
own self-interpretation. The complexity of the situation is such that Heidegger has been 
accused of extreme subjectivism (Levinas as an exemplar of this argument) and also of an 
extreme pre-critical positivism (Pippin, Rosen). Levinas, Emmanuel, Totality and Infinity, 
tr. Alphonso Lingis (Pittsburgh: Duquesne University Press, 1969), 44-46; Pippin, Robert, 
Modemitism as a Philosphical Problem (Cambridge, MA: Basil Blackwell, 1991), 140-146; 
Rosen, Stanley, The Question o f Being: A Reversal o f Heidegger (New Haven, CT: Yale 
University Press, 1993), 294-299. My own argument is closer to the latter, although I think 
Pippin misses the reason behind Heidegger’s rejection of Kantian philosophy, the fact that 
in the end it alienates humans. Levinas’ error stems, I believe, from his implicit equation of 
Dasein with Husserl’s cogito, for it is only through this equation that his claim that the 
subject swallows up being makes sense. As I have shown, Heidegger had long since rejected 
the cogito as the basis of being.
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The four modes of aletheuein are divided into two classes: episteme and sophia 

belong to the class of epistemonokon, which is the regarding of beings whose principle 

(arche) does not alter, whereas techne and phronesis are logistikon, which is the regarding 

of beings "endechomena alios echein” “that which can be otherwise.”(G A!9,27-8) More 

simply put, epistemonokon regards that which does not change or is eternal, while 

logistikon regards that which changes. The division is based on the being which is to be 

disclosed, and thus can be viewed as ways of appropriately gaining access to the being one 

wishes to investigate. Within each of these classes, the latter virtue, sophia and phronesis 

respectively, are the highest excellences; thus sophia is higher than episteme and phronesis 

is higher than techne.{GA19,30) The truly confusing part of these divisions as Heidegger 

f presents them arises when it turns out that sophia is also the excellence of techne, which
i

means that techne has within its kind of disclosing a tendency to become like episteme and 

depend upon sophia for its excellences.29 In the last analysis, there is only sophia and 

phronesis vying for attention.30 The question Heidegger tackles, to sum up the first part of 

the lecture, is which virtue is most appropriate for disclosing Dasein, sophia or phronesis. 

Because disclosing is itself a way of being of Dasein, the question really is, which is the 

appropriate or authentic way of being of Dasein. There is an intimate relation between an 

\ authentic understanding of Dasein and authentically being Dasein: when one has the one,

j one is the one. To give away the answer to the question o f the choice between sophia and

phronesis, the answer is phronesis. This results from the determination that Dasein is 

mortal and thus belongs with things that can be otherwise. In what could be termed 

' Heidegger’s own revelatory insight into what is, the distinction between sophia and

29 This is precisely the root for the “technical” interpretation of the world which Heidegger 
j finds at the root of modem metaphysics. It also points to a fundamental ambiguity within
\ techne itself: because it tends to understand things either as changeable or as eternal, it can

either provide access to proper human existence or cover up this access point and thereby 
misdirect existence onto inauthentic paths. More on this in Chapter 3.
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phronesis hinges upon the temporal element that makes up both; time discriminates between 

the nous of sophia (constant presence, aei on) and the nous of phronesis (that which can be 

otherwise, endechomena alios echein). The question o f being belongs essentially to the 

question of time. Thus when we examine the “how” of phronesis which has as its object 

praxis, action, we see the way in which Dasein authentically is, and how this authentic 

being depends on the appropriation of the connection o f time and being such that the being 

of Dasein is historical.31

Why is phronesis authentic understanding? Heidegger realizes that this identity is 

by no means self-evident because our tradition privileges theory and its ways of 

understanding, episteme and sophia. In his lecture in which he most thoroughly discusses 

phronesis, Heidegger expends considerable energy to show that Aristotle was simply 

incorrect in identifying sophia and the way of life devoted to it (philosophy) as the highest 

human capacity, a situation which arose out of the disposition of Greeks to hold the eternal 

and divine as the highest.32 To see why phronesis is the highest, it is necessary to compare 

it to the other ways o f  uncovering. First of all, Heidegger dismisses episteme (science) out 

of hand as really derivative; not only does it not have access to Dasein, it does not even

I 30 See also Gadamer, Hans-Georg, “Die Idee der prakischen Philosophie,” in Hermeneutik im
• Riickblick, vol.10, Gesammelte Werke (Tubingen: J. C. B. Mohr, 1995), 240, note 8.
, Gadamer almost certainly learned this point from Heidegger’s course, which he attended.

31 Franco Volpi is essentially correct in seeing Being and Time as a “translation” of the
5 Nichomachean Ethics, although as with all Heidegger’s “translations” one must always
I keep in mind his own agenda in appropriating a thinker. Division Two in particular found

much of its direction in Aristotle, as will be made plain. Volpi, Franco, “Being and Time: A 
‘Translation’ of the Nichomachean EthicsT in Reading Heidegger from the Start, ed. 
Theodore Kisiei and John van Buren (Albany, NY: State University of New York Press, 
1994); Volpi, Franco, “Dasein as Praxis: the Heideggerian Assimilation and Radicalization 
of the Practical Philosophy of Aristotle,” in Critical Heidegger, ed. Christopher Macann 
(New York: Routledge, 1996).

32 At this point Heidegger still identifies himself with philosophy, but the seeds are laid for his 
final thoughts on the “end of philosophy.” which ends or finds its completion in science 
because as the love of (eternal) wisdom, philosophy runs together in the end with those 
ways of conceiving of being as eternal and not changeable. Only that activity he later 
names “thinking” can still conceive of being as presencing. Despite the change in 
terminology, the central issue, gaining access to the true changeable nature of being 
remains constant from early on until his death.
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have access to the arche (principles) which guide its realm of being. Techne loses out 

because although it deals with things that can be otherwise, it does not concern Dasein 

itself; the producer does not consider himself while producing an object, but rather is 

absorbed in the production. Even if he steps back and regards himself technically as a 

worker, he has taken up one possibility of being without making explicit all of the 

possibilities he can be. Phronesis is the excellence of techne precisely because it accounts 

for the whole being of Dasein. Phronesis and sophia are the two excellences of being 

human, so the real contest comes down to these two. As he repeats on two different 

occasions in the lecture, phronesis is superior to sophia as regards the understanding 

proper to Dasein because phronesis considers that which “can be otherwise” while sophia 

considers the eternally constant and Dasein is not eternally constant, but mortally 

changeable. “The existence of man is not aei [eternal], not eternal; the being of man comes 

to be and passes away, it has its determined time, its aion '\G  A 19 ,137; also 164) There is 

thus a close connection between being-possible, being mortal, and being historical. 

Phronesis uncovers all these and in uncovering them, enacts them.

Authentic understanding uncovers the whole of Dasein. Dasein is essentially 

possibility. To uncover the whole that Dasein can be means to uncover all of the essential 

possibilities that define the limits of Dasein; it means to find Dasein’s “utmost” possibility 

of being. The utmost possibility of Dasein’s being is death.(BT, 303) Death is the utmost 

because it is the possibility of the impossibility of possibility. Because phronesis aims at 

the most extreme, the eschaton, it uncovers death as the utmost possibility of Dasein.

Since phronesis means not merely to speak about what it considers but to enact it in 

considering it, does this mean that phronesis means to enact death, i.e., to die? This 

conclusion is incorrect, but the care with which Heidegger skirts this issue points to the 

difficulties in his treatment of death. Phronesis is one type of intentionality, that is to say, 

one type of care. Care is defined as “being-ahead-of-oneself-in-being-already-in.” To be
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ahead of oneself means to anticipate, to “run ahead” of oneself towards what is intended.

In phronesis, we run ahead of ourselves to death; phronesis is being-towards-death. 

However, the second half of the definition of care is vital. We do not run ahead to death as 

some possibility waiting for us at some indeterminate time in the future. This is the 

inauthentic understanding of death.(BT, 301) Rather, we run ahead to death as something 

we already are. What Heidegger means is that we are mortal. In anticipating death, we 

come back to what we already are, which is to say mortal. Being mortal, it must be 

understood, is not a characteristic of a being which perishes, but a way of being towards 

death: “The uttermost ‘not yet’ has the character of something towards which Dasein 

comports itself."(BT, 293) It is for this reason that Heidegger calls being mortal “being- 

towards-death,” and raises the possibility that Dasein can exist inauthentically towards 

death, despite the fact that it will die whether it takes up an authentic comportment to death 

or not. Being-towards-death means to take up one’s mortality as one’s ownmost, utmost 

possibility of being.33 Phronesis is authentic being-towards-death.

33 Heidegger much later expressed this thought in saying that we must “learn” to be mortal. 
This ability to learn to be mortal is also why humans “die” and animals “perish,” for the 
latter cannot take up a being-towards-death.(BT, 291; also NL, 107)
Derrida presents an interesting critique of Heidegger’s approach to death. Without 
following all of the implications Derrida draws (not the least the connection between death 
and language), I will bring out one important caveat to Heidegger’s understanding of 
death. Heidegger has recourse to his understanding of authentic death as being-towards the 
impossibility of the possibility of being—death as such compared to other deficient 
understandings of death—for a very good reason: no one living has experienced their own 
death (the expression “near death experience” sums this up nicely). The point Derrida 
raises is: how do we know this is death as such? How can we be certain that the death 
towards which Heidegger wishes us to comport ourselves is really the authentic 
understanding of death as such? Derrida, Jacques. Aporias, tr. Thomas Dutroit (Stanford, 
CA: Stanford University Press, 1993).
Let us suppose along with Derrida that every culture is established on the basis of its 
relationship to death. Heidegger’s intepretation is supposed to be the one genuine 
relationship to death, and so the sole foundation of the genuine polis. It is clear, however, 
that without access to death as such, which is impossible for any living being, the analytic 
rests on an abyss, and Heidegger opens himself up to the charge that he is founding the 
authentic community on nothing other than his willing. For instance, Heidegger’s 
understanding of death would strike a Christian as misguided. Because they believe the 
soul is immortal and destined to find its place in Paradise after Judgment Day, Christians 
have a very different being-towards-death than that of authentic Dasein and consequently a
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Being-towards-death is grounded in the anticipatory structure of care. Anticipation 

is directed towards something which is not yet present, which is its peculiar mode of 

making present. Heidegger brings up a way in which this making-present-of-that-which- 

is-not-yet structure of anticipation fails to truly capture being-towards-death as a possibility 

which one already is. The first belongs to techne, the “not yet” character of the eidos that 

guides production. When a housebuilder builds a house, he has a plan or idea of what a 

house is before he begins construction. This idea makes present the form of the house 

which guides the actual production of the house. The actual house, though, is not yet 

present. Thus techne includes an anticipatory “not yet,” the idea, which guides production. 

Producing, however, comes to an end when the work produced is finished. The completed 

house is the end of the production. The “not yet” disappears when production is completed 

or fulfilled; the house which during production was “not yet” is now presently finished and 

thus no longer “not yet.” This “technical” understanding of the “not yet” commonly arises 

in contemplating death along biological lines, such as the ripening of a fruit which in full 

ripeness “fulfills itself.” In this sense, death is considered the fulfillment of life, i.e., that 

point when it reaches its end.(BT, 288-9) Dasein, however, “is already its ‘not yet.’”(BT,

very different being here on this earth. This in fact created some tension even in the 
religion lectures from 1921, where Heidegger wished to de-emphasize the millennial 
motives of early Christians and to tie together being before God with quiet industriousness, 
i.e., create the impression that being a Christian meant earthly dwelling, when he knew quite 
well that Christians have always been anxious to pass over to the other side and often quite 
indifferent to temporal existence. Later, under the influence of Nietzsche’s friend 
Overbeck, Heidegger came to believe that the other-worldly motives corrupt Christianity as 
a whole and thus rejected Christianity all together. Many years later, after having 
reconciled himself with Christianity to a certain extent, Heidegger again attempted to ward 
off the Christian-Platonic interpretation of Trakl’s line that the sou! is a stranger on earth, 
i.e. an immortal soul in a transitory state, in favor of mortal existence on earth.(“Language 
in the Poem”) In every case he is objecting to the pernicious results of belief in the

! immortality of the soul. While this explains why Heidegger believed Christianity to be
inauthentic, without access to death as such, his judgment is just one opinion among others.

r  It is for this reason that I think we should understand Heidegger’s analysis of death, against
his own intentions, as a negative image of Kant’s “proof’ of the immortality of the soul: it 
is a postulate of practical reason. “By a postulate of pure practical reason, I understand a 
theoretical proposition which is not as such demonstrable, but which is an inseparable 
corollary of an a priori unconditionally valid practical law.” Kant, Immaneui, Critique of
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289) This is why Heidegger calls the end peculiar to death “being-towards-the-end,” 

because it signifies that the “not yet” is always already present in the being of Dasein. 

Death indicates that the being of Dasein is shot through with this “not yet;’’ at the basis of 

Dasein is a “not.” There is a nullity at the basis of the being of Dasein which is constitutive 

for Dasein. Dasein is being the basis o f a  nullity.(BT, 329) The intersection of being and 

nothingness in Dasein is possibility.34 Dasein is essentially possibility. We have already 

run into this earlier, but the analysis of death confirms what was said earlier. The sort of 

anticipatory care peculiar to phronesis discloses to Dasein the nullity that lies in its own 

being.

Death is Heidegger’s entree into the temporality peculiar to Dasein. There are three
►

sense in which death indicates time. The first is that mortality indicates that time 

discriminates between the object of sophia and that o f phronesis; Dasein’s mortality means 

that it belongs to time. The second is that Dasein’s proper mortality points to Dasein’s 

essence as being-possible. As it enacts a  possibility, Dasein moves. This movement is the 

origin of time as a causal chain. Neither o f  these, however, covers any new ground. We 

are quite used to saying that humans exist temporally, that they exist within time stretching 

| between their birth and death. We are also used to believing (only a few philosophers

believe otherwise) that we are free to a certain extent and our action causes a series of
i

events to follow, but our present actions cannot change the past because time is 

unidirectional. This unidirectionality o f a series of now-points is what Heidegger believes

Practical Reason. Translated by Lewis White Beck. New York: Macmillan Publishing 
Company, 1988, 127 (A220).

34 Heidegger more than likely draws this understanding of possibility from Aristotle’s 
discussion of potentiality in Metaphysics, 1050b 10.
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unites the tradition’s understanding of time. Heidegger rejects that. He believes that death 

properly understood points to a sort of temporal existence unique to Dasein.35

Death is the “not yet” that “already is.” Being-towards-death, the proper being of 

phronesis, understands death in this way. Phronesis has as its object action; it acts as it 

understands. Being-towards-death is itself the proper action of Dasein. As peculiar (or 

morbid) as that sounds, there is a sound reason why this is so. By distinguishing between 

various understandings of “end,” he is really distinguishing between possible ways of 

being-towards-the-end or telos. The two I identified earlier were the “technical” and 

“phronetic.” These distinguish two different types o f action, this in the broadest sense of 

being-in-the-world. To each belongs its peculiar understanding of time which can be most 

clearly seen in how it regards an “end.” Techne regards the “end” as “ergon” or work, the 

finished product; when the end is reached or the telos fulfilled, the action ceases. As 

Heidegger says following Aristotle, the end lies outside o f the action proper.(GA19,41- 

42) Phronesis, on the other hand, regards the end as inherent in action itself; at each 

“moment” of the action the end is already. (G A 19,149) The telos of action is nothing other 

than action itself. Heidegger is following Aristotle’s distinction found in Metaphysics 

1048b 22-34, where Aristotle distinguishes between imperfect action and perfect action or 

proper action. Aristotle’s examples of imperfect action are building a house or losing 

weight. In both instances, the action is brought to a close when the end is achieved. We 

can distinguish grammatically the present tense, “I am building a house now” from the past 

tense, “I have built a house.” His example of perfect action is seeing. In seeing, the two 

tenses merge, so to speak; in “seeing” something, I “have seen” something. This is a 

perfect action because the end, in this case having seen an object, does not bring the action

35 It should be understood that Heidegger comes close to attributing to human existence that 
creation of time Christians reserve for God. The following analysis owes a great deal to: 
Sheehan, Thomas, “How (Not) to Read Heidegger,” American Catholic Philosophical 
Quarterly 69, no. 2 (1995): 275-294.
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itself to a halt, but persists in the action so long as the action continues. Phronesis has 

action proper as its object. One can see how Heidegger models being-towards-death on 

action proper. The understanding of being-towards-death proper to phronesis understands 

death, the end and telos of Dasein, not as fulfillment of life, but as continuously inhering in 

the action itself. In being-towards-death, Dasein “is” as “having (already) been.” This 

“having been” should not be understood as a past event, but as an already operative being, 

in Dasein’s case, mortal. But Dasein is being-towards-death only anticipatorily; it runs 

ahead to its “not yet.” In running ahead to its authentic “not yet,” it “is” as “having been.” 

This constitutes the temporality proper to Dasein. Because Dasein’s temporalizing is the 

same as perfect action, Heidegger calls Dasein “authentic praxis,” which makes phronesis 

the proper way of uncovering its being.(GA19,146; MFL, 183) Dasein exhibits the 

authentic unity of the three ecstases of time, the unity o f past, present and future. This 

unity of time that Dasein is precedes its division into the three ecstases, the point being that 

Dasein does not move within a flow of time between past, present, and future, but rather is 

the unity and direction of the flow of time itself. Being mortal does not merely mean that 

one is finite or that one passes away like all things on this earth, but it discovers an 

originary time proper to Dasein.

Dasein is thus not “in” time, but “as” time.(CT, 20) Action proper temporalizes 

itself towards both the future and the past and unites them in the present as it acts. The 

“present” is not a now-point on some continuum, but the whole of the “stretching” between 

beginning and end. This is the temporality proper to human being which is exhibited in 

being-towards-death. It might be called “ontological” temporality. When one has secured 

one’s being-towards-death, which means being-possible and being authentically temporal, 

one enters onto the authentic “how” of human existence which guides action in the 

world.(CT, 12)
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To briefly sum up the major points of the last section, phronesis is the authentic 

way of understanding Dasein because it grasps the being of Dasein as something that can 

be otherwise and is thus possibility. Possibility must be understood as the possibility of 

being one way or another, as if in there is a moment in which we stand at a crossroads 

between paths that lead in different directions. To enact a possibility means to take one of 

the paths, to go off in a certain direction. The enactment of a possibility is thus the origin 

of meaning because in enacting a possibility we take a path that leads in a certain direction 

which is the sense-giving directive, the way of the open or clearing in which we can 

encounter beings in their being. From this understanding of meaning as end or goal (telos) 

towards which the path as a whole leads comes the priority Heidegger assigns to the future 

among the three ecstases of time because humans are always “out towards” the end in 

anticipation. To say that humans are goal-oriented is as much to say that they are oriented 

to the future. Since goal-oriented behavior is characteristic of action or work, this aspect of 

Dasein as the enactment of a possibility is the final reason why Heidegger thought 

phronesis to be the authentic way of understanding humans. Heidegger’s understanding of 

being and time is oriented by the centrality of action which he takes as the enactment of a 

possibility. The enactment of a possibility when one stands at the crossroads is what 

Heidegger called the resolution [Entschlufi] in the moment of vision. Phronesis lays bare 

the possibilities of one’s given situation and so opens up a space for resolving upon one of 

those possibilities and so taking up a determinate direction that gives meaning to existence. 

As authentic action, the “moment of vision” temporalizes itself towards the future as the 

birth o f history. Resolution, moment of vision, and history are the next three moments of 

phronesis to be covered.
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The Moment of Vision

Because it has action as its object, phronesis uncovers the concrete situation in 

which action can act. Phronesis cannot, however, be understood as a bare “seeing” of 

some situation; because it ends in action its peculiar mode of uncovering is euboulia, “right 

deliberation,” that in deciding for one path or another, acts.(GA19,149) Deliberation 

uncovers the specific [jeweilig] possibilities of being in any given situation. It reveals these 

possibilities as the “facts of the case” according to which Dasein acts.(GA19,158) There 

are two levels involved in this uncovering of possibilities of being. One is the ontological, 

which we have covered; Dasein uncovers its being mortal and the temporality specific to it. 

It also uncovers the specific facts of the here and now which make up the situation.
i
i Phronesis discloses both meanings of being, being as possibility and the specific here and

now, the latter in terms of the former, i.e., phronesis discloses the concrete world in terms 

of the finite temporalizing that belongs to authentic Dasein. In this way Dasein comes to a 

' “distinct and authentic disclosedness.”(BT, 343) This disclosure is boule, deliberating,

which comes to a  close in a decision or resolution [Entschlufi]: “The Greek uncovering of 

the full situation ends in the authentic resolvedness to [Entschlossenheit z«].... in the 

> taking-hold-of itself.”(GA19,150)36 In Being and Time, resolution is similarly understood

as “precisely the disclosive projection and determination o f what is tactically possible at the

361 hyphenated “taking-hold-of’ to indicate that the phrase does not mean take hold of 
oneself; the itself refers to the whole phrase [im Zugreifen selbst]. Even here Heidegger 
uses “resolution” [Entschlufi] interchangeably with “resolvedness” [Entschlossenheit].
He continues this free and sloppy use in Being and Time. I will generally use resolution 
because the emphasis should be on the action, not on the psychological disposition of the 
actor. Heidegger warns us from understanding “resolvedness” psychologically, but it 
strongly lends itself to this interpretation. Not the least of the unfortunate consequences is 
that Heidegger was understood (by Lowith among others) to mean that authenticity meant 
firm conviction; to paraphrase Nietzsche, a strong conviction hallowed any cause.
I believe Heidegger fell victim to a habit of his philosophical language. He often centers 
his discussion, in true philosophical manner, on the nature of the object of inquiry; we have 
encountered this most notably in his discussion of “worldhood” as a way of talking about 
the world. In the case of resolvedness, resolvedness would be the nature of resolve. It so 
happens, however, that resoluteness is a normal word, unlike many other words which have
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r/me. ”(BT, 345) Resolution is thus the end movement of phronesis, which as a type of 

speech, discloses or sketches a world. Because phronesis as being-towards-death is the 

authentic way of disclosing, resolution is the enactment of authentic understanding.

Although it is not a bare seeing (theoria), phronesis is a sort of “seeing” of the facts 

of the specific seeing, which Heidegger calls “aisthesis” “perception.”(G A l9 ,160) 

Aisthesis perceives the specifics of the case. The term Heidegger uses for “specific” is 

"jeweilig” or “jeweils,” which literally means “in each while,” “at each time.” The 

specificity has an explicit temporal character; it sees the “here and now.” Phronesis is the 

“beholding of the this time.”(GA19,164) Heidegger continues, excitedly summarizing his 

analysis of phronesis in a flourish: "It is as aisthesis, the glance o f the eye, the moment o f 

vision onto the specifically concrete that as such can always be otherwise. “(GA19, 164)17 

Phronesis is der Augenblick, the moment o f vision.(PIA, 381) It beholds the full situation, 

the full “there” of being.(BT, 346) The moment of vision catches sight o f and secures into 

truthful safekeeping the arche and telos, the “from whence” and “for-the-sake-of-which” 

for that being whose arche and telos “can be otherwise.”(PIA, 381-2) It understands the 

world it discloses temporally.

This disclosing o f the world that is described in “moment of vision” has a peculiar 

temporal character. First of all, as the beholding of the “here and now,” it grasps that what 

is here and now can be otherwise, that it can change, because Dasein is essentially

the suffixes -ness or -hood attached to them. I think Heidegger wants to talk about the 
nature of a resolution, and for this reason uses the term resoluteness.

37 “5/e ist als aisthesis der Blick des Auges, der Augenblick auf das jeweils Konkrete, das als 
solches immer anders sein kann.” Missing in my English rendition is the connection 
between “Blick des Auges" and “Augenblick.” Curiously in her new translation, Joan 
Stambaugh translates “Augenblick” as “moment” in order, as she says in her preface, to 
eliminate the mystical connotations in Macquerrie’s and Robinson’s “moment-of-vision.” 
Stambaugh, Joan, Translator’s Preface to Being and Time, by Martin Heidegger (Albany, 
NY: State University of New York Press, 1996), xvi. This is particularly curious because 
unlike the latter two, Stambaugh has access to this passage in the 1924/5 lecture, and so 
could have seen the emphasis Heidegger places upon the visionary aspect of the insight into 
the situation.
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possibility. This means that there is a limit common both to resolution in general and the 

philosophy which uncovers the phenomenon of resolution. Among the facts of the 

situation which are discovered is the specific being of Dasein, which does not change, and 

so allows an “existentiale definiteness,” whereas the specific worldly facts can change, 

meaning that there is an “existentielle indefiniteness.”(BT, 345) In order to preserve both 

moments of resolution, the definite and indefinite, Heidegger devised the method of formal 

indications, which allows him to specify structures of Dasein which can enact themselves 

differently at different times. That is why Heidegger warns that what Dasein resolves upon 

can only be answered in the resolution itself.(BT, 345) Philosophy cannot give answers for 

all time, but must let each time come to its own answers. Only the actual resolution 

grounds an authentic ethics. This particular ethos goes back, if we recall, to his religious 

rejection of the system of Catholicism which would impose through dictate and in the end 

police power an alien ethical system. It was alien because it denied the historical nature 

specific to ethics and human existence in general. Resolution overcomes this problem 

because the ultimate “for-the-sake-of-which” is immanent to the action which it guides. 

Resolution maintains the historicity of action from the other end by keeping in mind that the 

arche can be otherwise, that resolvedness can resolve itself differently in different 

situations. In grasping the full meaning of the situation, resolution upholds the historical 

nature of action.

The second temporal aspect of the moment of vision concerns the “how” implied in 

the term. “Augenblick?’ is the “blink” of the eye, an instantaneous vision of the whole. 

Heidegger seems to have taken this understanding from Kierkegaard’s use of “Augenblick” 

to translate the Greek “exaiphnes" in Plato as the “sudden” or the “instant.”38 The moment

M Heidegger himself cites Kierkegaard as the forerunner to this conception of the 
moment.(GA29/30, 225; also his own explanation in GA60, 150-1) There he ties together 
der Augenblick with kairos. See also: Poggeler, Otto. “Destruction and Moment,” in 
Reading Heidegger From the Start, ed. Theodore Kisiel and John van Buren (Albany, NY: 
State University of New York Press, 1994). Krell claims that this understanding of time has
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of vision is sudden in two ways: it is instantaneous and unexpected. It flashes up 

unawares, “like a thief in the night.” Heidegger had cited this passage from 1 

Thessalonians in his phenomenology of religion to show Paul’s understanding of the 

temporality specific to Christianity. The “day of the Lord,” that is to say, the “lighting" 

which grants vision to humans in this world comes unexpectedly; it is vain to predict it. 

Time is kairological. It occurs suddenly without reason. It “breaks into" the normal course 

of events and initiates a new time. Because a resolution discloses a world, the “it” that 

“breaks into” existence is the world itself. This breaking in o f the world the world 

“worlds,” to recall the term Heidegger used in 1919. It is the happening of the world, the 

Ereignis of being as being “there,” the “lightning flash” of being which steers the whole.39 

The moment of vision is an ecstatic glimpse, an epiphany. It is revelation.

I  This revelation in the moment of vision is, it should be remembered, phronesis,

practical wisdom. We have been concentrating up until now on distinguishing between 

systematic ethics and Heidegger’s own attempts to circumvent the alienating problems of 

systematic ethics by reappropriating Aristotle in a non-Thomistic fashion. Aristotle 

provided an ethical thinking that emphasized the situational, fluid character of ethics and 

i  politics and the concomitant necessary “lack” of absolute determinability of genuine ethical

; living. This sort of thinking would thus run counter to the Kantian determination of ethics
*
' as the application of the categorical imperative, operative at all times under all circumstances

for rational beings. Indeed, Heidegger’s lectures on Aristotle inspired a rebirth in

its source in Aristotle’s conception of change [metabole] as presented in Physics, IV, 10-14. 
Krell, David Farrell. Intimations o f Mortality (University Park, PA: The Pennsylvania State 
University Press, 1986), 49-50 While this passage is consistent with Heidegger’s 
understanding of time, I believe a more likely source is Augustine’s notion of the creation,

[ particularly of the new order of being created by the appearance [parousia] of Christ.
39 Heidegger had this last phrase of Heraclitus carved above the door of his mountain cabin. 

Towards the end of his essay, “The Turn,” Heidegger writes, “The in-tuming that is the 
lightning-flash of the truth of being is the entering flashing glance—insight [Einblick]...In
flashing is the disclosing eventing [Ereignis] within being itself.”(T, 45) “Insight” is one 
translation Heidegger offers for phronesis.
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Aristotelian ethics in German philosophy.40 However, Heidegger’s appropriation of 

Aristotle also provides a basis for comparing Heidegger with Aristotle. As is always 

necessary in examining Heidegger’s interpretations, one must forswear simply declaring 

Heidegger’s interpretations wayward for danger of missing the point. Heidegger was well 

aware that he was not presenting Aristotle exactly as Aristotle presented himself; he spends 

a considerable part of his analysis of Book 6 explicitly trying to show that Aristotle did not 

stay true to his best insight. The point here is not to show that Heidegger was a poor 

interpreter of Aristotle, but rather to show the direction in which his reading leads in 

thinking about ethics.

When we say that someone has “practical wisdom” or is “prudent,” we mean that 

the person has practical know-how, that they know their way around the world. The 

specific traits we attribute to practical wisdom indicate their Aristotelian roots. Practical 

wisdom is not theoretical knowledge; thus the figure of absent-minded professors, brilliant 

in their sphere of knowledge but utterly lacking in common sense about everyday details of 

living in the “real world.” Practical wisdom is prudence, a grasp of when it is necessary to 

back down in a particular situation, to bend the rules as the facts of the case may indicate, 

to know, for instance, when honesty is not necessarily the best policy. Practical wisdom is 

flexible, cognizant that not everything can be subsumed under the application of a rule, 

cognizant that the good towards which action aims may require making an excepuon to the 

general rule. Nontheoreucal, flexible, open to the specificity of the situadon: these traits of 

our understanding of pracdcal wisdom are the same as in Aristode.

40 Particularly through Gadamer. In The Idea o f the Good in Platonic-Aristotelian 
Philosophy and Truth and Method he develops a practical philosophy based in phronesis 
opposed to a “technical” understanding of the good. Gadamer, Hans-Georg. The Idea of 
the Good in Platonic-Aristotelian Philosophy. Tr. P. Christopher Smith (New Haven, CT: 
Yale University Press, 1986); Gadamer, Hans-Georg. Truth and Method. Tr. Joel 
Weinsheimer and Donald G. Marshall, 2nd Revised ed. (New York: Crossroad Publishing, 
1990).
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There is a clear sense in which Heidegger’s view is similar. The resolution in the 

moment o f vision is not theoretical in nature, it recognizes that things can be otherwise, and 

it grasps the facts of the situation in its resolve. Resolution grasps the telos of action, 

which is to say, the end or purpose which is the good.(GA19,156) Heidegger’s view here 

is similar to Aristotle’s. The distinction between them lies in the nature of the moment of 

vision as revelation. The common understanding of practical wisdom is closely connected 

with experience, for it is experience that allows us to better recognize when and how to 

properly negotiate a particular situation. It is for this reason that adults govern in human 

society rather than children.41 Aristotle emphasizes this point on several occasions when 

discussing practical wisdom:

There is also confirmation of what we have said in the fact that although the 
young develop ability in geometry and mathematics and become wise in 
such matters, they are not thought to develop prudence. The reason for this 
is that prudence also involves knowledge of particular facts, which become 
known from experience; and a young man is not experienced, because 
experience takes some time to acquire.42

Experience is necessary to practical know-how. Experience is built up over time; we

accumulate experience, and this accumulated knowledge enables us to make more precise

distinctions in particulars.43

41 We are familiar with distinguishing between thinking characteristic of children and 
adolescents and that of adults, although adults can act “childishly.” When we think of 
typically “adolescent” thinking, we think of willfully maintaining one's opinion of right 
and wrong, of making absolute distinctions. As we acquire experience, our thinking 
“matures,” so that we gain an insight into the alterability of the world. I recognize there is 
a counter-movement prevalent in our society that indeed holds the “childlike,” 
synonymous with innocence and purity, as a standard against cynicism, which is always a 
possibility of maturation. This “childlike” quality is often connected with idealism. If I 
were to speak cynically, much of what we read in praise of the “childlike” is in fact the 
expression of cynical adults who look wistfully back at the time when they still believed in 
something as “silly” as ideals and the good.

42 Aristotle, Nichomachean Ethics, II 42a 12-
43 For this reason Plato, quite like Aristotle, recommended that dialectics, the art of right 

distinguishing, be the last stage of education, suitable only for those over the age of 50. 
This point is often lost on critics of the philosopher-king, who see Plato advocating the rule 
of a philosophical system, rather than practical wisdom. Gadamer’s The Idea o f the Good 
in Platonic-Aristotelian Philosophy is a useful corrective to this error.
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Whatever its other similarities to Aristotle, Heidegger’s instantaneous lightning 

flash in which all becomes clear is definitely not accumulated experience. In fact, it 

overturns accumulated knowledge which is built up on our everyday dispersion in its 

involvements in the world.(BT, 441) Knowledge accumulates as it works within a 

paradigm which is accepted as self-evident by scholars and scientists, but at certain rare 

junctures in history a paradigm collapses and this same community shifts to a new 

paradigm. To use a distinction made famous by Thomas Kuhn, there are two kinds of 

science: normal science, which is the steady accumulation and extension of a paradigm, and 

revolutionary science, which is a sharp break from one paradigm to another. Almost 40 

years before Kuhn’s book, Heidegger was articulating the same idea, but rather than 

focusing on paradigms of science, Heidegger looked at shifts in the understanding of being 

which form epochs of being. The Destruktion o f the metaphysical tradition was intended to 

reopen the question of being in all its questionableness by showing that the understanding 

of being which guides contemporary philosophy and by extension science is not self- 

evident. Only by this path would it be possible to enter into new understandings of being; 

the possibility that being has possibilities opens only when being becomes questionable, 

capable of taking on new answers, new paths, new worlds, new meanings. This is why 

- Heidegger considers genuine thinking “a thinking that breaks the paths and opens the

perspectives of the knowledge that sets the norms and hierarchies.”(IM, 10) Genuine 

thinking is revolutionary.

The comparison with Kuhn makes manifest another deviation of Heidegger’s 

understanding of phronesis from the Aristotelian model: its rarity. The moment of vision is 

rare in two respects: first, that it occurs infrequently, and second, that it occurs only to a 

j  few.(IM, 133) The rarity of its occurrence is based on its global nature: the birth of entirely

new worlds, with new gods and new ways of grasping the direction of history, is a rare 

occurrence in human life. Although it carries this rare occurrence of being alters worlds for
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a whole people, Heidegger believes that it occurs only to the few who thus become the 

leaders to a community founded upon this revelation of being.(GA39,99-100)44 Because 

Aristode believes that phronesis accompanies all acdon, whether magnificent or menial, he 

does not draw such a vast distinction between grades of action, and although he does 

regard some people as more excellent in practical wisdom than others, Pericles for 

example, this excellence can be taught through experience because it lies in the nature of 

practical matters that general principles hold for most cases and situauons. Although 

phronesis is neither technical skill nor scientific knowledge, for Aristode, experienced 

gained in the course of pracdcal life allows one to discern what must be done in any 

particular situation; each situation is a necessary combination of particular and universal.45 

For Heidegger, on the other hand, the situation is wholly singular: there is no connection 

f between different situations, and so no knowledge that could pertain to any situation.

Invoking Pericles at this juncture is apropos because this revolution in the 

understanding of being has a manifest political character. Revolutionary thinking is 

phronesis, which is to say, action-guiding thinking. Phronesis illuminates the ends 

towards which action aims as it enacts them. The end that it illuminates is the ultimate “for- 

f the-sake-of-which,” for action the good, which makes up the world as the connection of

significance in which we move. The world is the “how” of being or the “there” of being, 

Da-sein; phronesis illuminates the “there” of being as the ultimate end for the sake of which
i:

it acts. For phronesis, the good and the particular “there” of being are identical. The polis, 

authentically understood, “is neither merely state, nor merely city, rather beforehand and

441 will discuss leaders in more detail in Chapter 5.
43 Gadamer points out that for Aristotle, correct political judgment can only be exercised by 

I one who is a member of the polity, for only one who belongs to a polity can see discern
what is appropriate. This knowledge comes from accumulated experience gleaned through 
daily life of practical affairs. Gadamer wants to use this idea to uphold his notion that 
practical wisdom is embedded within a tradition, i.e., that practical wisdom looks to the past 
for guidance. This is quite the opposite of Heidegger’s future-oriented vision. Gadamer, 
“Die Idee der praktischen Philosophic,” 241.
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really ‘the site’: the sites of the human historical stay of man in the midst of 

beings.”(GA53, 101) In this site, this clearing of being, are “all of the relations of man to 

gods, to things, and to each other determined.”(G A 53,102) A revolution in our 

understanding o f being is supposed to also be a revolution in our politics, which involves a 

simultaneous revolution in understandings of the political and in concrete regime types 

which correspond to respective understandings of the political.46 One should therefore 

never underestimate Heidegger’s political intentions. Although it may often appear that he 

is engaged in some scholastic exercise concerning a  highly abstract philosophical 

problematic, he himself believes his own commitment to thinking is the path to genuine 

political change because such a change is possible only on the basis of a change in being.47

f Viewed from the other perspective, a change in being will certainly mean a change in
I
|  politics because being concerns being as a whole, our relationships to everything as well as

each other which certainly includes political relationships. Phronesis, being the enacting in 

the world of a change in being, ties together the metaphysical and political aspects of 

revolutionary thinking.

Heidegger’s radical revision of phronesis leads him to embrace radical politics. 

Because phronesis illuminates being as a whole to the last and ultimate grounds of human
3

existence, genuine political action will itself be the revelation of a new experience of being, 

I and only such an ultimate experience of the whole o f being can count as genuine politics.

Thus, rather than valuing political leaders experienced in the necessary limitations of 

politics, Heidegger wants above all a leader who will change the whole metaphysical 

structure of Western society, for a genuine political leader is one who initiates a revolution

I 46 Also Gillespie, Michael. Hegel, Heidegger, and the Ground o f History (Chicago: The
University of Chicago Press, 1984), 138.

47 He claimed after the war that his commitment to Nazism was guided by his long-held desire 
to reform the universities, as if he were some mere education reformer. The truly radical 
nature of his aims can be seen only when one recognizes that he believes this reformation is 
possible only on the basis of new basic experience of being. Cf. GA39, 195-96.
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in being. This demand for radical revolutions and abjuration of half-hearted measures led 

Heidegger directly to Hitler. One cannot truly recognize the philosophical extent of 

Heidegger’s relation to Nazism without understanding how his revision of phronesis, so 

central to his philosophy, demands the most radical and extreme political action.48

One can see evidence for the political consequences to Heidegger’s revision of 

phronesis by comparing his radical revolutionary understanding to a passage in Aristotle’s 

Nichomachean Ethics. Towards the end of Book 6, Aristotle distinguishes genuine 

phronesis from a closely-related faculty he calls “demotes,” or cleverness. Because 

cleverness is the ability to have insight in a particular situation, phronesis implies 

cleverness, but is not identical to it. The difference is that cleverness can be used to either 

noble or ignoble ends, whereas phronesis aims only at noble ends. There can be clever 

tyrants, but no tyrant can be said to be truly phronetic. Aristode concludes thus that “one 

j cannot be prudent without being good.”49 Phronesis is limited by the good. The merely

clever person, on the other hand, is capable of anything. It is no accident that when 

! Gadamer interprets this passage, he translates “deinos” as “uncanny,” for he had before

| him Heidegger’s famous translauon of human being as “ton deinotaton,” the most uncanny

j being.(IM, 149)50 Gadamer’s translauon underlines the very different direction Heidegger

takes phronesis, for in Heidegger’s famous interpretation o f the first chorus from 

Sophocles’ Antigone, man is deinon insofar as he becomes “pre-eminent in historical being 

as creators, as men of action.”(IM, 152) These men of action create the structure and order 

that is the polis; revolutionary political action is carried out by the one who is uncanny.(IM, 

152-3) In a Nietzschean vein, Heidegger insists that this revolutionary world-building 

activity makes the founders of states apolis, “without statute and limit,” that is to say,

__________________________

481 will cover Heidegger’s connection to Nazism and Hitler more fully in Chapters 4 and 5.
49 Aristotle, Ethics, 1144a30.
50 Gadamer, Truth and Method, 323-24.
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beyond good and evil.(IM, 152-3) Heidegger lifts and poetically amplifies Aristotle’s 

understanding of demotes, but in stark contrast to Aristotle, makes it identical to phronesis. 

Phronesis could not be revolutionary thinking if it was not without statute and limit, and it 

is precisely this unlimited characteristic that makes Heidegger’s rendering of phronesis 

appropriate to a being for whom possibility is higher than actuality and consequently who 

is always oriented towards the future.

This revolutionary characterization of authentic thinking carries over into 

Heidegger’s understanding of historical time. The path-breaking instant occurs as the event 

[Ereignis] of being. This path-breaking shift makes time discontinuous, that is to say, 

kairological. The “times” it forms are distinct epochs of being there. Heidegger contrasts 

' this authentic sense of history with that of historicism or historiography. In this latter

j science, time is understood as homogenous, flat. This homogeneity allows historical

science to be predictive along the model of the natural sciences, where the end is 

theoretically secured knowledge. The examples of this unfortunate Platonizing o f history 

Heidegger brings forth are Windelband, Weber, and Spengler. In each case, historical 

epochs are typified so they can be formed into some sort of catalog of types; in Spengler’s 

case, the types are arranged chronologically so that it is possible to predict the type towards 

! which we are aiming.(GA60,394) This attempt to turn history into a science (episteme)

blocks off our authentic relationship to historical time. We need to understand that history 

is not universal progress, but discontinuous breaks, broken up by revelations o f being in 

the moment of vision which temporalize themselves in uniting the past, present and future 

as the “fate” towards which we tend.51

31 History is temporalized along the same model that phronesis temporalizes itself; the futural 
“fate” towards which we aim is in fact equivalent to death or the nothing which lies ever
present in human life.
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This concept of historical time clearly manifests the connection between the fmitude 

of time and the origin of meaning. Time is “created” in the enactment of a possibility in the 

resolution, that is to say the sketch of being that is the meaning o f being specific to the 

enactment provides the measure of time. The measure of time, as a  measure, derives from 

the direction given by the enactment, that is to say, that it is directed towards an end. 

Having an end, time is finite [endlich]. This finitude gives shape and form to the historical 

time so that time appears as meaningful, a period of history determined by a paradigm, to 

use a Kuhnian expression. Only through the finitude of time can we recognize historical 

epochs, such as Western metaphysics, for epochs are the particular shape or measure of 

historical being. Each epoch is a specific revelation of being. Time is thus the horizon of 

being in two senses which correspond to the two senses of the meaning of being: time is 

the horizon of being in that being as possibility means the historicity of being, that it can be 

otherwise and is subject to radical shifts in meaning, and finite time is the horizon of a 

! specific enactment of being as a determinate and thus finite “there” which is the meaning of

any particular epoch of being. The first is a “time” which is immeasurable and yet opens 

up the open for every measure—Heidegger’s new understanding of the eternal, not in time, 

but not the unchanging—while the second is just that measure o f time that is opened up.32i
Every epoch and every new revelation of being is a response to the question of 

being, through which null point of the crossroads of possibilities is reached; in terms of 

time, it is the way in which humans open themselves to the eternal. To return to this 

crossroads of the question of being is what Heidegger calls repetition. Repetition is not by 

any means imitation in the sense of imitating the answer to the question of being of some 

past people, but of repeating the “how” of their questioning which begot the answers:

32 At this point I think Krell is correct in connecting change in the most general sense with the 
“instantaneous” which traditionally was held to be outside the time-series as such. Krell, 
Intimations o f Mortality, 49.
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“Only the ‘how’ can be repeated.’’(CT, 19)53 It is only by repeating the “how” of past 

thinking, which means to repeat the course o f phronesis which is the thinking of being 

which can authentically temporalize itself, that I can discover our my time and situation as 

my fate. This sense of the necessity for repetition grew out of his break with the system of 

Catholicism that came to a head with the proclamation of Aquinas as the sole dogmatic 

authority for the Church. To recall, Heidegger believed that this proclamation confronted 

contemporary Catholics as an alien doctrine because it did not grow out of their own 

questioning, whereas for Aquinas and his contemporaries it held genuine meaning because 

it did grow out o f  their thinking. The only way for 20th century Catholics to live with an 

authentic worldview was to repeat Aquinas’ own questioning, his own quest for the 

| meaning of existence; not the answers, but the questions. Only through recognizing the

|  historical nature o f existence and the source o f genuine meaning can humans live genuinely

f  ethically, which means to dwell in the abode of being.(LH, 233) Repetition means to repeat

essential possibilities of the past, which means to open ourselves for a new revelation of 

being which historicizes itself as the kairos, our situation.

\ The phronetic, kairological conception of being and time in Being and Time marks

i the maturation o f  the path of questioning set off by Heidegger’s religious crisis during the

last years of the First World War. His conception of historical action in the world fills out 

his early insight into the connection between meaning and history which is necessary to 

generate unalienated ethical living. Authentic religiosity as the path towards an unalienated 

existence metamorphosed into an analysis of practical wisdom as the way to authentically

53 Despite the fact that Heidegger consistently maintained that to go back to the Greeks does 
not mean to imitate their way of life, he is sometimes accused of this very thing. Bemasconi 
correctly points out that repetition and the tradition which it retrieves is grounded in the 
future, and so is at most a creative appropriation of history, along the lines of the sort of 
active historical interpretation Nietzsche commends in “On the Uses and Disadvantages of 
History for Life.” Bemasconi, Robert, “Repetition and Tradition: Heidegger’s 
Destructuring o f the Distinction Between Essence and Existence in Basic Problems of 
Phenomenology,” in Reading Heidegger from the Start, ed. Theodore Kisiel and John van 
Buren (Albany, NY: State University of New York Press, 1994), 135.
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understand the being proper to humans. Phronesis makes the end of action immanent in 

the action itself, so authentically connecting ideals and action. In contrast to Aristotle, 

however, Heidegger understands practical wisdom through Christian categories that twist 

phronesis into a revelation of being as a whole which breaks up the flat homogeneity of 

normal time. By understanding action as the free revelation of being, Heidegger 

understands the “how” of authentic being human, authentic action, in terms of the “how” of 

authentic religiosity, particularly, as we will now see in the next chapter, as fathomed in 

radical Lutheranism informed by a reading of German mysticism.

(i

«
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Chapter 2

Care of the Self

Introduction

That religious “factical ideal” that motivates Heidegger’s philosophy is summed up 

by his concept of authenticity. Authenticity means: to be true to oneself in the face of 

entanglements that lead one astray. By being lured into entanglements, the self becomes 

inauthentic and alienated from its true self. What this means concretely depends upon the 

conception of the self and the nature of the temptations. Heidegger’s understanding of the 

authentic life grew out of his concerns to renew a genuine religiosity. He conceptualized 

inauthenticity as the alienation of the self from God, which is at the same time the loss of 

the unity of feeling and intuition that Heidegger’s phenomenology hopes to recover; in 

being alienated from God, the self is alienated from being integrated into the world. The 

first step upon the path to authenticity thus lies in discovering a divine region radically 

different than the one disclosed by theory and science. Phronesis was to provide a path to 

this historical and antinomian God. The next step is describing the character of the 

integrated self given in the moment of vision.

His understanding of alienation and authenticity received its decisive bearing from 

Luther and German mysticism. Both Luther and mysticism in general are distinguished by 

their emphasis on inwardness [Innerlichkeit] as the path towards salvation and a genuinely 

ethical life. Inwardness could be understood as an ethics because it protected the purity of 

the soul from entanglements in the world; virtue came to be understood as purity. The 

presumed coincidence of inwardness and ethical purity had a particularly profound impact
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on German religiosity in the wake of Luther’s inward turn towards faith that constituted the 

freedom of a Christian. Whatever the political possibilities that can be discovered in this 

freedom, certainly one central reading has been to construe genuine religiosity as an inward 

turn to a care for the self that leads to an ethics of integrity and purity that itself coincides 

with an extreme individualism and renunciation of the compromises of politics. The ethics 

of religiosity have thus been taken to mean a  renunciation of the public sphere and an 

inward turn towards care of the soul and thus towards God.

Because Heidegger understands authenticity as religiosity, his ethics of authenticity 

seems to replicate this traditional understanding of the opposition between religiosity and 

worldly entanglements. Authenticity means a care for the self in which the self pulled itself
i
I back together from out of the dispersions and disconnectedness of its involvements in its

|  affairs in the world.(BT, 441) Heidegger calls the ways in which we become dispersed

I and thus alienated das Man. As first presented, das Man stands for the public sphere, and
i

the manifold ways in which the public life corrupts Dasein’s ownmost possibilities of 

existence. Because the self as lived by das Man, the “man-selbst,” is opposed to the 

' authentic self, being an authentic self, being genuinely religious, seems to be understood as

■  withdrawal from the public sphere to one’s authentic individual self. Authentic being-a-self

■ seems to mean care for the inner self against the corruption of the self’s dispersions into the

j: public realm.

There is no doubt that for Heidegger, the ethics of authenticity as care of the self is

substantially religious in character. However decisive Luther and mysticism were for

Heidegger’s understanding of authenticity, though, he did not follow the traditional path of

inwardness and purity through withdrawal from the world. Firstly, Dasein is constituted as

being-in-the-world; authentically, Dasein is action in the world. Secondly, Dasein is

constituted as being-with; there is no possible withdrawal from others because Dasein’s

own being is always only in and with others. Both factors weigh against the understanding
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of authenticity as inward purity. Even in its authentic existence, Dasein is being-with- 

others-in-the-world.

These factors and the questions they provoke require us to examine in more detail 

what it means to care for the self. In the last chapter, I argued that Dasein’s authenticity 

depended in the first instance upon correctly understanding its own being. For Dasein to 

be true to itself, it has to first understand its own being in the proper manner. From a 

proper understanding of its being, Dasein can then live in a manner appropriate to its own 

being. Heidegger’s ethics thus depends upon his ontological project of raising the question 

of being. That ontology can be raised as an ethical project indicates the way in which 

Heidegger ueats authenticity as an ethical problem. Because Dasein can misunderstand its 

j own being, it can be inauthentic.

Dasein’s inauthenticity, then, must be understood as something like a false 

consciousness. As in other theories of false consciousness, Dasein is capable of living in
!

■ this inverted world, thoughtlessly dwelling in this way of being without having an inkling
I
: that anything is out of the ordinary. Indeed, it is this very thoughtlessness that is the root

of the inversion of human existence, for the thoughtlessness refers to the forgetting of the 

; question of being. Only through posing the question of being is human existence exposed

; to the meaning of being, and so able to dwell authentically in the world. Without raising

5 the question of being, Dasein loses itself in its inverted world. This loss of the self is
!>

understood as alienation, alienation from being. For Heidegger, inauthenticity is 

* understood as alienation of the self from being and thus from its true self.

. The famous rubric Heidegger ascribes to this alienating understanding of being is

|  das Man. The chapter on das Man makes up one o f  the rhetorical high points in Being and
1

Time. In the midst of difficult and often murky analyses of existential categories, it has a 

rapier thrust of directness into the falseness and alienation of our everyday social existence
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which captured the imagination of many in Heidegger’s own day and continues to do so 

even in our own time. It is so straightforward and comprehensible that even the lay reader 

could hardly miss the point. In German, das Man literally means the “one,” the third- 

person singular impersonal pronoun. Living under the domination of das Man, Dasein is 

alienated into this flat, meaningless world. Heidegger speaks of the “dictatorship” of das 

Man, they way in which its nearly absolute dominion levels and flattens Dasein into a 

homogeneous mass. It is hard not to be moved by Heidegger’s rhetorical flourish, not to 

be frightened by the picture of our existence he paints in such stark colors.

For this reason, das Man was—justly—taken as a critique of modem mass society. 

Just though this reception may be, it does not exhaust the manifold meanings and roles
If
1 assigned to das Man. Das Man is not just mass society, but it becomes an all-

encompassing blanket term for our false understanding of being, which means that it stands 

opposed in each case to each authentic understanding of phenomenon since this
5
' understanding reaches into every segment of our being. In many instances, it is difficult to

see the connections between the various phenomena. The way past this seemingly random
D

grouping of phenomena is to see das Man primarily as an inauthentic disclosure of being in

| which Dasein is dispersed and alienated into the world. Included in this way of disclosure

are theory and science, public opinion (in modem mass societies), capitalism, common 

sense, curiosity, everydayness, and tradition. What each of these have in common is that 

they tranquilize Dasein into forgetting the question of being. Das Man is the symbol of 

alienation because in its various manifestations it closes off the question of being from 

Dasein.

Heidegger more generally calls this alienation from the question of being

“fallenness,” which he understands as being absorbed into the world. In being absorbed

into the world, Dasein busies itself with individual beings, and forgets the question of

being, which is a question of the meaning of the whole. Dasein can be true to its self only
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when it clears away the concealments and obscurities of its fallen absorption, and in this 

way it can be directed towards the meaning of the whole. Dasein is directed towards the 

meaning of the whole through phronesis, the moment of vision in which the meaning of 

being is revealed in a sudden epiphany. In the resolution of the moment of vision, Dasein 

clears away its self-concealments, recovers from its fallen alienauon, and is liberated.

As the argument in the last chapter showed, Heidegger understood phronesis in a 

far more radical manner than did Aristotle. The radicality was ascribed to Chrisdan 

categories of an authenuc life that Heidegger carried into the interpretadon. This 

impression is further underscored by taking liberadon as the clearing away of Dasein’s 

fallen condidon caused by its absorpdon into the world of particular beings and turning 

away from the meaning of the whole. This does not describe Aristotie; it describes 

Augustine and the whole Western tradition that grew up around the Bishop of Hippo’s path 

to God. By turning away from the secular realm—signified by vanity, pride, and 

curiosity—and towards God, the pious person could open himself to the possibility of 

divine illumination and in some traditions, for a mystical union with God.

By this curious twist, Heidegger’s understanding of the authentic self thus bears 

astonishing structural similarities to some Christian understandings of being a self. In 

particular, the parallels between Meister Eckhart’s mysticism and Heidegger’s authenticity 

are striking. As I pointed out in the last chapter, Heidegger had long been fascinated by 

mysticism as a kind of genuine religiosity; it is invoked in the conclusion of his 

Habilitationschrift, and Eckhart in particular became an important figure for Heidegger 

around the time of his crisis of faith during the First World War.

For Eckhart, humans possessed in their souls the possibility for union with God. 

For the most part, however, humans are blind and deaf to this capacity. This oblivion to 

God has its cause in our absorption into the world o f particular beings; as Heidegger would
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echo centuries later, in our absorption into the world we lose sight of the whole. In order 

to realize the divine capacity in the soul, humans must practice what Eckhart called 

“Gelassenheit’ or releasement so that the soul could be “abgeschieden,” or detached. Both 

Gelassenheit and detachment signify our detachment from the world or particularity itself; 

we are released from our attachments to particular beings and freed for God. Heidegger 

similarly discussed ways of detaching oneself from beings in order to turn to being: among 

the most important are deconstructive thinking, Gelassenheit, and anxiety. Heidegger’s 

analysis of anxiety most closely duplicates the effects of Eckhart’s practices. Anxiety, 

however, must be considered as one moment in Heidegger’s efforts to raise the question of 

being; thinking belongs to the whole structure of the experience. For Eckhart, the soul in 

j its state of detachment became united with God and so God was revealed to the soul, a

revelation Eckhart describes as the birth of the Son in the soul. This divine revelation gave 

the person the true meaning of his or her existence which could serve as a guide in daily 

life. In Heidegger’s thinking, humans are the site of being’s revelation, a matter described 

in a felicitous manner as the “Dasein in man.” The Dasein in man is the Heideggerian soul. 

In anxiety, the human being becomes free from its attachments and so free for the breaking 

in of being into the world of beings as being’s there; this is the moment of vision, the 

' revelation of being, the “event” [Ereignis] of being, as Heidegger later called it. Humans

are Dasein insofar as they are the “there” of being, Da-sein. In the moment of authenticity, 

being ecstatically reveals itself as the meaning of the world. To be an authentic self means 

to be at one with this revelation of being, to be at one with a meaning of existence that is 

enacted as a specific historical epoch.

Although the parallels are striking between Heidegger and Eckhart, there are
i
> important differences. If Heidegger’s mysticism radicalizes as it appropriates Aristotle’s

notion of phronesis, it is still phronesis, which means it is action in the world.

Heidegger’s epiphany of being, in stark contrast to almost the whole of the Western
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religious tradition, is not contemplation; it does not merely behold the eternal order of the 

cosmos. In Heidegger’s thought there is no eternal order; each revelation of being gives 

birth to a new historical epoch defined by its particular order and meaning of being. 

Although this understanding of time and order is taken from a Christian understanding of 

divine revelation, it stands in direct contrast with the contemplative tradition which 

exercised a dominant hold on Western religiosity. For a Christian, the highest moment of 

being is to see God face to face in the beatific vision. For Heidegger, this highest moment 

is phronesis understood as authentic action in the world. To be an authentic self is to be the 

site of a revolutionary revelation of being which acts by founding worlds.

The dominance of contemplation in the tradition forms the backdrop of the second 

! important distinction between Heidegger and mystics such as Eckhart. Contemplation is a

solitary activity that requires withdrawing from ordinary affairs of the world, sometimes 

even withdrawing entirely from human company, which is just one more distraction from 

finding unity with God. Mysticism is characterized as inwardness and inner freedom. For 

\ Heidegger, however, Dasein is characterized by outwardness; Dasein is always being-in-
' i

the-world. More fully, Dasein is always being-in-the-world-with-others. Being-with is 

f part o f Heidegger’s authentic religiosity.

Because being-with is essentially constitutive of Dasein, Heidegger opposes
j
5 individualism. Being-with is understood as participation in the open space in which things

appear as what they are. In this participation, Dasein shares this open space, this medium, 

with others. Dasein is with others insofar as it shares the medium it common; as such, 

being-with really means being-in-common. Being-in-common is the ground for an 

authentic community in which each Dasein is a part of the whole in which it shares. Far 

from constituting a withdrawal from the public sphere, authentic Dasein is communal.

Being a self means to participate in the communal meaning of being; it means to be part of
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and serve the nation [Volk]. I am who I am, I am myself, only in participating in the 

communal event of being that is opened by the question of being.

Das Man and Alienation

Heidegger broaches the thematic of das Man by answering the question of “who” 

Dasein is when it says “I am.” To recall from earlier, in the familiar experiencing of the 

world, I do not just experience things in the world but also relate this experience back to 

myself; in all experiencing there is also the experience of “I am,” my being taken with the 

experience of the world. For this reason, all understanding is also self-understanding.(CT, 

8) In understanding the world, I understand myself. Thus who I am is bound up with the 

revelation of the meaning of being in the resolute moment of vision.

Who am I? I am me. As straightforward as this answer may seem, for Heidegger it 

instead opens up a Pandora’s Box of difficulties. When I say “I am,” is it really self- 

evident “who” I am? This is the point Heidegger raises against Descartes, that he never 

questioned the being of the entity that says “I am,” but accepted as self-evident that it is 

“me” who says “I am.” Heidegger wants to probe behind this. Am I really who I think I 

am?

Perhaps when Dasein addresses itself in the way which is closest to itself, it 
always says, ‘I am this entity,’ and in the long run says this loudest when it 
is ‘not’ this entity. Dasein is in each case mine, and this is its constitution; 
but what if this should be the reason why, proximally and for the most part,
Dasein is not itself?(BT, 151)

Although phrased as a question, Heidegger is clearly suspicious that Dasein does not 

understand itself proximally and for the most part authentically. Dasein can deceive itself.

It can (and does for the most part) misunderstand itself and thus becomes alienated for 

itself. Far horn being self-evident, the “I” is a formal indication, capable of taking up 

several possibilities.(BT, 152) These possibilities are the same as the possible ways of 

interpreting the world (which are also formal indications). Finding the authentic “who” of
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the “I” is at the same time to find the way of understanding concordant with the being of 

Dasein.(BT, 367-370) This accounts for why Heidegger turns to the involved discussion 

of phronesis in order to provide the criteria for distinguishing which way o f being a self is 

proper to Dasein. In other words, I must first secure what I am, my being, in order that I 

can authentically determine who I am.

The possibility that I can be something other than my authentic self and yet still be a 

self is how Heidegger understands the phenomenon of alienation. Because the self is as 

such only in self-understand, to be alienated is to understand oneself in terms o f something 

that one is really not.(BT, 368) Heidegger’s concept of alienation is something like false 

consciousness. For this reason some commentators have drawn a connection between the 

early Heidegger and Lukacs.1 Perhaps a closer model for Heidegger’s understanding 

would be Luther. Luther took the Pope and late Scholasticism to be such diabolical threats 

to Christendom because they preached an interpretation of Scripture that deluded Christians 

into taking works seriously and turned them from their true salvation that lay in faith alone. 

Luther sought to call the few who could still hear back to the true Word from out of their 

lostness. The interpretations of Scripture were paths to being Christian, but only one path 

i led to true righteousness. The structural outline is almost identical for Heidegger: we

resolve upon possible ways of understanding being, which in turn provide us with the 

possibility of being an authentic self wherein lies our salvation; if we choose the wrong 

path, we are lost.

Thus we return to the ethical significance of ways of being that I emphasized 

repeatedly in the last chapter. In order to be an authentic self, it is necessary to find the

1 See for example, Goldmann and Grondin. Goldmann, Lucien, Lukacs and Heidegger, trans. 
William Q. Boelhower (Boston: Routledge & K. Paul, 1977); Grondin, Jean, 'The Ethical 
and Young Hegelian Motives in Heidegger’s Hermeneutics of Facticity.” in Reading 
Heidegger from the Start, ed. Theodore Kisiel and John van Buren (Albany, NY: State 
University of New York Press, 1994).Although there is little evidence that Heidegger had
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path which leads to an authentic understanding of being, for it is only on this path that the 

authentic who of the self can be sought. To understand being incorrectly is to enact a 

possibility of being which leads the self astray. To be led astray, to be lost, is alienation. 

Alienation is enacting a possibility of being which does not correspond to the authentic 

understanding of being given by phronesis. Alienation is in the first instance alienation 

from being. Heidegger understands this alienation concretely as the oblivion of the 

question of being, for it is only through posing the question of being that humans can first 

experience the questionableness of being which is the path to the historical enactment of an 

authentic and undivided experience of the meaning of being.

It is only from the perspective of the oblivion of the question of being and so the 

alienation of Dasein from its authentic being that Heidegger’s famous invocation of das 

Man is comprehensible. Das Man is a blanket term that covers all of the ways in which 

Dasein loses its being and its authentic self; in das Man, Dasein is alienated. As a blanket 

term, das Man will cover a wide variety of phenomenon seemingly only related by the fact 

that they are the negative to the authentic understanding of the structures of human 

existence which Heidegger diagnoses; thus Heidegger’s understanding of death, 

conscience, time, and history is counterpoised to an inauthentic understanding of each 

which is attributed to the domination of das Man.2 Some underlying causes for Dasein’s 

alienation can be specified, however: they are science and custom, the latter which breaks 

into everydayness and tradition. The first cause is clear; since das Man is a way of 

understanding being opposed to the authentic way, which is phronesis, das Man is 

opposed to phronesis, and thus is sophia or episteme, i.e., theory. From the War

read Lukacs, they had some mutual friends, and it may be of some significance that both 
Lukacs and Heidegger can claim a common intellectual progenitor: Emil Lask.

1 Because the connections among the phenomena are not carefully analyzed, Heidegger’s 
later history of being as metaphysics, which does specify and unify the breathtakingly all- 
encompassing connections, is superior in most respects. I will cover this in the next chapter.
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Emergency Semester course we know that theory understands being as that which is 

universally valid. It is the universal element, its validity for each, that enables Heidegger to 

extend the meaning of das Man to the public realm or public opinion. From public opinion, 

which Heidegger analyzes as idle talk, Heidegger gleans the various misunderstandings of 

those phenomena he attributes to das Man; in this sense das Man is our everyday common 

opinion about matters in the world. These everyday understandings have been shaped and 

formed by the traditional understanding of these matters. However, the tradition has been 

formed by a series of genuine confrontations with the matters o f thinking. In the everyday 

appropriation of these traditional answers, however, we no longer confront the matters in a 

genuine fashion, and so do not experience these matters authentically through the 

1 questioning itself.3 In all of these specifications of das Man, the object of Heidegger’s ire

is clear: contemporary life in all its configurations—modem social organization, capitalism, 

the domination of science, and the death of genuine philosophy as it forgets its proper (and 

leading) role as the path-breaking questioning of being. All of these confuse what I am and 

thus who I am.
k

In Being and Time, the question of “who” I am leads directly to the problem of das 

\ Man. Das Man is the “who” of everyday Dasein.(BT, 165-66) Who is das Man? "Man” in

Since the unity of the history of metaphysics is found in the oblivion of being, there is a 
striking continuity in the issue between das Man and metaphysics.

} I am uncertain whether everydayness really constitutes one of the causes of our alienation. 
My uncertainty derives from the question concerning the meaning Heidegger attaches to 
everydayness. If he means that everydayness is our everyday life (that of our daily work) 
which alienates because nobody dwells on the question of being while pounding a nail, then 
authenticity would be understood as an epiphany which we gradually lose when we return 
to the world. If this is the case, then everydayness would constitute a necessary and 
unavoidable alienating cause in human life. If, however, everydayness means common 
sense opinions in twentieth century society, then the alienating effect of everydayness is 
really the result of the more fundamental alienation caused by the domination of theory 

j over our commonsensical understandings of being. In this case, a revolution in our
I experience of being will transform our everyday lives; we will hammer that nail in the

service of the new revelation of the divine. This is the standpoint Heidegger adopts quite 
explicitly in the 1930’s, and held to until the end of his life, albeit in a not so 
straightforwardly political form. In Being and Time, however, there is a deep ambiguity in
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German is “one.” One does this, one does that. Who is “one?” As impersonal, the one is 

no one, no one in particular. It is “the ‘nobody’ to whom every Dasein has already 

surrendered itself in being-among-one-another.”(BT, 166) Under the sway of das Man, I 

am not truly myself, but understand myself in terms of das Man, which is to say, I 

understand myself impersonally. There is a close connection between the impersonal way 

of being and some of the other terms Heidegger brings forth in this chapter “distantiality,” 

“leveling down,” “public sphere,” and “averageness.” What unites them all is that anything 

unique or idiosyncratic is removed so that what remains is by definition accessible to all. 

Experiences and understandings are leveled down or averaged out to what can be common 

to all, whose commonality makes up the public.(BT, 165) I experience myself and the 

world in terms of what can be common, what is thus impersonal: “We take pleasure and 

enjoy ourselves as one takes pleasure; we read, see and judge about literature and art as one 

sees and judges; likewise we shrink back from the 'great mass’ as one shrinks back; we 

find ‘shocking’ what one finds shocking.”(BT, 164)

The impersonal nature of everyday experience hearkens back to an idea from the 

1919 War Emergency Semester course. In this course, theory objectified all experiencing 

in order to arrive at universally valid statements; to objectify something means to make it 

valid for all. Because all experiencing proper is individual to the highest degree, 

objectification must abstract the specificity o f the experience in order to arrive at 

universality; it must abstract the personal “I” from the experience, leaving the impersonal 

“I” which establishes what is universally valid. “This grasping, establishing [literally, 

setting fast] as object in general, comes at the expense of the suppressing of my own I ... 

The I that establishes, /  am no longer at all.”(GA56/57,73) In the theoretical way of 

experiencing the world, the personal I that I am disappears. Das Man, as the impersonal

the meaningfulness of work and the everyday world which Heidegger addresses later on.
and to which I devote my next chapter.
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and universally accessible, is theory. As such, das Man is broader than it appears in just 

Being and Time. Das Man holds sway wherever theoretical science dominates, wherever 

modem science determines what can be held to be true. Modem science understands truth 

to be that which is universally valid, and it extends this understanding of what can be true 

to all spheres o f knowledge, including that which is usually understood as personal, for 

instance, taste or aesthetics. This drive can be seen in one of the earliest philosophies of 

aesthetic judgment, that of Kant, for whom a judgment about the beautiful must be 

disinterested and universally valid.4 Modem science is thus not merely the investigation of 

natural phenomena, but the particular way in which truth is understood as a whole. It 

determines the truth of being, and thus being itself. This truth of being is impersonal. In 

this impersonal truth, one’s own self gets “lost” in das Man, “dispersed” in das Man, and 

“covered over” by das Man. A society dominated by das Man, that is to say, modem 

theoretical science, is thus an alienating society, alienating because I am alienated and 

abstracted from my authentic personal self.s

In the section on das Man, Heidegger has been taken to have criticized Weimar 

society. One can see now that it extends far beyond that one time and one place. It extends 

E  to everywhere modem science dominates, which is to say, all modem society. Das Man

criticizes modernity itself. This is the point at which Heidegger’s concerns intersect with a 

broader group, often leftist, who decry the alienation brought on by a capitalism fueled by 

the technological advances wrought by modem science. Heidegger rarely speaks directly 

about capitalism, although it is clearly present when he speaks about society being 

governed by the demand for maximum efficiency (QCT, 15), but he clearly is in

4 Ignoring for the moment the very important distinction Kant makes between subjective and 
objective judgments. Nonetheless, aesthetic judgments are understood as universally valid 
for subjects.

5 The connections Heidegger draws between objectification, modem science, and social 
alienation resembles the analysis of reification Lukacs presents in History and Class 
Consciousness.
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accordance with a  diffuse concern for the increasing rationalization of modem society, a 

concern given paradigmatic formulation in the darker hints of Max Weber, who in turn 

provided the conceptual apparatus for a vast array of sociological studies of modem 

society, and whose darkest hues were best brought out in Adorno’s and Horkheimer’s 

Dialectic o f Enlightenment. We cannot speak of direct influence, but rather an affinity of 

concerns with reason, science, technology, and human well-being. These affinities have 

led some on the Left to appropriate Heidegger as one of their own . 6

While this connection between technology and modernity would become much 

more explicit in Heidegger’s later writings on technology, it is barely implicit in Being and 

Time. In Being and Time itself, the connection between theory and society occurs through 

das Man understood as the public. Because das Man is a way of understanding being from 

which “everyday Dasein draws its pre-ontological way of interpreting its being," we should 

understand the public as public opinion.(BT, 168) The real “dictatorship” of das Man is 

revealed in the way in which “we take pleasure and enjoy ourselves as one takes pleasure; 

we read, see, and judge about literature and are as one sees and judges.”(BT, 164) The 

reference a few lines earlier to newspapers as information services indicates the prevalence 

of the “media” as the medium through which we inhabit the world.(BT, 164) The

! 6 Morchen and Dallmayr are two who tried to connect Adorno and Heidegger at this level,
i, Morchen, Hermann, Adorno und Heidegger (Stuttgart; Klett-Cotta, 1981); Dallmayr, Fred,

Between Freiburg and Frankfurt (Amherst, MA: University of Massachussetts Press, 1991). 
Similarly Zimmerman came to Heidegger from Marcuse. Zimmerman, Michael, Contesting 
Earth’s Future; Radical Ecology and Postmodernism (Berkeley, CA: University of 
California Press, 1994) 4. At a broader level of concern with the rise of the administered 
society, one could include the postmodern Heideggerians such as Schurmann, Nancy, 
Lacoue-Labarthe, and Derrida, as well as, in her own peculiar way, Arendt. The affinities 
extend even to those who would never consider themselves to have anything to do with 
Heidegger. I am thinking of Habermas, whose dislike and scorn for Heidegger is well 
known, but whose project of finding a communicative reason which cannot be reduced to 
technical purposive rationality finds an exact parallel with Heidegger’s own attempts to do 
likewise. See for example, Habermas, Jurgen, Toward a Rational Society (Boston: Beacon 
Press, 1970). It would take a separate study to really study the similarities and differences, 
but suffice it to say here the crux of the comparison would be who bests separates 
communicative from instrumental rationality; Habermas’ own squabbles with 
postmodernism, Lyotard in particular, hinge in no small part on this very claim.
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“averageness” of the media derives from its necessity to make valid for each in the same 

way so that each can represent any other.(BT, 164) In this universal validity of public 

opinion, “everything gets obscured, and what has thus been covered up gets passed off as 

something familiar and accessible to everyone.”(BT, 16S) This description of the public as 

information service indicates that the public is not sociality perse, but rather Heidegger’s 

understanding of modem mass society and the domination that mass media exercises over 

our understanding of the world. The averageness o f the media derives from its mass 

characteristic in its effort to be valid for as many people as possible. As such, its logic is 

that of capitalism, a parallel which crops up earlier in Heidegger’s distinction between craft- 

oriented and machine-oriented manufacture, where the latter for production purposes 

creates a general model rather than tailoring each shoe specifically for the wearer. Because 

Heidegger’s description relies implicitly on a specific historical situation, that of late 

modem capitalism, das Man in the sense of the public does not necessarily apply to every 

social organization or to sociality in general, but to any social situation in which 

“eveiything that is primordial gets glossed over as something that has long been well 

known.”(BT, 165)

The connection between public opinion, language, and common everyday 

understanding gets taken up in a more general way in Heidegger’s discussion of “idle talk,” 

another characteristic o f  das Man. Idle talk is our everyday way of talking about things, 

our average discourse about beings in which there is contained a disclosure, no matter how 

vague, of being.(BT, 210-214) Heidegger equates this everyday way of talking with 

gossip.(BT, 212) Elsewhere he says, “Catchwords and catchphrases are indices o f idle 

talk, which is a mode o f being of Dasein in das Man.”(HCT, 272) The reason idle talk 

belongs to das Man—why there are in fact identical, to judge from the common language 

used to describe them— is that language falls to being available to everyone, its being 

“leveled down” to “averageness” in our everydayness. Idle talk is the way in which
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Heidegger describes how we talk about something without ever getting at the heart of the 

matter; because it never gets at the heart of the matter, idle talk is equivalent to the public 

correctly identified as public opinion, but now with the implication of being everyday 

common sense.(BT, 165,213) Like the public, idle talk closes off and discourages any 

new inquiry into the heart of things.(BT, 165,213)

The source of our everyday opinions on matters is tradition. When we speak, we 

use words, significations and meanings already there for our disposal; this is the sense of 

the “familiarity” which characterizes our dwelling in the world. For the most part, we use 

words habitually, almost unconsciously, as they are handed down to us. This is why we 

use the term “learn” to describe how we “pick up” a language. The language is there before 

us.(BT, 211) This understanding of language stands behind his startling proposition: “We 

do not have language, rather language has us, in the absolute and right sense.”(GA39,23; 

but compare BT, 208) Language speaks us. Put more prosaically, we understand the 

world—and that means simultaneously ourselves— in terms of the way in which language 

articulates. Because language articulates on the basis of a built up reservoir of meanings, 

language is primarily traditional.(BT, 211) Traditions are founded and modified when 

something original gets expressed, but this originality quickly falls off into commonplace 

sayings, cliches, and trite expressions. We speak o f experiences (and ourselves) in terms 

of past experiences of other times. Because we do this thoughtlessly, however, we live 

through this understanding without every genuinely experiencing the matter which the 

traditional answer speaks of. When tradition becomes idle talk and everyday public 

opinion, Dasein is closed off from the matter and indeed closed off such that this closing 

off suppresses new questions. 7

7 This same structure of understanding comes up again in Heidegger’s understanding of how 
metaphysics, in the very giving of its answer, forgets the question of being which made 
metaphysics possible in the first place. Metaphysics is the idle talk of being. Cf. WMe,
370.
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It should now be clear why das Man comes under such heavy and sustained fire: 

das Man suppresses the question o f being. By suppressing the question of being, das Man 

suppresses the only path by which Dasein can authentically experience the meaning of 

being. By closing off the experience of the meaning of being, das Man is the source of our 

alienation.

Our alienation from being is peculiar in that das Man’s dominion is 

“inconspicuous.”(BT, 164) Because the public understanding seems obvious to all, no one 

realizes that they are living so inauthentically. This is an understanding of tyranny that is 

even more perniciously hidden than those of Marx, Tocqueville, or Weber, for at least for 

these analysts of modem society, humans know that something is wrong, even if the cause 

is hidden; in Heidegger’s public world, no one realizes that anything is the matter, at least 

as far as Heidegger is concerned. 8

This inconspicuousness means that our being in the world is characterized by a 

certain heedlessness or thoughtlessness that Heidegger calls our absorption in the world.

’ The example Heidegger gives early on is our state of mind when busy at work on a

\ particular task; we go about our business in a peculiar thoughtless state of mind we

j| recognize as habit. Heidegger expands upon this phenomenon to arrive at a general

absorption into the world that is characteristic of our alienated being. We are absorbed
C

into, and thus lived by, the understanding o f the world given in das Man. Because this 

understanding is governed by idle talk, this absorption into the world is characterized by a 

thoughtlessness with regard to the question of the meaning of being, i.e., to the question of 

the meaning of the whole. We are absorbed into particulars and do not step back to reflect 

upon the whole in which a particular task is situated. This absorption is what Heidegger

* This theme appears in the later Heidegger as the problem of our “needlessness,” which is 
modernity’s inability to experience the innermost questionableness of existence.(GA39, 
134; GA79, 55-57)
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more generally calls Dasein’s “fallenness,” which characterizes our everyday being in the 

world and encompasses idle talk, ambiguity, and “versatile curiosity .”(BT, 219-222) 

Particularly in the last moment of fallenness one can see quite clearly the Augustinian roots 

of Heidegger’s understanding of fallenness, even if  Heidegger does put it in a modem, 

Nietzschean context in Being and Time, as a rootless historical cosmopolitanism.(BT,

222) 9  In curiosity one is ensnared by a constant stream of particular events and things, and 

thus gains only a superficial knowledge of each. The superficiality is nothing other than 

understanding the particularity without understanding the connection of each to the whole. 

Fallenness is living among particulars without ever raising the issue of the meaning of the 

whole, i.e. of being.

t

j In the section on fallenness, Heidegger explicitly calls fallenness, in which Dasein

“has lost itself, and in falling, ‘lives’ away from itself," alienation.(BT, 222-223) To lose 

oneself means that its being is no longer an issue for Dasein; to be fallen into the world 

means that the question of being has been forgotten.(BT, 222-223; LH, 212) Thus our 

alienation by das Man can be called our fallen absorption into the world; in both cases, we 

\ are alienated from the question of being,

i
Heidegger will subsequently occupy himself with finding ways of breaking through 

this fallen and alienating condition so that we can repeat the original condition, which is the 

* question o f being from which we can appropriate an authentic meaning of being. The

Augustinian manner in which he understood alienation as absorption into the world of 

particularity determines the path by which Dasein can overcome our alienation in order to

I 9 The Nietzschean context I allude to is Nietzsche’s criticism of the modem historical 
consciousness presented in “On the Uses and Disadvantages of History for Life." 
Nietzsche, Friedrich, “On the Uses and Disadvantages of History for Life,” Untimely 
Meditations, trans. R. J. Holiingdale (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1983). The 
Augustian background to the theme of curiosity can be seen in his 1922 lecture on 
Augustine, which was then adapted to his understanding of Dasein’s “Ruinanz,” the 
forerunner to fallenness, in subsequent lectures. For more on this issue, see Kisiel, Genesis, 
and Krell, David Farrell. Daimon Life.
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dispose of all fugitive self-concealments and pull itself back from its fallen dispersal among 

its particular affairs of being in the world.(BT, 357,441) Only by overcoming particularity 

can Dasein transcend beings to the meaning of being itself. The transcending occurs in the 

moment of vision of resolution in which the meaning of being breaks through the crust of 

our everyday lives and breaks open an open region that is the meaning of being understood 

as the truth (aletheia) of being. Humans can overcome their alienation from being when 

they let the revelation of being occur and become the open region, the “there" of being.

How this can occur will be more closely examined in the next section.

On Being Human: The Dasein in Man

In the last chapter it was shown how phronesis and action came to signify Dasein’s 

authentic potential for being itself. It became clear by the end that despite the use of 

Aristotelian categories, Heidegger understood action far differently than the more pragmatic 

Greek. This difference lies in certain categories Heidegger adopted from his Christian 

background. As in the Christian understanding o f revelation, the real action for Heidegger 

belongs not to humans, but to being: being is free, being plays, being opens itself to human 

1 experience. In this opening, being addresses itself to humans, whose place is to respond to

this address and by responding, let being be. Humans can never bring about on their own 

the event of being; it opens itself to humans. The human relation to being can be captured 

by a word Heidegger sometimes later in his life used: das Brauch. Branch comes from the 

verb, brauchen, which means both to use and to need. Being both needs and uses humans; 

it fact, in needs humans insofar as they are to its use, i.e., a tool. Thus Heidegger calls 

humans a “tool of being.”(GA39,62) This relationship is echoed in the parallel 

understanding of the structure of address and response; in order to address, the addresser 

requires an addressee or the address falls on deaf ears.
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Turning a deaf ear to the address of being is the same as being alienated from being. 

Being can address itself to humans, but if no one hears it, it cannot take place [sich 

ereignen]. In order to let being occur, humans must open themselves to this call. Opening 

oneself means to clear out the clutter which prevents us from hearing the call of being at all. 

This clutter is our fallen absorption into beings. Only when we free ourselves from these 

entanglements can we hear and respond to being, and only in responding to being are 

humans truly human, that is to say, Dasein. That humans can turn a deaf ear to being 

means that humans are not always Dasein, understood in a specific sense as the authentic 

revelation of being. As humans respond to the question of being, being events; it opens 

itself as the world in which humans exist. As such, humans are the place where the event 

of being takes place. In this event of being, humans exist as Dasein, that is, they stand out 

in the openness o f being. In being Dasein, humans let being occur. To heed the call of 

being is to let the '‘Dasein in man” occur.(GA3,226)

With this felicitous phrase, Heidegger clearly shows his Christian roots. The 

“Dasein in man” is the soul, for the soul is in the Christian and particularly mystic tradition 

the place where God addresses himself to humans. It will pay dividends to more closely 

examine the way in which Heidegger appropriates this tradition, specifically in the work of 

Meister Eckhart. Eckhart is very similar to Heidegger on two vital points I have been 

raising in this chapter. First, humans must first free themselves from their attachments to 

particularity and so open themselves to being or God. Secondly, once the soul is free from 

particularity and turned towards what is not a being, the soul can become the place where 

God can be bom. This openness to God is “Gelassenheit,” an Eckhartian word that 

Heidegger famously used in two essays, “Gelassenheit,” and ‘Towards the Discussion of 

Gelassenheit.” By examining how Eckhart put these elements together, one can quite 

clearly see the structural parallels in Heidegger’s own thinking and thereby gain a better
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grasp of how humans overcome their alienation by becoming the site for the revelation of 

being in the moment of vision.

Eckhart on Detachment and Letting-be

In Heidegger’s thought, our absorption into the world of particular beings means 

that we forget the question of being, or forget the “ontological difference,” the difference 

between being and beings. By forgetting the difference between being and beings, humans 

are alienated from their authentic being, which is their capability of being the “there” of 

being.

Something similar is at work in Eckhart’s mysticism which surely accounts for 

some of Heidegger’s attraction to Eckhart. One must bear in mind the limitations of this 

similarity. Eckhart was a believing Christian; his mysticism is the way in which he sought
|

to live the best Christian life. His popular works, the sermons and instructions which have

• come down to us, were intended to teach those with no direct access to the Vulgate proper 

Christian virtues. Even the most generously Christian reading of Heidegger must
*

i recognize that his Christianity was quite peculiar in that it retained the form and rejected the

‘ substance; none of the Christian virtues survive Heidegger’s adaptation. This difference is

due in large part to different understandings of God. For Eckhart, the divine was one and
.j

* unchanging; for Heidegger, the divine was one but the origin of change. This critical

difference enabled Heidegger to adopt the form of Eckhart’s mystical path to God while 

making this path the origin of the historical revelation of being. This central difference 

necessarily limits the extent to which one can appropriate Heidegger to an Eckhartian 

mysticism; Heidegger appropriates the form of mysticism to entirely different ends. 10

10 In their excellent studies comparing Heidegger with mysticism, both Caputo and Sikka 
point out this limitation, which is attested to in the titles to their books (“elements" and 
“forms”). Caputo, John D, Mystical Elements in Heidegger’s Thought (New York:
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Notwithstanding these qualifications, the formal similarities between Heidegger and 

Eckhart make an examination of Eckhart worthwhile for understanding Heidegger.

Eckhart, like most mystics, is something of a negative theologian. For Eckhart, being is 

God. As pure being, God is not any particular being; indeed, God is excluded from or is 

the negative of any particularity and multiplicity. Multiplicity is a category that pertains 

only to beings. So God is called the “simple” or the “one,” which simply means that God 

as being is not a being. 1 1 As such, God is the nameless. To further underscore this point, 

Eckhart sometimes makes a distinction between the Godhead [Gottheit, divinitas] and God 

[Gott, deiis]. The latter refers to the persons of the trinity or the names of God, whereas 

the former is the unity of the names that lies concealed behind the names. The use of the 

[ term “Gottheit' indicates the direction in which Eckhart is heading. The suffix “-heit" is

how German indicates the nature or essence of something; thus Gott-heit signifies the 

essence of God as a being or name, and this essence is pure being. Eckhart is pointing to 

the truly divine God [gottliche Gott] who is not to be confused with any particular name 

that this divinity may have. 12 In common with his Scholastic brethren, Eckhart 

understands this negative God to be free, for he is free from all names and determinations. 

The truly divine God is free from determinations; God is nothing, but this nothing in 

; particular is precisely being.
5

’ Eckhart understands God to be the ground o f beings. He is their ground insofar as

beings have being and thus share in being, i.e., God. God is the One, so consequently,

Fordham University Press, 1986); Sikka, Sonya, Forms o f Transcendence (Albany: State 
University of New York Press, 1997).

11 In German, simple is “einfach,” which points to the obvious connection with one [ein]. 
Particularly later in his career Heidegger often played on several ein- words—ein, einfach. 
einfalt, einheit—to indicate being.

>: Holderlin, too, speaks of the Godhead, and from both Eckhart and Holderlin Heidegger 
adopts this term to refer to the divinity of God. Because divinity as the being of God 
precedes God or the gods, Heidegger will most often demand that we think about the divine 
or the holy rather than God because it that way we tend to confuse God with a being and 
thus lose the divine or godly nature of God.
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God as the ground of beings is the unity of all that is, or to understand it in Aristotelian 

terms, God is the unity of the categories. That beings “have” being is not, for Eckhart, a 

result of their creation; the implication of this is that once created beings have their own 

being or substance which is to some degree independent of God, and to which they relate 

only analogically. Rather beings “have” being in the same manner as the air “has” light; 

only as long as the sun illuminates the air does it have light This image in particular is 

close to Heidegger’s own understanding of being as the clearing in which beings are 

illuminated and can thus appear as what they are, and also being as the one or the unity of 

all that is.(EGT, 70-71)

The more significant point I want to develop, however, is how Eckhart conceives 

the connection between God and humans. The connection lies in the soul. According to 

Eckhart, the soul’s hidden ground is the “little spark” which is the spark of the divine.

Like most Dominicans, and unlike the Franciscans, Eckhart understands this spark as 

reason or intellect. However, he does distinguish between this reason which is capable of 

perceiving the naked essence of God or being from other capacities of the soul, such as 

sensation, will, and discursive reasoning, i.e., reasoning from axioms. These other 

faculties are concerned with beings; sensation perceives beings; these sensations are the 

cause of desire, which the will attempts to satisfy through using deliberation. The other 

“higher” reason, the spark in the soul, shares in the divine reason; it is the presence of God 

in our soul. The soul and the presence of God are unifled. Eckhart writes, “Wherever 

God is the soul is, and wherever the soul is, God is . ” 13 This is the unio mystico, a term 

Eckhart almost never uses, but which is certainly there is all but the name. In the unity of 

God and soul, humans are being; they are both nothing and freedom and the plenitude of

13 Eckhart, Meister. Deutsche Predigten und Traktate, ed. and trans. Josef Quint (Munchen: 
Carl Hanser Verlag, 1955) 207; Eckhart, Meister, Sermons and Treatises, trans. and ed. M. 
O’C. Walshe (London: Watkins, 1979) 2: 145.
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being the whole. The soul reflects this being and is free from particular beings and free for 

receiving the grace of God.

The connection between these two moments is what Eckhart called the “birth of the 

Son” in the soul. 14 In accordance with the Christian understanding of the Son of God as 

logos, for the soul to give birth to the Son is to receive grace from God as divine reason. 

The soul is the Son by grace; through grace the soul is transformed into the image of God. 

Since Eckhart understands the divine spark to be intellect, grace is the receiving of the 

divine logos, which means the comprehension of the Son by nature, or nature itself. In the 

birth of the Son in the soul, God speaks and the soul receives and understands. In simple 

terms, God bestows on us an understanding of what is. This bestowing of understanding 

is the birth o f the Son in the soul.

This divine revelation which transforms the soul allows us to truly understand 

beings as they are, and through this revelation the other faculties of the soul first receive 

their essential grounding, that is to say, only by understanding the meaning of the whole in 

divine revelation do things in the world receive their proper place. To use a Platonic 

metaphor, divine reason orders and balances the other faculties. Eckhart writes, ‘The man 

to whom God is ever present, and who controls and uses his mind to the highest degree— 

that man alone knows what peace is and he has the Kingdom of Heaven within him. ” 13 

This is important for considering the proper comportment to beings that humans need to 

adopt. Eckhart maintains that good works alone are not sufficient; it is necessary to first 

transform one’s own being. One’s being must be holy in order to properly perform holy 

works. This is similar in turn to the classical understanding o f the relation between virtue 

and action; only the truly virtuous person can act virtuously, although it is possible for a

14 Eckhart, Predigten, 415; Semons, 1: 1-6.
15 Eckhart, “The Talks of Instruction.” in Sermons and Treatises, trans. and ed. M. O’C. 

Walshe (London: Watkins, 1979) 3: 20-21.
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unvirtuous person to accidentally perform a good act. 16 Truly good acts are an effect of 

good being, and for Eckhart that means having one’s being or soul transformed so that it 

mirrors divine reason and thus understands the whole. This is the only path available to 

humans in order to act justly in the world, for there are only two choices available to us: to 

learn to hold fast to God in our work or to give up work altogether. Since humans cannot 

live without working, however, that means that the only path is to “first commit himself 

strongly to God and establish God firmly in his own heart, uniting his senses and thought, 

his will and powers with God, so that nothing else can enter his mind. ” 17 Only through 

holding onto God—or being—can humans properly engage and work in the world. 18

The soul is transformed by God’s grace, but this transformation is possible only 

because the hidden ground of the soul is capable of being united with God. Thus the 

|  essence of the soul is capability or possibility; there is always the possibility that the soul

will not actualize itself as the birthplace of the Son. “But God cannot work His will in all 

hearts, for, although God is almighty, He can only work where He finds readiness or 

I creates it. ” 19 The conditions for realizing this capability are first the grace of God and

second the preparation of the soul so that it is free to receive God. Because God is love,

; the first condition is always given. The second condition, however, lies within the power
%
5 of humans, for humans are capable of either turning towards God and so receiving divine
7

; wisdom or turning away from God and being absorbed in worldly pursuits. Thus in order

, to receive God’s grace, one must properly prepare the soul so that God can effect his will
*

16 Also similar to Luther: “Good works do not make a man, but a good man does good 
, works.” Luther, “Freedom of a Christian,” 69.

17 ibid.. 3: 21.
18 This is a more general Christian sentiment. Luther says something similar in “The 

Freedom of a Christian.” Luther, “Freedom," 67-69. Chapter 3 of this essay will go in 
more detail how Heidegger tried to realize this sentiment in the modem world.

19 Eckhart, Meister, “On Detachment,” in Sermons and Treatises, trans. and ed. M. O’C. 
Walshe (London: Watkins, 1979) 3: 125. The second case refers, as far as I can tell, 
exclusively to St. Paul, who was decidedly not, as Eckhart points out, prepared for God.
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within the soul. The practice of properly preparing the soul is detachment 

[Abgeschiedenheit] and releasement [Gelassenheit],

Both detachment and releasement denote the same stance one takes towards beings 

and consequently towards God. Detachment means detachment from worldly attachments 

or sensual pursuits. People who pursue sensual goods are more properly called animals 

because they neglect their intellect. 2 0  Animals are ruled by their appetites and thus their 

self-will. To act according to self-will can be extended to include heavenly goods as well, 

so that the person who acts because of the threat of divine punishment or reward of 

heavenly bliss is still acting out of self-will. To act out of self-will and therefore as an 

animal means to be charmed by creatures; it means always to pursue this or that particular 

goal. In this state the soul has an inverted relationship to beings because it takes them to 

have being in and of themselves and not by virtue of being. 21 Detachment separates the 

soul from its dispersal among things. This detachment is a gradual emptying o f the soul 

until it is only a void or nothing; the soul is free from every this and that. 2 2  Since God is 

also nothing, and thus detached from particularity, in the state of detachment the soul is in 

some sense God. “Here God’s ground is my ground, and my ground is God’s ground . " 23 

Detachment prepares the soul as a vessel or receptacle, closed at the bottom to creatures and 

open at the top to God. By emptying oneself of things and detaching oneself from one’s 

self-will to this or that, the soul can be filled with God’s will: “Similarly, if God is to write 

the highest on my heart, then everything called ‘this and that’ must be expunged from my 

heart, and then my heart stands in detachment. Then God can work the highest according

20 ibid., 3: 124. This means divine intellect, since the soul has another type of reasoning 
capacity which is really deliberation in the service of the will to satisfy desires. Despite the 
contemporary overtones of sexuality to sensual, Eckhart (while meaning that as well) means 
by sensual anything having to do with the senses: desires could mean anything from hunger 
to sexual appetite to ambition to curiosity.

21 Eckhart,“The Talks of Instruction,” 3: 13-14.
22 Eckhart, “On Detachment,” 3: 125-26.
23 Eckhart, Predigten, 180; Sermons, 1: 117.
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to His supreme will. ” 24 The soul in its highest and most divine moment is a vessel into 

which God pours his being and will. This pouring is performed by God’s “agent,” the 

holy spirit. The detached soul is infused with the holy spirit; as the spirit moves, so the 

soul and thus the self move. In detachment, one’s will becomes identical with the divine 

will or holy spirit.

Gelassenheit works according to the same principle as detachment. Gelassenheit 

draws its principle from two meanings of its root word “la s s e n it means both let in the 

sense of to let go, let be, or relinquish, and let in the sense of permit or allow. In this 

manner Gelassenheit signifies letting go of beings in order to allow God entrance into the 

soul. As such, Gelassenheit signifies the same as detachment; it is the calm state of being 

nothing by which God, through the holy spirit, can effect His will in the soul.

To sum up the formal structure of Eckhart’s mystical path to the divine: in the soul 

is the hidden ground of God. This hidden ground, however, must be conceived as 

potential; it can either lie dormant or it can be realized as the birth of the Son, the 

transformation of the soul into the image of God, which is simultaneously a divine wisdom 

and the reception of the holy spirit as the will of the self. The active condition for the 

realization of this potential lies in the self preparing the soul through the practice of 

detachment and Gelassenheit to free the soul from its absorption in the pursuit of worldly 

goods and from its self-will, so that it can be an empty vessel free for receiving God.

Anxiety as Detachment

For Eckhart, the soul has an “inverted” relationship to beings because it takes them 

as having being in and of themselves and through God. Detachment returns the soul to its 

proper ground and in so doing frees the soul for its receptive transformation. The exact

24 Eckhart, “On Detachment,” 3: 126.
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same inversion-reversion structure is found in Heidegger. Humans are alienated from their 

proper being because they have been absorbed into beings. Absorption into beings can be 

thought in two different manners which correspond to the two different “methods” by 

which Heidegger tried to overcome metaphysics. First, we are absorbed into beings when 

we pursue this or that thing in our everyday lives; the way we recover from this dispersal is 

anxiety [A/igrt]. Second, we are absorbed by beings by metaphysics itself and the 

principle of reason which establishes a being as the being of beings. Even when humans 

try to think metaphysically, that is to say, when thinking transcends beings to being, they 

think this being that lies “beyond” beings as a being. In this manner metaphysics is the 

“forgetting of being,” and the concealing of the essence of humans, which is Dasein. 25 The 

way that this is overcome is the deconstructive thinking that thinks on the unthought that 

lies concealed behind metaphysics. Heidegger referred to this thinking as a preparatory 

thinking which prepares the way so that humans may again experience the question of 

being. 26 The preparatory quality of this thinking echoes Eckhart’s idea that we must 

prepare the soul through detachment so that it can receive God.

Although both of these ways are intended to free Dasein from its absorption and 

free it for its calling, they are marked by at least a superficial difference. The difference is 

that anxiety is a mood or attuning [Stimmung] and thus passive—moods come over us— , 

while thinking is an action and thus willed. 27 The difference is not so strong in Heidegger

26 Heidegger has caused considerable confusion by completely altering the meaning of
1 metaphysics between his early work and his later work. One can easily notice the difference
i when one compares the “Introduction to ‘What is Metaphysics’” added in 1949 to the

1928 essay “What is Metaphysics.” In the original address, metaphysics referred to the 
“science" which transcends beings and so can respond to the question of being as the 
nameless; in the “Introduction,” metaphysics refers to the epoch delineated by the 

[ question, “What is the being of beings?” a question which is always answered by a what-
\ being, i.e., a being. What Heidegger originally called metaphysics he later called thinking

[Denken], which leaves metaphysics behind.
28 Cf. ZS, 423; SR, 182.
27 Stimmung, from the verb stimmen, ordinarily means mood, and so is translated in 

Macquerrie’s and Robinson’s translation of Being and Time, but it also can mean attuning
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as one would think, for thinking for Heidegger is a response to that which calls for 

thinking or what gives food for thought [das Zu-denkende]. Thinking is always attuned 

and determined [gestimmt] by what calls for thinking and is drawn out towards it. In this 

way, thinking, too, is a Stimmung}* However, since Heidegger’s understanding of 

thinking is quite complex and intentionally mysterious, I will focus on his presentation of 

anxiety, which is not only more readily comprehensible, but also demonstrates more clearly 

its relation to its mystical roots and furthermore includes both the moment of clearing away 

our absorption in beings and the second moment of ecstatic thrownness upon our factical 

possibilities. Both moments are also present in the thinking on being, but it is easier to see 

in the moment of anxiety.

i
! Anxiety provides us with a concrete experience of the nothing.(WM, 111) What is

this nothing? Heidegger broached the subject of anxiety because he wanted to show how 

philosophy must think what the sciences cannot in order to root the sciences in their proper 

ground. Sciences are concerned with particular regions of being, which equate to the 

i subject matter appropriate to each individual science: physics studies being as motion,

biology studies being as life, history studies being as historical, etc.(WM, 104) The 

I sciences study this or that being, and thus always remain at the level of this or that being.

A concern for the this or that, particularity, is not limited to the sciences; in our everyday 

I concerns we deal with this or that affair; getting up, taking a shower, fixing breakfast,

driving to work, working at our tasks, etc. Every human, not just the scientist, is absorbed 

by beings in their work. However, each particular region of being, each particular being of 

our daily concern, must be related to beings as a whole, “if only in a shadowy way,” as 

Heidegger cautions.(WM, 110) In order to get a sense of beings as a whole, Heidegger
_______________________________________________________________________________

or being in accord. In “What is Metaphysics” Heidegger relates Stimmung to gestimmtsein. 
or being attuned. It is also related to the word Stimme, which means voice. In his later 
philosophy Heidegger often plays on various forms of stimmen.
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distinguishes between an absolute knowledge of beings as a whole, which he holds, 

following Kant’s antinomy, to be an impossibility on principle, and finding oneself amidst 

beings that are somehow revealed as a whole.(WM, 110) This second understanding is 

what was discussed earlier as the being o f beings, or primary being, which is the way in 

which beings show themselves as what they are. From the point of view of beings, this 

being of beings is nothing. Since it is not a being, the sciences have no way of thinking on 

it, and so dismiss it as a nullity, something that does not exist and has no relevance for 

thinking since it cannot be thought.(WM, 106)

Heidegger, however, claims that the nothing which is the wholly other than beings

can be experienced and is experienced precisely in anxiety. Anxiety brings us face to face

with the nothing.(WM, 112) Anxiety can provide us with this experience because of what

it is. Anxiety is distinguished from ordinary fear because fear is always fear of something

determinate whereas anxiety is fearof...nothing in particular. “Anxiety is indeed anxiety in

the face of..., but not in the face of this or that thing.”(WM, 111) Lacking a particular this

or that, anxiety lets indeterminateness come to the fore such that nothing is there. The

indeterminateness is not a lack of determination, but the impossibility of determining

it.(WM, 111) For this reason all utterance of “is” falls silent, for we say “is” only of

particular beings, or to put it another way, finite beings demand a declination of the

infinitive into a conjugated form, e.g., I am, it is, etc.(WM, 112) This description of the

indeterminateness of anxiety is very reminiscent of Eckhart’s description of detachment,

which is detachment from this or that, detachment from particularity, and so making

oneself a nothing that is identical with the pure being of God. “Now I ask: ’What is the

[ object of pure detachment?’ My answer is that the object of detachment is neither this nor
I

28 Heidegger calls attention to this in the Postscript to “What is Metaphysics,” where he says 
that thinking is “thanking,” and the “echo of the grace of being.”(WMn, 309-310)
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that”19 This “object" is not particular being, but rather pure being, or the godhead. It is 

what is wholly other than beings.

When the “is" falls silent, it means that the meaning of what is collapses to nothing, 

for meaning comes about only in language. Meaning needs to be taken in two different 

ways. Firstly, as the meaning o f individual propositions, e.g., the chalk is white, and 

secondly as the meaning of all that is, i.e., that by which we make sense of the world.

This second sense is the answer to the question “Why?,” the reason why things are the way 

they are. We use this second sense to indicate, for instance, the meaning of actions; the 

meaning is the reason for the action or our intention. Intention points towards movement 

and direction, for the intention of our action is the aim of the action; it is the aim or goal 

towards which we intend and thus are directed. Sense in this sense is sense as in having a 

sense o f direction. 30 In meaningful action, humans are directed out towards something 

which is the reason or meaning of the action. That towards which we intend are the matters 

(pragma, Sache) of action. Considered individually these matters are the things we deal 

with in our everyday work, but these individual things are connected in a web of meanings 

that form the world, or the whole of what is, which is present in each action in some 

shadowy way. Heidegger says in Being and Time, “Here the totality of involvements of 

the ready-to-hand and the present-at-hand discovered within-the-world, is, as such, of no 

consequence; it collapses into itself; the world has the character of completely lacking 

significance.”(BT, 231)

When the meaning in which we are involved collapses, we lose our sense of 

direction. We “hover” in anxiety; it leaves us hanging.(WM, 112) The hovering image is 

significant. We hover because we are not moving in any particular direction. In hovering,

29 Eckhart, “On Detachment,” 3: 125.
30 Cf. SR, 180. The question of being raised in Being and Time is “What is the meaning 

[5mn] of being?” It is not accidental that the book is devoted to explaining the structure 
of intentionality. I will explain this in more detail in the next chapter.
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1t

we are not on any ground; we “stand” on an abyss which does not give us any hold. Both 

of these meanings signify pure possibility. In the anxiety, humans experience the nothing 

as the moment of possibility, the freedom from any particular determination, pure 

indifference. The image of hovering, however, includes a moment of anticipation, an 

expectancy that at any moment the hovering being will cease hovering and move in some 

direction, like the bee that hovers for a moment before flying towards a flower to gather 

some pollen. Hovering accurately captures the image of possibility as that which can be; in 

this moment Dasein is pure potentiality-for-being.

As potentiality-for-being, possibility necessarily includes the second moment 

associated with hovering, the anticipation of direction. Although Heidegger tended to 

emphasize the dependence of what is on this prior moment of freedom, the sense-giving 

direction is part of the total “action” of the encounter with the nothing; it is for this reason 

that the nothing is conceived as possibility and not pure nothingness. When Heidegger 

says that Dasein means being held out into the nothing, he means that Dasein is constituted 

by lack of a hold [Haltlosigkeit] that is a holding oneself in possibilities, in which it should 

be able to take a particular, factical hold.(WM, 115; GA27,342) The ground of this 

second moment is that Dasein is being-in-the-world. World, as the totality of 

significations, is the equivalent of the being of beings; world is the wholly other to beings. 

This odd equivalence is clear when one compares the presentation of anxiety in Being and 

Time with that in “What is Metaphysics?” In the former, anxiety brings us face to face with 

the world as such, whereas in the latter, obeying exactly the same logic of negating 

particularity, anxiety brings us fact to face with the nothing.(BT, 232; WM, 112). Because 

Dasein is being-in-the-world, Heidegger can claim in the "clear night of the nothing of 

anxiety,” the original openness to beings arises, what he later in the “Postscript” called the 

“wonder of all wonders: that beings are.”(WM, 114; WMn, 307) Anxiety attunes us to our 

bare naked being-in-the-world. It opens up the twofold conditions of possibility of
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experience: first, that Dasein is in its essence possibility, and second, that these possibilities 

are situated in the naked being-in-the-world from which any factical decision takes it 

determination. That beings are, that “there is” being, poses to us the question of being: 

why are there beings and not precisely nothing? The question Why? attunes us to inquire 

into the meaning-sense o f the whole. The experience of the nothing in anxiety propels us 

towards an answer to the question of being, an answer that makes sense of beings. This 

answer is the world. Thus Heidegger calls the structure of transcendence “transcendence to 

world,” which he means is the transcending of things to the condition that allows us to 

experience them, i.e., being, which is understood now as the openness in which beings 

can appear.

i Truth as Letting-be
i

|  The structure of anxiety is freedom from  absorption in beings so that Dasein may be

! free fo r  one’s particular possibilities as revealed in the clear night of the nothing. In

becoming nothing, Dasein is properly attuned to receive beings as they are, that is, as they 

' show themselves. This second part of the movement of anxiety is spelled out in another

; key essay written around this time, “On the Essence of Truth. ” 31 As is almost all of his

treatments of the topic of truth, Heidegger begins with the traditional determination of truth 

as the correspondence of things and speech, and then demonstrates that this determinauon 

never considers the nature of this correspondence—how does a statement correspond to a 

' thing about which it speaks?—, or what one might call the condidon that makes it possible

r for speech and thing to correspond.(ET, 119-123) The condidon for this accord is what

Heidegger here calls the open [das Offene]. In this openness, beings show forth as what

     - - _ _ _
31 The essay was first presented as an address in 1930, but was first published in 1943. There 

is considerable evidence that it underwent heavy revisions in the meantime. However, much 
of what I want to bring out can be found in lectures held around the same time, the 1928/29 
Introduction to Philosophic, GA27, and the 1930 On the Essence o f Human Freedom, 
GA31.
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they are and we comport to beings as they show themselves and so correspond and 

respond to them. “But all comportment is distinguished by the fact that, standing in the 

open, it adheres to something open as such."(ET, 124) Speech is true insofar as in 

conforms to the directive given in and by the openness.

The directive is sense-giving; it is the way in which we take something as 

something as so becomes meaningful. Again in this essay, Heidegger understands 

meaning as direction; the directive of the open is the twofold director (actor) and direction 

(end). The end, that is to say, the reason, moves us. Heidegger’s understanding of this 

relationship is taken almost straight from Aristotle, for whom motion is caused by a mover, 

in the final analysis a prime mover, which is understood according to its teleological cause 

as the end. Cause is this sense means reason. The efficient cause of our action is the final 

cause or end towards which we intend; in each case it is possible to substitute reason for 

cause in order to come to the our understanding when we say that we acted for a reason. 

The directive of the open is what Heidegger elsewhere calls Entwurf, sketch or project, or 

in its full expression, Seinsentwuif, the project or sketch of being. Like most of 

Heidegger’s genitive expressions, this one must be understood in its twofold determination 

as a sketch of beings, the blueprint for their being taken and understood according to their 

way of being, and secondly as the sketch by being. The first sense of the genitive responds 

to the second. The first sense, the objective genitive, is the assigning of what Heidegger 

names the standard or measure by which we take our bearings in the world.(ET, 124-5; 

LH, 238-39) Heidegger takes this directive to be binding for us; it determines our 

comportment to beings, i.e., how we relate and engage with them. As I will show later, 

this understanding of binding oneself to the project of being is exactly how Heidegger 

understood the German nation’s responsibility to the task assigned it.

To bind oneself to the directive given in the open is the essence of freedom which is

the essence of truth. “The essence o f truth is fre e d o m '\E 7 ,125) Freedom is understood
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to mean, ‘T o  free oneself for a binding directedness is possible only by being free for what 

is opened up in an open.”(ET, 125) Freedom is freedom for. Thus it is distinguished from 

merely negative freedom, understood as freedom from constraint.(ET, 128) Freedom for 

is further taken to be letting beings be, which is being exposed to beings as they show 

themselves in their being. In being exposed to being, humans are ek-sistent; they stand out 

into the openness of being. “Letting-be, i.e., freedom, is intrinsically exposing, ek- 

sistent.”(ET, 128) The neologism “ek-sistent” is an attempt to connect existence to ecstatic. 

To existence, to be Dasein, is to be ecstatic, to stand out. 3 2  To stand out into being is to be 

Dasein, that is, to be the disclosing open in which things show themselves; in standing out 

and being exposed to beings, humans are Dasein and that is to be the opening itself, the
»
j “Da.”(ET, 128) The “there” of being is the open in which beings show themselves; it is the

Seinsentwuif. The “Dasein in man” is more accurately expressed the “Da-sein in man,” 

being the “there” or open region of being. Humans can be ecstatic only because being itself 

’ is ecstatic. Being’s ecstasy is Da-sein, which we are in our ek-sistence.(LH, 205,217)

Our familiarity with the term Dasein conceals from us that it means being there, not here; it 

is projected out there as the project of being. This is the second, subjective sense of the 

genitive. Humans are carried away by the ecstasy of being. This is the ground for the 

| taking Stimmung as an attuning mood; like a mood, “it” comes over us and attunes us to

the world; this attuning is the comporting to the open and what it opens as the sketch of
;

being. Therefore Heidegger says, “Man does not ‘possess’ freedom as a property. At 

best, the converse holds: freedom, ek-sistent, disclosive Da-sein, possesses man—so

32 To a certain extent this language of ecstasy was Heidegger’s way of overcoming the 
inside/outside distinction that plagued neo-Kantianism and Husserlian phenomenology that 
arose in the problem of proving the reality of the outside world or demonstrating the 
connection between the interior consciousness and outside world of sense impressions. For 

' the most part, Heidegger shrugged off these problems as non-problems that arose only
because of the tradition’s insistence on the priority of consciousness. It is to the credit of 
post-Husserlian French phenomenology, which was very taken by the language of ek- 
sistence, that it tried to show from within the Husserlian legacy how every inside must be 
exposed to an outside; Heidegger simply dismissed the issue with a wave of the hand.
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originally that only it secures for humanity that distinctive relatedness to beings as a whole 

as such which first founds all history.”(ET, 129) Man is the site of freedom. “Human 

freedom is freedom, insofar as it breaks through in man and takes him up and thereby 

makes him possible.”(G A 31,135) Freedom, that is to say, being, breaks through man 

and so enables humans to irrupt into the whole of beings.(WM, 105) As such, “With 

'Dasein’ is rather named what should be experienced and correspondingly thought in the 

first instance as site, namely as the location [Ortschaft] of the truth of being.”(WMe, 373) 

Truth is aletheia, the unconcealing revelation of Dasein. Dasein is the site for being’s 

ecstatic revelation.”

Being’s ecstatic revelation in humans is how we are exposed to beings. In this
i
| exposure, humans are “thrown” into the world of beings. This is why the sketch of being

is more properly and fully the thrown sketch [geworfene Entwurf\.(BT, 331) Thrownness 

is clearly related to the “passive” nature of being attuned that is the true essence of freedom 

; as freedom for the binding directive. In Being and Time, Heidegger says that we are

i thrown upon our possibilities.(BT, 434) Where do these possibilities come from? The

possibilities come from the “Es gibt." They come from the primal disclosure of the world
\I

in anxiety: that beings are.(WM, 114) This “that” is the ground of our that-being, or whati
Heidegger calls facticity. Facticity signifies fact, that which there is no going behind.

' Facticity indicates that the world is, and there is no getting around it; we are thrown into a

33 Heidegger developed this understanding of freedom while working through Kant’s 
understanding of freedom. It is for this reason that the illustration Kant gives for 
freedom—I stand up from my chair and create a new chain of subsequent effects—is 
probably the clearest illustration of what Heidegger means by freedom. Kant, Immanuel, 
Critique o f Pure Reason, trans. Norman Kemp Smith (New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1965) 
414 (A451/B479). This understanding of freedom is almost identical to Arendt’s 
Augustinian notion of freedom as inception, the possibility of a new beginning in action. 
Arent, Hannah, “What is Freedom?” in Between Past and Future (New York: Penguin 
Books, 1968) 167. Kant’s illustration is raised in the context of the antinomy of freedom 
and necessity, but Heidegger was sufficiently conditioned by the Christian emphasis on 
revelation and divine omnipotence to pass over the antinomical nature of the illustration 
and accept it on its own. Where Heidegger differs from Kant and Arendt is in who the I is 
that wills the action; Heidegger, I believe, is much more in line with Nietzsche’s notion that 
the true will is really the will to power or life.
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world that is arranged in a particular manner, what Heidegger in one place called the “facts 

of the situation.”(GA19,158-160) These facts preclude certain possibilities while leaving 

others open; for instance, it is not possible for me to become the emperor of the Roman 

empire; my being in the 20th century precludes that particular possibility. To be thrown 

into our possibilities means to be thrown into the world and that means into a particular 

situation; thrownness refers to each of these different expressions.

Being thrown into the world means being exposed to beings as a whole. In this 

exposure we receive our directive; this receptivity is a submission and acceptance 

[hinnehmen].(GA21,74-5) In another essay Heidegger understands this submission 

through the verb loswerfen, to cast off; “For die Einsamkeit has the originary power, that it 

; does not individuate us, but rather casts [loswirft] the entire existence [Dasein] off into the

[ broad nearness of the essence of all things.”(WBW, 11)1 left “Einsamkeit” untranslated

because Heidegger is using the term in a special way. Normally, “Einsamkeit' means 

solitude, and indeed that connotation is present in the sentence above, but it literally means

I the condition of being one. Heidegger explicitly says that it does not mean to be alone; nor
*

does it mean to be individuated.(WBW, 11) To be individuated means to be separate from 

\ the rest of being; it expresses the alienation o f the individuated thing from being.
I

Einsamkeit is being at one with existence and the world as a whole, because it throws us
*

off into the essence of all things; it unites us with being by dispersing us in being. 34

jj
Hinnehmen means to be united or rather in an originary oneness with beings. The ecstatic 

standing out into being is the union, even if only for a moment, of man and being, a union 

expressed in the word Da-sein.

?

34 In the next chapter I will go into the difference between this authentic dispersal in beings 
and the inauthentic absorption into beings, for Heidegger describes authenticity as a 
gathering of the self from out of its absorption into the world.
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Historically this experience has been expressed in many ways by many people. 

There is the ecstasy of the mystical unio mystico, the Romantic submission into nature or 

life, Nietzsche’s description of the Dionysian ecstasy in The Birth o f Tragedy. Shelley, for 

instance, writes:

Those who are subject to the state called reverie, feel as if their nature were 
dissolved into the surrounding universe, or as if the surrounding universe 
were absorbed into their being. They are conscious o f no distinctions. And 
these are states which precede, or accompany, or follow an unusually 
intense and vivid apprehension of life. 3 5

Nietzsche describes the Dionysian in a like manner, “Under the charm of the 

Dionysian not only is the union between man and man reaffirmed, but nature which has 

become alienated, hostile, or subjugated, celebrates once more her reconciliation with her 

lost son, man.” This union is the collapse of the “principium indmduationis . ” 36

What Nietzsche describes as the Dionysian is far older than the Greek god 

Dionysius; it is a constant element of eastern religions which survived in the West in the 

t contact between Neoplatonism and cultic mysteries and was transmitted to the Christian-
F

ascetic union with the divine nothing, in which one experienced the beatific vision, the 

unmediated vision of divine reason. In each of these cases the mystical union with the one 

is hindered by some alien force from which humans must free themselves: body for the 

3 ascetics, or for the Romantics reason, particularly mechanical reason.

: Heidegger names this “one” from which we are alienated and with which we are

) reconciled in the ecstatic epiphany in a variety of ways; the earliest comes in his

Habilitationschrift, when he names it the “living spirit.”(GAl, 407) The soul is the point 

of contact between life and humans, for the soul in Greek is psyche, which means life or

35 Shelley, Percy, “On Life,” in Prose, vol. 6 , The Complete Works of Percy Bysshe Shelley, 
ed. Roger Ingpen and Walter E. Peck (New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1929) 195-96.

36 Nietzsche, Friedrich, The Birth o f Tragedy, trans. Walter Kaufmann (New York: Vintage 
Books, 1967) 36-37.
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the living principle, the animating force to use the Latin term. The reason the soul is the 

point of contact is because it is identical—at least as a possibility—with the oneness of life. 

As Heidegger explains in his first lecture after the First World War, phenomenology peels 

away the layers of theoretical life in order to find the “primal intention” of true life in 

general so that it can be experienced, especially “in moments of particularly intense 

living.”(GA56/57,109-110,115) In these moments of particularly intense living, humans 

are united with the living spirit of life, a union compatible with the experience o f the total 

manifold richness of life. In fact, far from being disorienting, a night in which all cows are 

black, this union with the living spirit is the ground of meaning, or meaningful engagement 

with beings.3 7(GAl, 409-10; ET, 127) The union with the living spirit provides the 

j. meaningful sense to our everyday living with beings; the spirit is the directive or standard

which is revealed in the open space; it is the project of being; it is Da-sein.

By vinue of the total structure of anxiety, “nothing less transpires than the irruption

’ by one being called ‘man’ into the whole of beings, indeed in such a way that in and
1

 ̂ through this breaking open irruption [aufbrechende Einbruch] beings break open and show

5 what and how they are.”3 8(WM, 105) This total structure obviously parallels Eckhart’s
j j
g understanding of the union with God. The identity of the ground of the soul and God is

| the condition for any possible union. However, our absorption in beings and particularity

* deflects us from opening ourselves towards the nothing; the more we turn towards beings,

? the less we turn to the nothing which is the Godhead.(WM, 116) Thus we need to detach

■ and free ourselves from our absorption in the world, either through the practice of

detachment or through thoughtful anxiety; in this moment, we become ourselves nothing,

37 “The night in which all the cows are black” is Hegel’s description of Scheiling’s 
Identitdtsphilosophie, the moment of absolute indifference.

M Both einbrechen and aufbrechen signify violence; they are quite vivid and powerful words. 
The nominative form of aufbrechen, Aufbruch, has the meaning of revolution; it was 
common to describe the Nazi revolution as an Aufbruch, the bursting forth of primordial 
energy through the rotted crust of bourgeois society.
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an empty vessel. Being empty, however, is the precondition for being filled by the 

revelation of what is, either as the birth of the Son in Eckhart or the disclosive unconcealing 

of being—das Ereignis, the event of being— in Heidegger. In both, there is something 

“in” humans—the inferiority in the expression “Dasein in man” should be taken no more 

literally than saying that the soul lies in us—that serves as the site for this revelation. In 

this union, the identity of the soul and God or being the “there” of being, humans receive 

an understanding of being as the directive which grounds and roots all of our everyday 

human practices.

Despite the formal parallels between Eckhart and Heidegger, I should again recall 

the one important, vital difference which opens up an abyss between the two: for Eckhart, 

God is eternal and unchanging, whereas for Heidegger, the living spirit is the “historical 

spirit.”(GA 1,407) Being for Heidegger is indeed the eternal, but eternality is not thought 

of as the unchanging, but that which is not in measured time. This is the kairos, the 

presencing |parousia] of the spirit which breaks into ordinary time and creates the new 

measures of time that are the epochs of history. The “breaking in” [Einbruch] of humans 

into beings, which is identical with the ecstatic breaking forth [Aufbruch] of being into its 

there, and thus as the disclosure of beings as a whole, founds time. ‘The primordial 

disclosure of beings as a whole, the questioning concerning beings as such, and the 

beginning of Western history are the same; they occur together in a ‘time’ which, itself 

immeasurable, first opens up the open for every measure.”(ET, 129) This understanding 

of time is founded upon Augustine’s conception of the creation of time with the birth of 

Christ. Heidegger has in effect adopted another Christian motif to his own project; the 

birth of the Son in the soul, or the bringing into time of the eternal, is the ground of 

( history. Unlike Eckhart, for whom the Son is always the same because God is eternal and

unchanging, Heidegger makes it plain that each birth of the Son, the event of being, is a 

new beginning. What is decisive in the case of Western history is that such a new
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beginning has not occurred in over two millennia, as a line Heidegger took from 

Nietzsche’s The Antichrist to serve as the motto to his book on Nietzsche states: “Well-nigh 

two thousand years and not a single new god!”(N l, 1)

Thus despite the Christian roots in Heidegger’s understanding of kairological time, 

his conception of historical time leads him away from the neo-Platonic understanding of 

eternity that has dominated the Western tradition since at least Plotinus and Augustine. 39  

However, the Christian and mystical understanding of the free occurrence of being which 

carries humans along with it also distances Heidegger from both Aristotie and the modem 

notions of action. Whatever Aristotle’s separation of action from technical practice may 

signify, action was something controlled by deliberation; it is something for which we may
r
I
| be held accountable, except in certain exceptional cases. In this respect, it closely

resembles the modem notion of action as governed by free will which can be conjoined 

with science to make a technique of action. Heidegger radically distinguishes action from 

f technique for the purpose of separating action proper from the will, or at least from the free

will of the individual. Heidegger’s “mystical” understanding of freedom quite clearly 

' distinguishes him from either Aristotle or modem thought.

jj
Heidegger’s difference from both the classical and modem tradition of free action is

' based upon his understanding of the relation between humans and being. If in both of

these traditions freedom and reason are properties of humans, Heidegger decisively rejects 

that path: “Human freedom no longer means: freedom as a property of humans, but rather 

the reverse: man as a possibility o f  freedom. Human freedom is freedom insofar as it 

breaks through in man and takes him up itself, thereby making him possible.”(GA31,135) 

Humans are free only insofar as they respond to the ecstasy of being as it breaks through

39 Heidegger’s 1922 lecture course, “Augustine and Neo-Platonism,” connects Augustine to 
Plotinus while simultaneously seeking to recover the more authentically religious notion of 
care [cura] to hold up against what Heidegger considered to be the unfortunate neo- 
Platonic influence in Augustine’s thought. See also Kisiel, Genesis, 192-217.
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them; in this way, humans share in the free revelation o f being. Action for Heidegger thus 

must be understood as freeing oneself for the revelation of being in the resolution; the act is 

nothing other than the resolution itself. In letting the action of being occur in and through 

them, humans become authentic Dasein, which overcomes their everyday alienated 

existence.

Heidegger’s own radical politics grow out of his understanding of freedom. Rather 

than understanding politics as a mediation between free and rational individuals, Heidegger 

takes the issue to be turning towards being and thus allowing the event of being [Ereignis] 

to occur through humans as the ground of their existence. “The liberation is only genuine 

if he himself becomes free, i.e., comes to himself and stands in the ground of his 

essence.”(GA34,37) This event of being, and not the mediation between individuals, is 

the ground of authentic politics, for it is only by sharing in the ground which is the 

revelation of being that humans overcome their alienation. On the basis of this 

understanding of freedom, which he takes as being free for , Heidegger consistently rejects 

! liberal notions of individual freedom, which he understands as negative freedom or being

free from  something.(GA34,58)40 Freedom for means to stand in the light or clearing of 

being which provides the measure which is “from the first and in advance” binding on the 

free self.(GA34,59) To be an authentic self means to be free for and so share in the 

binding revelation of being. This ideal of authenticity leads to a politics far removed from 

our everyday understanding of politics. 41

This religious understanding of human freedom does contain an ambiguity, for it is 

possible to understand the overcoming of our alienation in the public realm as an inward 

turning towards God that is in fact merely a withdrawal into inwardness. Authenticity

40 Thus Heidegger strikingly parallels the two concepts of freedom made famous by Isiah 
Berlin. Berlin, Isiah, “Two Concepts of Liberty,” in Four Essays on Liberty, ed. Isiah 
Berlin (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1969).

411 will discuss this topic in more detail in Chapter 5.
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understood correcdy as the religious life can be taken to mean that in becoming free for the 

divine, the authentic individual withdraws from public, profane life. Thus authenticity 

becomes a withdrawal from politics and a retreat to solitary dwelling with the divine. This 

understanding of authenticity’s relationship to politics is fairly widespread, and is a 

common interpretation of authenticity in Being and Time.

Such an interpretation, however, does not fully comprehend all of the moments of 

authenticity. Authenticity fully understood encompasses the centrality accorded to the 

notion of being-with [Mitsein], which is Heidegger’s way o f talking about Dasein’s social 

being. Because being-with is an essential category of human existence, there can be no 

withdrawal from social life; authentic existence must be understood as a “modification” of
i

I‘ our social life.(BT, 168) In accordance with the centrality of being-with, authentic action is

the action of a group; being always reveals itself for a group. This accords with 

Heidegger’s understanding of freedom. Since being is revealed to humans as their

| language, the rejection of freedom understood as a property of an individual subject is not

merely a rejection of the notion of freedom as will, but also of individualism as such, at
I

: least as commonly understood. Being-with is properly understood as a sharing of the

openness in which beings are manifest; this sharing is authentic community 

[Gemeinschaft]. In this way, to overcome our alienation from being not only restores our 

genuine living relationship with beings, but also with other humans. I turn next to a closer
r1̂
I examination of the issue of being-with and the full understanding of religious life as
>

religious community.
>

!
f
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I

Being-in-Common

Authenticity Interpreted as Inwardness

Even when the ethical dimensions inherent in authenticity were seen, its full public 

character remained concealed to most readers. There are several reasons for this, some 

specific to Heidegger’s own formulations, some specific to our intellectual heritage. In the 

first case, the oversight is caused by the way Heidegger seems to set up his oppositions. 

Das Man is equated with the public sphere such that I lost myself in being for others, which 

constitutes the basis for my “subjugation” to others.(BT, 164) Even more broadly, I am 

dispersed into the “concemful absorption in the world we encounter as closest to us.”(BT, 

167) Heidegger appears to make being-in-the-world itself inauthentic. “In so doing, it is
r

driven about by its ‘affairs.”’(BT, 441) Being “driven about,” it is alienated, 

heteronomous. When das Man rules, I am ruled by others. Heidegger, however, holds 

; out the hope of authenticity, that Dasein can "pull itself together from the dispersion and
t

disconnectedness of the very things that have ‘come to pass.’”(BT, 441-42) In pulling 

myself together, I throw off the disguises which das Man puts forth to tranquilize me. The 

) primary way in which Heidegger says Dasein see through das Man to what is most its own
s '

is death. Death is “nonrelational;” it cannot be shared. As non-relational, it individualizes.

Only in being free for my death can I be authentically resolute, and authentically for the

 ̂ sake of my own individual self. In short, it appears that authentic Dasein means to free
i
- oneself from the falseness of being in the world of concern for others which constitutes the
Is

public sphere. Heidegger seems to say this clearly enough: “As something that 

understands, Dasein can understand itself in terms of the ‘world’ and others or in terms of 

its ownmost potentiality-for-being.”(BT, 264) The latter disclosure is “authentic 

disclosedness” which is the "truth o f existence.”(BT, 264) Authenticity is opposed to being 

in the world with others.
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Many have come to this conclusion, even some of Heidegger’s close friends, 

students, and lifelong Heideggerian scholars. I want to suggest, however, that they came 

to this conclusion, particularly his students from the I920’s, not just on the basis of Being 

and Time, but also and perhaps primarily on account of their intellectual milieu.42 There are 

two facets of this that are relevant. The first is a traditional differentiation between 

religious/ethical life and temporal/political life; the second is the influence of Kierkegaard.

The first has a long history in Western thinking, perhaps as far back as the first 

Greek philosophers who realized that their individual well-being was not identical with 

communal well-being, that there was a split between being a human and being a citizen.

, Taken to an extreme, it could even mean that to be the highest and most virtuous human

required withdrawing entirely from the public realm because the public realm could seduce 

and corrupt one’s virtue and lead one away from one’s own authentic self. This possibility

- found its way via Stoicism into the bedrock of Christian experience whose asceticism

renewed itself periodically in the face of increasingly lax morality, most dramatically in the 

rise of monastic orders in the middle ages and the later rise of radical puritan sects. The

i Christian emphasis on personal moral purity in the face of corrupt society was adopted and
i
: secularized in Rousseau’s brilliant condemnations of his contemporary society and the
j
, concomitant approbation of sincerity, integrity and the honest soul. This split between the

| moral self and corrupt public life was taken up in a decidedly anti-Christian spirit by

Machiavelli and much subsequent modem political theory, which reverses the traditional 

hierarchy in favor of insincere public existence, but whose reversal maintains the split 

itself. Moral sincerity and political hypocrisy, for all their obvious differences, uphold the 

split between ethics and religion on one side and the political sphere on the other.

__________________________

42 Dreyfus goes so far as to call this interpretation “German,” although one could probably 
extend it to the French as well, particularly by way of Sartre. Dreyfus, Hubert L.“Mixing 
Interpretation, Religion, and Politics: Heidegger’s High-Risk Thinking," in The Break:
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Not everyone has been content to let the opposition stand. There have been many 

attempts to reform politics to accord with higher ethical standards. In the Christian tradition 

these reformers have sought to unite Augustine’s two cities by bringing divine justice down 

to earth. This attempt to unite the city of man with the city of God has fueled many 

revolutionary movements from mendicant sects in medieval times, to the radical 

Anabaptists and their revolutionary Puritan successors, to their terrorist conclusion in 

Rousseau’s most incorruptible follower, Robespierre. These idealistic revolutionaries 

oppose both individual sincerity and political hypocrisy because they stand against that split 

itself; society itself must become sincere. This demand necessitates that their revolution be 

political.

If I may be permitted a gross generalization, political revolution in the modem sense 

occurs only where the idealists believe they can successfully actualize their ideals. When 

they cannot image winning the necessary power to change society, they have a tendency to 

retreat to individual moral sanctity; if society cannot be saved, at least one’s soul can be. 

The pre-eminent importance of religion and ethics in bourgeois Germany stems in no small 

part from the bourgeoisie’s lack of real political power. Lacking political power, sincerity 

remained a matter for individuals; authentic religiosity was in this sense their way of coping 

with a corrupt society they could not—or would not—reform.43

Kierkegaard’s extraordinary influence on German intellectuals in the first decades 

of the 20th century cannot be explained apart from this social fact. His call for authentic 

religious feeling, the necessary personal and individual nature of authentic religiosity, and 

not the least his denunciation of contemporary religion because it was compromised by its

Habermas, Heidegger and the Nazis, ed. Christopher Ocker (Berkeley, CA: The Center for 
Hermeneutical Studies, 1992) 17.

431 follow Herf s suggestion that the German bourgeoisie’s lack of political power (or 
experience of a successful revolution) indelibly colored the way in which political 
alternatives were set up. Herf, Jeffrey, Reactionary Modernism, (New York: Cambridge 
University Press, 1984).
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association with a shallow and corrupt society spoke to the young, alienated, politically 

ineffectual bourgeoisie in Germany at this time. Heidegger too was not immune to 

Kierkegaardian enthusiasm—we have already seen that he credited the introduction of the 

moment o f vision to Kierkegaard—, and some o f his students, notably Lowith, drew a 

direct connection between the two. Arendt likewise ascribed Kierkegaardian motives to 

Heidegger’s notion o f authenticity. In so doing, she was arguing that Heidegger was 

motivated primarily by religious purity, in opposition to the vita activa, the life of the public 

sphere. Her entire reading of the ethics o f authenticity consciously or unconsciously 

echoed the long-standing split outlined above between religious sincerity and political 

hypocrisy, placing Heidegger solidly on the side of sincerity.44

Following this link to Kierkegaard brings out the fundamentally religious nature of 

; Heidegger’s work. In this general sense, Lowith, Arendt and Strauss are indeed correct.

[ This attempt to link Heidegger to Kierkegaard under the increasingly popular rubric

“existentialism” as varieties of ethical doctrines of radically individual sincerity, however, 

rest on the premise that Heidegger’s religious authenticity demanded withdrawal from the 

public sphere; that is to say, it assumes the dichotomy between authenticity and the world, 

ethics and politics. This is wrong. Heidegger was one of those idealists and 

i revolutionaries who sought to unite ethics and politics. These revolutionaries are
i
: necessarily political revolutionaries. Heidegger’s desire to totally transform the everyday

‘ 44 Whatever the state of affairs of her personal relationship to Heidegger at various times, she
maintained this reading until the very end. It accounts for the silly picture she gives in her 
address “Heidegger at Eighty” of Heidegger coming down from his cabin to briefly 
meddle in politics before returning chastised to his proper abode. Or one could turn to the 
earlier “What is Existential Philosophy?” for a scathing indictment that essentially presents 
the same facts of the case. More generally, because Heidegger stands in her thought as the 

! contemporary exemplar of great thinking, her understanding of the Heidegger’s
[ relationship to politics comes to be identical with philosophy’s as a whole relationship to
f politics; as her view of Heidegger mellowed, she mellowed the hard distinction she drew

between philosophy and politics in order to make room for thinking. However, it must be 
noted that the relationship between specific case and general rule worked both ways: her 
reading of Heidegger followed her prior belief that philosophy was a solitary activity, the 
dialogue of the soul with itself. Since this is not Heidegger’s self-understanding, it is not 
surprising that she goes astray in understanding Heidegger’s philosophical politics.
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world is part and parcel of this necessity. His political activism flowed from his religious 

motives. So many of his students were shocked not only that he joined with National 

Socialism, but that he exhibited any political inclinations at all, but their shock is misplaced. 

Their error was to ascribe to him a  conception o f religion foreign to his endeavors. The 

Kierkegaard revival in Germany fed on the disenchantment with a compromised liberal 

Protestantism in favor o f an intense personal relationship to God that rejected churches and 

society. Although Heidegger’s motives were similar, they differed in one decisive respect: 

he did not reject society in general, only bourgeois society. As I showed earlier in this 

chapter, the description of das Man contains an implicit historical locale, that of late modem 

capitalist society. It would be a mistake to generalize without further ado from Heidegger’s 

rejection of this specific society to a rejection of sociality altogether. Indeed, authenticity 

fully understood is being in and with an authentic community. Heidegger’s religion was 

thus social from the start.45

It is necessary to see this in order to correct a persistent error in understanding 

Heidegger’s path of thinking between Being and Time and 1933. This interpretation holds 

that Heidegger’s thinking changed within its religious framework from the individual 

authenticity of Being and Time to the Holderlin-inspired Volksreligion during the Nazi 

period. According to Lowith, the most important propagator of this interpretation and not 

coincidentally the leading proponent of a Heideggerian debt to Kierkegaard, Heidegger 

translated the former into the latter political concretion:

45 A distinction Walzer makes in The Revolution o f the Saints is a propos here. Calvin’s 
Protestantism led to a religious commonwealth and revolutionary politics, while Luther’s 
mystical religiosity did not. Walzer, Michael, The Revolution o f the Saints: The Origins o f 
Radical Politics (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1965). Heidegger expounded 
a third path of Protestant politics: a revolution of mystical saints.
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Whoever looks ahead from this standpoint to Heidegger’s support of 
Hitler’s movement, will find already in this earliest formulation of historical 
existence an intimation of his later link with political decision. It requires 
only one step beyond the still half-religious notion of individuation, and one 
step beyond the application o f  one’s own Dasein and its Having-To to the 
proper “German Dasein” and its historical fate, in order to carry over the 
energetic idling of the existential categories... into the universal movement 
of German existence and then to destruct these categories upon political 
ground.46

Although the categories remain the same, the “step” from Being and Time to 1933 

meant to replace individual Dasein with German Dasein.47 This step completely eliminates 

religion from Dasein, beyond “the still half-religious notion of individuation." By this 

Lowith means Kierkegaard. Although indebted to Kierkegaard, Lowith argued 

Heidegger’s own work slowly shed the specific Christian content found in Kierkegaard’s 

writings.48 One can see that Lowith’s interpretation is oriented by the distinctions between 

religion and politics, individual and society. Curiously enough, he alludes to the very place 

in Being and Time where Heidegger renders this distinction moot, section 74.49 It is the 

notion of “co-historicizing” which is predicated upon Dasein’s essential constitution of 

being-with.(BT, 436) Correctly understanding the place and importance of co-historicizing 

and therewith being-with fills out what it means to be authentic, which is to be in a 

community with others. There is no “step beyond” Being and Time to the political decision 

o f 1933; Dasein is always resolute as a community.60 Only on this basis is it possible to

46 Lowith, Karl, “European Nihilism: Reflections on the Spiritual and Historical Background 
>> of the European War,” in Martin Heidegger and European Nihilism, ed. Richard Wolin
 ̂ (New York: Columbia University Press, 1995) 215.

47 Wolin follows Lowith in this belief. Wolin, Richard, “Karl Lowit and Martin Heidegger — 
Contexts and Controversies: An Introduction.” in Martin Heidegger and European 
Nihilism, ed. Richard Wolin (New York: Columbia University Press, 1995) 17. Also 
Habermas, Jurgen, The Philosophical Discourse o f Modernity, trans. Frederick G. Lawrence 
(Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 1987) 157.

48 Lowith, “European Nihilism,” 212-213.
I 49 ibid., 217.

50 Poggeler described the invocation of community and generation in section 74 as 
“handstreichartig,” a reference to painting which translates loosely as, “dabbed on after 
the bulk has been applied.” Poggeler means this in two senses: one, that there is no real
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make sense of that enigmatic claim that authenticity is an “existentielle modification” of das 

Man.

Dasein is constituted by being-in-the-world. Heidegger emphasized this in order to 

ward off an interpretation of authenticity as a religious stance that counseled withdrawal 

from the world. We saw already at the end of his early interpretation of Paul’s Letters to 

the Thessalonians that he wanted to emphasize quiet work in the world as opposed to the 

otherworldly-directed aspirations in Christianity. Designating authentic Dasein as authentic 

action again points to Dasein’s being-in-the-world in a particular situation at a particular 

time. Dasein is not, however, a bare being-in-the-world, but rather more fully being-in- 

the-world-with-others: “By reason of this “with” character of being-in-the-world, the world 

is always one that I share with others.”(BT, 1SS; translation modified) Being-with means 

more than being present at hand with several other beings like Dasein, but must be 

understood existentially, that is to say, as part of the essential constitution of Dasein. It is 

part of Dasein even when no others are present at hand, that is to say, even solitude is 

being-with.(BT, 1S5-6) The point therefore is that being-with is not an accidental 

characteristic of Dasein—whether someone else is present “beside” me, a feature which can 

change depending on the location of others in relation to me—but rather that my own being 

is constituted by being with others. Any time I say, “I am,” I must say, “I am with 

others.” Dasein can never be individual quite in the way which Lowith, Arendt and others 

believe because Dasein is at its roots a social being.51

path from nonrelational Dasein to community, and secondly, that it is added with no real 
connection to the rest of the book.

51 Thiele among others grasps this fact, even if he does not investigate the grounds or 
difficulties of this fact. Thiele, Leslie Paul, Timely Meditations (Princeton, NJ: Princeton 
University Press, 1995).
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Being-in-Common and Authentic Community

This point becomes clearer in lectures given in 1928 after the publication of Being 

and Time, where Heidegger develops the notion of being-with in more detail than he did in 

Being and Time with the express intent o f dispelling the individualistic interpretation of 

Dasein that had quickly taken hold. In particular, the lecture held in the 1928/29 Winter 

Semester, Einleitung in die Philosophie, contains the richest and most detailed analysis of 

being-with, and carefully explores the way in which disclosure is always a disclosure-with- 

others. Dasein is there always by having a share of the open disclosure.

In this lecture, Heidegger enters into the discussion by his normal routine of laying 

out the basis for our experience. As in the 1919 War Emergency Semester course, we 

experience things only through their connectedness with all other things, a connectedness 

which makes up the world or the meaning of the whole against which things appear as 

what they are.(GA27,75-76) A new emphasis in this lecture is the centrality given to the 

notion of openness or manifestness [Offenbarkeit], which directly ties this lecture to the 

1930 essay “On the Essence of Truth.”52 The world is the open [das Offene], the 

disclosing “there” in which things appear. Heidegger here makes explicit that this open 

space, this totality of connections of significations, is a medium, which makes clearer the 

idea that what things are is mediated by this medium which is being as its specific 

there.(GA27,76) The medium is the middle ground that stands between the thing and the 

perceiver and mediates the thing for the perceiver. The danger inherent in the terminology

52 “Offenbarkeit” is related to the German word for Christian revelation “Offenbarung 
Heidegger rarely uses “Offenbarung” to refer to the revelation of being—I have found 
only one instance, in GA39, where he speaks of the “Offenbarung des Seyns"—, but he 
does make use of a preponderance of “revealing” words, e.g., Entschliefien, Entbergen, 
Unverborgene.(GA39, 6) The use of “Offenbarkeit” still has manifest religious 

f significance; as per his usual method, Heidegger uses “Offenbarkeit” to designate the
essence of Offenbaren and Offenbarung. By Offenbarkeit, Heidegger wants to talk about 
the condition of possibility for any revelation. His criticism of Christianity can be 
expressed as follows: by attending wholly to the actual revelation of God, it misses what 
made it possible at all, which is the capability of revealing in general.
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i

is that it makes it appear that there are three distinct things—subject, object, and medium—, 

whereas Heidegger understands these “things” rather as three moments of the categorial 

act, which is precisely the medium itself. The medium precedes objects and perceiving 

subjects: “This connection however is earlier for the things, that which already lies at the 

basis of them [das ihnen schon Zugrundliegende]’\G A 2 1 ,76) “Das Zugrundliegende" is 

a literal German translation of hypokeimenon or subiectum. Thus one can see that the 

medium is the apriori subject which constitutes things.53 Unlike other things, humans have 

a special relationship to the open because they are the open; to be Dasein means to be the 

disclosive “there,” to be the medium or between itself.(BT, 170) Because Heidegger, at 

least at this point in his career, thinks of the medium as the subject, one can clearly see the 

grounds for the charge of subjectivism that Heidegger himself leveled at his earlier 

thinking.

To say, however, that Dasein is the subject does not mean that the subject is each 

individual human being, although that is our normal understanding of subjectivity. 

Thinking subjectivity as the medium which encompasses both perceiver and what is 

perceived alters this common conception; since the medium is prior, it is more accurate to 

f» say each person participates in the medium or the open “there” of being. As such, Dasein

is “in the middle of beings” [inmitten des Seienden].(GA27,328)54 This accords with the 

description of how the truth of being permeates each human as the Dasein in man. The 

Dasein in man can now be fully understood as the medium in which each person has a 

share [Teilhahen].(GA21, 101-107) From this understanding of the open space as a

53 This constitutes Heidegger’s dual appropriation and alteration of his Kantian legacy. By 
making the categorial act the real subject that is prior to individual subjects and objects, 
Heidegger comes closer to Fichte. It must be kept in mind, however, that Heidegger’s 
“subject” is not the equivalent of the Cartesian subject, the res cogitans, at least not as we 
ordinarily think of it.

54 Usually the phrase, “inmitten des Seienden," a common locution of Heidegger’s during 
this period, is translated as “amidst beings.” I altered it to make clearer the being in the 
middle quality of this experience.
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medium [Mittel\ it is but a short traversal to the next theme Heidegger takes up, being-with 

[Mit-sein\.

It is important to make clear the connection between the medium and the with- 

character of Dasein because the very term “being-with” confuses Heidegger’s intentions. 

Being with someone makes it seem as if there are two independent beings who are with 

each as physically present with each other. Heidegger spends considerable effort dispelling 

this misconception, but the misconception is rooted in the terminology itself. Humans are 

indeed physically present to each other and other things in the world, but this is not what 

Heidegger means by the with-character of human existence. The central clue is that Dasein 

can only be with other Daseins; otherwise Dasein is “next to” other beings.(GA27,85)

The with-character is something other than physical presence of two independent beings.

Heidegger lays out the structure of the with-character by analyzing the way in 

which humans can relate their intentional acts with each other. He discusses the way in 

which the students in the lecture perceive the piece of chalk in his hand. Each person 

perceives the same; their intentional act is directed towards the same object. In being 

directed towards the same object, each person relates to the same in the same way. The 

common comportment towards the intentional object is the way in which we are with one 

another; “Being-with-one-another means to comport oneself in the same way 

towards...”(GA27,89) Dasein is with others insofar as it has the same comportment 

towards the same object, i.e., insofar as it shares the experience in common. From this 

comes the two meanings Heidegger gives for “with”: “'W ith’ is to be grasped as 

participation [Teilnahme]" and “the ‘with’ indicates commonality 

[Gemeinsamkeit].”(GA27,85; 88) We participate in the same insofar as we have the same
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in common. Being-with thus means sharing something in common. Being-with really 

means being-in-common.ss

Since we experience things through the medium which is the open space in which 

things appear, we are with other Dasein insofar as we all participate in the unconcealment 

of beings: “Being-with-one-another by beings is sharing in the unconcealment (truth) of the 

beings concemed.”(G A 27,106) What Dasein has in common is the truth of beings, i.e., 

the specific “there” of being, the specific meaning of being. Dasein participates in common 

in the medium.

To put this together with the experience of truth as the Dasein in man developed

, earlier, humans are ecstatically exposed to beings in the ecstatic attunement towards beings
*
L of being; this is the mystical birth of the meaning of being for humans. For Heidegger,

however, this ecstatic experience is something we have in common with other Daseins.

The commonality is grounded in being carried away by the attuning mood of being in the 

same way. “The communal [<Gemeinschaftliche] is situated in that the one is equally carried 

away [hingerissen] as the other, that the same is commonly valid for both.”(GA27,88)

This idea of being equally carried away gives rise to Heidegger’s extraordinary example of 

genuine community: two travelers round the bend in a mountain road and are enraptured by

r the spectacular view of the mountain. In this experience, Heidegger claims, is genuine
i
■ being-with.(GA27,88) The mystical experience of rapture is something we share with

others.
«■

I*!

551 adopted the phrase “being-in-common” from an essay of the same name by Nancy. The 
terminology in this section remarkably foreshadows Nancy’s language of sharing. I fully 
endorse Nancy’s rendering of being-with as being-in-common, which Nancy understands 
as a radicalization of being-with, but which with this new volume has been shown to be 
Heidegger’s own understanding of being-with all along. I differ from Nancy, however, in 
my reading of what is shared; the being which Dasein has in common is far more 
“substantial” in Heidegger’s view than Nancy allows. Nancy, Jean-Luc, “Of Being-in- 
Common,” in Community at Loose Ends, ed, Miami Theory Collective (Albany, NY: State 
University of New York Press, 1990).
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What is striking about this example is that it does not involve communication, 

although it is a type of communion. In fact, Heidegger stresses that being-with is not to be 

understood as reciprocal communication.56(GA27,88) It is the basis for communication, 

but cannot be grounded in mutual communication.(GA27,87) This seemingly differs from 

what Heidegger had indicated to be the basis of being-with in the years before Being and 

Time, where all disclosive letting appear occurs in logos, speech. The various ways of 

letting appear, the dianoetic virtues, are in fact various ways of speech; they are dia-noetic 

precisely because pure noesis is not possible for humans, since humans are always 

constituted by speech.(GA19,17-19; BT, 208) “It is predominantly in speaking that man’s 

being-in-the-world takes place.”(CT, 8) Speech is never a private language, to use 

Wittgenstein’s famous expression, but rather “fully considered, speaking is expressing 

i oneself with another about something.”(CT, 8)

In actuality, the two discourses are not all that different. As the way of disclosing,
f

language is the medium itself; in speaking about something, we are participating in the 

medium with others. What seems counterintuitive here is that language is seen as prior to
I
' the individual speakers; in speaking we are participating in the disclosure that occurs as the

jj particular logos or the meaning of being. This notion of language as the apriori disclosure

1 of being is one that Heidegger makes central in his later philosophy. Humans do not so

much speak as are spoken by language; humans do not have language, but rather language 

has them.(GA39,67) From the point o f view of the participating humans, there is a certain 

L passivity with regard to language. This passivity towards language is what makes the

disclosive logos a mood or attunement [Stimmung]. Insofar as a group shares a language, 

it shares the attuning medium which is the meaning of being.

56 Heidegger echoes this sentiment later in a famous passage of “Creative Landscapes: Why 
we Stay in the Province,” where he says that genuine community can be seen when fanners 
gather at the local inn and smoke their pipes in silence.(WBW, 10)
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With this notion of language Heidegger wants to repudiate a certain understanding 

of being-with that is based in the subjectivity of the individual ego. The two specific 

targets are Buber’s I-Thou relationship and the neo-Kantian emphasis on empathy. Both of 

these are based upon the idea of an independent individual who must then somehow relate 

to others who are also independent. For Heidegger, these notions rest on “the basic 

mistake of solipsism,” that the I can be genuinely alone.(GA27,119; also WBW, 11) For 

Heidegger, since Dasein is constituted as being-with, which means to share in the 

openness, there can be no sole ipse, no genuinely alone, self-subsistent being. Dasein is 

never a capsule which must find a way outside of itself; as existent, it is already outside 

itself by being the openness towards beings.(GA27,122,138) Since it is already outside

I itself with others insofar as it dwells within speech, Heidegger finds the whole problematic

of the I-Thou a non-problem, since it presumes a manner of human beings foreign to their 

actuality.(GA27,141-2) “Unconcealment of things present is essentially something
i

communal, it never belongs to an individual Dasein as an individual.”(G A27,133) Since

i Dasein is communal, there is no point in trying to locate community on the basis of

individual associating with one another as something subsequent to the individual self-

; subsistence. As being-in-common, each Dasein is never an individual, but rather a part of
i

the whole.

*

' The essential character of being-with indicates why Heidegger repudiates individual
ij
* freedom. Not because he rejects freedom, but rather because he rejects individuality, or at

least what he called subjectivity “in the bad sense.” (GA27,122) Humans participate in the 

freedom of being as it opens itself. Insofar as they participate, they are free and thus free 

with each other as a free community.

: It is thus necessary to see the central importance the chapter on being-with

understood as community has for the whole of Being and Time. If all of the ways of

Dasein are in fact ways of speaking, and all speaking is necessarily being-with, all of the
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various existentialen in Being and Time must be thought in terms of being-with. In all 

honesty, however, it is virtually impossible to integrate death into this structure, precisely 

because in his analysis Heidegger wants to make it clear that death is “non-relational,” that 

it is something that can never be shared with others. When I die, it is my death, and no one 

else’s. For this reason, death individuates Dasein such that in its ownmost being it is 

something that cannot be shared with others. Heidegger goes so far as to say that death 

makes being-with irrelevant.(HCT, 318) Thus this chapter more than any other is the solid 

foundation o f the individualist interpretation of Being and Time. The anticipation of death, 

however, like the other individuating constituents o f Dasein, namely anxiety and 

conscience, both individuates and thrusts Dasein back into the world. Death, anxiety, and

! conscience are all described by Heidegger as encounters with the nullity that lies at the basis
.

of Dasein. He understands this nullity as thrownness; the nullity is the fact that Dasein is 

not master and creator of the world into which it is thrown.(BT, 329-330) This is the 

; understanding of individuation Heidegger draws upon in his subsequent lectures. 'This

individuation does not mean, however, something like isolation, but rather it brings in each 

; case Dasein in the whole of its relations in the middle of beings.”(GA27,334) What is
’i

; individuated is the situation, which is something we share with others.(GA27,334) By

j invoking situation, Heidegger brings the matter back to the chapters on phronesis

1 culminating in the resolute moment of vision which discloses the “there,” which is the
»

specific historical situation into which we are thrown.(BT, 346) Because the situation is 

 ̂ shared, the possibilities contained in a situation can be grasped in common by a generation

or people.

If Dasein is to be understood as essentially constituted as being-in-common, there is 

I no “step beyond” individual fate to communal destiny. Close attention to §74 in Being and

Time makes this clear. Having shown how authentic historicizing culminates in one’s 

grasping o f one’s own fate, he then adds:
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But if fateful Dasein, as being-in-the-world, exists essentially in being-with 
others, its historicizing is a co-historicizing and is determinative for it as 
destiny. This is how we designate the historicizing of the community, of a 
people. Destiny is not something that puts itself together out of individual 
fates, any more than being-with-one-another can be conceived as the 
occurring together of several subjects. Our fates have already been guided 
in advance, in our being with one another in the same world and in our 
resolvedness for definite possibilities.(BT, 436)

It is unfortunate that Heidegger put this key thought so casually as if to make it an

afterthought to the central point, for it is in fact perhaps the central point in this chapter.

Our fate is always bound up in the destiny of the community to which we belong. This is

because our fate is something we already share with others insofar as Dasein participates in

the medium which is the specific meaning of being. My fate or self is bound to the destiny

or self of the community. Co-historicizing “goes to make up the full authentic historicizing

of Dasein."(BT, 436) Phronesis is political action with others in the world. Politics

belongs necessarily to the full enactment of authenticity.

One must bear in mind, however, the Christian deflection o f action that occurs in
i
' Heidegger’s thought. Phronesis is understood mystically as the ecstatic flash of being that
*

j exposes humans to their there; in this manner, humans are attuned towards beings by being
j
| thrown into the middle of beings. Because being-with or being-in-common is essential to

J human existence, it is now possible to see that humans are carried away together by the

i attuning flash; in participating in the medium that is the openness of being, humans
i
I participate with each other in common. This participation in the medium is the way inf
\ which humans recover not only from their alienation from being, but also from each other.

' In being integrated with beings in the clearing of being, humans are also integrated with

' each other; communal being belongs to the authentic self. “For only in its being-there-with

others can Dasein surrender its individuality [Ichheit] in order to win itself as an authentic 

seIf.”(WG, 175) Thus humans exist authentically as a community of the “living spirit,” to 

use one of the expressions Heidegger adopts for being.(GAl, 407) The living spirit, the
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Dasein in man, actualizes itself as a living community in which each individual loses his 

separated and thus alienated existence.(GA60,322)57

The connection between spirit and community in the full actualization of Dasein 

points to some interesting comparisons. Spirit, for Heidegger, is the “there” of being, the 

specific historical open space or medium in which things appear as what they are; spirit is 

the particular world, the totality of the connections between things, the way in which things 

hang together as a totality. This medium assigns the standard or directive by which beings 

are ordered.(ET, 124) Spirit thus stands for the unity of the directive in each particular 

there of being. This directive unity of being is in Greek, the arche, the guiding origin and 

principle of being.(WBP, 247) This understanding of spirit as the principle of being is 

remarkably similar to the conception that Montesquieu offered in The Spirit o f the Laws, 

where spirit stands for the relations of laws to the manifold of objects, the principle which 

governs the relations between things and humans under different types of government. I 

would not suggest that Heidegger was familiar with Montesquieu, but Montesquieu’s idea 

had a powerful influence on someone Heidegger did know, Hegel.58 In Hegel’s thought, 

spirit becomes actualized as concrete spirit, the historical shape of spirit in the laws and 

institutions of peoples. Concrete spirit is “Sittlichkeit,” Hegel’s translation of ethos, which

57 Nancy traces this motif, “the nostalgia for a more archaic community,” back to 
Christianity, which understands community as communion, the common partaking of 
divine life, the desire for pure immanence. Nancy, Jean-Luc, The Inoperative Community, 
trans. Peter Connor, Lisa Garbus, Michael Holland, and Simona Sawhney (Minneapolis,
MN: University of Minnesota Press, 1991) 10-11. Nancy wants to take a certain 
understanding of Heidegger in order to establish genuine community as the community of 
death which is the impossibility of immanence. Nancy, Inoperative Community, 14-15. 
Heidegger’s own understanding of community is precisely this Christian communal 
partaking in the divine life that Nancy criticizes.

581 also would not suggest that Heidegger was directly influenced by Hegel’s political 
philosophy. Between Montesquieu (via Herder and the romantic notion of a “genius” of a 
people) and Hegel, this understanding of spirit as actualized in a historical people had a 
dominant influence on 19th century historiography, which is the probable source of 
Heidegger’s own thinking on the subject. I do not speak here of influences, though, but 
rather of affinity of thought patterns.
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stands for the substratum which governs the feelings and intuitions that guide how people 

comport towards the world and each other.59 In his Philosophy o f  Right, Hegel writes:

But if it is simply identical with the actuality of individuals, the ethical [das 
Sittliche], as their general mode of behavior, appears as custom [Sitte]; and 
the habit of the ethical appears as a second nature which takes the place of 
the original and purely natural will and is the all-pervading soul, 
significance, and actuality of individual existence [Dasein]. It is spirit living 
and present as a world, and only thus does the substance o f spirit begin to 
exist as spirit.60

In Heidegger’s thought, this same concept appears in his discussion of the polis, 

although Hegel’s distinction between first and second nature, based upon an understanding 

of nature foreign to Heidegger’s interpretation of physis, is dropped. The polis appears as 

“the site of the human historical abode of man in the middle of beings.”(GA53,101) The 

polis the open site that is the medium for human life; it is the unity o f  all of the relations 

[Beztige] of human life.(GA53,101*102) The polis, in other words, is the historical 

“there’’ of being, which “prevails in permeating all essential activity and every stance 

adopted by human beings.”(GA53,101) As such, it is identical with the binding directive 

of the there of being which is the determination of the being of beings. The connection 

between this thought and Hegel’s lies in the priority of spirit or the concrete being, and the 

permeating or all-pervading character of the polis; the polis is a simple immediacy with the 

medium, where individuality is annulled and virtue is fitting into one’s station.61 On the 

priority of spirit, Hegel writes:

59 A similar connection between spirit and ethos is found in the title of Weber, Max, The 
Protestant Ethic and the Spirit o f Capitalism, trans. Talcott Parsons (New York: Charles 
Scribner’s Sons, 1958).

“  Hegel, Georg Wilhelm Friedrich, Elements o f the Philosophy o f Right, trans. H. B. Nisbet. 
(New York: Cambridge University Press, 1991) §151, p.195.

61 Hegel, Philosophy o f Right, §150, p.193.
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The spirit has actuality, and the individuals are its accidents. Thus, there 
are always only two possible viewpoints in the ethical realm: either one 
starts from substantiality, or one proceeds atomistically and moves upward 
from the basis of individuality. This latter viewpoint excludes spirit, 
because it leads only to aggregation, whereas spirit is not something 
individual but the unity o f the individual and the universal.62

Heidegger expressed an identical understanding in his 1934 lecture course on

Holderlin: “If each individual comes from there [the ground of its Dasein], then the true

gathering of individuals in an primordial community [Gemeinschafi] has already occurred

in advance.”(GA39,8) Later in the same lecture he writes, “This primordial community

arises in the first instance not through the taking up of reciprocal relation—so arises only

society [Gesellschaft]—, but rather community is through the preceding binding of each

individual to that which commandingly binds and determines each individual.’’(GA39,

72)63 (jyg community of humans arises when each individual comes to the ground of

its being, which it shares “already in advance” with others. The priority of community,

what is shared in advance, is the priority of being-in-common over any reciprocal relations

between the I and Thou; this is the reason that being-in-common is the condition of

possibility for the latter.(MFL, 187) True community is formed when the meaning of

being that is given birth in the soul is shared with others.

This community provides the circumstances in which an individual’s responsibility 

means taking up one’s station in life. Heidegger writes: “Knowledge means: in our 

decisions and actions to be up to the task that is assigned us...”(NSE, 58) This knowledge 

is knowledge of the situation in which Dasein finds itself, knowledge which governs our 

action in the world; it is phronesis. This knowledge is something we share with others; for

a Hegel, Philosophy o f Right, §156, p. 197.
63 Nancy takes issue with this distinction, which he believes is rooted in the (Christian) 

nostalgia for a lost community. He says, “No Gesellschaft has come along to help the 
State, industry, and capital dissolve a prior Gemeinschafi.” Nancy, Inoperative Communitx, 
1 1 .
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the particular Dasein, phronesis gives the directive for action which is in service to the 

Volk, the “organic unity” of the whole to which the particular belongs.(NSE, 59-60)

Heidegger’s depiction of the authentic community of spirit, the immediate unity of 

feeling and intuition which was his goal for the recovery of the authentic religious life, it 

should be pointed out, bears great similarity to Hegel’s description of the Greek polis, not 

to Hegel’s own full description of the modem state which must mediate individuals with 

reality through a  complex structure of institutions. Heidegger’s community owes more to 

Romanticism and the Augustinian notion of community as the community of saints.64 The 

religious and mystical path to being that leads out of our alienated existence and unites us 

with the meaning (logos) of being and with other human beings who share in an equally
i
j immediate manner this being-there.

; The centrality of being-with or being-in-common forces a change in the conception

of religion in Heidegger’s thinking. Religiosity is not to be construed as the individual 

existence against secular being, but rather as a religious community of the living spirit 

versus a society riven by alienation that mistakes freedom to be something belonging to the
'i

■ individual. Thus the opposition in Being and Time cannot be between the individual and

society as many construe it, but rather between various types of being-with. Heidegger

ji says as much in an earlier lecture: “This is the basis upon which this being-with-one-

another, which can be indifferent and unconscious to the individual, can develop the 

various possibilities of community as well as society. Naturally these higher structures and 

the ways in which they are founded cannot be pursued in greater detail here.”(HCT, 241) 

Or in any detail, one might have wished to inteiject. That blithe “naturally” indicates quite 

clearly that Heidegger thought little of the details of political and sociological questions 

-----------------------------------------
64 Also to Luther, whose description of the communion of saints suffused by the Holy Spirit is 

inspired by Augustine. Luther, Martin, “Sermons on the Catechism,” in Martin Luther: 
Selections from his Writings, ed. John Dillenberger (New York: Anchor Books, 1962) 212- 
213.
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concerning types of regimes and social structures. Such details I will flesh out in a later 

chapter. At a general level, though, these differences correspond to the different types of 

speech and ways of disclosing the world that Heidegger outlines. Heidegger’s political 

philosophy returns to and bases itself on his understanding of authenticity as he developed 

it in his work on phronesis; community is the political structure which corresponds to 

authentic disclosure. Phronesis co-historicizes as a community or Volk. Heidegger did not 

have to take a “step beyond” Being and Time to arrive at his Volksreligion in the 1930’s; it 

was always there, from the very start.

Conclusion

Authenticity is the religious way of life which cares for the self. Care of the self, 

despite the many structural parallels with traditionally religious modes of being, should be

I understood neither as simple self-interest nor as protecting the purity of the inward self
!
i from its entanglements in the world, but rather as finding the true basis of the self within

; the question of being. By posing the question of being, Dasein clears away the obscurities

of its alienated self-understanding, not so that it withdraws into an inner sanctuary, but so 

that it is exposed to the event of the meaning of being, the medium in which Dasein 

participates. In authentically participating in this middle of beings, Dasein is healed from 

its alienation, and integrated into the whole. The integrity of the self is the unity of feeling

E and intuition that is the goal of Heidegger’s ethical project. To this integrity of the self 

belongs our being-with others as sharing in the medium; insofar as Dasein is authentically 

|  in the world, it is authentically with others in a community. Heidegger’s religious ethic of

authenticity is not individualistic, but communal from the ground up.

However, there was an ambiguity at the heart of authenticity in Being and Time, an 

ambiguity Heidegger would soon turn to address. The ambiguity concerns the very notion 

of being-in-the-world. Heidegger had made this the central constituent of Dasein, and
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certainly emphasized that authentic Dasein was action in the world with others. When he 

concretely analyzed being-in-the-world he turned to work, for in the work-environment we 

relate most holistically with the meaningfulness of things, but it was not lost on him or 

subsequent commentators that work or techne quite often fell amidst the inauthentic 

enactment of our being. This ambiguity left the status of action vs. work unresolved.

What separates meaningful, careful involvement with things from inauthentic absorption in 

them? This question gave birth to the quintessential problematic of the late Heidegger, the 

question concerning technology. The next chapter will show how this question attempts to 

think past the ambiguity raised in Being and Time concerning the essence of work.
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Chapter 3

The Divinity of Work in the Age of Technology

Introduction

Being and Time contains a deep ambiguity which is due to the nature of its long 

genesis. The ambiguity concerns the authentic status o f work. In his earlier 

phenomenology, Heidegger had insisted that our primary access to meaning lay in the 

world of our work place; this developed by Being and Time into the analysis of 

jj environmental meaning and the primacy of “readiness-to-hand,” or tool-using knowledge,

I  over the derivative knowledge of things in their “presence-at-hand,” known through

theoretical cognition. (BT, 80; 97-101; HCT, 191) Through his work recovering 

Aristode, however, Heidegger had turned to phronesis, the instantaneous flash of the 

moment of vision, as the authentic access to the meaning of being. Phronesis supplanted 

not only episteme and sophia, but techne as well; by the second half of Being and Time 

work had been relegated to the inauthentic world of everydayness in which we are ensnared 

by the world of things.(BT, 80-1; 441; 229)

The ambiguity presented a particular problem for Heidegger. Phronesis was 

|  supposed to illuminate the being of beings as a whole in order to guide authentic

|  (revolutionary) action, but at the cost of making our work world, what Heidegger calls our

|  concemful being-in-the-world, inauthentic. Put simply, Heidegger almost completely

f separated politics from economics. While this separation could be held by some, such as
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Arendt, as proper, for Heidegger this could not be the right path.1 For one thing, 

authenticity was supposed to provide wholeness to human life. Secondly, it left the 

efficacy of action in doubt, particularly vis h vis the dominant role economics plays in 

modem society; in such a situation action might be forced into a retreat from society into a 

sphere where it can be pure, a conclusion many readers of Being and Time have drawn. 

This conclusion is completely at odds with Heidegger’s intentions. Heidegger wanted a 

revolution in the whole of human existence, which, even according to his own theory, is 

essentially concemful being-in-the-world. Heidegger wants to take a position almost 

identical to a sentiment expressed by Eckhart:

‘T o  be right, a person must do one of two things: either he must learn to 
have God in his work and hold him fast there, or he must give up work 
altogether. Since, however, man cannot live without activities that are both 
human and various, we must learn to keep God in everything we do, and 
whatever the job or place, keep on with Him, letting nothing stand in our 
way.”2

Heidegger wanted to ground our everyday working existence into the totality revealed in 

the moment of vision. This necessitates finding a way to make work part of an authentic 

human existence.

This project is severely complicated by the character of work in modem society. 

Not only has the economic and technical sphere steadily grown to incorporate much of the 

political, religious, and cultural spheres, but modem technology has developed into an 

autonomous power that no longer serves as a tool for the human good, but indeed turns 

humans into raw material. In a profound analysis of modem life, Heidegger shows how a 

unique historical interplay between metaphysics, science, and work developed into a 

system governed solely by the principle of maximum efficiency, a system which forces 

even its purported masters to obey. Against this enormous force, the capacity of action

1 Arendt, Hannah, The Human Condition (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1958).
2 Eckhart, “The Talks of Instruction,” Sermons, 3: 21.
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shrinks; modern technology has the capability of swallowing all of human existence into its 

measure. In the service of such a system, human beings are ruined.

Heidegger’s analysis bears many similarities with other analyses of modernity, 

particularly those of Marx or Weber, but differs from these in rooting the ruination of 

human being in nihilism understood as the death of God. Modem technology culminates in 

the death of God. By the death of God, Heidegger means that being is forgotten; humans 

no longer raise the question o f being. It is only by responding to the question of being that 

the measure of being is opened and human being thereby comes into its authentic meaning.

In an age dominated by modem technology, the hope Heidegger had placed on 

action must wane. The problem then is how to overcome the devastation caused by 

modem technology while still accepting the domination of the economic sphere. The only 

possible solution in Heidegger’s view lies in the hope of transformation of the essence of 

technology so that humans are able to open up the question of being and experience being 

as presencing through work.

If for the earlier Heidegger phronesis experienced being in this manner, later 

Heidegger found this possibility in techne, but it must be a possibility of techne that avoids 

its enactment as modem technology. Surprisingly enough, Heidegger’s understanding of 

the ambiguity of techne predates his explicit concern with technology. In the 1924/5 lecture 

on Plato’s Sophist, Heidegger briefly analyzes techne, since it is one of the dianoetic 

virtues under discussion in Book 6 of the Nichomachean Ethics. Although he spends little 

time on it as he hurries to his more pressing opposition between sophia and phronesis, he 

notes that techne has two excellences, both sophia and phronesis. That is to say, although 

it is one of the logistikon, that which concerns beings which can be otherwise, it has a 

tendency to reveal beings in terms of that which is eternal and unchanging. These few 

pages broach what later turned into his full-blown interpretation of metaphysics as
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Platonism, which is productionist metaphysics. These pages are the root of the connection 

between techne and metaphysics, such that metaphysics is coterminous with the 

“technical,” that is modem, interpretation of technology.

In order to recover the phronetic possibility of technology, Heidegger had to rethink 

the meaning of poiesis. Ordinarily, poiesis means making; techne is the knowledge that 

guides the making. Heidegger transformed poiesis so that it meant bringing something 

forth in its being. While this could be a verbose way of saying making, Heidegger wants 

this translation to emphasize the connection between “bringing forth” and “being." A thing 

is what it is by being brought forth, i.e., through presencing. This points to the experience 

of being as presencing. Poiesis makes being come to presence as the twofold measure of 

being. In this way, rethinking the essence of poiesis effects a transformation in the 

experience of being and in the essence of work such that in and through work human 

beings can experience being as presencing.

In the first instance Heidegger rethought the essence of poiesis through its 

immediate cognate, poetry or art. The revelatory nature of great art echoes the revelation 

that defined the instantaneous moment of vision that was the enactment of phronesis. Art 

thus becomes equivalent to authentic action. This equation has long concerned 

commentators troubled by Heidegger’s reduction of action to aesthetics in a sort of grand 

Romantic gesture. Action, however, is not reduced to art, rather it is thought through art, 

that is to say, through poiesis. However, art is also thought in terms of action, that is to 

say, work. The two halves of the equation meet in poetic dwelling. Poetic dwelling, 

whose contours turn out to be based in Heidegger’s earlier turn to Luther’s theology of the 

cross, establishes an authentic link with the divine and therewith allows humans to regain 

their authentic relationship to being and thereby recover their authentic being-in-the-world 

as the shepherd of being. The shepherd of being is Heidegger’s counterpoint to the
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nihilistic world of modern technology; it is his Eckhartian-inspired ideal of the postmodern 

human being who dwells and works authentically on earth.

The Ambiguity of Techne

The null point for Heidegger’s understanding of technology lies in his 1924 

interpretation of Book 6 of the Nichomachean Ethics. In “The Question Concerning 

Technology,” Heidegger directs our attention back to the Greek understanding, particularly 

Aristotle’s, o f technology; “Aristotle, in a discussion of special importance (Nichomachean 

Ethics, Bk. VI, chaps. 3 and 4), distinguishes between episteme and techne and indeed 

with respect to what and how they reveal. Techne is a mode of aletheuein.'\QCT, 13) 

What was seen at the time as a peculiar way of thinking technology should be by this time 

familiar to the reader. What is even more significant is that the opposition Heidegger sets 

up between the instrumental and anthropological understanding of technology and the other 

possibility hidden in its essence was broached in the earlier lecture. Here Heidegger lays 

out the ambiguous nature of technology in terms of its essential possibilities.

In the broadest sense, techne is a type of knowledge that guides poiesis, making; it 

is knowing one’s way around, being familiar with (in German “das Sich Auskenneri') that 

guides concern, busying oneself, and making.(GA19,22) Since all making concerns 

bringing something forth that is not yet there, making a finished product out o f raw 

material, techne concerns knowing things as becoming, knowing them as “endechomenon 

alios echein" things that can be otherwise.(GA!9,28-9) As such techne is a logistikon, that 

category of knowing which deliberates.(GA19,28) Techne belongs in the same category as 

phronesis and is thereby distinguished from sophia because techne, like phronesis, 

concerns that which can be otherwise and sophia is directed to that which is always there, 

that which one cannot produce.(GA19,28) There seems to be a clear division between
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techne and sophia, and to carry it into Being and Time, between concemful being-in-the- 

world (Besorgen) and scientific knowledge (episteme).

Techne, however, points in two different directions. The mutual point of contact 

lies in the principle o f production, which is the eidos, the idea. Techne is a way of 

knowing about making. In all making, the producer must have a clear picture how the 

thing to be produced must look before production can begin. This “look” o f a thing is its 

eidos. “Thus the eidos of the producer, what might be called the blueprints, is determined 

before the producing itself. On the basis of these plans the producer, what might be called 

the master-builder, begins the carrying out of the work itself.”(GA19,41) This is fairly 

obvious. When one wishes to construct a house, one must know what a house looks like 

in order to construct it. What determines how a house should look can incorporate many 

different levels: beauty, utility, the climate against which it must provide shelter, the 

number of people it must house, the availability and scarcity of material, and so forth. This 

is why concern is “circumspection” [Umsicht], a looking around, an environmental seeing. 

The further this circumspection is carried out the more it comes to resemble phronesis, 

which is also a circumspection.(GA19,22) When it makes the entire situation of action 

accessible, it is phronesis.(GA19,29) It is on this basis that the later Heidegger will 

appropriate Plato’s theory of Ideas as a “looking” (verbal) that “sketches” being in “creative 

thinking.”(GA34,71-3) It is possible to appropriate eidos to the moment of vision that 

sketches or “reveals” being.3 At this earlier stage, however, Heidegger remains content to 

follow Aristotle’s separation o f techne and phronesis. What separates them is that for 

techne, the telos of the action lies outside of the action itself, and as such, is

3 “Reveals” translates “Ent-bergen,” the same word which Heidegger uses in “The Question 
Concerning Technology” to relate the “bringing forth” that is poiesis to truth, aletheia, 
which “Entbergen” translates. In this 1931 lecture, Heidegger is deliberately 
appropriating Plato to his new ideal of poetic thinking. It should be pointed out that this 
appears to be one of the few places where Heidegger gives such a “poetic” interpretation 
of Plato.
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inauthentic.(GA19,41) Put more concretely, the telos of production, the work to be 

produced, stands before the producer only so long as the production is underway ; when the 

product is finished, the producer is no longer guided by the telos.(GA.19,41-2) Heidegger 

had wanted to understand human existence as always “underway,” so that its being- 

finished meant to be always incomplete; this was the importance of being-towards-death, or 

the mutual play of being and nothingness discussed earlier.

It is the nature of being-finished that begins to lead techne astray towards sophia. 

Techne regards being as being-made, being-finished. The look of a product when it is 

finished corresponds to its eidos; the eidos or being of a thing is thus equated with its 

finished appearance.(GA19,46-7) This again is obvious. The look or blueprint of a house 

which guides the housebuilder in producing is the appearance of how it will look when 

completed. As Heidegger points out, this is the sense of Plato’s theory of ideas, where the 

idea is the being of an object. This theory of being is grounded in techne, where it 

becomes most immediately visible.(GA19,47) The theory of ideas is in a straightforward 

and nonjudgmental sense the technical understanding of being. So long as eidos remain 

indifferent to the question of time, however, it can tend towards phronesis or sophia. 

Despite its concern with things that can be otherwise, the eidos that techne brings forth 

tends towards sophia. This is because the being-finished quality which makes out the 

being of a work remains outside the producing itself; the eidos remains separated from the 

process which sets it into a being. A work has its being in being-finished only when the 

action ceases, only when, in other words, it lies outside of change or becoming. As being- 

finished, the eidos can be taken as aion, that which is always and unchanging. Rather than 

guiding action, the eidos can simply uncover something as it is. “In the tendency to the 

merely uncovering observation as regards the arche lies the sophoteron. Thus the 

indication for sophia is given in techne.'XGA19,77) Because it lies in the nature of techne 

itself to shake itself free from occupying oneself with something, it can understand the look
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of something “without regard to any use.”(G A!9,93; Heidegger is quoting Aristotle) In 

this way, techne becomes an everyday synonym for episteme, the knowledge of that which 

does not change. This lies within the possibility of techne because that which it uncovers, 

the eidos, is understood as being-finished and outside of action proper. The ideas become 

understood as eternal. Being becomes to be (mis-) understood in terms of the ideas and 

thus in terms of “being-always.”

This little narrative from 1924 three years later in Being and Time became the 

narrative whereby the “readiness-to-hand” of equipment is the possibility of the “presence- 

at-hand” of objects o f pure observation. As is the case with most of the earlier writings, 

Heidegger is concerned with the dominance that theory and mathematical sciences exercise 

over our understanding of being, and also concerned to undercut this dominance by 

showing that our primary access to meaning and the being of things occurs in working or 

handling things in our everyday traffic with them; part of this demonstration seeks to show 

that the being of objects accessible to theory is derivative from this primary world of 

meaning. As Heidegger relates in Being and Time, equipment is known by its function in 

accomplishing a task; when we wish to drive a nail we use a hammer, and we know what a 

hammer is by virtue of knowing what kind of thing is needed to drive the nail. This sort of 

tool-using knowledge, what we call “technical” knowledge, is what Heidegger calls 

“readiness-to-hand.” It is only when a piece of equipment fails to be ready to hand through 

its absence or failure to function properly, it suddenly stands on its own, as if for the first 

time we notice the hammer as a hammer, with a wooden shaft and iron head.(BT, 105)

This latter “presence-at-hand” is however, merely a  deficient mode of concern, i.e., of 

“readiness-to-hand.”(BT, 103) The theoretical world of pure observation is derivative, in 

both the neutral and negative sense of the word, from concern, work, and techne. For this 

reason, sections IS-17 have become the locus classicus of the pragmatic interpretation of 

Being and Time. According to these interpretations, meaning is primordially accessible
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through involvement in an environment. What the pragmatic interpretation fails to consider 

is the full implication of the derivative status of theory. If theory is indeed derived from 

concern or techne, it means that it is a possibility of the same. The deflection of work into 

theory is in fact one possibility of work, one in which work is understood in terms of 

theory. This is the important point. One cannot merely oppose work to theory (or 

pragmatism to positivism), but one type of work to another, whose point of distinction is 

whether it is authentic or not.

One cannot fully understand Heidegger’s writings on technology without grasping 

this last point. When he points to the ill effects on human being caused by the technical 

understanding of being, he always calls it modem technology; the modernity of the 

technology is the problem, not technology itself. This has caused commentators, such as 

Poggeler and Habermas, to criticize Heidegger’s hand-craft orientation to technology as 

hopelessly backwards.4 This is not quite correct, as I shall explain later, but it does capture 

something important. Modem technology, as Heidegger saw it, operates under the demand 

of maximum efficiency, which in turn necessitates exacting planning, careful allocation of 

resources, and the standardization of pans. Such planning and standardization depend 

upon scientific management, both of labor power and natural resources. This scientific 

management is nothing other than applied science. In short, this account describes how 

work gets deflected into theory, or put in another way, how a whole system developed out 

of a unique interplay between work and theory, the scientific management of work and the 

application of science in work. This unique configuration of work and science was what 

Heidegger called modem technology.

There is little that is novel in this explanation at this level. The whole of this system 

of science and manufacturing was termed “rationalization” by Weber, and to a large extent

4 Poggeler, Otto, Schritt zu einer Hemeneutische Philosophic (Munchen: Karl Alber, 1994) 
252-53.
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Heidegger’s social analyses are Weberian in character. We are accustomed to acknowledge 

the great shifts in society caused by the changes in manufacturing that make up the 

Industrial Revolution, and its continuation in the present-day Information Revolution. 

Heidegger’s analyses are unique and important due to the way in which his explanation of 

rationalization dovetails with his constant questioning of being and the meaning of being. 

His analysis of technology grew out of his early concern with the dominance of theory in 

understanding being. Because he understood modem technology as essentially applied 

theory, Heidegger could apply his own earlier interpretations of Aristode’s texts with their 

essential differentiations of the dianoetic virtues to the problems and possibilities inherent in 

modem civilization.

The first great innovation of Heidegger’s later thinking lies in the realization that the 

: question of being was closely tied up with the question of work; in the end, everything

comes down to techne. To say that it all comes down to techne does not mean that we are 

abandoned to nihilistic technology.3 Because techne is capable of different possibilities, 

one which coincides with the rise of theory while the other coincides with working 

revelation, the later thinking still retains much of the inauthentic-authentic division even if 

i these terms have disappeared. If one possibility of techne develops into what Heidegger

characterized as “cybernetics,” the other possibility is still open, but only if we “step back” 

from the dominance of modem technology to see the other way hidden in technology itself.

5 Heidegger says as much in the Spiegel interview: “It seems to me that you take technology 
too absolutely. I do not think the situation of human beings in the world of planetary 
technology is an inextricable and inescapable disastrous fate; rather I think tht the task of 
thinking is precisely to help, within its bounds, human beings to attain an adequate 
relationship to the essence of technology at all.”(Sp, 61) Nonetheless, some have thought 
that Heidegger himself took technology too absolutely, Dreyfus and Harries for example. 
Dreyfus, Hubert, “Heidegger’s History of the Being of Equipment,” in Heidegger: A 
Critical Reader, ed. Hubert Dreyfus and Harrison Hall (Cambridge, MA: Blackwell 
Publishers, 1992); Harries, Karsten, “Heidegger as Political Thinker,” in Heidegger and 
Modem Philosophy, ed. Michael Murray (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1978).
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The second great innovation lies in the historical dimension of the analysis of 

modem technology. The distinctions among the intellectual virtues or the various layers 

uncovered in the analytic of Dasein in Being and Time are functional distinctions, timeless 

in their being, even if it is possible to note, as Poggeler does, the historical character of 

Heidegger’s hand-craft model of work in Being and Time. Later Heidegger confronts the 

modem character of modem technology head on by attempting to explain the origin and 

principle of modernity as a whole. Thus the unique system of interplay between work and 

science becomes the principle which guides modem life; it becomes, in essence, the unique 

connection of significations and meanings which make up the modem world. World, or 

the connection of meanings, is also Da-sein, the peculiar constellation of being at any time. 

The modem world means the meaning of being peculiar to it. The explanation of the origin 

and principle of the modem world takes the form of a history of being. It is to this history 

of being that I will now turn.

The History of Being—The History of Techne

Heidegger’s history of being obeys the way in which history is known and studied 

that he laid out in Being and Time: in the moment of vision being is “there” as it projects 

towards the future and reflects back out of this future and into the past, the whole of which 

makes up the particular “there” of being, or its world. A concrete example of this logic 

relevant to this chapter is how neolithic anthropology studies its subject. Since we 

understand the distinctive feature of our humanity to be its progressive tool-using 

capability, anthropologists study the quality of tools they find to judge the stage at which 

those tool-bearing humans were and how they were developing toward us and our 

technological future. The past is understood out o f the insight into the meaning of being or 

the direction that this meaning carries us. “Insight” thus crops up often in Heidegger’s 

analyses of modernity, particularly when Heidegger wishes to emphasize Nietzsche’s
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fundamental insight into the reality of modernity. Heidegger himself does not often 

appropriate insight for his own vision, but it is significant that the addresses later published 

as “The Question Concerning Technology” were originally called “Insight into That Which 

Is,” or to make it obvious, an insight into the being characteristic of the present age.

I point this out so that the reader is properly apprised of the status of Heidegger’s 

history of being, and thus his explanation o f the origin and principles of modernity. The 

history of being in the sense of Heidegger’s presentation of the working out of metaphysics 

in the texts of great philosophers depends upon his insight into being, or how being 

revealed itself to him. His characterization o f modernity and its thoroughly problematic 

quality depend upon how he thought being should be properly understood. For 

| Heidegger, this meant that one must understand the ontological difference, the difference

I between being and beings, and how this difference is the source of possibility and

freedom. Thus his analysis of modernity is primarily the way in which this proper 

s understanding of being becomes forgotten or covered over by the understanding of being

‘ inherent in modernity; it analyzes how being understood as possibility becomes understood

as either constant presence or standing presence, i.e., scientifically and mathematically. In 

i the first instance for Heidegger, modernity is a philosophical and scientific revolution; in

| the second instance this revolution in metaphysics extends itself to all spheres o f human

existence via modem technology, but one must understand that the two instances are parts 

of the same principle at work in modernity, what I called the unique interplay between 

work and science that makes up the technical understanding of the essence of technology.
i

One must bear in mind the astonishing audacity of Heidegger’s attempt to explain 

everything modem as a result of one unifying principle, the “oblivion of being.” For 

; clarity’s sake and because that one unifying principle is quite obscure at first glance, I will

break up the presentation into more familiar categories: first, the metaphysical revolution 

Heidegger sees in the birth of modem science, and then the technological changes which
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occurred with modem science, before finally turning to the significance for human being 

Heidegger sees resulting from modem Da-sein.

The general outlines of Heidegger’s history of being are well-known. Taking the 

narrative of the Fall as its model, it begins sometime in the past when primordial meaning 

occurred. This primordial moment fell into self-evidence and eventually became our 

modem technological society.6 Despite the controversies that his interpretations of 

individual philosophers have ignited, the general outlines of the history of philosophy fits 

the standard text-book model: a basic division between ancient and modem, with Descartes 

as the central figure in the birth of modem philosophy; it shares with the text-book the aim 

of explaining the origins of modem scientific thinking. Heidegger, of course, treats these 

i subjects more complexly and in a far more harsh light than the text-book version, but its

similarity to standard ways of viewing the history of philosophy made Heidegger’s 

presentation fit comfortably into contemporary philosophical discussions. That very 

; strength is also a weakness, for Heidegger’s history shares with the text-books an oblivion

to other important facets of the thinkers under consideration; for instance, his desire to 

make Descartes into the harbinger of human-centered subjectivity overlooks the specter of 

an infinite god in Descartes mature philosophy.7 That said, text-books become such by 

virtue of their apparent justness to their subject matter, and Heidegger’s surpasses these in 

depth of analysis and coherence o f presentation.

6 When this occurred changed depending on when Heidegger wrote this history and also on 
what facet of the constellation he was considering. Thus the model of primordial 
connectedness could work its way back from medieval mystics, to Aristotle, to Heraclitus, 
and finally to Parmenides, and even in the end Heidegger decided what he wanted to find 
could not be found in Parmenides either. The “Fall” has no one single origin because the 
various facets worked themselves out differently. Almost every narrative, however, is united 
by the fact that Descartes figures as the chief villian.

7 See for instance, Jean-Luc Marion’s excellent “The Essential Incoherence of Descartes' 
Definition of Divinity,” in Essays on Descartes’ Meditations, ed. Amelie Oksenberg Rorty 
(Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 1986); also Gillespie, Michael, Nihilism Before 
Nietzsche (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1996).
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Heidegger wants to explain the principles of modernity, but the rise of what is 

distinctively modem has its origins in earlier thinking. As Heidegger developed it, the 

technical deflection of technology has its origins in the tendency of techne to be taken in 

terms of sophia and episteme. Heidegger wants to look at the metaphysical significance of 

this way of thinking that appeared in Aristotle, the way in which beings (and thus being) 

were known scientifically. Central to the technical deflection of knowledge is that the eidos 

or idea becomes separated from the production itself so that it achieves a sort of self- 

sufficiency, standing on its own without regard to its actualization. In this way the “what” 

of a being, its essence, becomes separated from the “that” of a being, its existence.(MHB, 

11) This separation has a profound effect on the way in which being is thought, as can be 

seen by the equation of the “what” of a thing with its essence. Essence comes from the 

|  Latin “esse,” or being. The being of a thing is what it is, its essence, and this essence can

I be thought without regard to its existence, that is to say, without regard to its temporality.

The essence or idea of a thing is what is constant in the face of change; for this reason 

being was understood as constant. Being is what is constant, and thus appropriately 

grasped by sophia. The love of sophia is philosophy, so that the philosopher is the one 

! who desires to know being in its constancy. This is only to say that philosophy is an
i

inquiry into what things are; the classic Socratic question is “What is X?” This Socratic 

question leads to further metaphysical or epistemological questions as to how we know 

what X is, for instance, Plato’s theories on the Ideas, or Aristotle’s analysis of categories, 

or to jump ahead many centuries, Kant’s critical idealism. Heidegger’s basic claim is that 

|  this whole philosophical enterprise rests on the separation of the “what” of a thing from its

|  “that,” its essence from its existence, and most generally, being from time.

5

Modem science belongs to this enterprise, but it works this separation in a new 

direction. To take the rise of modem science as an example, modem science is distinctive 

from ancient and medieval science in that it is mathematical. As Heidegger insists,
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however, ancient science was also mathematical, but in a different sense. Mathemata in the 

most general sense is what can be taught and likewise leamed.8(WiT, 69) All learning is 

through practice, but practice assumes a vague background of prior knowledge; to use 

Heidegger’s example, learning to use a rifle already presumes we know what a weapon is 

and what it is used for.(WiT, 71-2) Mathesis is “taking cognizance” of this prior 

knowledge. Learning is knowing what we already know.(WiT, 72-3) At its broadest, “the 

mathematical is the fundamental presupposition of the knowledge of things.”(WiT, 75) It is 

taking cognizance of being. Ancient science is mathematical in that it is metaphysics, the 

study of being.

This depiction of the essence of mathematics is, oddly enough, very similar to
i
I Heidegger’s own hermeneutic phenomenology. Since Heidegger’s point is to differentiate

I his way of philosophizing from modem ways, the rise of modem science must occur as a

nanowing of mathematics. This narrowing occurs as a result of the separation between 

essence and existence which understands being fundamentally as constancy or invariability. 

Mathematics in the narrow sense (geometry, arithmetic) are the most familiar instance of 

knowledge which does not vary. The sum of the internal angles o f triangles always adds 

up to 180.1 and 1 always equals 2. Mathematics in the narrow sense can thus stand as the 

exemplary type of propositional knowledge, where the constant truth of the proposition can 

be adequate to the thing, because only where the thing is constant is it possible for a 

proposition to be true in the absolute sense. Taking cognizance of things, mathematical 

knowledge in the broadest sense, would only be truly knowledge where the being that it 

|  cognizes is constant. There is thus an internal consistency between truth claims,

|  mathematics (in the narrow sense), and the being of beings. The science of beings would

’ thus become tied to mathematics.

* This is also one of the characteristics of techne. Techne and mathesis belong essentially 
together. A central point of contention between Socrates/Plato and Aristotle is whether
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This realization exercised a profound influence on the Greeks and subsequent 

thinkers. For the Greeks it led in the first instance to a division of ways of apprehending 

truths appropriate to the character of the thing, i.e., whether it changes or not. This 

separation already points to one essential character of ancient thought: that there is a 

knowledge of things in time which cannot be the same as eternal things which are known 

mathematically. There might be some debate about which type of truth is higher, but there 

is no attempt to understand things of one nature in terms o f another. It might have occurred 

to Aristotle that we could understand nature, that which grows, in terms o f mathematics, 

but he would in any case have rejected it as metabolic error, a confusion of categories.9 

Modem science arose in a contrary attempt to understand nature in terms of the highest 

possible knowledge, mathematical constancy.10 It is precisely this rejection of the ancients’
:

presumption of a category error in the mathematical science of nature that makes modernity 

distinctive.
»

This project required changing the understanding of nature so that mathematics in

I the narrow sense could come into play. Physics had to become a geometrical science of

motion. It could develop mathematical relationships that explained the change in position 

I  of things. In metaphysical terms, being became to be understood as matter in motion

within an infinite universe, motion governed by unchanging laws of motion expressed in 

mathematical relationships, for instance, by the law of motion force equals the mass o f an 

object multiplied by its acceleration (f=ma).

virtue can be taught as is thus a techne.
9 See Funkenstein, Amos, Theology and the Scientific Imagination from the Middle Ages to 

the Seventeenth Century (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1986). Also Heidegger, 
PIA.

10 This means primarily modem physics, the science of motion, which was for many centuries 
after Galileo and Newton the leading scientific field. Biology has always resided 
uncomfortably with physics because it retains, even to today, some of the older teleological 
underpinnings to nature. There are naturally no clear-cut divisions between the disciplines, 
as the existence of such fields as “biophysics” or “biochemistry” signify.
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For Heidegger, the true significance of this development in science lay in the 

change in the understanding of being that underlay the scientific change. No one has ever 

directly observed any matter in motion obeying these pure mathematical laws; no one has 

ever seen an object obey the law of inertia, that a being continues indefinitely in a straight 

line. We can explain this fact by including other factors such as drag resistance, but it 

remains the case that laws of motion are unobservable limit cases. They are “observable” 

only to the human mind. That was the true significance Heidegger saw in the change in the 

modem understanding of nature and being. In one of Heidegger’s presentations, this 

change crystallized in Galileo’s and Newton’s new laws of motion, the primary one being 

the law of inertia. As Galileo developed it, the law applies to “corpus quod a viribus 

impressis no cogitur," a body left to itself.(WiT, 89) It is not possible to find such a body. 

The law speaks of a thing that does not exist except in thought. Heidegger quotes Galileo: 

Mobile mente concipio omni secluso impedimento.' (‘I think in my mind of something 

moveable that is entirely left to itself.’)”(WiT, 91) Heidegger fastens on to this “I think in 

my mind.” This is a taking cognizance which is a determination of a thing. Thus it 

belongs to the essence of mathesis.(WiT, 91) It is a taking cognizance out of oneself that 

skips over the thing itself, as it were, by determining “what” a thing is in advance. This 

anticipatory determination is the sketch [Entwurf\ of being. It opens the space [,Spielraum] 

within which something shows itself: “How they show themselves is prefigured in the 

sketch.”(WiT, 93) This is general to Dasein. As Heidegger outlined in Being and Time, all 

understanding is a sketch by which we take something as something. The distinctively 

modem, however, cannot lie in this anticipatory sketching. The distinctively modem lies 

rather in the determination of being as constant and the ground to this being in the cogito 

sum, “I think.” This determination allows mathematics in the narrow sense to come into 

play as the science of being.
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The cogito sum points directly to Descartes’ attempts to ground being in what can 

be absolutely certain. Descartes’ metaphysics are the deepest thinking out of the modem 

mathematical project. Newton’s laws of motion are founded upon axioms, the fundamental 

anticipatory determinations of thingness, the “blueprints” [Grundrisse] of the structure of 

beings as a whole.(WiT, 92) This blueprint in Heidegger’s terminology is Da-sein, world, 

the openness within which things appear as what they are. As part of Heidegger’s 

hermeneutic deconstruction of Western metaphysics, he is digging behind the objects of 

science to determine how they are what they are, i.e., in what way they are determined as 

knowable objects. One corollary to this project is that it is possible to find this fundamental 

metaphysical determination of being in the fundamental texts of metaphysics, for it is in 

[ these texts that the fundamental determination of being takes place. I deliberately used the

locution “takes place” because according the Heidegger being reveals itself in language; the 

author does not effect the determination of being through an act of will. Descartes is central 

to the modem project not because he is an innovator, but because in his metaphysics one 

finds the deepest expression of the fundamental grounds o f this modem project. These 

fundamental grounds are the axioms of science, those principles out of which it knows 

both how it should know and what types of objects fall within its knowable domain. The
I

fundamental axioms of the modem project to know nature through mathematics are found 

in the character of the cogito. Descartes was led to this conclusion because he wanted to 

■ make truth certain. This move was both based upon Christian theology and was also a

< reaction against it. It was based on Christian motives because Christian theology
k

understood the highest being to be that being which was fully actualized, i.e., constant. 

Thus one o f God’s determinations was omnipresence.(MHB, 16) Only that which was 

\ ever-present was “real.” Thus the transformation of truth into certainty was determined by

being as actuspurus.(MHB, 24) This transformadon, however, reacted against Chrisuan 

theology in pushing away reveladon as the ground of knowledge. According to
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Heidegger, medieval science held that knowledge of nature which was not grounded in 

Scripture had no intelligible basis.(WiT, 96) That is to say, for medieval science, nature 

was the effect of a free act of creation by God, the meaning of which was revealed in 

Scripture, and more importantly, could change as a result o f another act of will by God. 

Descartes and modem science had to find a way around this contingency of nature because 

this contingency was incompatible with the constancy of mathematical truths. Thus part of 

the modem project involves a rejection of the revealed truth o f Scripture. Heidegger wants 

to push beyond this local rejection of Christian revelation to a rejection of revelation in 

general. The axioms which ground knowledge must be self-grounding.(WiT, 97) This 

need for self-grounding axioms led to Descartes’ famous experiments in doubting. 

Descartes did not doubt because he was a skeptic, but because he needed to show the true 

self-grounding axiom which could be the basis, the subiectum, because it could not be 

doubted.(WiT, 103)11 This basis is, of course, the cogito, the “I think.” Only on this basis 

is it possible to find the axiom which is absolutely first and as absolute, absolutely certain.

One can clearly see the connection Heidegger is attempting to draw between 

Descartes and Galileo’s physics. The laws of motion which make possible a mathematical 

description of nature exist “in the mind,” as Heidegger quotes Galileo; the pure geometric 

motions of bodies in Galileo’s and Newton’s formulas have existence and being only in the 

mind. Galileo, however, accepted the self-evident truth of geometry and the truth of the 

reason that apprehended it. Descartes, on the other hand, began by doubting even these

" In other places Heidegger indicates that the importance of certainty relates to the Christian 
preoccupation with personal salvation. Although he never discusses it so far as I know, 
there is another Christian basis for Descartes’ profound worry about certainty. The 
nominalist philosophy arose out of the fundamental conviction of God’s absolute freedom 
of the will. One of the great debates in Scholastic philosophy was whether God could 
invalidate laws of reasoning, particularly the law of non-contradiction. Pushed to maintain 
God’s absolute freedom, the nominalists maintained He could, even if out of His goodness 
He chose not to. All one has to do is take freedom more seriously to realize that goodness 
is only a stopgap measure which cannot contain the ultimate contigency of knowledge. In 
the barest of shifts, Ockham’s free God became Descartes’ evil genius. Descartes turned to
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truths, but could not doubt the truth of “I think therefore I am.” In this way he showed the 

absolute self-certainty of grounding being in Galileo’s “I think in my mind.”

All subsequent knowledge must be founded on this absolute axiom of the self

certainty of the cogito. This is to say that all knowledge must conform to the certainty of 

the positing which posits itself. Other propositions are certain when they are presented 

before the thinking I clearly and distinctly, i.e., when they are represented. These clear and 

distinct representations are the ideas. Descartes “ideas” borrow from the Greek “idea" in 

that ideas in representation are certain and that means constant and continuous: “W hat is 

thus represented has also already presented what is constant, that is, what is real, to 

representational thinking.”(MHB, 25) The ideas, that which is represented, for Descartes 

are mathematical truths which are now the most real beings. “Reality” must be construed
i
jj “ideally,” which is to say, it must be represented in terms of representing, or to put it in

|  more familiar terms, reality is constructed: “Accordingly, the reality of what is represented|
and added in all representing is characterized by being represented.'\MHB, 2 9 )12 The 

object thus has a passive character, since what it is dependent on the positing, representing 

' subject, the ego cogito. Kant’s “Copemican” revolution is prefigured in Descartes and the

' modem project itself.

This reference to Kant points to something important in Heidegger’s presentation. 

There is a fundamental ambiguity in the laws of nature that modem science discovers: are 

they descriptive or prescriptive? This ambiguity also appears in the meaning of 

’ representation: are they re-presentations o f something already present or are they

representations made present by a positing mind? It is not clear in Descartes whether laws

________________________________________________________________________________
the certainty of the cogito because the freedom of God’s will upset any grounding of 
knowledge in God, even God’s own revelation. Cf. Gillespie, Nihilism.

12 The connections are clearer in German, where the common word for reality is 
“Wirklichkeit,” or literally, that whose character is being effected [wirken]. This has an 
obvious etymological connection with “werken,” work and “Werke,” a work.
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of nature are discovered or willed by humans. This ambiguity led to a disjunction between 

reason and nature that increased in the post-Cartesian period and came to a head in Hume’s 

absolute split between analytic truths and knowledge of nature. Kant attempted to reunite 

reason and nature while simultaneously obeying Hume’s injunctions against uncritical 

metaphysics. His means of reuniting reason and nature or reason and being was his 

“Copemican revolution,” which made being synthetically posited by thinking or 

transcendental I. There could be no knowledge of things in themselves, but only of those 

objects synthesized by the transcendental I. The posited nature of being becomes quite 

clear in post-Kantian philosophy, such as that of Reinhardt or even more explicit in the 

thought of Fichte, who combined Kant’s pure and practical reason into one absolute self-

: positing I that wills being itself.
i

I For Heidegger, this willed character of being is the key to modernity. Thus his

reading of Descartes is thought out of this character of modernity; it interprets Descartes
I
; through the prism of Kant and Nietzsche. Heidegger really wants to show that the willing

' that posits being wills according to the determination of being as what can be absolutely

certain. It is never the case for Heidegger that there is an I that posits reality, as some crude
f
, constructivism holds; being always reveals itself. In modernity, being reveals itself as self

certainty, which is to say, as that which is posited by a self-certain I. All willing must 

conform to this self-certain character of being, or to put it clearly, the will constructs in 

accordance with mathematics and calculation. Reason and will, thinking and acting, shape 

themselves into a mutually dependent system that constructs the world according to this 

systematic rationalization.
s

The constructed nature of modem reality is the central fact of modem technology.

It connects production and science in a way that goes beyond saying that production is

applied science. Rather, Heidegger wants to say that science is already in itself technical.

The common ground of science and modem production lies in the metaphysical
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l
f

determination of being as that which is posited by an absolute and self-certain subject. That 

which the subject effects [wirkt] is being thought o f as reality [ Wirklichkeit]; the real is 

what is brought about through the work [Werken] o f the subject. I began with Heidegger’s 

account of the metaphysics of modem science and have now come to the point where this 

same metaphysics o f the self-certain subject constructs the world, that is to say, both nature 

and society, in accordance with itself. Science is technical because it too obeys the 

technical determination of being, that is to say, the rationally willed construction of reality, 

that comes to light in Descartes’ and Kant’s metaphysics. For this determination, all reality 

is effected and its reality lies in its being effected by a subject. The subject works. The 

subject works in accordance with the determination of being in modernity as what can be 

known through representation of the will. Because the will as representation demands 

certainty of itself, it must will itself because only this self-grounding or self-willing can be 

certain. All willing is thus what Heidegger calls will-to-will.13 The will-to-will, according 

to Heidegger, is the essence of modem technology. The will-to-will means to effect 

effectiveness. Modem technology as the will-to-will is thus the construction of reality 

which obeys the fundamental stricture to construe everything in terms of what can be most 

effectively effected. Modem technology operates under the demand of maximum 

efficiency. Thus in the metaphysics of science Heidegger also finds the metaphysics of 

modem society, whether capitalist or a planned economy. Modem social organization as 

well as modem science lies under the domination o f the technical determination of being.

The Domination of Modern Technology

In depicting how the demands of the modem technological and scientific project 

develop into the demand for maximum efficiency Heidegger has presented a sort of

13 It is via this circuitous route that Heidegger designates Nietzsche’s true teaching to be the 
equation of the will-to-power as will-to-will and thus as the completion of metaphysics.
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“dialectic of enlightenment.” It was the belief of the early modems such as Descartes that 

the new science being developed would enable man to become the master and possessor of 

nature. We become masters of nature by subjecting it to our will; our knowledge of how 

things function enables us to manipulate nature to attain our desired outcomes. Through 

science, we will be able to construct a new Eden here on earth. This seemingly imminent 

prospect inspired (and inspires still today) great and sometimes fantastic hopes for the 

future; as science and technology progressed, all sorts of heretofore “natural” limitations 

disappeared, exciting speculations of further progress, o f a  kinder, gentler human race 

which has overcome all material need and want and lives in peace and comfort. This vision 

stands in direct linear descent from the dreams of early modems such as Bacon or 

Descartes.

Unfortunately, this “instrumental” understanding o f technology fails to capture the 

true dynamic of modem technology. We are no longer (if we ever were) capable of 

mastering technology. Heidegger suggests that,

The distinctiveness of modem technology lies in that overall it is no longer a 
mere ‘means’ and no longer stands in the ‘service’ for others, but itself 
enfolds its own character of domination. Technology itself commands out 
of itself and for itself and develops in itself its own type of discipline and its 
own type of consciousness of victory.(GA53,53-4)

The “type of discipline” modem technology develops and subjects itself to is the 

demand for maximum efficiency. As a principle of being, it stands outside of all human 

willing, which is to say, it achieves an objective reality beyond the consciousness of human 

beings. As the principle of the modem will, it rules in all willing, even to the detriment of 

the individual who “wills.” Individuals do not freely will; the real will is the will-to-will, 

which Heidegger sees as absolute subjectivity. In contrast to our usual conception of 

humans as actors effecting their will on the world, Heidegger believed that human beings

This is quite a controversial interpretation, the consideration of which will not be 
undertaken here.
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can only accord themselves with this absolute willing subject and become themselves the 

effected rather than the effectors. The obvious modem example is capitalism, which 

operates explicitly under the demand for maximum efficiency. To achieve this goal 

demands that humans fit themselves to function within the demands of production. This 

fitting to function is what Heidegger calls “cybernetics.”(FBSD, 7-9) Humans become 

cogs in the machine, mere raw material in the “total mobilization” of all resources. Modem 

technology, which initially aimed at the betterment of the human condition and the 

realization of human freedom ends in the absolute slavery of humans to efficiency.

This dialectical transformation of modem technology found a strong resonance in 

social theory for several reasons. In no small part this was because o f its congruence with
I
; a large body of existing theories that analyze modem society, such as Marx’s critique of

capitalism and Weber’s sociology of rationalizauon. Moreover it anticipated newer theories 

such as radical environmentalism, even as it echoed older Luddite worries about the nature 

of machine technology that cropped up in response to the Industrial Revolution. In this 

situation, Heidegger could be taken as another, perhaps more radical, voice in the chorus 

that held modem technology in suspicion. By “suspicion,” however, I do not mean 

! “rejection,” although in the case of radical environmentalism o r  neo-Luddism that might

hold true, but a view o f technology that refuses to see it as the advocates of technology like 

| to see it, as a constantly progressive savior of humankind that would make life easier, more

comfortable, more free, and more secure. Although there have always been Luddites who 

I feared technological innovation along with the often huge societal shifts that such
!f
\ innovation entailed, the First World War more than anything else undermined the faith in

technological progress, for the enormous and unprecedented carnage came as a direct result 

|  of technological innovations in weaponry. Whatever pain and misery had resulted from the

birth of unfettered capitalism and the Industrial Revolution, the pain could be seen as a 

problem of social arrangement, and not of technology itself. Marx, whose hatred of
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capitalism as a class system cannot be doubted, nonetheless held that the solution to 

capitalism lay in rational use of advance technology; there was no return to pastoral 

craftsmanship in Marx’s post-capitalist world. The First World War thrust to the forefront 

of everyday consciousness the realization that technology could devour its makers. Ernst 

Jiinger, who was trained as a cavalry officer and thus one of the last remnants of the 

knightly class, saw the utter insufficiency of that class in the face of the products of modem 

science and production techniques, accounted for this massive change in the nature of war 

in postwar books such as Storm o f Steel, which frankly glorified this new war machine. 

Less aesthetically-minded intellectuals were more troubled by the new nature of war and the 

reality of the black heart of technology. The problem of technology was thrust into the 

center of political debates. Far from dying out after the initial shock, these debates have 

rather increased over time because new technologies constantly come to the fore, expanding 

human potential, both for good and for ill. Nothing captures this dual nature of new 

technology quite like atomic energy, which exploded, quite literally, on the scene in 194S. 

In the form of weapons, we have amassed arsenals o f atomic devices which can destroy the 

earth many times over; even in its peaceful use as energy in leaves behind harmful waste, 

but it has great potential as an energy source, particularly since it does not pollute the air 

like wood or fossil fuels. The tremendous benefits and evils of nuclear science mobilize 

and polarize political debate like few other technological innovations.

Technology could be criticized not only in terms of the possibility of grave physical 

danger to humans, but also with respect to its moral effects. As a whole, this might be 

called the humanist reaction against technology. Here again there is a long ongoing history 

of thinking about the dehumanizing dangers of rationalization. The new methods of 

production which united capitalism with machinery gave rise to fears about the 

mechanization o f life. Even the earliest exponent o f  capitalism, Adam Smith, noted that the 

specialization of labor, necessary to the capitalist production process, ran the possibility of
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reducing the worker’s being to that of his work; the pinhead maker becomes a pinhead, 

incapable of exercising the liberal judgment necessary to make them fully human. Later 

Emerson writes: “Machinery has been applied to all work and carried to such perfection that 

little is left for the men but to mind the engines and feed the furnaces."'4 The machine 

dictated that its tenders assume its tempo. It set the standard for efficiency that workers had 

to match. Rather than being merely a tool, it shaped the very workers who used it into its 

image.

The autonomy of the new production processes over and against its human 

“masters,” coupled with the extension of efficiency to many other spheres of action sparked 

many attempts to understand the whole of modem society as governed by inhuman forces, 

foremost among them those of Marx and Weber. Marx saw the rise of capital as the 

governing force to modem life. Capital had its own demonic “logic” which was separate 

from the subjective desires even of the capitalist themselves. The subjective desire of the 

capitalist is the expansion of value through the investment of money as capital.15 The 

circulation whereby money increases itself through its capitalization “suddenly presents 

itself as an independent substance, endowed with a motion of its own, passing through a 

life-process of its own, in which money and commodities are mere forms which it assumes 

and casts off in turn.”16 To this suddenly independent substance, the process of increasing 

capital, both the capitalist and worker must submit themselves. To increase capital 

demands increasing production in the face of extreme competition. This demands from the 

worker subjection to an increase of division of labor and increased machinery so that labor 

becomes increasingly monotonous and to a corresponding decrease in wages until it

14 Emerson, R. W., English Traits, ed. H. M. Jones (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 
1966); quoted in Trilling, Lionel, Sincerity and Authenticity (Cambridge, MA: Harvard 
University Press, 1972), 126.

15 Marx, Karl, “Capital, Volume One,” in The Marx-Engels Reader, ed. Robert C. Tucker,
2nd ed. (New York: W. W. Norton & Company, 1978), 334.

16 ibid., 335.
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reaches mere subsistence wages.17 For the capitalist, however, competition requires 

continual investment in newer and more expensive capital to improve the productivity of 

labor, or else face bankruptcy and the loss of all capital. ‘Thus the capitalist would have 

won nothing by his exertions but the obligation to supply more in the labor time, in a word, 

more difficult conditions fo r  the augmentation o f  the value o f his capital."18 The subjective 

desire to increase money ends up impoverishing both the workers and the capitalists 

because it submits to the “law” of capitalist production, which is governed by competition. 

In the end, we achieve great means of production and absolute impoverishment of humans; 

the only winner in capitalism is capital itself.

Likewise Weber saw capitalism as the dominant characteristic of our time. Similar 

to Marx, he saw that capitalist production demanded ever-increasing rationalization of 

production. This rationalization expanded outwards to encompass all spheres of modem 

life, reforming the state, law, bureaucracy, army and religion according to the dictates of 

efficiency. The whole process is rationalization, whose model is the machine.19 Labor in 

capitalist production “is calculated like that of any material means of production. On this 

basis, the American system of ‘scientific management’ triumphantly proceeds with its 

rational conditioning and training of work performances, thus drawing the ultimate 

conclusions from the mechanization and discipline of the plant.”20 This process presents 

itself to the individual, whether worker or owner, as the unalterable order of things, or

17 Marx, Karl, “Wage Labour and Capital,” in The Marx-Engels Reader, ed. Robert C.
Tucker, 2nd ed. (New York: W. W. Norton & Company, 1978), 214-216.

" ibid., 214.
19 Weber, Max, Economy and Society, ed. Guenther Roth and Claus Wittich (Berkelely, CA: 

University of California Press, 1978), 973, 811, 1156.
30 Weber, Economy, 1156. The characterization of scientific management as “American,” 

whether characterized positively or negatively, was common in German political-economic 
parlance, particularly during the interwar years. Herf, Reactionary Modernism. It probably 
played a role in Heidegger’s own comments about the dangers of “Americanization.” See 
GA52, 10-11; GA53, 86.
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“irresistible force” to which they must submit.21 Weber had worries over this state of 

affairs, the “iron cage” in which we find ourselves.22 Weber famously puts forth the 

possibility that we might be condemned to “mechanized petrifaction, embellished with a 

sort o f convulsive self-importance. For the last stage of this cultural development, it might 

well be truly said: ‘Specialists without spirit, sensualists without heart; this nullity imagines 

that it has attained a  level of civilization never before achieved.’”22 The rationalization of 

human life might in the end reduce humans to a nullity amidst its tremendous material 

prosperity.

Weber and Marx dominated social science in the twentieth century. Lukacs, for 

instance, generalized Marx’s theory of commodification along the lines of Weber’s process 

of rationalization to develop his theories on reification. He wanted to extend Marx’s 

conception of the commodification of labor to the entirety of social relations; like Weber, he 

turned to “the principle of rationalization” at work in rational mechanization of scientific 

management (Taylorism).24 This process “reveals in all its starkness the dehumanized and 

dehumanizing function of the commodity relation.”23 Because rationalization and reification 

are essentially capitalist, and that is to say a class phenomena, Lukacs could still keep faith 

in the revolutionary potential of the proletariat to reverse this process. Rationalization could 

be separated from the reason inherent in history. The rise of fascism and the Stalinist turn 

darkened that faith. Horkheimer’s and Adorno’s Dialectic o f Enlightenment reflects the 

darkest hours o f their faith. In contrast to Weber, who held that Western rationalization

21 Weber, Protestant Ethic, 54, 181.
“ In German it is “stahlhartes Gehduse,” or literally, “steel-hard box.” While “iron cage" 

is not incorrect in catching the irresistability of the fate to which we are submitted, it lends 
an almost antiquated air, it misses the machine image which steel (modem iron) and box or 
shell convey. Capitalism subjects us not to an iron cage which future technological 
advances might free us, but to inexorable machine-like character that results from the most 
modem technological and rational control.

23 Weber, Protestant Ethic, 182.
24 Lukacs, History and Class Consiousness, 84-88, 95-100.
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had two moments, one instrumental and one belonging to science which disenchanted the 

world, the dialectic of Enlightenment meant to reflect the two moments onto each other 

such that the means of disenchantment, scientific knowledge, became identical with 

instrumental reason. The chosen method of securing knowledge against the mythic was 

mathematics. “It confounds thought and mathematics. In this way the latter is, so to 

speak, released and made into an absolute instance.”26 By equating itself with mathematics, 

thinking objectifies itself as an impersonal calculating machine which means reason 

becomes identified with instrumental rationality, the thinking most identified with capitalist 

production. “It serves as a general tool, useful for the manufacture of all other tools, firmly 

directed towards its end, as fateful as the precisely calculated movement of material 

production, whose result for mankind is beyond all calculation.”27 By setting the origin of 

instrumental reason in the very project of the Enlightenment rather than in capitalism, 

Horkheimer and Adomo radicalized the problem such that it threw into doubt the hopes of 

every Enlightenment project, including Marx’s.28

In their identification of mathematics, positivism, and instrumental reason Adomo 

and Horkheimer come very close to Heidegger’s own history of being.29 It is this 

similarity that has allowed some later figures on the Left to attempt a rapprochement with

25 ibid., 92.
i 36 Horkheimer, Max and Theodor W. Adomo, Dialectic o f Enlightenment, tr. John Cummngs
: (New York: Continuum, 1990), 25.
I 37 ibid., 30.

38 This is not the place to investigate the ways, such as Adorno’s negative dialectic, by which
they wanted to save something of reason that could evade the domination of instrumental
reason. Adomo, Theodor, Negative Dialectics, tr. E. B. Ashton (New York: Continuum,

' 1990).
39 It is this connection which enables Habermas to group Heidegger with Adomo as part of a 

totalizing critique of modernity. See Habermas, The Philosophical Discourse o f Modernity. 
In both cases, Habermas rejects the total identification of Enlightenment reason with 
instrumental reason.
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Heidegger.30 Chief among the worries that unites them is a concern for the total 

administration of human life in all its facets. This is to a large extent coterminous with the 

fear of the “colonization of the lifeworld” or the domination of the public sphere by 

economics.

It is significant that all o f the figures, Heidegger included, understand modem 

economics solely in terms of the production principle (for Heidegger, see OM, 88). To use 

one of Weber’s distinctions, because production has one single, clear goal, it is open to 

technical or objective rationality; it concerns deliberation only over the means, not the ends. 

The danger the people I discussed above bring out is that the means become an end; as 

Marx puts it, when the only goal is to increase production through greater efficiency.
f
[ Weber, however, also distinguished objective rationality from subjective rationality,

although both were seen as subsets of instrumental rationality. Subjective rationality is at 

work in utility “calculations.” These utility calculations are values because they judge what 

is valuable to the subject. They are strictly subjective because there are no objective 

grounds forjudging a  utility function to be inappropriate. We understand this today when 

we say that all values are “subjective,” that is to say, there is no universally valid criteria to 

| j  judge one set of values inherently superior to another. Subjective rationality is thought

from the consumption side of economics and not the production side. Weber correctly 

thought that most important social problems fall under the rule of subjective rationality, 

which means they are not subject to technical solutions. This does not mean the technology

30 Dallmayr has written a book on the subject, Dailmayr, Between Freiburg and Frankfurt. 
Others would include Steven K. White and Michael Zimmerman’s earlier work, particularly 
where he puts together Heidegger and Marcuse. White, Steven K., Political Theory and 
Postmodernism (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1991); Zimmerman, Michael, 
“Heidegger and Marcuse: Technology as Ideology," Research in Philosophy & 
Technology, 2 (1979). Zimmerman has since distanced himself from his earlier attempts to 
appropriate Heidegger. Zimmerman, Michael, Heidegger’s Confrontation with Modernity 
(Bloomington, IN: Indiana University Press, 1990); and Zimmerman, Michael, Contesting 
Earth's Future (Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 1994), 4-5. In their own way, 
Derrida, Lacoue-Labarthe and Nancy also point to some common grounds between the 
thinkers.
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will play no role, nor that in the end it might not bring about the total administration of life, 

but that it will serve subjective, that is to say, partisan ends. This is quite different than the 

faceless tyranny of instrumental reason that has become its own end.

Curiously enough, this distinction does not affect Heidegger’s analysis. He is 

unusual in rejecting both subsets of instrumental rationality. He recognizes that the flip 

side to technical domination is the growing domination of values, and thereby rejects value 

philosophy as one part o f modem technology. Thus for Heidegger, Weber’s solution of 

the battle over values is still part of the problem. One must take care to understand what 

Heidegger means. He does not mean to reject the role the human good plays in thinking, 

nor human dignity. By “values” he means precisely “values” in the sense Weber and 

Nietzsche before him thought them; subjectively chosen goals. Value thinking comes about 

only in the modem understanding of the subject, which makes the ego the source of all 

truth and value. Where Weber and Heidegger depart is that Heidegger’s subject is absolute 

subjectivity, the will-to-will, and not the will of an individual person or even of a particular 

people. All values have value only for this will, only insofar as it serves to enhance this 

absolute will. Because this will-to-will wills according to its maxim of maximum 

! efficiency, all values get subsumed to instrumental rationality. It is not that Heidegger

could not see different values and ideological conflicts in modem times, it is that he thought 

they could only win their battle for domination by their total rational mobilization of forces. 

Values became one of the resources to be mobilized. Even values, the subjective side of 

i  Weber’s instrumental rationality, become a rationalizable resource. In this way, the two

sides of Weber’s instrumental rationality become one for Heidegger.

This rejection of value thinking represents Heidegger’s profound rejection of the

path beyond rationalization offered by Weber. Like Heidegger, Weber was interested in

regaining a sense of the divine in the face of the rational tyranny of capitalist society, but

for Heidegger, his solution of value philosophy was still part of the problem of coming to
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terms with the divine. In a  curious way, values degrade everything, for they secure things 

as valuable for something else. To make God even the highest value means to secure God 

as a resource for the absolute willing subject, that is to say, God as the highest value is the 

only type of god who can coexist with modem technology. This rationally secured god is 

the antithesis of the truly divine for Heidegger. Value thinking means the end of God as 

God, and the inception of the age of completed nihilism.

Technology and the Death of God

Heidegger rejects the instrumental nature of technology, but it is necessary to see in 

what sense he rejects it. The rejection could very properly be catalogued with other 

humanist rejections of technology because it ruins the dignity of humans, but this dignity 

for Heidegger, in contrast with many other critics, is due to our relation to the divine.31 

What is innovative in Heidegger’s approach is that he combines his analysis of technology 

with his analysis of nihilism. Nihilism means that God is dead, that the divine no longer 

comes into presence in the modem world. This is because the question of being no longer 

poses itself to humans; we suffer under the twin fates of Seinsverlassenheit and 

Seinsvergessenheit, the abandonment of being and the forgetting of being. To say that 

modem technology is nihilistic means that through it we have been cut off from the ground 

of our own being, a ground which is opened only by questioning being. Without 

understanding the connection of technology and nihilism, appropriations of the later 

Heidegger’s approach to technology cannot focus the issue as he wanted, and thus cannot 

understand the political conclusions Heidegger drew from the confrontation o f man and 

modem technology.

These connections are made in their most concise form in “Overcoming 

Metaphysics,” written between 1936 and 1946. When Heidegger expanded upon the

31 Cf.” Letter on Humanism” for dignity of human being.
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historicity of being to analyze specific historical constellations in terms of their being or 

their appropriations of being, he designated modernity as the age of completed 

metaphysics. The completion of metaphysics includes “the fact that metaphysics is now for 

the first time beginning its unconditional rule in beings themselves, and rules as beings in 

the form, devoid of truth, of what is real and of objects.”(OM, 67) As we have seen in the 

previous chapter, things show themselves against the totality of significance which makes 

up a world. Heidegger was interested in gaining access to this pretheoretical worldhood of 

world, or the way in which things are. They way in which things are is the how of beings, 

which Heidegger calls world or Da-sein, the “there” of being. Things show themselves in 

their being according to the specific “there” of being. We understand a thing in its specific 

historical constellation when we understand the overall significance of a historical epoch of 

|  being. Heidegger therefore understands an era through its understanding of being or the

determination of being which is authoritative for its time.32

According to Heidegger, the authoritative determination of being in contemporary 

times is metaphysics. Metaphysics constitutes the history of the West as its destiny 

determined from its beginning in early Greek thinking about being. This thinking of being 

was open to a peculiar deformation by which being could appear in beings yet disappear 

behind the dominance of beings.

32 The accusation sometimes leveled against Heidegger, in particular by Adomo and 
Habermas, that he loses the ability to analyze history in a concrete fashion because he turns 
to historicity cannot hold. Adomo, Negative Dialectics, 128-131; Habermas, The New 
Conservatism: Cultural Criticism and the Historians’ Debate, tr. and ed. Shierry Weber 
Nicholsen (Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 1989), 146. While it is true Heidegger lumps 
together seemingly disparate phenomena under the rubric of “metaphysical,” it does not 
mean that it lacks concrete specificity, only that Heidegger found an underlying connection 
a unity between a broader range of phenomena than other analyses. All theory is an 
abstraction, and Heidegger’s is neither more so or less so than a “Dialectic of 
Enlightenment” or a social process of rationalization.
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Metaphysics is a fate in the strict sense, which is the only sense intended 
here, that it lets mankind be suspended in the middle of beings as a 
fundamental trait of Western European history, without the Being of beings 
ever being able to be experienced and questioned and structured in its truth 
as the twofoldness of both in terms of metaphysics and through 
metaphysics.(OM, 72)

Heidegger calls this the “most extreme oblivion of being 

[Seinsvergessenheit] ,”(OM, 72) This oblivion of being is itself the being of beings, which 

is to say, the being of beings, the way in which things show themselves, is peculiarly 

enough a type of being in which being itself does not come forward and does not appear as 

a question. The failing to appear of being is itself a way of being. (N 4,214) We will 

return later to this vital and difficult point. Metaphysics is the oblivion of being because in 

metaphysics, being disappears behind beings. This requires a little explanation. The 

oblivion of being occurs because of the type of question that is asked about being ever 

since the Greeks. The question of being which came about in Aristotle’s metaphysics is 

“What is being?” or “What is the being of beings?” This question takes the form of the 

Socratic question, “What is X?” The point Heidegger wishes to make is that this is the type 

of question one asks about beings, e.g., “What is a tree?” Metaphysics questions being as 

if “it” were a being. In this way, being disappears behind beings, or is released into 

beings, as Heidegger sometimes puts it. In treating being as a being, metaphysics forgets 

the ontological difference, the difference between being and beings so central to 

Heidegger’s thinking. Metaphysics forgets being not because it does not ask about being, 

but rather because in asking the type of question it does, it treats being as a being, and thus 

overlooks being itself.

As metaphysics works itself out in the history of being, being is thought through 

the attempt to absolutely secure beings for the mathematically rational subject. The most 

extreme oblivion of being, i.e., the completion of metaphysics, is the will to will.(OM, 72) 

Heidegger specifies the concrete forms which the will to will takes as technology:
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The basic form of appearance in which the will to will arranges and 
calculates itself in the unhistorical element of the world of completed 
metaphysics can be stringently called ‘technology.’ This name includes all 
the areas of beings which equip the whole of beings: objectified nature, the 
business of culture, manufactured politics, and the gloss of ideals 
overlaying everything.(OM, 74)

Technology has a being-character, which is to say, it unifies the connection of 

significance which make up the modem world. Technology signifies the being of the 

modem world. As such, it coincides with the term “completed metaphysics.”(OM, 75)

By what path does Heidegger come to make this connection? Earlier I examined 

why Heidegger calls modem metaphysics “technological,” but his equation of technology 

and metaphysics is a hallmark of his later philosophy. One should keep in mind that 

; Heidegger early thought of his hermeneutical phenomenology as metaphysics; even as late

|  as his 1935 Introduction to Metaphysics he retained the term “metaphysics” for the

authentic questioning of being.33 To practice metaphysics means to transcend the 

obviousness of the given understanding of being in order to let the openness in which 

beings appear come to presence. This underwent a subtle but decisive shift later, once 

Heidegger understood the metaphysical question of being which lets beings appear as what 

they are as a question concerning the “what” of being; i.e., a question that takes being to be 

a being. This oblivion of the question o f being itself in metaphysics is the advent of 

nihilism. Heidegger thus establishes a connection between metaphysics, technology, and 

nihilism.

Although Heidegger had broached the technical understanding of being before 

Being and Time, it was not until the early 1930’s that he began concerning himself with the 

connection between technology and nihilism. The attempt to uncover the metaphysical 

\ substratum between technology and nihilism led through Nietzsche, but it was a twisting

33 One can trace this shift in the meaning of the term “metaphysics” across the various 
editions and additions to “What is Metaphysics?” In the 1928 original, “metaphysics”
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path that eventually led Heidegger to the opposite conclusion about Nietzsche than the one 

with which he began. The figure that stands behind and guides Heidegger’s readings of 

Nietzsche as the last metaphysician is also the probable source of the connection Heidegger 

drew between technology and the modem being of beings: Ernst Junger. Two works in 

particular have relevance in this regard: the essay ‘Total Mobilization” (1930) and the book- 

length expansion of the same subject The Worker (1932). According to an accounting of 

his political involvement written after the war, Heidegger wrote that at that time he viewed 

the historical situation through these two books. “Among a small circle at that time I 

discussed these writings with my assistant Brock and tried to show how an essential 

understanding of Nietzsche’s metaphysics was expressed in them, insofar as in the horizon 

o f this metaphysics the history and present of the West was seen and foreseen.”(FT, 18) 

What he had seen in 1932 held true for 1945, “In this reality everything stands today, may 

it be called communism or fascism or world democracy .’’(FT, 18) This reality is stamped 

under the sign of the worker. In “Overcoming Metaphysics” Heidegger reiterates, “For 

labor (cf. Ernst Junger, DerArbeiter, 1932) is now reaching the metaphysical rank of the 

unconditional objectification of everything present which is active in the will to will.”(OM, 

68) If we are to understand Heidegger’s appropriation of Nietzsche, we need to examine 

Junger.

Jiinger received his epiphany on the slaughterfields of World War I. It taught him 

that mechanization had completely overtaken warfare and we could only find aesthetic 

pleasure in this process. ‘Total Mobilization” seeks to find the metaphysical grounds for 

Germany’s defeat and possible resurrection. Jiinger found the source in the economic and 

social structure of the allies, particularly America. Because America did not have a 

traditional class structure which partitioned certain classes to warfare or the war economy,

meant the questioning of being; in the “Introduction” appended in 1949, “metaphysics”
meant that calculating thinking which is the forgetting of being.
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it could mobilize its entire economy and laboring power to the conflict, giving it a great 

advantage in the new “battles of material.”34 America would have been the inevitable 

winner of the war had it not ended when it did.35 Germany’s only path to power lay in 

imitating America (or Bolshevism; Junger was actually more drawn towards the Soviet 

Union than to America). In The Worker, Jiinger put a more metaphysical slant to the 

thesis, calling for a transformation of reality by stamping it in the shape (Gestalt) of the 

worker and soldier. “Gestalt' in Jiinger’s terminology functions similarly to Heidegger’s 

being; both are wholes that encompass more than the sum of their parts.36 The way in 

which reality is transformed and mobilized Jiinger names “technology.”37 We must 

transform ourselves into workers so that we would be in accordance with underlying 

historical life processes, the will to power, which would thereby give workers a world- 

historical meaning. The will to power must be embraced wholeheartedly; the mobilization 

of workers and material under the stamp of labor must be total. In this queer mixture of 

history, metaphysics, and geopolitics, the will to power took form as the worker which 

would transform reality into material for work. The worker and total mobilization became 

the principle of being or in Heidegger’s language, the being of beings.

The effect on Heidegger was lasting. The connection of greatest significance for 

Heidegger’s thinking on technology lies in the connection between Gestalt, easily 

convertible into Heidegger’s being, and technology. Jiinger showed Heidegger that and

34 Junger, Ernst, ‘Total Mobilization,” in The Heidegger Controversy, ed. Richard Wolin 
(Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 1993) 117.

35 Although Junger is often derided in scholarly publications, it should be noted his prediction 
was accurate, particularly if one views the Second World War as a continuation of the First. 
America’s resource mobilization for the Second World War is astonishing in hindsight. It is 
also worth noting that after the war, the only power who could compete with the United 
States was another classless system, the Soviet Union.

36 Junger, Ernst, Der Arbeiter: Herrschaft und Gestalt (Stuttgart, Klett-Cotta, 1982) 33; 
Heidegger, GA33, 17-18. Heidegger’s lecture course was held in 1932. The similarity in 
themes is probably not coincidental.

37 Junger, Der Arbeiter, 311.
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how technology could constitute the being that makes up the world. Beyond this 

overarching theme, individual formulations influenced by Junger crop up in “Overcoming 

Metaphysics.” “Since reality consists in the uniformity of calculable reckoning, man, too, 

must enter monotonous uniformity in order to keep up with what is real.”(OM, 88) “This 

release [of being into machination] takes man into unconditional service. It is by no means 

a decline and something 'negative’ in any kind of sense."(OM, 83) Since Heidegger views 

machination as the desolation of the earth, this sentence makes sense only by keeping in 

mind that machination was an escalation of power and a manifold increase in production 

and consumption. The whole notion of unlimited production and consumption principles, 

of nature and man understood as raw materials, takes its cue from Jiinger.(OM, 84) So 

; too, although this is often overlooked, is Heidegger’s prediction of the end of a distinction

|  between war and peace.(OM, 84)38 The notion of reality completely transformed by man

as the laboring animal owes its image directly to Junger. Since Heidegger himself 

! maintains this, it should not be a controversial point.39

What has been more controversial is how close the result is to Nietzsche, for as 

Heidegger said, he was convinced that Der Arbeiter ex pressed at a different level the

| 3H Heidegger is sometimes given praise for prescience in this regard; he is actually repeating a
! formula of Jiinger’s. Junger, Ernst,“Total Mobilization,” in The Heidegger Controversy,

ed. Richard Wolin (Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 1993), 126-127.
39 What is more controversial is the claim, made by both Poggeler and Zimmerman, that 

Heidegger was positively influenced by Junger which led to a proximity with National 
Socialism. Poggeler, Schritt zu einer Hermeneutische Phitosophie, 2S4; Zimmerman, 
Michael, “Ontological Aestheticism: Heidegger, Junger, and National Socialism,” in The 
Heidegger Case, ed. Tom Rockmore and Joseph Margolis (Philadelphia: Temple 

b University Press, 1992) While it would admittedly make for a clear connection—the Nazis
|  were after all a workers party—I find it hard to fathom that Heidegger would advocate total
I  mobilization as the solution to the death of God. In his postwar “Facts and Thoughts,”
r Heidegger gives two key principles for reality, the worker and the death of god, technology
I and nihilism. If I am correct in my overall interpretation, these two belong to the same
f constellation of being. If so, it would be difficult to believe that for a time Heidegger would
i believe that total technology represented an adequate replacement for the dead god. A

more likely hypothesis is that Heidegger interpreted Junger similarly to the way in which he 
would later interpret Nietzsche: they provided an insight into the nature of modem reality, 
but their thinking, instead of overcoming modernity, only radicalized it. Heidegger 
appropriated Jiinger’s depiction of modem technology, but whereas Jiinger’s answer was to 
submit to it, Heidegger wanted to resist it.
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metaphysical truths enunciated earlier by Nietzsche, which meant that Heidegger had to 

interpret Nietzsche’s thought so that it would be made consistent with Jiinger’s quasi- 

Nietzschean insight into reality.40 In nuce, the will to power must become the will to will, 

whose basic form is technology and rationalization. This interpretation has been 

controversial since Heidegger published it, all the more so since Nietzsche had been 

considered beforehand (and often today) a sort of irrationalist.41 Heidegger, fully aware of 

Nietzsche’s reputation, had to show that the ostensibly anti-rational will to power must in 

the end take the form of Junger’s worker society, that is to say, modem technological 

society. In the barest sketches, Heidegger begins with the last line of The Will to Power.

“This world is the will to power and nothing besides! And you yourselves are also this 

will to power—and nothing besides!”42 According to Heidegger, this proposition states that 

 ̂ Nietzsche thought that the will to power constituted the whole of reality, i.e., it was the

being of beings.(WN, 86) At this point, Heidegger stands on relatively stable ground.

The interpretation becomes more questionable as Heidegger moves to think through the 

meaning of will to power. Ordinarily, one would think of having a will to power as 

meaning that one desires or wills to have power or to have the ability to exercise 

domination over things. As Heidegger points out, however, willing is in itself the exercise 

of power over things; one must already have power in order to will. This means that the 

power that is willed in the will to power is not one chosen goal among others, but the one 

that wills the essence of willing itself. The will to power must be the will to will.(WN, 77-

40 This is consistent with Heidegger’s reservations about Jiinger’s metaphysics, which is to say, 
[ its inadequacy for penetrating to the roots of nihilism. In the cases of both Junger and

Nietzsche, Heidegger felt that their way of posing the problem closed them off to the 
essence of the problem.

|  41 Many of the French postmodernists have taken particular umbrage at Heidegger’s claim
I that Nietzsche was the last metaphysician, emphasizing instead an interpretation of the will
i to power as difference resistant to the principle of reason. See for instance, Deleuze’s

Nietzsche and Philosophy or Derrida, Jacques, “Interpreting Signatures 
(Nietzsche/Heidegger): Two Questions,” in Dialogue and Deconstruction, ed. Diane P. 
Michelfelder and Richard Palmer (Albany, NY: State University of New York Press, 1989).
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79) The will to will is still the will to power, but o f a peculiar type. Because it wills its 

own self, the will to will is the will to power become self-conscious of itself.(WN, 88-89) 

This means that the will wills whatever is necessary to expand its power over things; it 

must become ever more efficient in order to become effective as will to power. The will to 

power that becomes self-conscious as will to will is thus equivalent to modem technology; 

the will to power must will itself to operate according to maximum efficiency. The name of 

the being who knowingly wills himself as will to power is the overman, whose task is 

“taking over dominion of the earth.”(WN, 96-7) Nietzsche’s overman for Heidegger is 

Jiinger’s worker, the new race of humans that will dominate the earth. While this deepens 

Jiinger’s account, whether this is actually what Nietzsche meant by the will to power is not 

| at all clear. What is clear is that Heidegger’s interpretation of the will to power as the will

to will and the essence of modem technology as a principle of being is heavily influenced 

by Junger’s vision o f modem society.

As a comprehensive principle of being, technology means more than just
j
; production and equipment, although it does encompass these phenomena; it includes all

facets of modem life, including even ostensibly non-technological areas such as faith or the 

\ human sciences. Historiography and its inherent historicism, for instance, both arise from

■ and are dominated by the technological understanding of technology.(OM, 74) Technology

I as the particular constellation of being determines and orders all things, including man, in

1 accordance with the fundamental logic of its development. This development grows out of

the abandonment of being which releases man into unconditional service to the will to 

will.(OM, 83) In unraveling the meaning of this statement, Heidegger launches into one of 

his most concise indictments of modem society. Human being is understood out of the 

j determination animal rationale. Heidegger takes the two parts of this term and shows how

42 Nietzsche, Friedrich, The Will to Power, ed. Walter Kaufmann, trans. Walter Kaufmann and 
R. J. Hollingdale (New York: Vintage, 1968) 550.
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the two parts develop in conjunction with their extremes so that humans become both 

subhuman and superhuman simultaneously because these two extremes are in the end the 

same thing.(OM, 83-4) This is to say, our “higher,” rational side, reason and science, 

comes to serve our “lower,” animal side, our bodily drives and desires. “The drive of 

animality and the ratio o/humanity become identical ”(OM, 86) This is another way of 

expressing the fact that the will to power is in essence the will to will; power enhances itself 

as it becomes technically rational. The expansion o f reason in the guise of technologically 

progressive science and technology allows for greater satisfaction of our drives and 

passions. Science becomes the domination of nature whereby man becomes the “master 

and possessor of nature.” “The consumption of beings is such and in its course determined 

by armament in the metaphysical sense, through which man makes himself the ‘master’ of 

what is ‘elemental.’” 43 (OM, 84) Heidegger understands the modem impulse out of its 

birth in early modem thought, such as that of Bacon, Descartes, and Hobbes. Each saw 

science as the means to mastering nature for the ends of the satisfaction of human desires.
t

Because it is driven by the unconditionality of the will to will, the twofold escalation of 

) drives and science is itself unconditional, which is to say, unlimited.44(OM, 84) Because

drives satisfy themselves through consumption, beings are conceived as raw materials 

► which stand under the “principle of production.”(OM, 88) The reverse side is the

“circularity of consumption for the sake of consumption,” which “is the sole procedure 

which distinctively characterizes the history of a world which has become an
c

43 Heidegger is thinking primarily of atomic science, but he was also aware of the enormous
i possibilities offered by genetic research, which can manipulate another type of “element.”

He even hypothesized that eugenics would become a normal practice in modem society in 
order to engineer superior types of humans better able to match the efficiency of machines.

|  44 This unhealthy dialectic of passions and reason has been noted by several Heideggerian
j environmentalist. Schirmacher, Wolfgang, Technik and Gelassenheit: Zeitkritik nach
: Heidegger (Miinchen: Alber, 1983); Zimmerman, Contesting Earth’s Future.

A recent example of this unlimited drive of science is the recent furor over cloning. While 
even many scientists are spooked by this breakthrough, almost all say that the research will 
continue because, according to them, if it can be done, it will be done. This is evidence for
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unworld.”(OM, 87) This principle is in turn governed by the wili to will. Man as the 

“rational animal” is equivalent to “economic man,” or the human type that comes about in 

an instrumentally rational society devoted to production.

In this technological world o f “economic man” politics is swallowed up into 

economic thinking. Politics becomes subsumed into machination and as a result political 

leaders becomes overseers o f technological and economic expansion. The whole process 

of calculation and efficiency requires a central administrator who can direct everything in 

the most rational and efficient manner.

Herein the necessity of ‘leadership,’ that is, the planning escalation of the 
guarantee of the whole of beings, is required. For this purpose such men 
must be organized and equipped who serve leadership. The ‘leaders’ are 

I the decisive suppliers who oversee all the sectors of consumption of beings
1 because they understand the whole of all those sectors and thus master
> erring in its calculability.(OM, 85)
j
i This “leader,” by virtue of his superior intellect, transcends his immediate desires

so that he can properly calculate for the whole. This little section on leaders hits three 

: different targets. On the one hand, it understands the political necessity for a command

; economy in a system of ultimate efficiency, and of an administrative class, a la Weber, to

i oversee this system. Secondly, it twists Nietzsche’s attempt to ennoble philosophical

leadership into its opposite, the rule of small-souled technocrat. Heidegger manages an 

interpretation of Nietzsche which explains the existence of a human type Nietzsche held to 

be impossible. We will examine later how this is possible. Thirdly, by using the term 

“leader” [Fiihrer], Heidegger openly criticizes the direction he believed Hider had taken, for 

Hider leads in the service of machinadon. It should be noted Heidegger carefully puts 

“leader” into quotadon marks, indicating that there can be a leader who is not a so-called 

“leader” who preserves the essence of leadership and does not fall into the seeming

Heidegger’s claim that technology possesses a logic which overpowers and masters its 
human “masters.”
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leadership (the distinction between true and seeming “leadership” necessitates the use of 

quotation marks) which falls under the sway of the will to will and the abandonment of 

being. This type of “leadership” results from the subsumption of the genuinely political 

under economics and management techniques. While Heidegger’s account here may be 

rightly construed a criticism of Hitler, it does not represent a break with his advocacy of the 

Fuhrerprinzip in his days as rector. Rather I would suggest it represents his belief that 

Hitler proved in the end to be a “leader” and not a leader.43

If thus far the summation o f a society dominated by instrumental rationality fits 

comfortably with the left Heideggerianism I outlined earlier in this chapter, the account of 

unfettered technology does not exhaust the meaning of the will to will. If it did, the will to 

will would have no greater explanatory power than Adorno’s dialectic of Enlightenment or 

Habermas’ colonization of the lifeworld, being distinguished only by a greater 

obscurantism in the terminology.

Heidegger’s focus, however, is directed primarily at the nihilistic consequences of 

modem technology; the baneful effect of technology is that it aims at nothing. The will to 

will is a willing, which is to say, a striving. This is the source of the escalation, the sheer 

motion towards, of the development of technology. At the barest level, willing is motion 

towards something to be brought about, an “out towards” motion that enables humans to 

transcend their given existence. Readers familiar with the early Heidegger will recognize 

the wills similarity to care, which is also characterized as a motion “out towards.” The 

question is always in what direction does—or should—the will aim. Taking his lead from 

Kant’s understanding of practical reason, Heidegger asserts that to willing belongs

43 Both Poggeler and Vietta cite this text as proof of a break with National Socialist tendencies 
at the philosophical level. Poggeler, Otto, Philosophie und Nationalsozialismus am Beispiel 
Heideggers (Opladen: Westdeutsche Verlag, 1990), 33; Vietta, Silvio, Heideggers Kritik am 
Nationalsozialismus und an der Technik (Tubingen: Niemeyer, 1989). The careful use of 
quotation marks belies this hope, and indeed points to the underlying conclusion that
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I

consciousness; the object striven after is posited and known beforehand. If the willing is 

not mere wishing, the means to the end are given along with it. When the object is 

obtained or consumed, this completes the movement of willing. We are familiar with this 

operation of the will even in our most trivial pursuits; I desire to scribble a note, and I pick 

up a pencil and write in the words I conceived in my mind. This same operation can 

describe grander designs and plans, from conceiving and executing a business plan, to 

urban planning, to commanding an entire national economy. If we shift to Heidegger’s 

understanding of the will metaphysically, the question is what it strives to effect. The will 

to will is a unique kind of will because in the will to will, the object and the striving are the 

same. The will to will, as the term indicates, moves towards nothing other than itself and 

its own perpetuation. If willing is usually represented as a segment, the will to will is an 

infinite spiral, but a spiral that circles in on itself until it is left only as a point. A point, 

geometrically considered, has no direction and no aim. Thus it is essentially aimless. ‘The 

aimlessness, indeed the essential aimlessness of the unconditional will to will, is the 

completion of the being of will which was incipient in Kant’s concept of practical reason as 

pure will.”(OM, 81) Put together, it means that modem technology is aimless or 

meaningless. It works towards no end but itself. This would be one understanding of the 

essential nihilism of modem technology.

What makes technology and machination aimless? If efficiency or fiinctionalization 

is the aim, this produces aimlessness because it turns a criterion for measuring the means 

into a measure for ends. It means that the ends themselves are forgotten. The meaning of 

work is lost, for as I explained in the first chapter, meaning is sense in a directional sense; 

things have meaning insofar as they aim at an end. The individual labors for a wage in 

order to consume and the product is made in order to be consumed. Humans in the age of

genuine leaders, the “shepherds of being,” are the answer to the problem of technology.
The break is with Hitler, not with the political-philosophical underpinnings.
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technology have become fixed as the laboring animal, which “is left to the giddy whirl of 

its products so that it may tear itself to pieces and annihilate itself in empty 

nothingness.”(OM, 69) The change from understanding humans as working beings to 

laboring beings is important. Work refers to both the production of a work and the end 

product itself; labor refers only to the sheer process of production. Labor is pure power.

In modem capitalism, laborers sell their labor power to the owners of capital. In the 

production process, labor power is on the same level as machine power; both are blind 

components of the production process. This leveling of work into labor is the root, 

according to Marx, of the dissociation between a laborer and the product of his labor; labor 

is the source of alienation. Heidegger has a quite similar view.46 Labor is simply power in 

the service of the will to will, which in itself cannot posit any ultimate goals beyond itself. 

Labor signifies the alienation of work from its ultimate “in order to” that gives in meaning. 

Transformed into labor, work serves no purpose; it has lost its transcendental meaning.

There is a close connection between transcendence, purpose, and service that bears 

closer inspection. The will, as pointed out above, is a striving to overcome, a striving to 

go out towards some aim. This striving to overcome is the source of human transcendence; 

it is how we get beyond where we are now. The goal towards which we strive is the 

purpose of the striving. This purpose is the meaning of the striving; it answers the 

question of why we strive. The work we do in striving towards the goal is done in service 

of accomplishing this purpose. All meaningful work is in service of some transcendent 

goal. The will to will operating in modem technology upsets these connections. Because it 

aims at nothing besides its own perpetuation and becomes both means and end, modem 

technology loses its transcendental purpose and its service-oriented character. “The 

distinction of modem technology is that it is above all no longer mere 'means’ and no 

longer stands in the ‘service’ for others, but rather unfolds out of itself its own ruling

44 So too did Arendt, The Human Condition, 79-174.
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character. ”(GA53, 53) As an end it itself, modern technology cannot serve anything. 

Without serving something else, it loses its transcendental and meaningful character.

All meaning, it should be remembered, comes from being, or to put it in terms of 

the earlier chapter on Heidegger's early phenomenology, the meaning of any individual 

thing exists only amidst a backdrop of the totality of meanings which makes up the world 

or the “there” of being. The loss of meaning in modem technology means that being itself 

is lost. ‘The essence of the history of being of nihilism is the abandonment of being in that 

in it there occurs the self-release of being into machination.”(OM, 83) While “machination” 

[Machenschaft] refers etymologically to “making” [machen], the term refers, via the 

connections Heidegger has drawn between metaphysics and modem technology, to the
t
i totality of the system of being of the modem world. It is this total system of modem
i

science, modem technology, modem society, and modem metaphysics that causes the loss 

of being. Therein lies the peculiarity of the modem world. It is an “unworld,” which 

means that “the ‘world’ has become an unworld as a consequence of the abandonment of 

beings by the truth of being.”(OM, 84) Humans are abandoned by being and left merely 

with beings because metaphysics cannot experience being itself, that is to say, it no longer 

: asks the proper question o f being. Only by posing the authentic question of being can

humans let being presence as the coming into being of the world as a meaningful whole.

1 Only by passing beyond metaphysics to the question of being can humans let being
t\

presence as a world that would give authentic meaning to their work.

• The use o f “authentic” here is meant to underscore an essential connection between

I this essay and Being and Time. The meaning of being for Heidegger is both the meaning

[ of any particular system of meanings, i.e., a particular world or culture as we would put it

i today, and also the historicity of any particular world. Authenticity means a moment of

vision in which both meanings of being became visible, both the specific historical situation

in which one finds oneself and the nullity that lies at the heart of being, which is the root of
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the historicity of being, or the truth that things can be and will be otherwise. Authentic 

knowledge knows being as presencing, as the coming into being of the temporary “there” 

which constitutes its history. “For ‘world’ in the sense of the history of being (cf. Being 

and Time) means the nonobjective presencing of the truth of being for man in that man is 

essentially delivered over to beying.”(OM, 84)47 Knowledge of the world is only authentic 

when it acknowledges the historicity of this world, that is to say, that this world in which I 

live comes into being not as the effect of human willing and planning but rather as an effect 

of the presencing of being. The technological world does not have authentic knowledge of 

the truth of being, which is to say, its presencing character. It does not have this truth 

because technical thinking is representational thinking, which fixes its object in advance 

j and understands truth as correspondence o f the thought with the object, or conversely put,

: admits as the object only what the subject can represent. The thinking subject is driven by

the need for certitude and thus stability. It stabilizes the being of the object as constant 

presence or the unchanging.48 To think being as the unchanging means the absolute subject 

cannot think being as presencing, i.e., as coming to be. The will to will, or the will to 

absolute certitude and stability, cannot think of the belonging together of being and 

nothingness, and thus cannot be authentic knowledge. In essence, the later Heidegger 

develops and enriches the fundamental impulse of his earlier thinking which contrasted 

phronesis with techne. Modem technical thinking assumes that it thinks being, which is to 

say, reality, but in actuality it fixes reality as constancy and objectivity that can be ordered, 

and so misses being itself. Yet this missing of being is of a peculiar kind, because 

metaphysics believes it has indeed grasped being or the reality of the world; reality for it 

lies in its objectivity. Believing it has being in its grasp, modem thinking no longer

I ; --------------------------------------"dem Seyn wesenhaft Ubereignet ist."(VA, 88) “Seyn” is the archaic spelling for “Sein 
Since I do not know of an archaic English spelling for “being,” I have adopted the 
neologism "beying” to represent “Seyn.”

44 This extremely bare sktech cannot do justice to Heidegger’s complicated theory of truth 
developed in many writings after 1930. The outline is essentially correct, though.
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questions being, and the questioning of being is the first step to enabling the opening of 

being whereby it can come to presence. That is why the highest need is to recognize the 

distress caused by our abandonment by being.(OM, 83) It is the peculiarity of our distress 

concerning being, however, that we do not experience this distress, at least not directly.

We do experience the effects of nihilism, that is to say, we experience some of the 

emptiness of modem society, the lack of a meaning for our lives, but we do not experience 

its root cause. Indeed, our attempts to redress this lack o f meaning results in a search for 

values. Heidegger has Nietzsche in mind, for Nietzsche saw the distress of the modem 

world in the death of God, and even experienced the abandonment of being, but for 

Heidegger, Nietzsche’s solution was the ultimate completion o f modem metaphysics, the 

; substitution of man for God by making man the ultimate subject and cause of what is.
t>
! Nietzsche may have experienced the loss of being, but rather than experiencing it as

distress, he rejoiced in it as the noonday of man who was free to again project his virtues 

into the heavens as gods. His poetic project to reevaluate all values is the grandest of all
I

Cartesian schemes to create the world through our will. Nietzsche takes us into the heart of 

nihilism, but cannot uncover the real source of our distress. He is for his sometimes- 

; disciple Heidegger the last and greatest metaphysician that we must overcome in order to
t1
I move beyond our technological desolation amidst the abandonment by being.

By taking us into the heart of modem nihilism, however, Nietzsche points to the 

essential point of distress. As Heidegger puts it after the war, “This reality of the will to 

I. power can be expressed in Nietzsche’s sense by the proposition: ‘God is dead.’”(FT, 18)

I  The death o f God is for Heidegger the essential feature of nihilism. How does it come

about that God has died? Heidegger dismisses the conservative explanation that God 

! because modems became secularized and less religious. God did not die from a lack of

faith; rather, a lack of faith is a consequence of the death of God.(WN, 65) Because being 

(or God) revealed itself in Nietzsche’s thought to be nothing, there was nothing to believe
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in. Heidegger believed that with this thought Nietzsche had expressed the fundamental 

insight into the being of the modem world, and he felt that if nothing fundamental were to 

change regarding being, eventually whatever resistance to the truth o f Nietzsche’s dictum 

there still remained would die out; eventually, everyone would come to agree with 

Nietzsche that being was entirely dispensable. If God did not die from lack o f faith, 

humans did play a role in the death of God. Following a passage from Nietzsche’s Gay 

Science, Heidegger proclaims that we killed God.(WN, 105) How did we kill God? The 

answer lies in the last three centuries of European history.(WN, 106) Modernity is the time 

of subjectivity which has taken its final form as the will to will or modem technology.

The doing away with what is in itself, i.e., the killing of God, is 
accomplished in the making secure for himself material, bodily, psychic, 
and spiritual resources, and this for the sake of his own security, which 
wills dominion over whatever is—as the potentially objective— in order to 
correspond to the being of whatever is, to the will to power.(WN, 107)

This making secure of all resources is the hallmark of technical thinking. It is thus modem

technology that kills God.

Heidegger’s interpretation of Nietzsche’s pronouncement on the death of God

flows into his own understanding of our present situation in which being has abandoned

us. That is to say, what Nietzsche calls “God” Heidegger calls “Being.” Those very

factors which have killed God—the securing of material, bodily, psychic, and spiritual

resources—coincide exactly with Heidegger’s description of modem metaphysics. While

Heidegger cautions us against any straightforward equation of being with God, there is a

harmony, even mutual dependence between the two that cannot be overlooked. Modem

technical thinking and metaphysics prevent being from appearing as what it is; it stops up

our ears and prevents us from hearing the voice of being so that we can let being come to

presence. When being fails to presence, it closes off the holy and therewith God. “The

failing to appear of the unconcealment of being as such releases the evanescence of all that

is hale in beings. The evanescence of the hale takes the openness o f the holy with it and
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closes it off. The closure of the holy eclipses every illumination of the divine. The 

deepening dark entrenches and conceals the lack of God.”(N4,248)49 Despite differences 

in tone, this passage hearkens back to the basic impulses of Being and Time. There the 

concealed purpose was to examine how to find an authentic meaning to things in the world; 

Heidegger worked from the worldly meaning of all things back to the types of possible 

ways of the world or worldhood in order to find the authentic way of existence for humans 

vis a vis their own being as temporal beings. The path led through the acceptance of the 

freedom of being, which allowed being to presence as a particular world dependent on this 

freedom of being. Beings are restored as what they authentically are only in this 

dependence upon the freedom of being. The same intent is at work in the later passage.

I Technical thinking, like theory with which is shares a close affinity, cannot think being as

freedom; thinking beings through the principle of reason, it understands all things as static 

and ordered by human reason, i.e., as raw material to be shaped by the will. The rational 

will substitutes itself for God and therewith strips things of any sort of holiness. The 

unspoken premise in the later passage is that God or being is freedom. The point in the 

1940’s is the same as the 1920’s: to think being as freedom and thus restore the divine to 

its proper place.

Thus the central problem of modem technology, technical thinking, or metaphysics

I is that it cuts humans off from the divine. To restore the divine in human affairs, and in so

doing find a home for humans, it is necessary to overcome metaphysics.

J9 White fastens upon a supposed change in Heidegger’s thinking on gods which comes 
through in a change in teminology from “godliness” to the “holy,” which supposedly 
supports his contention that gods are strangely unnecessary in Heidegger’s later thought. 
White, Political Theory, 66 In truth, concrete God or the gods are secondary things which 
arise out of thinking on the holy or the divine, which are, to use earlier terminology, formal 
indicators for gods. It was Heidegger’s intention that thinking on the divine will open up 
space for concrete gods to appear. To substitute the "holy” for “gods” does not render 
gods unnecessary.
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With the end of metaphysics, the possibility arises for a postmodern age of 

shepherds who will watch over being.50 The task o f moving humanity beyond the modem 

age requires an “anticipatory escort,” which will transform existence and bring “mortals to 

the path of thinking, poeticizing building.”(OM, 90) This transitional task of the 

deconstruction of metaphysics was one Heidegger explicitly took upon himself in his later 

years. It was not, however, the postmodern age itself. Like many prophets, Heidegger 

gives us a glimpse of the coming age. The postmodern age of the shepherds will be the age 

of poeticized building. In this simple description lie important clues. “Shepherds” points 

to the religious context, but also the specific role that humans will play: they are shepherds 

of God, caring for their flocks in service of God. They serve through building. This 

points directly to the role that work—techne—will play, for it is one of the strange turns in 

the later Heidegger that technology is both the curse and salvation for humans; it is only 

through a transformation of technology that human existence is altered. This 

transformation is brought about by the poeticization of work. Poeticized work cares for 

and serves the properly divine, and restores humans to their proper home and place in the 

order of things.

Reappropriating Technology

Despite the ills caused by modem technology, Heidegger’s path to overcoming 

nihilism leads through technology. Only by coming to an adequate relationship with the 

essence of technology can human being relate themselves to being as freedom. Heidegger 

quotes Holderlin: “Where danger is, grows/ The saving power also.”(QCT, 28) The

50 Heidegger has a complex understanding of what the “end” of metaphysics means; it 
means both coming to a close and fulfilling its destiny. In its completion, though, the 
absolute abandonment of being that is expressed in the phrase “Being is nothing,” lies its 
overcoming. All that is necessary is to understand that the nothing in that phrase should 
not be taken as a vapor or nullity, but rather as the wholly other than beings no-thing and a 
new thinking of being will begin. For these issues see, “What is Metaphysics?” “The 
Question of Being,” and “The End of Philosophy and the Task of Thinking.”
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source of the danger, technology, is also where our salvation lies. While this phrase 

sounds inspiring, we must ask whether it is truly profound or a bad attempt at dialectic. In 

the Spiegel interview Heidegger says that the task of that thinking which is to overcome 

modem technology “is to help, within its bounds, human beings to attain an adequate 

relationship to the essence of technology at all.”(Sp, 61) If we can attain this adequate 

relationship, we can restore humans to their proper essence which is dwelling. Despite his 

polemic against modem technology, Heidegger thus does not counsel rejecting technology 

out of hand: “For all of us, the arrangements, devices, and machinery of technology are to 

a greater or lesser extent indispensable. It would be foolish to attack technology blindly, it 

would be shortsighted to condemn it as the work of the devil.”(G, 22) Humans are by 

life’s necessities dependent upon technology and labor. Until manna falls from heaven and 

the elements withhold their violence from our bodies, nature demands that we cultivate and 

r build. Heidegger thus believed that a condemnation of technology in toto would be

ridiculous.

As I pointed out in the beginning of this chapter, Heidegger’s thinking on this

matter echoes Eckhart. The problem is not technology per se, but our relationship to

i technology. In the modem world we have an inverted relationship to technology and
*

beings.51 This point is important in determining what it is that Heidegger wishes to 

change. In condemning modem technology, he wants to condemn modem metaphysics 

and its relationship to being, not necessarily modem machine technology. The condition 

and size of modem society demands a high degree of technical sophistication; there is no 

going back to premodem production techniques without a drastic reduction in population. 

Heidegger, I believed, recognized this fact.(G, 22)52 The distinctive character of modem

51 Cf. Eckhart, Predigten, 55; Eckhart, ‘Talks of Instruction,” 3: 13.
52 This point is not without controversy. Poggeler accuses him of an untenable Romantic 

nostalgia on precisely these grounds. Poggeler, Otto, Neue Wege mit Heidegger (Munchen: 
Alber, 1992), 173. It does not help matters that Heidegger usually chose premodem
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technology is not its mechanistic quality, but rather that it no longer serves the human good 

understood as being at home in the world; modem metaphysics has perverted our 

relationship to being.(GA53,53-54)

Our present relationship is determined by what Heidegger calls alternatively the 

will to will, technology, or Gestell. “Gestell,” often translated as “enframing,” is a 

neologism Heidegger coined to express the totality of ways (the “ge-”) in which 

subjectivity imprints itself (the “-stell,” from “stellen,” which means “place” or “put”), 

Gestell expresses the way in which things are brought to a stand for our manipulation; as 

such things are what Heidegger called “Bestand,” or “standing-reserve.”53 In line with 

what I claimed above, the danger o f Gestell “does not come in the first instance from the 

|  potentially lethal machines and apparatus of technology,” (although that is a consequence),

but from “the possibility that it could be denied to him [human beings] to enter into a more 

original revealing and hence to experience the call of a more primal truth.”(QCT, 28) This 

“more originary revealing” is being experienced as coming to presence, an experience that 

metaphysics forgets. We have seen that this is the essence of nihilism. According to 

Heidegger, if we can overcome nihilism and thereby take up an adequate relationship to

i- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
: examples to make his contrasts starker. A close reading of his examples, however, supports
' my case: the point is almost always the relationship to things or nature inherent in using
> modem technology. The question thus is not. Can we do away with modem technology?,

but rather, Is it possible to use modem machinery in Heidegger’s postmodern poetic world?
• One could also put it, Is modem metaphysics a necessary conjunction to modem

machinery? Heidegger wants to deny this, but it is not entirely clear if this is tenable.
This point also impacts how we read Heidegger’s environmentalism. He is, I would assert, 
far closer to modernity than deep ecology, yet far more premodem than what I would call 
“technical environmentalism” (finding better technical means of overcoming 
environmental problems, e.g., cleaner-burning engines). Heidegger finds himself in this 
position because he is not really an environmentalist; the central thrust of his thought is 
concerned with the divine, not nature.

| 53 The German indicates a little better than the English the connections Heidegger is trying to
make with his terminology. “Stellen” is a transitive verb; a thing which has been place 
(gestellt) is now standing (stehen, from which the noun “Stand" is derived). This motion 
of putting things in their position is related to subjectivity; although the word generally 
used for “positing” is “setzen" “stellen” is almost synonymous, but “stellen" is also 
related to “vorstellen,” and “darstellen,” (both mean “representing”) the key terms in
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technology, “we can affirm the unavoidable use of technical devices, and also deny them 

the right to dominate us, and so to warp, confuse, and lay waste our nature.”(G, 22-23) 

This is a “yes and no” to technology that Heidegger calls “Gelassenheit'\G , 23) To bring 

about this delightful state of affairs requires that “a new ground and foundation be granted 

again to man, a foundation and ground out of which man’s nature and all his works can 

flourish in a new way even in the atomic age.”(G, 21) To find a ground and foundation 

means to find a reason why work is done so to give work meaning, i.e., to put it in service 

o f the divine and thus ultimately of being. The meaninglessness of work (abandonment by 

being) and the inability to discover its meaning (forgetting of being) is precisely the 

problem of modem technology. Only by reestablishing being in its authenticity is it 

possible to restore work to its proper place as service to something higher.

In order to restore work to its proper place, authentic being must be opened up 

through work itself. Work itself must be part of the whole in order to serve the whole. 

Heidegger must find a way to think of working and making that escapes the problems of 

modem technical thinking. This means we must return to originary possibilities of techne. 

Heidegger, one must bear in mind, always thinks in terms of possibilities of human 

existence, and the ways that these possibilides can enact themselves as being in the world. 

The history of Western metaphysics has been the progressive enacting of one possibility of 

work and thus one way of being human: “Thus the history of being is primarily revealed in 

the history of energeia which is later called actualitas and existential actuality and 

existence.”(MHB, 11-12) At work in this history is a change in the concept and nature of 

work, and thus a transposition to another way of being human.(MHB, 12) “Energeia” 

connects the two parts of metaphysics and work. “Energeia” is derived from “e r g o n the 

work produced. Energeia refers to the producing, the bringing of the work to presence in

Kant’s epistemology. Since Heidegger claimed that representing is the hallmark of modem
metaphysics, Gestell is meant to tie modem technology to modem metaphysics.
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the truth. According to Heidegger’s interpretation of Aristode, energeia is a fundamental 

meaning of being, that is to say, it is the being of being according to the Greek way of 

thinking. As such, it has a fundamental connection with physis, nature, another 

fundamental word for being. In Heidegger’s understanding, both are essentially the same 

because both refer to the being o f beings as the act of presencing of the beings. Both work 

and nature let beings come to presence as what they are.S4 The Latin translation of 

“energeia,” actualitas, the reality of work, would seem to preserve this connection between 

work and being, but Heidegger insists that ergon and actus, in Roman thinking the effect of 

an act, have decidedly different connotations. This leads to the metaphysical understanding 

of being as what is effected by action, understood by Christianity as being created by God, 

and further radicalized in modernity as what is effected by a representing, willing subject, 

j “The ergon is no longer what is freed in the openness of presencing, but rather what is

effected in working, what is accomplished in action. The essence of ‘work’ is no longer 

‘workedness’ in the sense of distinctive presencing in the open, but rather the ‘reality’ of a 

real thing which rules in working and is fitted into the procedure of working.”(MHB, 12)55 

Or as he later writes: “But never can it be sufficiently stressed: the fundamental 

characteristic of working and work does not lie in efficere and effectus, but lies rather in 

this: that something comes to stand and to lie in unconcealment.”(SR, 160) These 

confusions belong to the technical interpretation of technology which derives in turn from 

the abandonment of being which culminates in the absolute dominion of the will to will. 

Heidegger wants to return to the earlier understanding, where work is understood as a

i

w Whether this is what Aristotle really meant is quite another point, one which would take too 
long to go into at this point. It is generally held that Aristotle divides being into that which 
comes to be on its own (physis, nature) and what requires human art (techne) to come into 

t being. Heidegger is attempting to explode this distinction by setting everything back into
l what is common to both: that they come to be, or presence. Thus for Heidegger,

presencing names the being of beings. This presencing can be named by either 
“energeia" or “physis."

55 The connection between reality [Wirklichkeit], effecting [wirken], and working [werken] is 
easier to see in German.
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I
f

letting presence. Letting presence means the revealing something as it is. Earlier 

Heidegger called this aletheuein. Later he called it poiesis.

The changed understanding resulted from Heidegger's reinterpretation of what he 

meant by poiesis. In 1924, poiesis meant the way o f enacting corresponding to 

techne.(GA19,38-9) In more prosaic terms, poiesis meant making or producing. This is 

the normal translation of poiesis, but one can see from Heidegger’s own history of being 

that making is in fact only the metaphysical translation of poiesis; it makes the poietic act 

the effecting of a work by a producing subject. Thus technically seen, the being of a work 

is its "being-made” [Gemachtsein] which is derived from the making [machen], which 

becomes crystallized in modernity as “machination.”(GA19,46; for “machination” see 

GA6S). The later Heidegger wants to get behind the metaphysical interpretation of poiesis 

as making, which even he had unthoughfully followed earlier, in order to free up another 

possibility of poiesis as revealing. This is not just one type of revealing, however, but 

revealing per se.

If we understand his reading of the history of metaphysics, another motive for this 

rethinking of poiesis becomes clear: Heidegger needed to rethink poiesis because he needed 

to find a way around Nietzsche’s own appropriation o f poetic revaluation of values. 

Nietzsche took the position that all values were poetically created by humans, even if they 

have forgotten this fact and treat their creations as real in themselves.56 In taking this 

position Nietzsche was following a common Romantic path to overcoming over technically 

rationalized world by elevating aesthetics and art above science and rationality. This 

position, and the way it dominates modem thinking about possible alternatives to modem 

society, poses a danger to Heidegger, all the more so because of how close his path is to 

the path of Romanticism. Although Heidegger opposed art to scientific rationality, he

56 Nietzsche, Thus Spoke Zarathustra, 58-59.
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could not simply take over the German Romantic position because according to his 

interpretation this alternative was simply a more extreme version of Cartesian metaphysics. 

Art for modems was creation, often thought on the same par as God’s creation of the 

universe. For Heidegger, as we have seen, this view of artistic creation represents the 

metaphysical misunderstanding of energeia, or the bringing to presence of things through 

work. If Heidegger is to truly find a way past metaphysics in either in its rationalist or 

poetic guise, he must reinterpret the meaning o f poiesis, and thus o f  art.

If techne could be regarded in normal discourse as instrumental rationality, it is 

because technology as a means belongs within the domain of bringing something forth. 

(QCT, 12) Making means bringing forth. Bringing forth is generally synonymous with 

I creating, but this equation is a result of metaphysical thinking that has forgotten the original

? Greek insight into being as presencing. “Aristotle’s fundamental word for presencing,

energeia, is properly translated by our word Wirklichkeit only if we, for our part, think the 

; verb wirken as the Greeks thought it, in the sense of bringing hither-into-unconcealment,

■ forth into presencing.”(SR, 161) Poiesis is now thought of as energeia, that is to say, as

presencing. Making as bringing forth now means presencing.
S.

Heidegger thus thinks technology through this rethinking o f making as bringing 

forth into presence or as presencing. In essence, he will reverse his earlier metaphysical
>

understanding of poiesis as the way of enacting techne; instead, techne will be something 

poietic. “Techne belongs to bringing-forth, to poiesis; it is something poietic.”(QCT, 13)
9

As a bringing forth into presence, poiesis is equated with aletheuein, which Heidegger 

translates as “revealing.” All human life is poetic; even modem technology is a revealing, 

f albeit a particularly uncanny one which reveals everything as ordering and regulating and

* no longer permits its own fundamental characteristic as poetic to be revealed.(QCT, 27)
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If the goal of the 1924 lecture was to find a mode of aletheuein that was the most 

proper way of being human, the goal o f the later essay is similar, yet subtly transformed. 

The key is finding in poiesis, now understood as synonymous with aletheuein, a 

possibility that eludes its deflection by metaphysics into machination. This possibility is 

poiesis thought of as revealing. This means that techne thought through poiesis is a 

revealing. This insight allows us to think technology as presencing; it puts human being in 

relation to the authentic meaning of being. Put in the context of Heidegger’s earlier work, 

one can see what he is doing. If earlier Heidegger believed that phronesis was the mode of 

aletheuein that allowed human existence to be authentic, later Heidegger found a mode of 

technology that accomplished the same effect. In essence, he found a phronetic mode of 

I work. This mode of work can be called phronetic because both are poietic which is to say,

revelatory.

{ Phronetic or authentic work plays a role in the later Heidegger that is equivalent to

the one played by phronesis Being and Time. To recall, the central moments of phronesis 

r are mortality, temporality (historicity), and revelation of being as the situation for action

together in the world; its possibility was established by a deconstruction of the tradition 

; which opened the space for a possible repetition of the originary event that opened up our

primordial connection with meaning and the gods.

*

I Poetic dwelling encompasses all these moments. Heidegger approaches the issue

i of poetic dwelling on two different scales; the poetic moments of great art and the equally

poetic moments of craftsmanship. It is vital that the inner connection between the two

discourses, so often opposed in tone, becomes visible: both are concerned with regaining a

sense of being as presencing, which is the ground which enables humans to come to a

proper relationship to technology. It is vital because Heidegger has been seen by some

commentators as offering two different pictures of art, a Romantic vision broached

particularly in the middle 1930’s in such works as The Origin o f the Work o f Art, and a
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later, non-Roman tic view developed in his later writings on language. According to these 

commentators the later Heidegger overcame the Romanticism and Nietzscheanism of his 

first works concerning art, and thus came to a more thorough break with the dangerous 

tendencies o f Romanticism.57 If, however, one understands the unity of the questioning of 

being that takes place in both the early and later writings despite their differences in tone 

and style, one comes to a firmer understanding of the role that art was meant to play in 

Heidegger’s thought; poetic dwelling recasts Luther’s theologia crusis into a postmodern 

setting.

Poiesis is a revealing. Revealing is aletheia or truth.(QCT, 11-12) Poiesis is a 

revelation of truth. Truth, however, must be thought in terms of poiesis, which is to say,

| in terms of bringing forth into presence. Truth is enduring presencing; truth as the there of

being comes into being and is held there in the openness as the truth or meaning of the 

world. As enduring presence, truth has a definite time and site. Poiesis is, however,

(also) a making. This making is how the presencing endures; the work that is made is the 

enduring of the presence of being or truth. Thus poiesis, and that is to say, authentic 

techne, is the setting-to-work of truth. (OWA, 74) This setting to work endures as a world,

• or the “there” o f being. A work of art reveals truth in the sense of opening up a world.

Just as authenticity in Being and Time contained two moments, the essence of being and
s
* the specific being of a world opened by questioning of the essence of being, so to does a
n

work of art. One moment is that a work reveals a specific concrete possibility for a people, 

a specific historical Da-sein. The other is that it reveals the condition of this possibility as 

presencing, that is to say, as historical. Works must be thought in terms of both these

i
\ __________________________

57 Poggeler, Neue Wege; Lacoue-Labarthe, Philippe, Heidegger, Art, and Politics, tr. Chris 
Turner (Cambridge, MA: Basil Blackwell, 1990); Lacoue-Labarthe, Philippe, “The Spirit of 
National Socialism and its Destiny,” in Retreating the Political, ed. Simon Sparks (New 
York: Routledge, 1997).
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moments.58 Put together, a work of art is the enduring presencing of historical truth, one 

that keeps ever in mind the presencing character of what presences.

A work of art is brought into being by techne. Techne, as one mode of aletheuein, 

is thus one type of knowledge. This is to say that working is one way of knowing beings 

in their being. ‘T he word [techne] names a type of knowing. It does not mean making and 

producing. Knowing however means: to have in sight beforehand that which advents in 

the bringing forth o f a picture or work.”(HKBD, 137) Techne as a way of knowing 

glances ahead into the as-yet-invisible yet authoritative (literally in German, measure- 

giving, a meaning Heidegger emphasizes by splitting “Mafi-gebende") which become 

visible first in the work itself.(HKBD, 137) Essential poetry is a measuring.(PMD, 221) It 

looks to the boundary wherein something is gathered into one.(HKBD, 138) The 

anticipatory gathering which determines beings in their “original coordination” is legem, 

logos, the lightning-flash of being which steers all. (EGT, 62-4,70,76) Techne is the 

sketch of being [Seinsentwurf], the disclosure of the world. This means that here techne 

holds the equivalent position that phronesis holds in Being and Time; both disclose a world 

in a revelatory vision. This world disclosure occurs in the setting-to-work of truth in the 

work of art, which is the historical presencing of truth for a people in their sayings which 

determine the manner in which they dwell.

One can see the way in which Heidegger’s analysis of art is meant to hold together 

the two moments of the truth of being. On the one hand, a work of art discloses a world, 

that is to say, a particular measure of being, or Da-sein. On the other hand, work draws 

attention to the presencing character of that which is brought into being, for in a more 

immediate sense than phronesis techne points to the act o f bringing forth or change itself.

5* Heidegger plays these two moments against each other in varying degrees. In the case of 
Holderlin, he makes them one: the substance of what Holderlin reveals and gives to the 
German people is that we have forgotten the essence of the poetic, its historical presencing, 
which has caused the flight of the gods. In Holderlin, form and substance are identical.
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Put together, the two levels indicate that a particular measure is authentic only when this 

presencing, historical character is part of the measure. The measure of being is both a 

particular measure that maps out being (objective genitive) and a measuring by being that 

bears the trace of being as possibility and freedom (subjective genitive).

As a measure of being, i.e., of freedom, art can initiate new possibilities of human 

being. Already in 1925 Heidegger hinted that “discourse, especially poetry, can even bring 

about the release of new possibilities of the being of Dasein.”(HCT, 272) Because this line 

concludes a section on idle talk, Heidegger means that poetry has the possibility of 

releasing possibilities of speech not already held by das Man. In Heidegger’s early 

philosophy this role was generally taken on by phronesis and its resolution in the moment 

of vision, but here (along with the example concerning Sophocles in the 1919 lecture) 

Heidegger implicitly equates poetry with phronesis, as the exemplary way of releasing new 

possibilities of the being of Dasein.59

It is necessary to consider these “new possibilities” in both the objective genitive 

and subjective genitive moments of the measure of being. Objectively, i.e., the specific 

form in which a work of art takes shape, the work of art opens up a new world which 

delivers the originary “sayings” or myths to a people, in which the gods become present. 

Considered in this way, poets are the founders of peoples. They found by “instituting,” 

that is to say, sketching or giving the measure for, being as a saying.(GA39,214) Because 

“giving measure” is authoritative [MajS-gebend\, poets are the architects of the order of a 

world. Poetry is the architectonic “science.” This authoritative measurement of being is 

the authentic meaning of polis.(G A 39,30,214,216; PMD, 227; G A 53,100- 101) For 

Heidegger, poets are, to use a famous phrase of Shelley’s, the legislators of mankind. 

Politics in this way has been turned into art.

w GA56/57, 74-75.
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This conception of art as political measure-giving has strong Romantic overtones.60 

It would be possible to agree with Heidegger’s critics on this point if they did not miss 

what is most important for Heidegger in the work of art, the subjective genitive dimension 

of the measuring of being that art offers: that it allows the authentic being of Dasein to come 

to presence. Art enables us to rethink the being of Dasein in a manner other than that given 

by das Man or modem metaphysics. To recall, both das Man and metaphysics understood 

being in terms of theory, which is to say, it understood being as the unchanging.

Phronesis was another possibility of being because it understood being as something that 

can be otherwise, as possibility. This thinking was grounded in authentically grasping 

one’s mortality, as what cannot be mastered or represented, and as the juncture of being 

and nothingness.

Phronetic art represents this in a variety of ways. In the first instance, art points to 

that which cannot be ordered and steered.(HKBD, 148) This can be seen particularly in

60 Several commentators have taken up this theme, most notably, Schwan, Poggeler, and 
Lacoue-Labarthe. Schwan, Alexander, Politische Philosophic im Denken Heideggers, 2nd 
ed. (Opladen: Westdeutscher Verlag, 1989); Poggeler, Neue Wege; Lacoue-Labarthe, 
Heidegger, Art and Politics; Lacoue-Labarthe, The Spirit of National Socialism." All three 
believe that Heidegger’s thought developed out of this Romantic infatuation, although they 
draw different political conclusions from this change. Poggeler’s first book on Heidegger 
and politics responded to Schwan’s contention that Heidegger’s authentic political teaching 
was found in the “Origin of the Work of Art,” to which Poggeler half-countered by 
recognizing some truth to this, but arguing that Heidegger had grown past this early 
Romantic enthusiasm into his mature conception of art in the technical age. Poggeler, Otto, 
Philosophic und Politik bei Heidegger, 2nd. ed. (Mtinchen: Alber, 1974) Poggeler has 
retained the essential parameters of this argument through the years, although in more 
recent years his criticism of Heidegger’s politics has grown harsh and he no longer sees 
Heidegger’s critique of technology in a quite so unambigously positive light. In Schwan’s 
view, Heidegger grew out of his Romantic phase, but also thereby grew out of any political 
philosophy at all. Schwan, Alexander, “Zeitkritik und Politik in Heideggers 
Spatphilosophie,” in Heidegger und die praktische Philosophic, ed. Annemarie Gethmann- 
Siefert and Otto Poggeler (Frankfurt a. M.: Suhrkamp, 1989). Like the other two, Lacoue- 
Labarthe finds essential continuities between Heidegger’s attempts to refound metaphysics 
in 1933 and the German Romantics desires to create peoples as works of art, a desire that 
found its worst form in Nazism’s national aestheticism, whereby “the political (the City) 
belongs to a form of the plastic art, formation and information, fiction in the strict sense.” 
Lacoue-Labarthe, Heidegger, Art, and Politics, 66. He believes, unlike the other two, 
however, that Heidegger’s slow distangling from Romanticism, completed by his 1955 letter 
to Jiinger, published as Zur Seinsfrage, offers a path beyond metaphysico-fictive politics. 
Lacoue-Labarthe, “The Spirit of National Socialism,” 151.
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poetry, which derives its richness from ambiguity of meaning. This puts it in opposition to 

ordering and steering because all ordering and steering is grounded in the univocity of 

terms; only on the basis of univocity can knowledge predict and prediction is the root of 

steering.61 The second way of representing limitedness is the “strife” at play in the work of 

art between world and earth. World is the opening o f the “there” within which things show 

themselves. A work sets up a world.(OWA, 45) Into this world juts forth the earth. A 

world lets the earth be earth.(OWA, 46) Earth is the self-secluding, by which Heidegger 

means that which conceals itself, that which withstands manipulation. In this way the 

materiality of things shows itself differently in works of art than in equipment. In 

equipment, the material disappears into the use of a thing; it is only as material for 

use.(OWA, 46) To technical thinking, material appears as raw material which exists only 

for use in human constructions. In a work of art, however, the material comes into the 

open on its own; as such it is no longer material in the sense of material for use, but rather

| material as earth, the limit of the possible.(OM, 88-89) For earth to be earth, it must escape

every scientific determination of its being. “The earth appears openly cleared as itself only 

when it is perceived and preserved as that which is by nature undisclosable, that which 

shrinks from every disclosure and constantly keeps itself closed up.”(OWA, 47) Earth and 

world belong to one another; neither would be possible without the other. The world 

disclosed in the work o f art is set back on the earth; by this Heidegger means that the 

“content” of the work of art includes the earth as earth, that is to say, as what cannot be 

mastered. The last and perhaps most important way the work of art is authentic is that it 

preserves the mystery of being. This point goes to the heart o f Poggeler’s contention that 

Heidegger abandoned the Romantic understanding of art in favor o f a modem poetry of the

Ii

M This connection between unequivocation and a “steering” science can be found in 
exemplary form in Hobbes’ Leviathan, particularly pp.41-46. Hobbes, Thomas, Leviathan, 
ed. Michael Oakeshott (New York: Collier Books, 1962).
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“trace.”62 Trace is a mark left behind by something which does not itself appear, such as 

when we refer to footprints left in the snow as the trace o f the past presence of someone. 

According to this understanding of Heidegger’s post-Romantic stage, modem poetry must 

learn “renunciation,” the impossibility of making present that which grants all presence 

except in its trace; it makes the self-concealing come to presence as what is self-concealing 

and thus as mystery.(PMD, 225; W, 151-56) However, this reflexive gesture also appears 

in 1934 in the middle of Heidegger’s “Romantic” stage. Saying never makes anything 

immediately manifest, nor does it conceal it absolutely, but is both at once and thus a “hint” 

[W/nke] .(GA39,127) “Poetry is: to place the Dasein o f the people in the realm of this hint, 

i.e., a showing, a pointing, in whose pointing the gods become manifest, not as something 

| somehow meant and observable, but rather in their hinting.”(GA39,32,214) Since poetry

I is the “institution” of being as its “there,” this means that the being is instituted as a mystery

which must be preserved.(GA39,214) The people who preserve the truth instituted in the 

sayings thus know being, and that means in the highest instance their own being, as the 

invisible origin which cannot be mastered. Poetry and art always institute and preserve this 

• ontological dimension that points to the unmasterable fate to which humans are always

\ delivered. To put it concretely, poetry institutes being as a mystery worthy of

questioning.63 Thus despite its often overt Romantic bearings, Heidegger’s early 

understanding of art escapes the attempts to classify it as Romantic. Poetry in Heidegger’s 

presentation is always the twofold measuring of being.

This second side to Heidegger’s understanding of poetry is brought out in his 

celebration of one o f his favorite lines from Holderlin: “Full of merit, yet poetically dwells/

“  Poggeler, Neue Wege, 307-308; 317-329.
M Thus Heidegger’s great love for Holderlin’s poetry, which he thought raised the question 

of its own being; Heidegger’s reading of Holderlin makes the poet into almost a twin of the 
later thinker. In a later chapter I will deal with the difficulties caused by Heidegger's desire 
to institutionalize the question of being.
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man on this earth.”64 In his 1934 interpretation, Heidegger connects the first phrase, “full 

of merit,” to what is made by man [die Gemachte des Menschen].(GA39,36) He then 

draws particular attention to the “yet” that sets the second phrase in “sharp opposition” to 

the first.(GA39,36) All of human artifacts, although full of merit, do not touch the 

essence of human existence. Poetic dwelling has nothing to do with human 

accomplishments.(GA39,36) This interpretation of poetry stands in direct opposition to 

the Romantic interpretation, which ultimately rests on taking the work of art as something 

made by a human subject; indeed Lacoue-Labarthe’s attempt to understand Heidegger’s 

later critique of subjectivity as a self-criticism of his earlier understanding of art. For 

Heidegger, art understood as a “cultural accomplishment” belongs to the technical world 

that is full of merit, yet not poetic.(GA39,36) Genuine poetry falls under a different 

relation between humans and being; rather than making being, in genuine poetic dwelling 

humans are exposed to being by virtue of their relation to language, which is not something 

humans have at their disposal, but rather is something that has human being.(GA39,67) 

Being gives itself to humans through language; poetry steers this gift into a work of art.

The relationship between humans and being points to the source of Heidegger’s 

interpretation of poetic dwelling: Luther’s theology of the cross. In the years of his first 

crisis of faith, Heidegger approvingly cited Luther’s opposition to the Catholic theology of 

God’s glory in favor of a theology of the cross which related to God as the mysterious 

source of grace. For Luther, the distinction rested upon man’s role in attaining salvation: 

he could hold no truck with any theology that asserted that salvation could be attained 

through human accomplishment, no matter how meritorious. From this distinction comes 

his famous opposition between faith and works. Heidegger’s opposition between 

technology and poetry rests on the exact same basis. This comes through quite clearly in

64 “Voll Verdienst, doch dichterisch wohnet/ Der Mensch auf dieser Erde.” Holderlin, 
Friedrich,“In Lieblicher Blaue,” in Samtliche Werke, vol. 2, 1, ed. Friedrich Beissner 
(Stuttgart: W. Kohlhammer Verlag, 1951), 372.
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his interpretation of Holderlin’s “Full o f merit, yet poetically...” The “yet” highlights the 

“full of merit” in such a way as to draw attention to the Lutheran background, which 

explains why Heidegger counterintuitively opposes human works to poetry; in Luther’s 

theology, works may be meritorious, but in the end have nothing to do with salvation. 

Heidegger is interested neither in personal salvation nor in faith, but similarly to Luther he 

does believe that humans must renounce the sufficiency of their accomplishment in order to 

establish an authentic relationship to being and hence the divine. For Heidegger, like 

Luther, the stance humans take towards God determines how they receive God. Poetic 

dwelling brings humans into an authentic relationship to being by opening them to 

revelation as the gift of being.

Heidegger reinterprets technology and work in light of this understanding of poetry 

as a twofold revealing measure of being. Poetry sketches out and institutes being as a 

whole, but in terms of being as that which cannot be mastered. In so doing, it escapes the 

| technical understanding of technology which concludes in cybernetics, and it lays the

ground for authentic dwelling. “Poetry first of all admits man’s dwelling into its very
I
; nature, its presencing being.”(PMD, 227) Insofar as man dwells, man builds. Authentic

I building is also rooted in poetry. “Authentic building occurs so far as there are poets, such

poets as take the measure for architecture, the structure of dwelling.”(PMD, 227) This 

; means that we must think dwelling and building in terms of poetry; the dimensions

; Heidegger sketches out for poetry reflect back onto how to think dwelling and making,

i.e., our earthly existence in relation to the divine.

In “Building, Dwelling, Thinking,” Heidegger relates this new understanding of 

dwelling specifically to themes raised in the first part of Being and Time. To be 

- authentically human, that is mortal, means to dwell on this earth. “Dwelling” recalls

Heidegger’s interpretation of the “in” of “being-in” as “‘to reside,’ ‘habitare,’ ‘to dwell,”’
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all in the sense of “to be familiar with.”(BT, 80)65 To dwell means in the first instance to 

work with something, to take it into one’s care and concern. In the later essay, Heidegger 

follows this up by equating dwelling with building and finding the meaning of building in 

caring and cultivation.(BDT, 147) Building signifies more than just construction; it is the 

category of all concemful activity in the world, of which construction of edifices is one 

type.(BDT, 147) Heidegger specifically calls building techne, to let something 

appear.(BDT, 159) To let something appear in its presence is also the quality of work.(SR, 

160) Dwelling, building, working, and techne are all related to human’s poetic dwelling.

In Being and Time, dwelling (work, techne) occupied an ambiguous place because it was 

the primary way of being meaningful and yet also could not be authentic knowledge 

because it could not make Dasein itself present, that is to say, its own being. By rethinking 

dwelling through poetry in the new sense, “Building, Dwelling, Thinking” permits Dasein 

to come to presence authentically. In this way, poetry lets the world “world,” that is to 

say, come to presence as a world.(OWA, 44)66 In Being and Time “world” stands for the 

totality of connections of meanings; here in the later essay “world” is the fourfold of earth 

and sky, divinities and mortals. The fourfold is Heidegger’s shorthand poetic description 

of this totality, since it spans the total sphere of being; i.e., everything that is can fit into 

one of these categories. The fourfold gives the poetic measure for all building and 

dwelling.(BDT, 158) Dwelling and building preserve the fourfold by letting them presence 

into things.(BDT, 151) Things make up a location which gives being to spaces; space is a 

clearing within a boundary or horizon into which the fourfold is admitted.(BDT, 154-55)

65 The German words are “Wohnen,” and “sich auf halten." In the later essay, “dwelling” 
renders “Wohnen," but the other word should be kept in mind, particularly since in has the 
connotation of temporary residence. Time is never far from being in Heidegger’s thought.

66 Heidegger’s use of the word “world” as a verb dates from his work in the early 1920’s; 
Gadamer mentioned its use in one of his recollections on the early Heidegger. Gadamer, 
“Die Religiose Dimension,” 309. He used it in the phrase “es weltet," [“it worlds”]; it is 
meant to draw attention to the presencing character of the world. Since it is related to 
another well-known phrase Heidegger used for the presencing of being, “es ereignef' [‘‘it
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Authentic, that is to say poetic, building lets the world unfold as a whole in the work; it 

permits the primal dwelling with the revelation of being through work in a work.

There is an ambiguity in Heidegger’s presentation of the relation between building 

and the fourfold that needs to be clarified: the presentation refers both to a general 

description of how being comes to presence and to an authentic relation between the two. 

As a general description, Heidegger says that all human existence is poetic, i.e., technical 

or work-oriented. Since work lets the fourfold come to presence in the work, all work is a 

location of the fourfold. The fourfold—being— is always present in some form or another. 

The fourfold, however, like being, is essentially possibility or play, as the later Heidegger 

will say; the elements of the fourfold can take up different positions in regard to each other. 

The shifting positions make up the play space [Spielraum], or openness, in which things 

appear as what they are; as such, the fourfold is the “there” of being, for as Heidegger says 

in Being and Time, the “there” is the openness in which things appear. To keep within the 

language of Being and Time for the moment, this description of the fourfold is worldhood, 

the index of possibility that makes up human existence (Dasein) that enacts itself in various 

configurations which make up a specific historical world. This means that the fourfold is 

gathered together in things in all types of building, even in modem technology. Modem 

technology is a specific way of letting the fourfold come to presence; the fourfold is thus 

present even in the modem superhighway. It is present, as we have learned in this chapter, 

in a very peculiar way, such that being is absent, or as Heidegger makes it plain in this 

essay, the gods are present in their absence.(BDT, 152-3) The absence of god is one way 

in which the gods “enact” themselves. This absence of the gods upsets the balance of the 

fourfold such that their counterparts, mortals, usurp the position of the gods. Feuerbach

occurs,” or sometimes “it events”] it also indicates that the event of being comes to 
presence as a world.
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and Marx make this explicit.67 This usurpation, however, changes the nature of the other 

elements; without the gods, mortals are no longer considered as mortals, and both the sky 

(form, ideas, the unconcealed) and earth (material, the concealed) come under modem 

human sway, i.e., the sky becomes mathematical representations and the earth raw material 

for exploitation.(GA39 104-5) This puts the analysis of modem technology presented 

earlier into the language of the fourfold. The uncanny aspect of modem technology, 

however, is that we do not even notice that the gods are absent; modernity is marked by 

this twofold absence of the gods. Modem technology may be poetic, but it is poetic like no 

other kind of poetry. Authentic building, on the contrary, admits the fourfold, but admits it 

so that the fourfold is made present to the builders.68 Authentic building is making a

1 location that grants a space in which the fourfold is admitted and instituted.(BDT, 158)
I

Heidegger’s concrete example: a farmhouse in the Black Forest. “Here the self-sufficiency 

of the power to let earth and heaven, divinities and mortals enter in simple oneness into 

things, ordered the house.”(BDT, 160) It took into account the weather (earth and heavens
i'

combined); it made room for a childbed and a “Totenbaum” to honor the dead (mortals); it 

did not forget the alter comer (divinities). The authentic building which is a dwelling 

;< maintains the presence and balance of the fourfold that is necessary for authentic human
3

existence. Thus the kind of building that Heidegger connects to dwelling is one possibility 

of the general index of possible kinds of building. Since it lets being be as it is, it is 

authentic building, and thus the ground for authentic human existence.
r

°7 Medieval philosophers, even Aquinas, maintained that human reasoning was inherently 
flawed and thus could not reach the fail level of being of God’s knowledge. Descartes rid 
himself of this compunction. He used the term “ideas” for that which we can know clearly 
and distinctly because that was the term reserved for the forms that God perceived. In 
exercising our freedom of will by use of our clear and distinct ideas (mathematics), humans 
could truly be the image of God.

68 This could mean that the gods are present only as absence, or as the flight of the gods or 
the death of God. Both Nietzsche and even more Holderlin occupy an elevated position in 
Heidegger’s thinking because for him they alone among modems made our present 
situation present as the absence of the gods; they are therefore the only genuine poets of 
modernity.
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Authentic human existence is dependent upon its maintaining a proper relation to the 

divine. Without this proper relation, the fourfold, and therewith human being, is thrown 

out of joint; we develop an inverted relationship to beings. Building establishes human 

relations to the divine. All setting-up and instituting is a “consecrating, in the sense that in 

setting up the work the holy is opened up as holy and the god is invoked into the openness 

of his presence.”(OWA, 44) Again, this is often taken as evidence of Heidegger’s 

Romanticism, in line with the Jena Romantics vision of uniting religion and politics in a 

new mythology. As such, he seems to fall within the scope of Greek aesthetics as Hegel 

described it; unable to think abstractly, the Greeks could only conceive their gods in art, 

which gave a specific shape to that to which they paid homage. This reading of Heidegger 

j is not wholly correct, for while Heidegger desired some sort of concretion of the gods in

|  works of art, like that of the statue of Athena which gave meaning to Athenian life, his

interest is more formal.(HKBD, 136-39) The concrete shape of the god is an indicator of 

the divine against which and in relation to which human being is measured. It is the divine 

and not particular gods that are Heidegger’s concern. The condition of possibility of any 

particular god coming to presence for a people lies in awakening a sense of the divine.(LH,

| 218)
1
x

' A close look at the fourfold sheds light on this difficulty. Humans stand in a

; relationship not only to each element of the fourfold, but also to the fourfold as a whole.

This whole is being. As Heidegger puts it, human being is the relationship to world, earth 

i and gods.(GA53,52) This twofold relation indicates the nature of the elision in

Heidegger’s thinking. Within the fourfold, humans are paired off with the gods; in such a 

pairing humans are the mortals. What makes humans mortals, i.e., what makes them think 

' their being as primarily mortal, is that the gods are immortal; death takes its central place as

the limit the divides humans from gods.(GA39,173-4) Humans come to their proper 

being only in relationship to gods. Because of the twofold nature of human’s relation,
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though, this means that human’s relation to the whole is also characterized as a relation to 

godhood or the divine; being itself is the divine.

This twofold relationship of man to gods and hence the divine matches the twofold 

measuring of poetry. In the first sense, poetry establishes a relationship between a people 

and their particular gods which they serve; for instance, the Greeks with their gods or 

Christians with Christ. In the second sense, poetry measures out the being of humans as 

mortals in this institution of the gods for a people. “The poetic measure which measures 

itself in stretching for the divine gives to human their measure as mortals.”(PMD, 22) Thus 

Heidegger’s call to the gods or divine is not a call to establish a universal and eternal 

system of rule for all humans, but rather is an attempt to call us back to our proper 

historical being.

The connection between the divine and history points to an curious, yet vital point

Heidegger makes about the divine. The pairing of gods and mortals is supposed to be the

opposition between immortal and mortal, eternal and chargeable; this is what marks off

humans as mortals. Yet while Heidegger means for us to establish a relationship to the

eternal, he does not mean by this the unchanging. The divine, the whole to which we stand

in relation, is the condition of possibility o f mortality, that is to say, of change; it is

temporality itself. Being is time, or to put it slightly differently, being is the spacing of

time, its extension into a determinate historical era. As such, the divine is not within time

and is thus eternal (without time, outside of time). It appears as time, not within time. The

divine is thus temporality itself. In establishing a relation to the divine, poetry makes

possible history; to use the language o f  Being and Time, the poetic vision, just as the

phronetic moment of vision, historicizes itself as the history of a people. The ecstasy of

being as Da-sein, which once took place in the moment of vision, now occurs in essential

poetry. “Poetry as institution effects the ground of possibility for man in general to settle

on earth between it and the gods, i.e., become historical, and that means can be a
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people.”(GA39 216; BT, 436) A people is the community that shares this history, a 

history constituted by a shared understanding of the particular gods whom they serve and 

to whom they pray.

The service character of work is an essential element in authentic human existence. 

In a properly balanced fourfold, humans stand in relation to the divine and therewith to 

their gods. This relationship is one of service (if not quite dependence) because humans 

recognize these gods as the independent source of meaning for human existence. 

Heidegger’s intent is clearer if the reverse state of affairs is seen. In modernity, humans 

usurp the gods position, that is to say, they make themselves the condition of all that is, 

including the gods, whether rationalist (Leibniz) or value-oriented (Nietzsche), that alone 

can be admitted as the divine in the will to will. God serves humans, rather than the 

reverse. The god o f onto-theo-logical metaphysics, however, is not authentically 

I divine.(ID, 72) This opposition again is clearly tied to a Lutheran distinction between

reason and faith; God as the highest mystery cannot be known through reason. The gods 

to whom we can bend the knee and make sacrifices are the gods brought to presence in 

poetry, that is to say, as “hints” which preserve the mystery. This sacrificial character of 

the relationship between humans and the divine is vital. For Heidegger, we cannot bow 

down to our own creation, for bowing down is a sign of giving thanks, and giving thanks 

to ourselves is silly. We give thanks only to one we do not control. Thus authentic 

dwelling is giving thanks and serving those who stand outside our control and are the 

possibility of our existence. Our proper existence is dwelling in a meaningful world. “As

[ long as man is godless, he must also be worldless.”(G A 50,1 IS) It is only in the proper 

relation to the divine that we authentically dwell and build in the world.
5
i
5 Poetry establishes an authentic relationship to the divine—and that means likewise

to ourselves—that grounds authentic building and dwelling in the world. Through his

rethinking of poiesis, and thereby techne, building, and work, Heidegger hoped to
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reestablish a sense of the authentically divine in human existence as that which we serve, 

thus restoring meaning to our working and dwelling on earth.

Conclusion

Humans are technological beings. Unlike the gods, humans are not self-sufficient; 

they require labor and tools in order to provide for the necessities of their existence. The 

central importance of work for human being forced Heidegger into a reworking of his 

earlier philosophy. If there he bad followed Aristotle in elevating practical wisdom and 

action above technical knowledge and work for the sake of restoring a sense of the divine 

in human affairs, he had done it at the expense of separating the bulk of human life to
i

| godlessness. If he was to make the divine more fully constitutive of human existence, it

|  was necessary to integrate work and technology into the whole of authentic existence.

In rethinking the possibilities inherent in work, Heidegger thought through an 

ambiguity of techne he had found in his earlier 1924 lecture on Aristotle. There he showed 

that techne could present the being of beings either as changing or unchanging, either as

' presencing (energeia) or as constant presence (idea). The latter possibility being the ground
I

ft of metaphysics, Heidegger developed a profound and comprehensive understanding of the

mutual interplay between metaphysics and work that developed into the system of modem 

technological society.
!
f

Despite similarities with other contemporary critiques of modem society,

: particularly with Weber* s, Heidegger* s differed from these in naming the central problem

to be nihilism understood as the death of God. Modem technology was inhuman not 

because it could be physically or morally harmful, but rather because it was godless.

' Modem technology and modem metaphysics could not think of the truly divine and so

denied to humans a relation to the divine necessary for their meaningful working existence.
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Heidegger’s attempt to overcome modem society involves a thorough and 

complicated rethinking of poiesis and thereby of techne. Because poiesis is revelatory, it 

preserves the sense of being as energeia, as presencing. Human being must stand in 

essential relationship to this sense of being in order to make work meaningful. Human 

existence is poetic dwelling. As such, it stands in a twofold relationship to the divine: 

humans exist in a particular world with its particular gods and also to the divine itself, the 

mysterious origin which is the source of meaning of the whole. The poetic possibility of 

work enabled humans to dwell in the world, that is, to be authentically in a historical 

community in which the individual labor is directed towards the divine whole which gives 

it meaning.

I
} Is this postmodern transformation of the essence of work a real possibility in the

1 modem world? Can there be a practical theological-political revolution that could transform

modem society? For at least a time, Heidegger believed there was, and his choice of the 

politics meant to transform work according to his ideal goal is striking: National Socialism. 

For at least a moment—and perhaps more than a moment— Heidegger fervently believed 

that National Socialism was the politics that matched his goal of transforming work so that 

it stood in service to the divine. I turn in the next chapter to the connection between his 

philosophical and religious goals and his commitment to National Socialism; at the heart of 

it lies his rethinking of technology and work.
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Chapter 4

The Third Reich of the Spirit

Introduction

There is no doubt Heidegger was a National Socialist. There is, however, a highly 

contentious debate concerning the implications o f that fact, particularly regarding the status 

of his philosophical legacy. Is his Nazism the expression of personal idiosyncrasies or 

ideological biases totally distinct from the central thrust of his most profound thinking or is 

there an essential connection between Heidegger’s philosophy and his politics? If it is the 

latter, what is the nature of this connection? The stakes in this incident are so high because 

at issue is the question whether and in what way the greatest thinker of our age is 

implicated in the greatest horror of our age. It is not just a question of one man’s guilt, but 

of the dignity and greatness of philosophy itself.1 Thus Heidegger’s political misadventures 

have ignited a passionate battle over the nature of his politics that began the day he stepped 

forth as Nazi Rector of Freiburg and continues unabated today, the slings and arrows of 

outrageous polemic sometimes spilling beyond the ivory towers of academia to become the 

stuff o f mass journalism.

In stepping into the battleground surrounding this troubling episode in his life, one 

enters onto a field tom by such strong passions, biting polemics, and bitter accusations that 

one may despair of ever peaceably offering one’s own considered opinion in the midst of

1 Bemasconi, Robert, Heidegger in Question: The Art of Existing (Atlantic Highlands, NJ: 
Humanities Press International, 1993) 56.
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warring bands. One is expected to be either prosecutor or defender. To be a judge, 

however, one must be impartial; one must extract from the partial cases a whole case that 

will stand as the truth.

In my judgment, Heidegger’s national socialism arises out of the “factical ideal” that 

dominated his thinking from his early philosophy until his death. Thus there is no absolute 

separation between his thinking and his concrete politics. There was no “turn” against the 

ideal of National Socialism. Being and Time is not an apolitical text. The same 

commitment to an authentic religiosity that underlies his early phenomenology and his later 

considerations on the essence of technology also underlies his political engagement in 

1933. This means that Heidegger’s attachment to National Socialism is the concrete 

political expression of his factical ideal o f authentic religiosity.

This said, some clarification of this complex matter is required. To say that 

Heidegger was a National Socialist is not as cut and dried as one would imagine. 

Heidegger was a National Socialist and indeed even defended it, albeit obliquely, in his 

1966 Spiegel interview. But on the other hand, he hurled invectives at and cast aspersions 

on Hitler and the Nazi regime that rivaled any he directed against modernity.2 To say that 

Heidegger was a National Socialist does not sufficiently explain the nature of his 

engagement with the Nazi party.

In coming to terms with his engagement, one must consider three biographical facts 

of the case: he joined the Party, he left it, and he kept the faith after leaving it. Any

2 To demonstrate the complexity of the entire debate over Heidegger’s politics, Heidegger’s 
criticism of Nazism has itself come under criticism because he denounces Nazism in the 
same terms as the rest of modem society, causing critics to charge Heidegger with 
possessing an insufficient moral compass. Habermas, Philosophical Discourses, 133-34, 
158-160; Habermas, JQrgen, “Work and Weltanschauung: The Heidegger Controversy 
from a German Perspective,” in The New Conservatism, ed. Shierry Weber Nicholsen 
(Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 1989) 163; Ferry, Luc and Alain Renault, Heidegger and 
Modernity (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1990) 61-65; Wolin, Richard, The 
Politics o f Being (New York: Columbia University Press, 1990) 168.
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interpretation that does not consider all three facts will be necessarily one-sided and partial. 

The first two facts have received much attention; the third, very little. Even when the 

question of his continued faith in National Socialism is raised, it is usually limited to his 

passion for Holderlin-inspired Volksreligion in the middle 1930’s, which he subsequently 

outgrew. It is the third fact, however, that lends the others, the second one in particular, 

their peculiar color. He joined (enthusiasm for the revolution); he left (dissatisfaction with 

its course); he kept the faith (enthusiasm for its potential despite his dissatisfactions with 

the limited thinking of its leaders). In this shorthand form, the peculiar nature of his 

political ideals is really not so strange. It is not uncommon for someone to be enamored of 

an ideal, to be subsequently disappointed in the failure of its standard-bearers to uphold the

| ideal, yet still hold onto the unattained ideal that was perverted in practice. So much
\

|  attention has been directed to proving the extent of his complicity in Nazi practice that too

little focus has been directed to the peculiarity of his defense; standing before a 

denazification committee, Heidegger vigorously upholds his reasons for becoming a
f

National Socialist while simultaneously distinguishing his hopes and ideals from the 

subsequent reality of the Nazi regime. This points directly to the problematic: what is the

j ideal of National Socialism that inspired Heidegger’s entrance into the Party such that he

could think for a time that Hitler was its realization and also on the basis of the same ideal 

subsequently criticize the Party for failing to fulfill its promise? In what way could one 

think the real existing Party “went in that direction?”(Sp, 61) What did National Socialism 

mean to Heidegger?

I
 The task of reconstructing Heidegger’s political ideal requires that one attend to

both the philosophical and political elements in his thinking during this time period, as well

| as his post hoc apologies, for contrary to what many believe, he is actually quite

forthcoming about the philosophical motivations in his engagement. He claimed he wanted 

above all to reform the universities, to restore the community o f learning in the face of
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increasing technicization of the university. For the moment, let us accept this claim, and 

inquire into what he thought was necessary to accomplish this. Heidegger argued that a 

reform of the universities required a change in the essence of science, which in turn was 

possible only on the basis o f a new basic experience of being, which included a change in 

the essence of truth and a change in the essence of work. His political goal, in other 

words, dovetails exactly with his philosophical project outlined in the last two chapters. In 

his political texts, we see that National Socialism in his view represents the appropriate 

politics that will bring about his desired philosophical revolution of overthrowing modem 

metaphysics and modem society.

Why National Socialism? The unifying principle of the National Socialist Worker’s 

Party of Germany is that it is a worker’s party, a party dedicated to reshaping German 

Dasein in accordance with work, and as the last chapter showed, a new understanding of 

the meaning and purpose of work is central to Heidegger’s political ideal. Yet this only 

pushes the question aside, for both liberal capitalism and communism are also labor 

politics. Why specifically National Socialism? Again, the name provides us with the 

essential clue. Labor for Heidegger is essentially national (against communism’s 

internationalism) and social (against capitalism’s individualism). National socialism fills 

out the skeletal presentation o f being-with in Being and Time? Of the two elements, 

however, nation is the more important, for nation as Heidegger explicates it is the ground 

and principle of our earthly existence. As the world in which we are, the nation is

3 In History o f the Concept o f Time, Heidegger stated that being-with-one-another-in-the- 
world is the basis for developing the various possibilities of community and society, but 
adds that he cannot pursue this in greater detail.(HCT, 241) We can consider the political 
texts from the 1930’s Heidegger’s attempts to fill in the details. In a like vein, Poggeler 
hints that under the influence of Max Scheler and Nietzsche, Heidegger became concerned 
with the real-worldly practical implications of his philosophy after 1928. Poggeler, Otto, 
“Heidegger und die Praktische Philosophic,” Zur Philosophischen Actualitdt Heideggers, 
vol. 1, 336-338; Poggeler, Otto, “Heidegger, Nietzsche, and Politics,” in The Heidegger 
Case, ed. Tom Rockmore and Joseph Margolis (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 
1992) 128-130.
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fatherland and homeland; it is Da-sein, the site of our poetic dwelling. National Socialism 

is thus the authentic political manifestation of Heidegger’s vision of a postmodern world.

Heidegger and National Socialism

Figuring the Issue

It is inevitable that a study of the political in Heidegger’s thinking will intersect in 

some fashion with his commitment to Nazism. Whether one believes that his philosophy 

had nothing to do with the engagement or contrarily that his thought was “fascist to its

t innermost cell” to cite Adorno’s verdict, to take up the political here means to address the
l
I  question o f his politics. The question of Heidegger’s commitment to National Socialism

has exercised and vexed three generations of scholars. The appeal of this issue is obvious. 

What made it possible for the philosopher many believe to be the greatest of our century to 

join and support its most horrific tyranny?

The question, simple as it may seem, conceals a tangle of issues and regions of 

inquiry incompatible with a simple explanation. To explain how a philosopher is related to 

concrete politics, one must address the difference between philosophy and political activity, 

the difference between one individual’s political activity and the overall course of the 

politics for which he is engaged, the difference between the philosopher as a concrete 

| individual with the normal range of passions, needs, and character and his texts, and,

[ Anally, the differences and unity of the texts themselves. These categories are further

[ complicated by either mixture, such as the difference between political philosophy and

[ philosophy, or the ambiguity o f these categories that allow different interpreters to bringf

their own understandings o f the categories to bear on the explanation. For instance, 

Arendt’s explanation of Heidegger’s fall out of his proper sphere of philosophy into
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concrete politics is predicated upon her insistence that philosophy is necessarily apolitical, 

an understanding that would make no sense to a Marxist philosopher. Since neither the 

categories themselves nor their use is consistent from account to account, it allows for great 

variation in the depth and viability of these accounts.4

In Heidegger’s case, one can examine his concrete political activities while he was 

Rector of Freiburg and an active participant in the Gleichschaltung or synchronization of 

the universities with the National Socialist revolution to see how these activities fit in with 

the overall course of the movement, how Heidegger understood his role in the revolution, 

whether his goals were consistent with those of the Party, what his motivations were for 

his actions and in what way, if any, that these motivations were or could be plausibly 

grounded in his philosophical texts, which in turn requires an understanding of 

Heidegger’s philosophical texts, which may necessitate differentiating between 

philosophical texts and political tracts or at least between the genuinely philosophical 

content of the texts from any situation-oriented (zeitgemdfi) polemic they may contain.3

As complicated as this already is, Heidegger himself further muddied the waters by 

his own subsequent accounts of his motivations and the practical import of his time as 

Rector. After the collapse of the Nazi regime, Heidegger was forced to appear before a

J Take Reiner Schiirmann as an example of the interaction of these categories: his theory 
credits Heidegger with a new thinking of action as an-archic. To reach this conclusion, he 
separates the man from his text: “Heidegger” names the authorship of the texts. He 
further winnows “Heidegger” via an ingenious backward reading which finds in the late 
“Heidegger” the true “Heidegger,” which had progressively developed and pruned the 
occasionally misleading notions broached in the early works; he accepts, in other words, the 
truth of a ‘Turn” in “Heidegger” away from the subjectivity of Being and Time. This 
cleaned up “Heidegger” provides a basis for an-archic action, which is fairly close to 
Arendt’s distinction in type between philosophy and politics. In response to Heidegger’s 
Nazism, Schiirmann would say: on philosophical grounds “Heidegger” is definitely no 
Nazi, and even provides a thorough critique of the theoretical and subjective humanism at 

j the basis of Nazism. Schiirmann, Heidegger on Being and Acting, tr. Christine-Marie Gros
(Bloomington, IN: Indiana University Press, 1987).

5 Habermas and Young recommend distinguishing Heidegger’s philosophy from his 
ideology. Habermas, “Work and Weltanschauung,” 140, 148-49. Young, Julian, 
Heidegger, Philosophy, Nazism (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1997) 13.
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denazification committee to determine how much responsibility he bore for the 

synchronization of Freiburg University and ultimately what penalties, if any, he should 

incur for his guilt.6 During these proceedings he put forth his defense, the details of which 

remained surprisingly consistent whenever Heidegger would in subsequent years answer 

questions concerning his engagement. The defense puts forth evidence on two major 

points: the motivations that led him to support the Nazi movement, and an account of what 

he did when and to whom while in office. Since it constituted a very real legal defense in 

which his very livelihood was at stake, Heidegger naturally painted his motivations and 

activities in the best possible light.

The nature of the defense thus raises questions as to its veracity. Although 

afterwards skeptics would step forth from time to time, the issue more or less slumbered 

after the committee presented its recommendations.7 With the publication in 1983 of 

Heidegger’s defense (entitled “Facts and Thoughts,’’ published together with the Rectoral 

Address, along with a brief apology written by his son), the Heidegger controversy 

received a decisive boost.8 The first to make a public splash was Victor Farias’ polemic 

Heidegger and Nazism, which sparked an enormous, heated debate over Heidegger’s 

Nazism, particularly in France, where through the fame of postmodernist philosophers 

Heideggerianism had more standing than in other countries. Although Farias hunted 

through archives to uncover sources that shed new light on Heidegger’s conservative

6 For a detailed account of these proceedings, see Ott, Martin Heidegger, 291-327.
7 There have been several “Heidegger controversies”: the first occurred when he took over as 

Rector of Freiburg and publicly aligned himself with the Nazi revolution; the second when 
Lowith raised the issue for the French existentialists immediately after the war; the third 
occurred when the Introduction to Metaphysics was published in 1953; the fourth in 1969 
when Schwan’s book elicited a response from Poggeler; then finally, 1983 through the 
present.

* The occasion was the 50th anniversary of Heidegger’s Rectoral Address and entrance into 
the Party. The purpose, as the editor Hermann Heidegger explained in his foreword, was to 
set straight the “many falsehoods and untruths” that had been spread both about the 
Rectoral Address and the nature of Heidegger’s commitment to National Socia!ism.(R, p.5- 
6 )
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background, his own slipshod methods and tendentious argumentation gradually 

overshadowed the value of his significant findings. Far harder to dismiss was the work of 

historian Hugo Ott, who, like Farias, diligently scoured archives, letters, proclamations to 

build a more complete picture of Heidegger’s time in office than the one he left behind. 

Unlike Farias’ polemic, however, Ott’s work is careful, balanced, and exemplary. Ott 

discovered that Heidegger was more eager to assume office than he let on after the war, that 

Heidegger collaborated in denouncing colleagues, that he was a poor administrator 

(something Heidegger admitted), that he was naive, that he was petty and mean-spirited, 

capable of denouncing his opponents on political or racial grounds.9

If Ott helped set the facts aright, he still had to account for the motives. Ott locates 

the kernel of Heidegger’s motivation in his outright hostility to Catholicism. Earlier it was 

shown how Heidegger’s crisis of faith led in no small part to his phenomenology of life, 

but this consideration of Heidegger’s philosophy is entirely missing in Ott’s account. Ott 

the historian deliberately excluded this field of concern from his study, citing his 

incompetence in understanding metaphysics. It is good that he is aware of his limitations, 

but to exclude an account of Heidegger’s philosophy is to exclude the animating force 

behind his life. To an astonishing extent, Heidegger’s thinking was his life. Ott has no 

way of incorporating this great overriding passion into his biography. On narrowly factual 

grounds, Ott’s work is dependable and valuable. It eliminates the distraction caused by 

Heidegger’s self-serving defense concerning the facts o f his actual behavior while Rector 

and Farias’ obviously prejudiced account. Because it does not address the philosophical 

motivations that animated the man, however, it is not the answer to the question.

9 This side of Heidegger comes through in some detail in an interview with one of his 
assistants whom Heidegger subsequently denounced, Eduard Baumgarten. Baumgarten, 
although equananimous about the affair, makes it plain that Heidegger’s actions were 
motivated by petty vindicativeness and wounded vanity. Baumgarten does omit one 
signficant motivating factor he was an admirer of American pragmatism, something
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The entwining of Heidegger’s motives with his philosophy points to the issue of 

how one relates his concrete actions to his philosophy. This fact alone eliminates the 

accounts put forth by Arendt and Rorty as insufficient, since they completely separate the 

man from the thinker.10 In Arendt’s words, “Heidegger, too, once gave in to the 

temptation to change his ‘abode’ and to involve himself in the world of human affairs.”' 1 In 

this way, she sought to save Heidegger from his own conception practicing philosophy, 

which is nothing other than confronting the worldly situation in which one finds oneself, 

although his understanding of the situation may be not thought in terms of everyday 

politics. Rorty considers linking Heidegger’s philosophy to his politics merely an ad 

hominen argument. Although far less charitable towards Heidegger’s thought, Habermas 

also faults those who want to see a seamless continuity between a thinker and his 

thought.12

Habermas, like several others, instead tries to distinguish Heidegger’s philosophy 

from his extra-philosophical ideological world-view. This distinction in effect seeks to 

duplicate the distinction between man and thought, but at entirely at the level of his thought. 

Ideology stands for the pre-philosophical body of beliefs and values that Heidegger the 

man held that work their way into his public writings and speeches. Like those who 

distinguish the man from his thought, those who distinguish Heidegger’s ideology from 

his philosophy seek to isolate a core of genuine philosophy that is still powerfully valid 

from politically and socially relevant beliefs that stem from Heidegger’s own personal take

Heidegger abhored. See the appendix to Berel Lang’s Heidegger’s Silence (Ithaca, NY: 
Cornell University Press, 1996) 101-111.

10 Arendt, Hannah, “For Martin Heidegger’s Eightieth Birthday,” in Martin Heidegger and 
National Socialism: Questions and Answers, ed. Gunther Neske and Emil Kettering (New 
York: Paragon, 1990). Rorty, Richard, ‘Taking Philosophy Seriously.” The New Republic,
11 April 1988, 31-34. For an examination of this issue, see also Bemasconi, Heidegger in 
Question, 56-73.

11 Arendt, “For Martin Heidegger’s,” 216.
12 Habermas, "Work and Weltanschauung,” 142.
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on the world.13 The advantage the ideology-philosophy distinction has over the man- 

thought is that the former better appreciates the enormous power ideas exercised in 

Heidegger’s life; thus rather than highlighting deficiencies in Heidegger’s character, one 

can address politically motivating beliefs. The chief and great difficulty besetting this 

approach is how one distinguishes ideology from philosophy. Heidegger’s philosophy is 

both personal and political: his philosophical activity is motivated by the crises of our 

contemporary situation; moreover, he thought his philosophy offered the best solution to 

these crises.'4 This intertwining of thought and political situation within Heidegger’s 

philosophy makes any attempt to distinguish an ideology from an authentic philosophy 

tendentious and suspect.15

Even as she tries to separate the man from the thought, Arendt points toward this 

intertwining of philosophy and politics that motivated Heidegger’s change in abode by 

calling attention to his “deformation professionelle," the desire to realize a theoretical ideal 

in practical affairs.16 The question becomes: what is the source of this ideal? A related 

question would be whether he had a positive ideal at all, or whether he just wanted to 

overthrow existing structures. This is a pertinent question because in many respects it is

13 Besides Habermas, this approach is taken up most notably by Young, Dallmayr, and 
Schiirmann, even if Schiirmann does not use the term ideology. Habermas, “Work and 
Weltanschauung," 148-149; Young, Heidegger, Philosophy, Nazism; Schiirmann, 
Heidegger on Being and Acting. Dallmayr, Fred, The Other Heidegger (Ithaca, NY: Cornell 
University Press, 1993) SI. Bourdieu similarly emphasizes the role of ideology, but he 
entirely reduces Heidegger’s philosophy to ideology. Bourdieu, Pierre. The Political 
Ontology o f Martin Heidegger, tr. Peter Collier (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 
1991).

14 Habermas, for instance, following Poggeler’s lead, distinguishes Heidegger’s academic 
philosophizing up to 1929 from his subsequent attempts to conduct an ideological critique 
of the present age. Habermas, “Work and Weltanschauung," 147-148, 153-54, 165. 
Heidegger’s early philosophy, however, is not nearly so academic as Habermas believes.

15 In general, the interpreter identifies as the core of genuine philosophy that aspect of 
Heidegger’s thought most cogenial to the interpreter’s own political views. This method of 
reading tends to result in tendentious and deficient interpretations of Heidegger’s 
philosophy. One exception to this rule is Schiirmann; although I disagree with both his 
method and conclusion, his reading is quite ingenius.

16 Arendt, "For Martin Heidegger’s Eightieth Birthday,” 216-17.
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easier to see what Heidegger is against than what he stands for: he rejects modem science, 

modem technology, modem religion, the Enlightenment, bourgeois society—in short, 

modernity. A slew of interpreters take this wholesale rejection of modernity as the key to 

explaining why Heidegger allied himself with Nazism, the sole deliberately anti-modem 

political movement of his time.17 Standing opposite this group is a group that maintains 

contrarily that Heidegger fell in with the Nazis precisely because of his 

modem/metaphysical impulses.18 The actual object of this debate concerns the nature of 

Nazism and thus by way of contrast the nature of healthy politics; the attempts to find 

Heidegger’s link to Nazism is a proxy to examining what in the intellectual tradition made 

Nazism possible: so, on the one hand, Heidegger’s critique of rationalism or mysticism fits
t
\ with Nazism’s irrationalism, and on the other hand, Heidegger’s Romantic conception of
t

I the state as a work of art fits Nazism’s totalitarian aestheticization of politics, to use

Lacoue-Labarthe’s term.19

Poggeler and Schwan also see in Heidegger’s Romantic ideal of the state as a work 

of art the ground for his engagement, but unlike the postmodems, they do not thereby 

denounce all of modernity, only the Romantic anti-Enlightenment part of it. Both view the

17 Bourdieu, Political Ontology; Herf, Jeffery, Reactionary Modernism (New York: Cambridge 
University Press, 1984); Ferry and Renault, Heidegger and Modernity; Pippin, Modernism 
as a Philosophical Problem; Habermas, Philosophical Discourse o f Modernity;
Zimmerman, Heidegger’s Confrontation with Modernity among others.

'* Derrida, Jacques, Of Spirit: Heidegger and the Question (Chicago: The University Of 
Chicago Press, 1989); Vattimo, Gianni, The End o f Modernity (Cambridge: Polity Press, 
1988); Lacoue-Labarthe, Philippe, ‘Transcendence Ends in Politics,” in Typography: 
Mimesis, Philosophy, Politics, ed. Christopher Fynsk (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University 
Press, 1988); Lacoue-Labarthe, Heidegger, Art and Politics; Schiirmann, Heidegger on 
Being and Acting; in a slightly different, more explicitly Arendtian form, this thesis is 
represented by Taminaux, Jacques, “Heidegger and Praxis,” in The Heidegger Case, ed. 
Tom Rockmore and Joseph Margolis (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1992); 
Bernstein, Richard J. The New Constellation: The Ethical-Political Horizons o f Modernity 
(Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 1992); Villa, Dana, Arendt and Heidegger: The Fate of 
the Political (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1996). They see the problem as a 
confusion of poiesis and praxis, i.e., of art and politics. Villa explicitly connects Taminaux 
and Lacoue-Labarthe on this issue; Villa, Arendt and Heidegger, 228, 248-253.

19 Lacoue-Labarthe, Heidegger, Art, and Politics, 61-76.
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aestheticization o f politics as an insufficient understanding of politics that is politically 

dangerous. Both also agree that Heidegger overcame his Romantic tendencies in his later 

thinking on technology, although Schwan believes that his later thinking, which began as 

early as 1936 in the Beitrage, constitutes a total withdrawal from politics altogether, 

whereas Poggeler finds in these same writings a beginning point to a decisive and 

necessary political confrontation with the technical domination characteristic of the 

contemporary world.20

The possibility that Heidegger philosophically overcame the philosophical motives 

that led him to affirm National Socialism points to the matter of textual history and what 

part of the totality of his writings most closely aligns itself with National Socialism. This 

raises the problem of understanding the whole trajectory of Heidegger’s path of thinking, 

which in turn depends on an understanding of each text that makes up the whole. Here 

again there are grave complications. Concerning the issue of the whole of the path of 

thinking, there is a general belief, stamped with Heidegger’s approval, that his thinking 

underwent a “turn.” The approximate date of this turn is fixed at 1930 with his address.

20 Schwan, Poliiische Philosophic im Denken Heideggers; also Schwan, Alexander,
! “Heideggers ‘Beitrage zur Philosophic’ und die Politik;” in Kunst, Politik, Technik, ed.

Christoph Jamme and Karsten Harries (Munchen: Fink, 1992); and Schwan, Alexander, 
“Zeitkritik und Politik in Heideggers Spatphilosophie,” in Heidegger und die Praktische 
Philosophic, ed. Annemarie Gethmann-Siefert and Otto Poggeler (Frankfurt am Main:

■ Suhrkamp, 1989) Poggeler, Philosophic und Politik bei Heidegger, Poggeler, Neue Wege
mit Heidegger; Poggeler, “Heideggers politisches Selbstverstandnis,” in Heidegger und die 

£ Praktische Philosophic, ed. Annemarie Gethmann-Siefert and Otto Poggeler (Frankfurt am
( Main: Suhrkamp, 1989); Poggeler, Otto, “Wachst das Rettende Auch? Heideggers Letzte 

Wege,” in Kunst und Technik, ed. Walter Biemel and Friedrich-Wilhelm von Herrmann 
(Frankfurt am Main: Klostermann, 1989); Poggeler, Philosophie und Nationalsozialismus 
am Beispiel Heideggers; Poggeler, “Heidegger und die Praktische Philosophie.” 
Philosophie und Politik bei Heidegger is a direct response to Schwan’s book. In more f  recent years, Poggeler has come closer to Schwan’s position, that is to say, he wavers on
whether Heidegger’s thinking of technology is sufficiently differentiated to provide a good 
point of departure for confronting the dangers of modem science and technology. See for 
example, “Wachst das Rettende Auch?,” 11, IS. Poggeler also agrees with Schwan that 
Heidegger’s political thinking is opposed to liberal democracy. Poggeler, “Heideggers 
politisches Selbstverstandnis,” 55-56..
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“On the Essence of Truth.”21 This, however, cannot coincide with any rejection of 

Nazism, since both the joining and rejecting still lay in the future, although as the 1928 

Einleitung in die Philosophie makes abundantly clear, Heidegger first raises the issue of the 

essence of the truth in the context of grounding a possible spiritual renewal of the 

universities, a goal which forms the core of the Rectoral Address. Since this lecture 

equates the essence of truth with the essence of freedom as Gelassenheit, a theme taken up 

two years later in another lecture course of the essence of human freedom, and most 

famously in Heidegger’s ‘Towards a Discussion of Gelassenheit," several thinkers have 

viewed this “turn” towards a passivity in the face of worldly events as the ground for his 

affirming the awakening of the German nation under Nazism.22 This theme, however, is 

related to another understanding of Gelassenheit or “destinal historicism,” which sees these 

concepts as a total rejection o f action and politics through a renunciation of the human 

will.23 Although again some see this elevation above politics as itself deficient, most see it 

as a rejection of Nazism insofar as it rejects all human projects. Some of these interpreters 

thus find a ground for a better politics in Heidegger’s earlier writings.24

21 With the recent publication of the 1928/29 lecture Einleitung in die Philosophie one can 
push that date back even further, since he broaches the issue of the “essence of truth” in a 
manner very similar to how he would pursue the matter for the next several decades.

22 Schwan, Alexander, “Heidegger iiber das Wesen der Freiheit,” in Philosophie und Poesie: 
Otto Poggeler zum 60. Geburtstag, ed. Annemarie Gethmann-Siefert (Stuttgart: Friedrich 
Frommann, 1988) 26-31; Harries, “Heidegger as Political Thinker,” 312.

23 This is quite a widespread belief; to give some examples: Schwan, “Zeitkritik;” Harries, 
Karsten, “Philosophy, Politics, Technology,” in Martin Heidegger: Politics, Art, and 
Technology, ed. Karsten Harries and Christoph Jamme (New York: Holmes & Meier, 1994); 
Bernstein, New Constellation; Villa, Arendt and Heidegger, Rosen, Nihilism: A 
Philosophical Essay (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1969) 129-131. “Destinal 
historicism” is Janicaud’s term for being delivered over to technology. Janicaud, 
Dominique, The Shadow o f  that Thought: Heidegger and the Question o f Politics, tr. 
Michael Gendre (Evanston, EL: Northwestern University Press, 1996).

24 Habermas, “Work and Weltanschauung." Van Buren returns to the pte-Being and Time 
writings to find a congenial ethics; he has found some support from Caputo. Van Buren, 
John, “The Ethics of Formale Anzeige in Heidegger,” American Catholic Philosophical 
Quarterly 69, no. 2 (1995): 168-69; Caputo, Demythologizing Heidegger, 41-42, 57-59.
The presumed deficiency in Heidegger’s later thought has sparked a debate over the 
significance of Heidegger’s postwar silence regarding the Holocaust. See Blanchot,
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Since Gelassenheit is a rejection of the will and particularly the will to will or 

modem technology, many interpreters see the later philosophy as a rejection of voluntarism 

and the closely related subjectivity. They thus interpret the turn to mean a critique of 

voluntarism that makes it easier to see the later philosophy as a rejection of National 

Socialism because it forms a critique of technology and can be used to criticize the very 

voluntarist language of willing Heidegger constantly used in his Nazi period. In this 

scheme, the turn is held to have occurred sometime around 1936 or 1937 in Heidegger’s 

Nietzsche lectures.25 This makes any text before 1937 fair game for a connection to 

National Socialism. One way of understanding Heidegger’s voluntarism is the decisionist 

reading of Being and Time, which finds the cause of Heidegger’s political engagement in a 

groundless resolute decision; not what was decided mattered only the how.26 Another 

more common way to interpret his subjectivist voluntarism is to understand the will either 

as the ground of modem technology or as the ground to thinking of the state as a work of 

art. Within this group there is a further distinction between those who find this 

technological grounding in Heidegger’s fundamental ontology as far back as Being and

! Maurice, ‘Thinking the Apocalypse,”CWn'ca/ Inquiry 15, no. 2 (1989): 475-480; Levinas,
; Emmanuel“As if Consenting to Horror,” Critical Inquiry 15, no. 2 (1989): 485-488; Lang,
i Berel, Heidegger’s Silence; Milchman, Alan and Alan Rosenberg, eds. Martin Heidegger
I and the Holocaust (Atlantic Highlands, NJ: Humanities Press, 1996); Derrida, Jacques,

“Heidegger’s Silence,” in Martin Heidegger and National Socialism, ed. Gunther Neske 
and Emil Kettering (New York: Paragon, 1990). There is an ambiguity in the charge that 
Heidegger’s silence is damning: he was not completely silent, but the very few times he 
brings it up are all the more shocking for stunning equanimity, his now infamous equation 

‘ of the Holocaust with the “motorized food industry” being the central example.(GA79,
i 27)
_ 25 Both Arendt and Poggeler cite this date. Poggeler, Otto, ‘“ Praktische Philosophie’ als
" Antwort an Heidegger,” in Martin Heidegger und das 'Dritte Reich, ’ ed. Bemd Martin

(Darmstadt: Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft, 1989) 71;” Arendt, Hannah. The Life of 
the Mind, vol. 2 (New York: Harcourt Brace and Jovanovich, 1978) 172. In various 
configurations this basic scheme also underlies the bulk of postmodern readings of the 
whole, for instance, Lacoue-Labarthe, Heidegger, Art, and Politics; Schiirmann, Heidegger 
on Being and Acting; Vattimo, The End o f Modernity.

26 Lowith, Karl, “The Political Implications of Heidegger’s Existentialism,” in The Heidegger 
Controversy, ed. Richard Wolin (Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 1993) 173-175; Wolin, 
Politics o f Being, pp.35-40; Harries, “Heidegger as Political Thinker,”p.308-309; Jonas, 
Hans, “Heidegger’s Resoluteness and Resolve,” in Martin Heidegger and National 
Socialism, ed. Gunther Neske and Emil Kettering (New York: Paragon, 1990).
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Time, or alternatively those who see a decisive change after Being and Time in the direction 

of a Romantic metaphysics of a great creator understood as the founder of states and 

peoples.27 Either way these interpreters see a decisive break from this earlier metaphysics 

in Heidegger’s later thinking on modem technology, a break which gives the philosophical 

basis for a critique of Nazism and a self-critique of his metaphysical beliefs during the Nazi 

engagement.

I see little reason to doubt his postwar defense that his critique of modem 

technology constituted a spiritual rejection of the party. First, he despised the party and in 

particular the “party hacks” from the beginning, and believed that Hitler would transcend 

the party doctrine and its metaphysical basis in the biological-racist Weltanschauung.28 By 

perhaps 1938, and certainly after the war, Heidegger regarded fascism as a political 

arrangement equivalent to communism and world democracy, all advancing blindly under 

the sway of the will to will; in this sense his analysis of “leaders” in “Overcoming 

Metaphysics” most certainly included Hitler. Thus Heidegger’s critique of modem 

technology is a profound philosophical rejection of National Socialism. Second and more 

interestingly, he claimed that party members accused him of holding to a “private National 

Socialism.”29 This “private National Socialism” creates the greatest complication in

27 In effect, the first alternative sees one break that divides the corpus into a Heidegger I and 
Heidegger II, whereas the second distinguishes between two turns, one after Being and Time, 
and then another during the Nietzsche lectures. The first alternative is represented by 
Lacoue-Labarthe, Heidegger, Art, and Politics; Schiirmann, Heidegger on Being and 
Acting; Vietta, Heideggers Kritik am Nationalsozialismus; von Herrmann, Friedrich-Wilhelm, 
“Das Ereignis und die Fragen nach dem Wesen der Technik, Politik, und Kunst,” in Kunst, 
Politik, Technik, ed. Christoph Jamme and Karsten Harries (Miinchen: Fink, 1992). The 
second, two-turn hypothesis by Poggeler, Neue Wege; Janicaud; Shadow o f that Thought.

M On “party hacks" see BwHB, 4.12.44, p.62; for Hitler transcending party doctrine see 
Heidegger, Martin, “Schreiben Heideggers an den Vorsitzender des politischen 
Bereinigungsausschusses Prof. v. Dietze (15. Dez. 1945)” in Martin Heidegger und das 
“Dritte Reich,” ed. Bemd Martin (Darmstadt: Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft, 1989) 
210. Poggeler makes reference to this latter letter to explain Heidegger’s preference for a 
Fuhrer figure. Poggeler, “Heideggers politisches Selbstverstandnis,” 31-32.

39 FT, p.23. Carl Friedrich von Weizsacker confirmed having heard students report of a 
“Freiburg National Socialism” in reference to Heidegger. Weizsacker, Carl Friedrich von.
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determining the connection of Heidegger to Nazism because the private version obviously 

differs from the public, concrete Nazism. A fair and rigorous examination of the question 

at hand will not only have to understand Heidegger’s political metaphysics, but also explain 

how this could be compatible with a private National Socialism that presumably reflects its 

“inner truth and greatness,” while rejecting that real concrete version that was in the process 

of transforming Germany for the great war to come. In effect, to adequately come to terms 

with the relationship between Heidegger and his engagement with the Nazis, one must find 

the connection between the private and public National Socialism such that the private can 

still be legitimately called a National Socialism that nonetheless differs from and ultimately 

rejects the public version. It is necessary to determine why Heidegger rejected concrete

i National Socialism, i.e., the party, in favor of “true” National Socialism and what makes
i

the latter more “true” than the orthodox party doctrine.

In a letter to the Denazification Committee, Heidegger explicidy indicates that we 

should pursue this angle:

He [Hitler] had brought me in 1933/34 to a no man’s land where I affirmed 
the social and national (not in the national-socialist manner) and denied the 
intellectual and metaphysical foundation in the biologism of the party 
doctrine, because the social and national, as I saw it, was not essentially tied 
to the biological-racist Weltanschauung theory.30

Although he was opposed to their Weltanschauung, Heidegger hoped to steer the 

party onto the path laid out by his own thinking of the national and social, a path he held to 

be “consistent with the social and general political tendencies of the movement.”31

This complication suggests that the same factor underlies both Heidegger’s joining 

the Nazis and his rejection of them. This suggestion has seldom been followed up in the
r

i --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
« “Begegnungen in vier Jahrzehnten,” in Erinnerung an Martin Heidegger, ed. Gunther

Neske (Pfullingen: Neske, 1977) 245-46.
30 Heidegger, “Schreiben Heideggers an den Vorsitzender des politischen 

Bereinigungsausschusses Prof. v. Dietze (15. Dez. 1945)” 210.
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secondary literature, particularly by those interpreters who see a decisive break from 

National Socialism in Heidegger’s new understanding of technology. The critique of 

modem technology is indeed a criticism of real, concrete Nazism—the total mobilization of 

German society for war, the imperialism, the jingoistic nationalism, and not the least, the 

racism—but as his letter to the Denazification Committee suggests, that does not mean a 

rejection of National Socialism. Against the proposition that he broke definitively from 

National Socialism, however, a passage from the Spiegel interview is important:

I do not think the situation of human beings in the world of planetary 
technology is an inextricable and inescapable disastrous fate; rather I think 
that the task of thinking is precisely to help, within its bounds, human 
beings to attain an adequate relationship to the essence of technology at all. 
Although National Socialism went in that direction, those people were much 
too limited in their thinking to gain a really explicit relationship to what is 
happening today and what has been under way for three centuries.(Sp, 61)

That last line is a rather extraordinary claim to make 20 years after the end of the

war and 30 years after Heidegger left the party, but it offers valuable clues to the character

o f Heidegger’s National Socialism. First, Heidegger directly connects National Socialism

to the central goal of his later thought, to help humans attain an adequate relationship to the

essence of technology. For proponents of the view of the later Heidegger as critic of

Nazism, this is a crushing blow. It is hard to escape the conclusion that Heidegger’s

thinking on technology, rather than causing his break with Nazism, instead actually pushed

him towards it, and that 30 years later, he still considered it a viable alternative to modem

technology. His postwar explanations point us towards that conclusion because in

attempting to justify his joining the Nazis, he points to his (and by implication their)

confrontation with the technical and nihilist character of modem civilization. To take the

example closest to Heidegger’s heart, let us examine the situation of science and the

universities. In 1919,1928,1933, and again in 1966, Heidegger called for the renewal of

31 Ibid.
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the German university in the face of its degeneration into mere technical organization.32 

This degeneration results from the hegemony of metaphysics which takes the form of 

modem technology and modem science and culminates in nihilism. Heidegger himself 

directs our attention to the sentence “God is dead” in the Rectoral Address, which he ties 

back to his understanding of Jiinger and the will to will.(FT, 18) He wants us to 

understand that his political engagement was part of his ongoing philosophical attempt to 

find a way past modem metaphysics and modem society.

We need to reflect particularly on the other implication of that last line quoted from 

the Spiegel interview. “Although National Socialism went in that direction, those people 

were much too limited in their thinking to gain a really explicit relationship to what is
i
f happening today and what has been under way for three centuries.” National Socialism

was a step in the right direction, but those who led it were too limited to really understand 

how to keep going in that direction. Since it is clear that Heidegger believed that he had a 

much more profound understanding of what is happening today, one can infer that 

Heidegger believes that if he had been the leader rather than Hitler, or if Hitler had been the 

leader Heidegger thought he was, National Socialism could have fulfilled its potential or at 

least come closer to this goal. The important conclusion to draw is not that Heidegger, like 

many intellectuals, thought the world would be better if he were in charge, but that he 

understood the true potential of National Socialism even if its leaders did not. If Heidegger 

had been the leader of the National Socialist movement, then it could have come closer to 

fulfilling its promise: helping humans attain an adequate relationship to the essence of 

technology. This is the content of Heidegger’s “private National Socialism,” the one he 

also characterized as the “inner truth and greatness of this movement (namely, the

32 In a letter written to Elizabeth Blochmann in 1919, Heidegger remarkably anticipates the 
same set of concerns regarding a Volkshochschule that he would bring to his plans in 1933 
to set up a Dozentenhochschule.(Bv/H1$, 15, 73-74)
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encounter between global technology and modem man).’’(IM, 199)33 For Heidegger, a 

national socialism led by himself or a genuine leader is still one, perhaps the only, viable 

alternative to the domination of modem technology and metaphysics.

Everything in the modem world can be traced back to the sway of metaphysics: 

industrialization, technology, modem science, bureaucratic states, and the universities. 

Heidegger’s lifelong task was to uncover the hegemony of metaphysics in all its guises and 

to find a path beyond it. In essence, this means to renew the question of being. If we are 

to change anything, we must alter metaphysics, which means to undergo “a new basic 

experience of being. This includes: first, a change in the essence of truth, second, a change 

in the essence of work.” 34 (G A 39,195-6) The question is in what way National Socialism
»F___________________ ___________________________

33 My theory helps put to rest one of those academic battles which has taken on far more 
importance than warrants. When it was finally published in 1953, one line from the 1935 
lecture became the center of a Firestorm of controversy that persists even today. The line 
reads, “The works that are being peddled about nowadays as the philosophy of National 
Socialism but have nothing to do with the inner truth and greatness of this movement 
(namely the encounter between global technology and modem man)—have all been written 
by men fishing in the troubled waters of ‘values’ and ‘totalities.’(EM, 199) The textual 
controversy revolves around the parenthetical insertion, which Heidegger said was in the 
original lecture, even if he did not say it aloud, while most observers believe it was added in 
1953 before publication (see for example Petra Jaeger’s editorial note to the 
Gesamtausgabe edition). While I agree that the parenthetical remark was added at a later 
date, I do not think it changes the overall meaning of the original statement. In the “Age of

I the World Picture,” written almost at the same time as the original lecture, Heidegger makes
the same connection between value thinking and the frenzy of modem technology, and 
offers it as a criticism of actual National Socialism, presumably different than its “inner 
truth and greatness.” In any case, one should concede the kernel of Habermas’ objection: 
that Heidegger did not need to include the line, with or without its parenthetical 
qualification, at all. Habermas, Jiirgen, “Martin Heidegger: On the Publication of the

; Lectures of 1935.” in The Heidegger Controversy, ed. Richard Wolin (Cambridge, MA:
The MIT Press, 1993) 196-97. By including it, and adding a remark totally apposite for 
the postwar period, it makes National Socialism appear as attractive in 1953 as in 1935. I 
believe that that is the reason Heidegger added the parenthetical remark.

34 Heidegger says in this text that we need “an other metaphysics.” This might be puzzling to 
those who enlist Heidegger as an antimetaphysical thinker, or it might be dismissed by one 
(like Lacoue-Labarthe) who see this as the motives of the “bad” Heidegger. What causes 
the confusion is that Heidegger changed the meaning he ascribed to the word 
“metaphysics” around 1938 or so; it went from the highest type of philosophizing to that

■ form of thinking he called the “end of philosophy.” This change can be clearly seen in
comparing the original address “What is Metaphysics?” written in 1929, to the 
“Introduction to ‘What is Metaphysics?”’ first published with the original in 1949. This is 
a change in word connotation, not in the direction of Heidegger’s thinking. The “other” 
metaphysics is clearly not the one which dominates modernity, and whether we call it an 
“other metaphysics” or “poetic thinking” seems to me to be mere nit-picking and hardly
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“went in that direction.” In answering this question, we gain an insight into the connection 

between Heidegger’s deepest philosophical commitments and his political engagement.

The Meaning of a National Socialism

Heidegger’s philosophical aim is quite clear: to pose anew the question of being in 

order to make possible a new revelation o f being, a new beginning. The burning question 

has been: what does this have to do with politics, and specifically, why National Socialism 

among other political alternatives? I have shown in the last three chapters that Heidegger 

hoped that responding to the question of being would make possible authentic human 

political action, a possibility he believed the 2000-year domination by metaphysics and 

science had gradually extinguished. But why National Socialism?

The name the movement gave itself, the National Socialist Workers Party of 

Germany, is revealing. If one analyzes the meaning of the name the Nazis gave 

themselves, most of the clues are evident for projecting its principles. The National 

Socialist Party was a workers’ party; metaphysically seen, reality and being were revealed 

through work. National Socialism was a form of socialism, which means it made the 

social whole primary to individuals; individuals acquire their meaning only within the social 

whole. Lastly, it was based upon a nation or Volk; it was not internationalist, like the 

Communist party, or universalistic like liberal regimes that based themselves in theories of 

human rights. In this particular case, the nation is Germany. I want to suggest that these 

principles constitute an essential part of the potential of national socialism that attracted 

Heidegger.

worth the effort some have invested in the wording; in either case there must be a new 
experience of the question of being.
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Without a doubt the reader will notice that I left out two other central principles of 

Hitler’s party, for it is on these crucial points that Heidegger’s National Socialism differed 

from actual Nazism. These principles are its racial doctrine and its quest for world 

domination. It is not possible to understand Hitler’s National Socialism without accepting 

the central role these two principles, the quest for world domination being in fact an 

extension of the racial doctrine, yet Heidegger’s national socialism included neither 

principle. If the reader suspects that like a good defense attorney I have conveniently left 

out from my case the doctrines that made National Socialism the truly horrific force that it 

was for the sole purpose of exonerating Heidegger, I would respond that convenience has 

nothing to do with it; Heidegger claimed that these doctrines were manifestations of the 

very metaphysics he thought the movement should overcome.33 The Nazi racial doctrine

| constituted a betrayal, as Heidegger saw it, of the essential promise of National Socialism.

I
That said, it is significant that in his defense Heidegger relies on Nazism’s 

biological principle in order to distinguish his philosophy from Nazism. On this ground 

Heidegger is clearly within his rights, but it does not address the entirety of Heidegger’s 

racism. He had an antipathy towards Jews—not necessarily individual Jews, nor even the 

whole of German Jewry—, due in part to the general social climate in Germany and more
L<

; importantly due in part to an implicit equation of Jew with liberal cosmopolitanism. This
i

latter equation is the basis for his remark about the “Jewishification” of the German spirit,

33 My position thus puts me at odds with Arendt’s reading of Nazism as presented in The 
Origins o f Totalitarianism, and those who follow her equation of national and racial, 
notably, Lacoue-Labarthe. Arendt, Hannah, The Origins o f Totalitarianism (New York: 
Harcourt Brace & World, 1966). My contention is not that the Nazi’s did not make this 
equation and understand the “German” in terms of the Aryan race, but rather that one can 
think of nationalism without linking it inextricably with racism, unless one follows Lacoue- 
Labarthe in equating the expulsion of difference necessary to constitute national identity as 
racist. Lacoue-Labarthe, Heidegger, Art, and Politics, 75-76. While I can go part way with 
Lacoue-Labarthe, it does not help in the context of the “Jewish Problem” in Germany, 
because Heidegger was perfectly willing to incorporate Jews (of “noble character”) into 
the new German Reich; i.e., in the context of Germany’s racial problem, Heidegger was not 
racist. There are degrees of racism; Heidegger’s racism was not as central and virulent as 
Hitler’s.
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prompted in part by prominence of Jews in the neo-Kantian movement, which Heidegger 

wrote was “tailor-made for liberalism,” and served as the vanguard of “an indifferent, 

general world-culture” which turned its back on “man in his historical rootedness and his 

national belonging to his origin in earth and blood.”36 His noticeable hostility to Ernst 

Cassirer at the famous debate at Davros undoubtedly originated from this concern.37 Even 

here, however, the bulk of the animosity is directed towards the rootless cosmopolitan 

aspect; there is nothing specifically Jewish about cosmopolitanism, and Heidegger was 

willing to except Jews who were of noble, i.e., German, character. His antipathy towards 

cosmopolitanism led Heidegger to overlook Nazi discrimination and brutality towards 

Jews; in the context of the university, he probably saw the Nazi racial laws as ways of 

eliminating the liberal neo-Kantian spirit that “has already deceived many young people and 

led them astray.”38 Heidegger may not have been a biological racist nor opposed to Jews
i

as such, but willingness to go along with Nazi racial policies does stem from a principled 

opposition to what he took to be a Jewish-cosmopolitan danger to the German spirit.

The essential promise of National Socialism lies in its revolutionary potential to 

overturn the existing experience of being, that of modem metaphysics, along with the 

institutions and modes of thinking that are founded upon modem metaphysics, such as 

liberalism, cosmopolitanism, and a science that “is thinned down to a general, logical 

world-reason.”39 One central institution of this modem edifice is the university. 

Universities are central for Heidegger because they are the home of science; it is the
%

36 Passage published in Schorcht, Claudia, Die Philosophie an den Bayerischen Universitaten 
1933-45 (Erlangen: Harald Fischer, 1990) 161; quoted in Young, Heidegger, Philosophy, 
Nazism, 3-4, note 5.

17 Knowing this background lends the debate a rather sinister hue; what could be taken as
philosophical rigor on Heidegger’s part instead resembles a political and cultural battle for
the heart and spirit of Germany. It is hard to believe that Heidegger did not see the debate
in these terms.

38 Schorcht, Die Philosophie an den Bayerischen Universitaten 1933-45; quoted in Young,
Heidegger, Philosophy, Nazism, 3, note 5.

39 ibid, 4, note 5.
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institution most directly related to the investigation of beings and thus to the question of 

being itself. Under the sway of metaphysics, however, the question of being is forgotten, 

pushed aside in the business of the scientific comprehension of beings. This means that the 

universities become the home of the individual sciences, separated from one another 

because they have lost the ground of their unity, which is found in the question of being in 

the search for the meaning of the whole. This forgetting o f the question of the whole is 

exacerbated in modernity by the liberal concept of the university, which has as its essential 

principle freedom to pursue individual research; such freedom is a negative freedom from 

religious and dogmatic constraints, which Heidegger understands as a freedom from the 

necessity to raise the question of the meaning of the whole.

Heidegger took over the office of Rector with the express desire to carry out a 

project near to his heart: the reformation of Germany’s liberal universities. This desire to 

transform and renew the university system was not a new desire for Heidegger; he had 

long advocated this renewal, first in a short lecture he gave in 1919, again publicly in his 

inaugural address in 1928, and then again in 1933. Heidegger shared this desire with 

many of his colleagues and returning war veterans, for there was a widespread sense that 

the disaster of the German collapse was due in some part to the failure of the universities, 

and that the ensuing social crisis required a radical restructuring of the universities. For the 

most part, however, Heidegger despised these reform programs. ‘T he much-discussed 

reform of the universities is entirely misled and a total misunderstanding of all genuine 

revolutionizing o f the spirit, when it extends itself presently in appeals, protest gatherings, 

programs, orders and federations: unimaginative means in the service of ephemeral 

ends.”(GA56/57,4) Heidegger contrasted these superficial reforms with a genuine “rebirth 

of the authentic scientific consciousness and connections to life.”(GA56/57,4-5) This 

must be accomplished through making the essence of science, which means the essence of 

truth, manifest, for it is only through a genuine awareness of the essence of truth that
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Dasein wins itself back and finds itself genuinely rooted in its existence.40 For Heidegger, 

this means responding to the crisis in the question of being, for the failure to take this 

question seriously as a question is the source of the distress of metaphysics and thus of 

science and the universities.

The liberal university, the brainchild of Wilhelm von Humboldt, shared the general 

distress of the time of metaphysics, which is to say, the essential meaninglessness of the 

work carried out there. This is not to say that scientific knowledge had not advanced nor 

that the university’s organization was not suited to the advance of science; indeed, like any 

other productive enterprise, specialization and division of labor brought about an 

acceleration in the growth of knowledge. Specialization is a symptom of modem 

technology, and thus o f the forgetting of being. A system of specialized labor, as Adam 

Smith well knew, causes the laborer to become a stunted individual; in the end, the pinhead

maker becomes a  pinhead. Academic researchers are not immune to the effects of

• specialization. In the case of the university, the departments attain autonomy over their area

of research, which means that nothing coordinates the whole; physicist do not study 

philology and philologists do not carry out physical research. The departments do not 

\ work together out of a common ground, and therefore the university becomes nothing more

than its merely technical organization, the accumulation and disbursement of funding so 

i that individual research may take place.

If specialization of labor is modem in character, it is not necessarily liberal. 

Specialization, as Smith pointed out, both promotes and undermines liberal well-being. 

Smith’s solution to the real possibility that the system of productive capital would produce

40 The steps which Heidegger followed in drawing this conclusion can be seen clearly in a 
lecture course from 1928/29: first, he presents die crisis of the sciences; secondly, states that 
this crisis can only be addressed by a deconstruction and transformation of the dominant 
understanding of truth, which leads him into his discussion of the essence of truth as the 
essence of Dasein as being-in-the-world, so enabling Dasein to hold on to itself and so
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stunted, and that is to say inhuman, laborers was publicly-funded liberal education. Liberal 

education would educate and cultivate the rational and moral qualities necessary for human 

well-being and citizenship. One must question, however, whether the solution can stand up 

to the problem. The animus of Smith’s attack on the aristocracy is that its unproductive use 

of capital, but within his system liberal education must be counted as unproductive use of 

capital; the fact that Smith assigned the obligation to provide this education to the state 

indicates that capitalism left to itself will not fulfill this obligation because it is at odds with 

its underlying principle. Since in modem liberal democracies the state is a sometimes tool 

of capitalism, Smith’s solution is at constant risk from the need to make capital investment 

productive. We can see this in the justifications made for the need for universities. The 

h foremost is that the universities serve as a home for research which will provide the
t
[ inventions and advances in knowledge that will make capital more productive. This
k

conception of a university as the advanced technical wing of the capitalist enterprise is most 

prevalent in state universities. Capitalism, however, has a powerful influence even on 

those private universities which take upon themselves the obligation to educate students 

 ̂ liberally and not just for technical skills. However, in today’s world, the foremost

justification of liberal, as opposed to purely technical, education is that it makes the student 

more adaptable to changing economic needs; liberal education teaches skills that can be 

applied in many settings and in many sorts of labor. In this perverse way, a liberal 

| education is thus actually a more effective means of making the labor force ripe for total

mobilization.

If forces external to the ideal of liberal education push it toward technical training, 

there are problems internal to the ideal of a liberal university which make it open to the 

domination of technical thinking. Liberal education is humanist; it is supposed to cultivate

recover itself from its being “lost” in the “busyness” that dominates modem 
being.(GA27, 26-62; 149-220; 365)
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the human virtues. Historically, this meant to free education from its subservience to 

religious dogmatism, and cultivate in its stead independent reason and an ethos of 

tolerance. These principles and goals animated Humboldt’s organization of the liberal 

university in Germany. Following in the path laid out by earlier humanist thinkers, he 

separated religion from the university and established science in its place as the unifying 

principle of the university. His intention was to keep confessional wars outside of 

academia by emphasizing instead each individual’s freedom to pursue his or her own 

scholarly projects. Emphasizing private research interests, he believed, was the best means 

of accomplishing this end, in the same way that private pursuit of goods and trade was the 

liberal solution to the problem of religious wars; toleration will be a byproduct because if 

each is free to pursue his or her own research, they will not bother with what their neighbor 

does. It is true that German universities retained much of their religious heritage for years 

afterwards. Indeed, the faculty at the Protestant university at Marburg was persuaded to 

take on the “Catholic” docent Heidegger (who was more Protestant than Catholic at the 

time, but that was not widely known, particularly if one was acquainted only with his vitae) 

only when Husserl persuaded the suspicious philosophers that Heidegger was no longer 

Catholic. This legacy notwithstanding, Humboldtian reforms did in fact eliminate religion 

as an essential element in the university. The point is not that science debunks religious 

claims, nor that individual members of the university no longer believe in God, but that 

religion loses its effective force in university life, and its place is taken by the pursuit of 

scientific knowledge.

That means, however, that the nature of science must also change. To maintain its 

liberal ethos of toleration, the university as a unity cannot be grounded in a single, 

overarching posiuve value. If science is to be a unifying force in the weak sense of a 

liberal university, it must be of such a sort that leaves values free for choosing. Thus one 

arrives at “value-free” science, or science freed from responsibility to ask about the
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meaning of the whole. Tolerant science contents itself with investigating beings and no 

longer raises the question of being, the question of the meaning of the whole. The weak 

unifying principle the technical university provides matches the almost nonexistent unifying 

force of the sciences themselves. The human and natural sciences broke apart due to the 

strain of uniting facts and values, and afterwards science concentrated on facts and shoved 

values to the realm of nonscience, nonsense. “Value-free” science was the only sort of 

science that could survive in a liberal university because the minute values are put back into 

the mix, academic fights become pure power struggles over undecidables.41 Value-free 

science that rigorously investigated only universally valid facts is the legacy of neo- 

Kantianism. Liberalism is not merely an accidental value for neo-Kantianism, but is 

necessarily tied to its practice of science. The only unity left to the university lies in its 

administration.

So in fact on principle the liberal university collapses into a technical university. 

The above gloss on the liberal university correlates with Heidegger’s own description:

The scientific fields are quite diverse. The ways they treat their objects of 
inquiry differ fundamentally. Today only the technical organization of 
universities and faculties consolidate this burgeoning multiplicity of 
disciplines; the practical establishment of goals by each discipline provides 
the only meaningful source of unity. Nonetheless, the rootedness of the 
sciences in their essential ground has atrophied.(WM, 104)

4lWeber, one of the last great neo-Kantians whose science was to be value-free, well 
understood the lesson he had absorbed from Nietzsche: the great wars of the future would 
be fought over values and gods. The liberal in him thus wanted to insulate science from the 
seduction of values so that science would not be a tool in this fight. This of course assumes 
that Nietzsche is (half-) right and that values are ultimately undecidable (it denies the other 
half of Nietzsche’s thought, that facts are only values in disguise). Both Weber and 
Nietzsche take for granted that values are irrational, and we who live in the age of the 
“cultural wars” in the university, in essence of Weber vs. Nietzsche, would do well to 
understand the essential similarity in their positions, for if value-free science is in fact a 
chimera, nothing can save the liberal university from its destruction. It is not an accident 
that some thinkers, Strauss and Voegelin for instance, have been accused of anti-liberalism, 
because they believed that Weber culminates against his will in Nietzsche, which is to say, 
liberalism will become some variant of fascism in the end.
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When after the war Heidegger formulated his defense, he quoted this passage and 

added that the university’s most urgent concern was “to renew itself starting from its 

essential ground, which is precisely the essential ground of the sciences, that is to say from 

the essence o f truth itself.”(FT, 16) To reform the universities requires a change in the 

essence of truth. To change the essence of truth is, however, profoundly political, and 

Heidegger understood it to be, for he opposed neo-Kantianism’s technical understanding of 

science to a science that investigates man “in his historical rootedness and his national 

belonging to his origin in earth and blood.”42 Humboldt’s ideal university is thus political 

in nature, not in a narrow sense of being the tool of one party or another, but political in the 

sense of being a response to a political problem. Heidegger wants to counter the ill effects 

Humboldt’s liberal-cosmopolitan solution inflicted upon the German spirit. He wants to 

And a new place for the university in the whole of the political realm, which is, as we have 

already seen, the order of beings as a whole. Heidegger’s reformation of science is 

necessarily political because Heidegger sees the world as a unified order of being; 

institutions correspond to the ways of thinking about being. If the liberal conception of the 

university and the virtues it champions is in fact deeply rooted in modem technical 

thinking, then overcoming modem metaphysics means overthrowing the political regime 

and ethical virtues that are part of the modem world. Thus Heidegger is quite consistent in 

his desire to overthrow the cornerstone of the modem liberal university, its purely negative 

academic freedom, for in fact this freedom is bound to modem technology and thus reveals 

itself to be a  form of slavery.(SA, 10)

It is possible to go even further than this negative claim. If academic “freedom” is 

bound to a conception of science that cannot inquire into the meaning of the whole and thus 

belongs to an alienated existence, then the positive solution lies in a conception of science

42 Schorcht, Die Philosophie an den Bayerischen Universitaten 161; quoted in Young, 
Heidegger, Philosophy, Nazism, 3, note 5.
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that inquires into the meaning of the whole and understands this whole as the source of 

meaning in whose service it stands. True academic freedom is being free for the essential 

question concerning the whole, and so free for the meaning of the whole revealed through 

the questioning. This whole which science serves is the nation. As Heidegger understood 

the essence of truth, at least during this period, it correlates politically to the very “private 

National Socialism” to which Heidegger gave his allegiance.

The essence of truth, according to Heidegger’s wordplay on the Greek word for 

truth aletheia, is that truth means unconcealment or revealing. The verbal quality of 

“revealing” means that truth occurs. Truth happens as the troth of being. This troth of 

being is the meaning of being which gives meaning to existence. It comes to light through 

work for some groups of people. We have already covered this in the previous chapters. 

At different times during his life, Heidegger defines the shape and definition of this group 

of people for whom the troth occurs. In the 1930’s and 1940’s, this group corresponds to

f a Volk, a people or nation. A Volk is instituted by their language, which is not necessarily

German or English or French, but their sayings, their sagas, their myths. These poetic
b

!
sayings give the nation its goal, its world, its Da-sein. A nation in this sense is the basic 

political unit of authentic community. It is the basic unit because it is prior to the 

individuals which make up the community. Heidegger thus explicitly rejects the 

cornerstone of liberal theory, that the individual is prior to the community. “This original 

community does not arise first of all through the establishing of reciprocal relations—thus 

arises only society—rather community is by the prior binding of each individual to that 

which each individual commandingly binds and determines.”(GA39,72) Heidegger takes 

up a distinction made in the nineteenth century between community (Gemeinschaft) and 

society (Gesellschaft), and, it should be noted in passing, he adopts the moral connotations
r

that each term carried, as indicated by the sneering “only.” Gesell means companion or 

associate; gesellen means to associate. It carries the connotation of an associate in trade or
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in a trade. According to the distinction, a Gesellschaft is primarily an economic 

association, however broadly one wishes to construe economic. As such, it was used to 

refer to a society constituted by a social contract, or at least one purported to be founded on 

a social contract, i.e., a liberal society. A contract signifies that the wishes of the 

contracting parties, in the case of liberal theory individuals, have precedence. The 

association binds only so far as that to which the contracting parties have agreed. It is 

exactly this point that distinguishes a Gemeinschaft from a Gesellschaft. A Gemeinschaft 

has an overarching binding and determining principle. The community is thus prior to the 

individuals and any contracting they do. This principle is not supposed to be alien to the 

individuals and thus oppressive; gemein means common, and particularly relevant for 

: Heidegger, is derived from mein, mine, my own.43 In Being and Time, Dasein was

I characterized by Jemeinigkeit, in each case my own; Gemeinschaft is the being-with

expression of Jemeinigkeit. It is not accidental that Heidegger uses Gemeinschaft to 

s characterize the group which co*historicizes together.44 A community is a nation. Their

co-historicizing is the historical event of being, the coming into being of the world.
t

Heidegger’s political theory in 1934 corresponds directly to that of Being and Time. The
i

43Charles Taylor relies on much the same logic in his communitarianism. He even 
approvingly cites Heidegger for this thought. Taylor, Charles, “Engaged Agency and 
Background in Heidegger,” in The Cambridge Companion to Heidegger, ed. Charles 
Guignon (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1993). He considers Rawls’ thin self 
tyrannical because it excludes what he considers legitimate expressions of my self. For 
Taylor, the self is not an isolated individual behind a veil of ignorance, but is part of a 
larger community with whom I share certain conceptions of goods and values which go 
beyond distributive justice. His basic unit is a culture; one could easily call it a nation. 
Taylor is not by any means a fascist, and the comparison with Heidegger is not meant to 
imply that his theory eventually elides with that of the latter. Taylor wishes to preserve 
rights and the individual. Heidegger has no such concerns. For more see Taylor, Charles, 
The Ethics o f Authenticity (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1992); Taylor, 
Charles, Sources of the Self: The Making of the Modem Identity (Cambridge, MA: Harvard 
University Press, 1989).

wNo one that I have read has picked up on the relationship of Jemeinigkeit and Gemeinschaft. 
My analysis in this paragraph indicates that Heidegger’s political theory more closely 
related to his analysis of Dasein than is generally thought.
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Volk is the historical “there” of being, the principle or ethos which guides and gives 

meaning to each individual’s labor.

Volk adds something to the bare community. The historical community of Being 

and Time (the generation) indicates its connection with time quite clearly, but not its place, 

its where. It has a time, but no place. Volk adds the place. What is the place of a 

generation? It can be very broad, as the events of 1968 show. A nation has a place; its 

world is rooted in its earth: the land it works, the fields that provide food and shelter, the 

holy mountain where its gods live. The early Heidegger gave a phenomenological 

description of world without reference to earth. The later Heidegger set the world against 

the earth; a world was a world only so far as it was on this earth. Earth took its place in the 

| fourfold as a necessary element of being. This essential element of Heidegger’s later

thinking in fact was introduced as early as 1933, even before his Holderlin lectures or 

lecture on the origin of art.

Understood as a community of people and not merely as an association, Volk 

points towards socialism or populism. Although there can be socialism without nations, 

there can be no nationalism without socialism. Because humans are essentially laboring 

' creatures, Heidegger like most modem socialists understands socialism as a particular
i
I social arrangement of work in which the social group has ontological and moral precedence

over individual laborers. For Heidegger, though, socialism must be understood in the 

; context of nationalism; the basic social unit is not a class, but rather a nation. Since in

German, one word for nation is “ Volk,” which also means “people,” Heidegger’s 

[ socialism is really a type of populism. National Socialism for Heidegger is a people bound

together into the one single estate the (German) working class.45 Work, as the last chapter

43 In a letter Heidegger wrote to Marcuse after the war, he said he expected the Nazis “a 
reconciliation of social antagonisms and a deliverance of Western Dasein from the dangers 
of communism.” “Letter from Heidegger to Marcuse of January 20, 1948,” in The 
Heidegger Controversy, ed. Richard Wolin (Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 1993) 162
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showed, assumes a central place in Heidegger’s politics. In this regard, however, he is at 

one with the modem alternatives, for both capitalism and Marxism are also political 

philosophies of labor. Thus it is incumbent upon Heidegger to show that National 

Socialism is the political regime that best embodies the transformed nature of work that he 

envisioned in his writings on technology. To put it another way, Heidegger must show that 

work and nation belong essentially together. Work is the unifying principle of being, 

nation and socialism. But this requires further consideration.

Work

In the last chapter I showed that work understood poetically is authentic knowledge 

or phronesis, which is to say, that it aligns with the essence of truth as unconcealing. In a 

speech delivered to unemployed workers in early 1934, Heidegger broached this staple of 

his later philosophy. “Knowledge means: to know one's way around in the world into 

which we are placed, as a community and as individuals.”(NSE, 58) To know one’s way 

around is phronesis, the practical knowledge that for Heidegger is authentic knowledge. If 

we substitute “thrown” for “placed,” the line could have been lifted straight from Being and 

Time. In this speech, though, as in the later philosophy, work is equated to authentic 

knowledge. “For us, ‘work’ is the title o f every well-ordered action that is borne by the 

responsibility o f  the individual, the group, and the state and which is thus o f service to the 

Volk.”(NSE, 59) Unlike Aristotle, who separates work from action proper, Heidegger 

combines them: work is well-ordered action. What makes work well-ordered is that it is 

responsible to and thus in service to the nation. The nation is the “there” of being; it is the

The conjunction of those two factors is not accidental; the social antagonism Heidegger 
refers to is the class warfare advocated by the internationalist Communist Party. 
Communism advocates a universal workers’ class that cuts across national boundaries; 
Heidegger instead wanted a populism that cut across class boundaries.
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definite revelation o f being, the principle, which gives meaning to labor. In nuce, this is 

the change in the essence of work which he called for in the 1934 Holderlin lecture, and 

which lasts throughout the rest of his life. Work is responsible ultimately to the Volk, 

which means that the workers derive the meaning of their work from the revelation of being 

which occurs as the truth of a nation. “Every one o f our people who is employed must 

know fo r  what reason and to what purpose he is where he is. It is only through this living 

and ever-present knowledge that his life will be rooted in the people as a whole, and its 

destiny.”(NSE, 56) This is the metaphysical significance to work.

The socialist character of work, in Heidegger’s view, would correct the social 

imbalances and deprivations that existed in the liberal-capitalist world that preceded the 

Nazi revolution. He hoped first of all to heal social divisions and eliminate class warfare.46 

The social division he was most concerned about—undoubtedly because it lay closest to his 

personal experience—was the social distinction brought about between manual and 

intellectual labor. Like any modem industrial nation, Germany required a class o f 

intellectuals to help manage the technical, economic and political sectors of society: 

engineers, scientists, managers, and bureaucrats of all sorts. These positions require 

extensive schooling, and as is usual in modem societies, the German universities supplied 

the bulk of this class. As is also inevitable, distinctions in schooling produce inequalities: 

prestige, wealth and power gravitate to those with much sought and difficult to replace 

skills and knowledge; and as is also usual, this class can perpetuate itself because its wealth 

and power give its children a better opportunity to gain admittance to the exclusive 

schooling which is the source of wealth and power. It is the exceptional student who 

comes to the universities from poverty.47 This situation poses a problem for democracies,

44 ibid, 162.
4THeidegger, incidentally, was one of those students, having advanced due to the good graces 

of a stipendium from the Catholic Church. Ott and Safranski detail these early years of
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as present education debates in the United States concerning equal access and opportunity 

make clear. Heidegger was not so much concerned with equal access as he was with 

closing the rift in the social status between intellectuals and laborers.48 In this respect, he 

was more radical than liberal reformers, for equal access addresses the problem of 

perpetuation but not of the social division itself. To overcome a social distinction means to 

make separate and distinct individuals equal in the most important respect; it means to find a 

common ground which trumps individual differences. Liberalism addressed itself to the 

problem of political inequality by making everyone equal by nature politically. Other 

natural differences are left free by the political sphere and they thus generate multiple forms 

of inequality in liberal civil society. Socialists responded to these civil inequalities because 

i they felt that these inequalities undermined political equality. Heidegger finds a common

ground in the nation or the being-with of Dasein.49 If all types of work, both intellectual 

and manual, gain significance by reference to the same source of meaning, they are all 

I equal in some sense. Work in service of the nation unites all into one class: “There is only

one single German ‘estate.’ That is the estate o f work which is rooted in and borne by the

dependency and its possible effects on his view of the Church and his resentment against 
the bourgeoisie. Ott, Martin Heidegger, Safranski, Ein Meister aus Deutschland.

44 Someone who has read both Heidegger’s political texts and his philosophical texts from the 
1930’s might be hard-pressed to reconcile them, since the former are very anti-elitist, while 
the latter are held to be elitist and Mandarin (the great creators vs. the stinking masses). I 
think the error lies in our natural equation of masses with manual workers, an equation 
foreign to Heidegger’s scheme. If anything, Heidegger held workers and peasants in 
higher regard than intellectuals. The opposition in Heidegger’s thinking is really between 
city and country, and he expressed a definite preference for the latter.

49I find it ironic that it is often held that had Heidegger attended more thoroughly to Mitsein 
he would not have fallen in with the Nazis. Nancy, The Inoperative Community, 14. On the 
contrary, it is precisely his conception of Mitsein which grounds the possibility of the 
folkish community he thought National Socialism would bring about. In this respect, I am 
in partial agreement with Lacoue-Labarthe, who writes, “One will always be able to say, in 
effect, that Heidegger’s political choice begins (at least) when being-in-the-world and the 
being-with (or the advent-with) of Dasein is thought as a people.” Lacoue-Labarthe, 
‘Transcendence Ends in Politics,” 286. My reservation lies in Lacoue-Labarthe’s 
implication that there is another way that Heidegger thought of being-with.
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Volk and which has freely submitted to the historical will of the state. The character of this 

estate is being pre-formed in the National Socialist Worker’s Party movement.”(CLS, 54)50

One should not lose sight of the character of this one-class society. That there is 

one class does not mean that everyone shares in the same tasks. Specialization and division 

of labor remain; there is hardly a society which does not divide its work. Heidegger’s 

estate of work includes the normal divisions of labor including those between intellectual 

and manual labor. These necessary divisions remain, but the class distinction are overcome 

by referring each task to the same source of meaning. There is a strong corporatist 

implication behind this theory, deriving in all probability from Heidegger’s excursions into 

Platonic political philosophy, especially the Republic. Different people, different soul
f

types, are assigned a place in the ordered whole that best address the needs of their soul.
\
[ The responsibility of the individual is do his or her best at the task to which they have been

assigned. Heidegger writes, “Knowledge means: in our decisions and actions to be up to 

the task that is assigned us, whether this task be to till the soil or to fell a tree or to dig a 

ditch or to inquire into the laws of nature or to illuminate the fateful force of history.”(NSE, 

58) From the “lowest” manual laborer to scientific research to prophet, each has the 

responsibility to work with utmost commitment for the whole. The examples clearly show 

how the tasks of the most varied sort could be equal in the national socialist regime. Each 

is equally in service to the meaning of the whole to which each belongs.

i  For labor to be redeemed, each must labor within a shared community that is as a

• whole devoted to some higher, genuinely binding principle dispensed by being.

Heidegger’s socialism grows from Dasein’s necessary social character; Dasein’s 

fundamental character of being-with makes all varieties of individualism, economic and

^Translation altered slightly; emphasis in the original. Heidegger’s own emphasis on work 
and workers lends credence to my thesis in this chapter, that Heidegger was led to his Nazi 
engagement primarily through his revision of the concept of work.
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political, an anathema to Heidegger. His socialism becomes a nationalism because an 

authentic community is founded upon a  clearing of being that is opened up and shared in 

and through language. Germany exists as such because Germans have access to being 

through the German language. Because language is the locus of being, the national 

community has precedence over other social organizations.51 The gods humans serve “are 

always the gods of a people.”(GA39,170) Although it is a type o f socialism, world 

communism must belong to metaphysics because it seeks to eliminate the natural divisions 

of the world, i.e., those originating in being, in favor of a universal class constructed by a 

leveling instrumental reason. Heidegger’s path to redeeming labor in the technical age 

necessitates nationalism.

3
i

The Institution of Work

Heidegger did not rely only upon a vague sense o f shared nationhood to unite the 

people. Relying on a very concrete psychological insight, Heidegger believed that the 

communal and service orientation to work was brought about through institutions designed 

' to bring people to labor together. The most vital service to bringing about this goal was the

labor service. Labor service was one of the three services Heidegger mentioned in his 

Rectoral Address, along with military and knowledge; of the three, military service played 

little or no role in Heidegger’s thought, whereas labor service played a vital role in 

conjunction with knowledge service. The labor service was an institution set up to assign 

people to common tasks: in essence, they were work camps in which everyone was 

expected to participate. Through their organized routine, the camps would teach that work 

__________________________
51 See Catherine Zuckert, “Martin Heidegger: His Philosophy and His Politics,” Political 

Theory, 1990. Zuckert bases her thesis largely on Heidegger’s writings in the 1930’s when 
the Volk loomed large in his thought, but one can rind this connection between language 
and community in Heidegger’s earlier work on Aristotle. See Heidegger, Martin,
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received its meaning from the task at hand, and that work meant working together in mutual 

dependence; everyone needed to do their part so that the task would be accomplished.32 

The labor service reinforces “the responsibility that derives for the individual from the fact 

that all belong together in an ethnic [volkhaft] unity .”(CLS, 53) Working together would 

foster social cohesion: “For what counts in the camp is exemplary acting and working 

together, but not standing by and supervising.”(LSU, 42) Heidegger wanted to strengthen 

the feelings of comradeship which signified the social bond of a community, which 

overcomes the proximal “indifferent modes” of being-with characteristic particularly of 

bourgeois society.(BT, 161)

The invocation at this point o f Being and Time is not accidental. The labor service 

instituuonalizes authentic solicitous concern [FUrsorge]. In Dasein’s being-in-the-world, it 

encounters that which is environmentally ready-to-hand, “and it does so in such a way that 

together with it we encounter the Dasein-with o f others.”(BT, 160) In this way, we 

discover that our own being is essentially being-with:

Knowing oneself is grounded in being-with, which understands 
primordially. It operates proximally in accordance with the kind of being 
which is closest to us—being-in-the-world as being-with; and it does so by 
an acquaintance with that winch Dasein, along with the others, comes 
across in its environmental circumspection and concerns itself with—an 
acquaintance in which Dasein understands. Solicitous concern is 
understood in terms o f what we are concerned with, and along with our 
understanding of it. Thus in concemful solicitude the other is proximally 
disclosed.(BT, 161)

Dasein understands its being-in-the-world for the most part environmentally, that is to say, 

in its everyday work world. In this work world we encounter others in their positions in

Grundbegriffe der arislotelischen Philosophie, SS 1924, pp.16, 23; also Gillespie, 
“Heidegger’s Aristotelian Fascism,’’ 10.

32 This sort of training thrives today in various sorts of business executive camps designed to 
foster teamwork and trust among company executives. I believe that Heidegger viewed the 
function of the labor service, particularly as it applied to academicians, quite similarly. I am 
not certain if he was aware of the real function of the labor service: a covert military 
training facility to train military skills and discipline to a much larger group than allowed 
under the Versailles Treaty.
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this world: suppliers, buyers, and co-workers. In essence, solicitous concern means our 

economic relations to others. Being constitutive of Dasein’s being-in-the-world, however, 

solicitous concern is a formal indication and can thus enact itself in any of several different 

possibilities. These possibilities belong to larger systems of enactment we have already 

examined, for instance, modem technology. In the system of modem technology, we 

encounter other humans as raw material, instruments of an aimless system of production.

In such a system, one’s co-workers are faceless and interchangeable. Being 

interchangeable, one is “indifferent” to one’s co-workers. Thus “indifference” is the mode 

of solicitous concern peculiar to modem technical production.53 Heidegger envisaged a 

different mode of solicitude in the world of transformed labor. This mode is comradeship. 

Comradeship is an authentic enactment of Dasein because in this enactment one grasps 

one’s situation sharing the revelation of being together with others. Comradeship means 

sharing the ground and goal of labor with one’s co-workers; in other words, working 

together allows Dasein to know itself authentically, not as any bare working together, but 

when the task is common, when the “for-the-sake-of-which” is revealed to each in 

common. Heidegger presents two situations that breed comradeship: “under pressure of a 

great common danger or from the ever-growing commitment to a clearly perceived 

task.”(CLS, 53) The first arises most particularly in war; the second in work. Without 

comradeship, no true community is possible; “at most it comes to an altered form of society 

[Gesellschaft].’’(GA39,73) The labor camps foster comradeship which is part of authentic 

existence.

33 Although I think Heidegger intends his analysis to apply to all modem social economies, 
the characterization works best for capitalist societies. It is similar to Marx’s theory that 

t capitalism not only alienates workers from the products of their labor, but also from each
other. Like Marx, Heidegger is concerned also with the reflexive moment of 
understanding; we understand ourselves as alienated from each other, i.e., as individuals, 
and thus lose connection to our essential being as social beings. Thus Heidegger’s implied 
criticism of indifferent modes can function as a critique of contract theories of labor 
characteristic of capitalism.
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Labor and the labor camps fostered a nationalist socialism. A nation is 

characterized by being rooted here in this place on this earth. Labor makes possible an 

experience of soil. “Such service provides the basic experience of hardness, of closeness 

to the soil and implements of labor, of the rigorous law that governs the simplest 

physical—and thus essential—labor in a group.”(CLS, 53) Soil does not mean just any bit 

of dirt emptied of meaning or useful only as raw material; it means one’s own soil, the soil 

of a nation which as soil has a history ; in it we recognize the past labor of those who 

preceded us, out of which our own present and destiny arises. In being infused with this 

history, the soil is the homeland of a people.(GA39,104-5) Working in the soil is 

supposed to be the type of dwelling which is the unity of past, present and future, i.e.,

| authentic temporality. Authentic work arises out of this laboring dwelling; it is given

j meaning by being rooted in the soil of the nation. When we labor authentically, we gain an

authentic experience of our environment; it ceases to be either raw material for industrial 

production or a beautiful sight for excursioners from the city. “And that once again not in 

the desired moment of a hedonistic submersion and artificial empathy, but rather only when 

one’s own Dasein stands in his work. Work alone opens the space for this reality of the 

mountain. The movement of work remains planted in the happening of the 

landscape.”(WBW, 10) The “movement of work” to which Heidegger refers in this 

passage is not manual labor alone; his own philosophizing arises out of his experience of 

i his rootedness in the landscape of his home. Labor instills this rootedness, this essential
i.

nationalism.

For Heidegger, labor was particularly necessary to intellectuals, since manual labor 

for them was something done by the hired help. Heidegger hoped that working in these 

camps and experiencing manual labor would open academics to work as “a new and 

decisive educating force.”(LSU, 42) The labor service would institutionalize the new 

essence of truth, that work and knowledge were one and the same. Academics would
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experience first hand the truth of being inherent in work. In this way, Heidegger hoped 

that academic research itself would be affected by this new essence of truth. The essence 

of truth and work referred back ultimately to the nation. Through the labor service, 

Heidegger wanted to root scientific labor, the university, in the nation as a whole. In other 

words, to root scientific research means not just to root science in a new essence of truth 

which can be separated from the concerns of the nation as a whole, but to root it in service 

to the nation. ‘Tt is through such teaching that true research emerges, interlocked with the 

whole through its rootedness in the Volk and its bond to the state.”(UNR, 45) This is 

specifically why Heidegger was so enthusiastic about the labor service. Laboring in these 

camps would instill a sense of common destiny; it is out of this common destiny that all 

labor, including scientific research, finds its meaning. The labor service was a necessary 

I component in the reformation of the university and of the nature of scientific research itself.

Work is the principle of unity of the National Socialist Worker’s Party. It binds in 

an essential manner nationalism and socialism. Each of the three implies the other. The 

mutual belonging together of these three elements is the essence of work and the essence of
i
►

; truth, which together make up Heidegger’s new metaphysics. A National Socialist

Workers’ movement was necessary to bring about the revolution in metaphysics that was 

t the highest political revolution possible.

Nationalism and das Volk

National Socialism is but one of the philosophies o f labor available to Heidegger.

His socialism clearly excludes any choice in favor of an individualistic and contract-

| centered liberal capitalism. There is, however, the matter of communism and its more

virulent revolutionary branch, Bolshevism, another labor-centered politics that Heidegger

could have chosen. The decisive difference in favor of National Socialism lies in its
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national character. Unlike the internationalist and universalistic Marxist party doctrines, the 

Nazis were specifically the National Socialist party of Germany.

Heidegger decided for National Socialism because he is foremost a nationalist. The 

word he uses in this context is Volk, a word which means nation, people, folk, or ethnic 

group.S4 The notion of a Volk carried connotations more potent in Germany than in most 

other Western nations because of the precarious and often non-existent nature of the 

German state. Nowadays we speak matter-of-factly of the rise in early modernity of the 

nation-state. In contrast either to the Greek city-state, characterized as many political states 

in one nation, or an empire, characterized as a multinational state, a nation-state is the one- 

to-one overlap of a nation and political rule. The German nation-state had existed in name 

since the crowning of the Holy Roman Emperor, but a long history of delegating power to 

local cities and states, combined with the enormous dislocations caused by the Reformation 

and the Thirty Years War, gradually made a mockery of any pretense to a real German 

polity.”  By the eighteenth century, Germany was split into hundreds of individual 

kingdoms, dukedoms, baronies, free states, and one greatly-reduced Austro-Hungarian 

empire, all open to political domination by powerful neighbors, particularly, France.

In the eighteenth century, a desire to reassert the German spirit in the face of 

political and cultural domination resurfaced, and it was conjoined with the realization that 

the fractured nature of the political situation made such a German nation-state at best a 

distant dream. In the face of these political realities nationalistic desires turned towards the

u The following presentation fits in tolerably well with the analysis of nation, culture, and state 
developed in Friedrich Meinecke’s Cosmopolitanism and the National State, tr. Robert B. 
Kimber (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1970). Particularly important is the 
distinction he develops between “cultural nation” and “political nation.”Meinecke, 
Cosmopolitanism, 10. He makes a distinction between Volk and Nation which I do not 
follow because Heidegger did not. Meinecke, Cosmopolitanism, 24-25.

55 This legacy leaves its mark even today on German politics. The Federal Republic of 
Germany is very federal in nature, delegating extensive latitude and powers to the individual 
states.
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suprapolitical sphere, the sphere of culture.S6 Folk, nation, spirit, people, and culture are all 

notions developed to discover, create, or build Germanness. “Politics" became culture, and 

culture rested on the Volk. The confluence of these terms was given a decisive and very 

influential direction through the efforts of Herder”  One notion that had a lasting impact 

was his belief that the spirit of a people is found in its folk legends and folk songs. The 

Grimm brothers’ famous book of fairy tales takes its inspiration from this idea. For the 

Grimms, collecting the stories was an act of retrieving and preserving the spirit of the 

Germans in the face of the cultural dominance by outside forces; it was part of the cultural- 

political ambitions of the German intellectuals. Thus in the nineteenth century and 

especially after the failure of the revolution of 1848 it became standard fare among German

| intellectuals to find the essential ground of politics in the spirit or culture of the people. The
£
£ state was imagined to be merely a superstructure built upon the real foundations of the

national spirit.

This cultural-political ideal had a peculiar relationship to the actual ongoing political 

unification of Germany. On the one hand, since it had been developed in explicit 

contradistinction to the existing political situation, the nation or spirit of the people might be 

destroyed by the political necessities of asserting German power in the political sphere.

This fear accounts for Nietzsche’s rejection of the Bismaickian path to German unification. 

In the section “On the New Idol,” Nietzsche writes, “Somewhere there are still peoples and 

herds, but not where we live, my brothers: here there are states. State? What is that? Well,

56 Meinecke, Cosmopolitanism, 27-28.
57 Koepke presents a useful examination of Herder’s use of the word “Volk." Koepke, “Das 

Wort ‘Volk’ im Sprachgebrauch Johann Gottfried Herders,” Lessing Yearbook, vol. 19 
(1987): 209-221. Many of the senses in which Herder uses it — its spiritual-intellectual 
character, its opposition to a machine-like state built upon abstract reason, its status as a 
unifying way of thinking — are also valid for Heidegger’s thought. Herder is quite 
obviously inspired by Rousseau’s account of popular sovereignty; in what sense this could 
be true for Heidegger will be examined in the next chapter.
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then, open your ears to me, for now I shall speak to you about the death of peoples.”58 In 

this section, state means the modem state. In order for it to assert its power politically, it 

must acquire enormous economic power. So Nietzsche says, ‘They want power and first 

the lever of power, much money—the impotent paupers!”59 The state is developed in order 

to rationally harness the resources of the nation for growth and domination. For Nietzsche, 

this technical monstrosity annihilates and devours the creative element that makes a people 

capable of being a people, i.e., being the source of the esteeming which gives them their 

virtues and their gods.60 If forced to choose between nation and state, Nietzsche would 

choose the Volk, even if that meant the “nation” of Europe.

On the other hand, one can see how culture and state could seem to fit together.

I Cultural nationalism and political nationalism are both nationalisms, creating a natural

alliance between the two groups. It is difficult to separate cultural assertion from political 

assertion, particularly if the political self-assertion is seen as a product of the peculiar 

virtues brought forth in the cultural renewal that make the political success possible.61
£

' Since the original program was a response to the political and cultural subservience to

’ foreign powers, the original program to help build the political self-assertion of Germany
5

i from out of its basis in the spirit of the people is implicated in cultural nationalism. In his

usual blunt fashion, this connection becomes apparent in Fichte’s Addresses to the German 

Nation, which sought to incite German political nationalism during its occupation by 

Napoleon by calling on the German intellectual class to begin a program of proper German

__________________________

5* Nietzsche, Zarathustra, 48.
” ibid, 50.
60 ibid, 59.I
61 This sort of thinking is not limited to nations or nationalism, but extends to how the 

European powers regarded their colonial conquests. Thus the European conquest of Africa 
and Asia led to attempts to discover the uniquely European virtues that made these 
conquests possible. This is the origin of the modem notion and use of race and racial 
superiority as justification of such conquests.
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education. The German nation-state is the logical product of the intentions of the stateless 

German intellectuals of the eighteenth century to rebuild Germany.

Heidegger is caught up in this mishmash o f German nationalism. Although he is 

far closer to the cultural-nationalist element, he is not immune to the connection between 

cultural self-determination and political self-determination. Indeed, political self- 

determination played a key role in Heidegger’s stance towards the Nazis. One must see the 

Nazis’ call for German self-assertion in the context of Germany’s position under the 

Versailles Treaty. German nationalists hated the document because it rendered Germany 

subservient to foreign powers, either through the high level o f reparations or physical 

occupation of German soil. Although the Weimar constitution is not mandated under the

! Versailles Treaty, since the Weimar regime upheld the treaty, it was seen as party to

German subservience towards the allies. In addition, there was always an underlying 

sense among conservatives that the Weimar Republic, with its parliamentary democratic 

form, was part of the Western ideological domination and thus un-German. Hitler

> appealed to nationalists because he wanted to reassert Germany’s sovereign independence.

This appealed to Heidegger. It comes through in his mythologizing memorial to Albert
•4

i»! Schlageter. Schlageter had been arrested and executed by occupying French forces for

‘ various acts of sabotage, including exploding a bomb on a French military installation.
<■

Heidegger portrayed him not as a terrorist but rather as a martyred freedom fighter. 

According to Heidegger, Germans should honor Schlageter because “Alone, drawing on 

his inner strength, he had to place before his soul an image of the future awakening o f the 

Volk to honor and greatness so that he could die believing in this future.”(Sl, 40-41) 

Schlageter was great, from Heidegger’s point of view, because he fought and died for 

Germany’s independence from French domination. This will to German independence 

Heidegger elsewhere called the will to Germany’s self-responsibility. Heidegger described
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this self-responsibility as the ground for why Germany should follow Hitler’s lead and 

withdraw from the League of Nations.

It is not ambition, nor desire for glory, nor blind obstinacy, and not hunger 
for power that demands from the Fiihrer that Germany withdraw from the 
League o f Nations. It is only the clear will to unconditional self- 
responsibility in suffering and mastering the fate of our people. That is not 
a turning away from the community of peoples. On the contrary: with this 
step, our people is submitting to that essential law of human being to which 
every people must first give allegiance if it is still to be a people.(DSAH,
50)

Further on he glosses the essential law of human being to mean “the clear 

acknowledgment of each people’s inviolable independence.”(DSAH, SO) Each nation has a 

right to self-determination. Just as in Heidegger’s assertion in Being and Time that no one 

should “step in” for another Dasein and take away its own decision, thereby becoming 

dominant over the other, so too does this same authentic solicitude apply to nations.(BT, 

158) The invocation of Being and Time in this context is deliberate. For example, the issue 

at stake in the election to withdraw from the League of Nations is “whether the entire Volk 

wills its own [eigenes] Dasein, or whether it does not will it.”(DSAH, SO) For peoples to 

be authentically peoples, they must take responsibility for themselves, which means to take 

responsibility for their fate as meted out by being.62
I

The philosophical arena is in Heidegger’s mind never far from the concretely 

; political one, as one would expect from any notion of nation as a culturally distinct unity.

A culture is a distinct way of thinking, and philosophy is the highest realization of these 

ways of thinking. In this sense, one spoke of national philosophies—German, French,

62 Such passages are sometimes taken as proof, for instance by Lowith and Habermas, that 
Heidegger altered the individualist categories from Being and Time to put a philosophical 
sheen on his commitment to National Socialism. Since on my reading Being and Time is 
not so individualist as either Lowith or Habermas believe it to be, I do not think there is any 
noteworthy difference; the later passage makes clearer what is already evident in the passage 
in Being and Time where Heidegger says that our fates are bound up in the destiny of the 
community.(BT, 436) Lowith, “The Political Implications;” Habermas, Philosophical 
Discourse, 157. I will discuss the connection between authentic self-responsibility and 
populism in the next chapter.
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British, American—as one would speak of national movie cultures or national music 

cultures. A national philosophy could be polluted or infected by foreign ways of 

thinking.63 There is at once some element of truth and something profoundly ridiculous 

about these notions. The element of truth is that national institutional pressures on 

universities mold philosophical training onto a model that through institutional reproduction 

becomes by default nadonal. Thus today we speak of “Anglo-American philosophy” as 

opposed to “Continental philosophy,” which describes the character of the bulk of the work 

carried on in departments in the respective areas. The ridiculousness of this state of affairs 

is that this de facto arrangement is reified into a supposedly indigenous way of thinking. 

There is, for instance, nothing indigenously German about Kant, nor would he have ever 

thought so: the three great spurs to his thought were Descartes, Hume, and Rousseau.64 

Nor is there, to take another case, anything indigenously Scot-English about Adam Smith; 

the principles of capitalism appeal to anyone interested in expanding the wealth of a nation.

Nonetheless stereotypes persist and Heidegger felt the influence of this way of 

thinking. Political occupation was only a symptom of a deeper danger posed for the 

German nation by foreign ideas. This had meant since the eighteenth century primarily 

French and British ideas, but was adapted after the First World War to include American 

and Russian/Soviet ways o f thinking. Foreign ideas, whatever their national origin, 

primarily meant rationalism, materialism, utilitarianism, and later positivism; in short,

[ 63 This worry reached a crescendo during and after both World Wars. Particularly during the
First, philosophers engaged in philosophical propaganda, praising one’s philosophers for 

' properly fulfilling the national virtues and denigrating the opponent’s philosophers for
exhibiting their nation’s vices. This sort of behavior existed on both sides of the frontlines, 
and could have lasting influences. For instance, the First World War almost completely 

I destroyed British neo-Hegelianism because of Hegel’s supposed influence on German
! absolutism, and the Nazis use of Nietzsche blackened Nietzsche’s work for many years

afterwards.
w One could substitute Leibniz for this pantheon, as Heidegger does, but Leibniz, although 

German, wrote in French and Latin. For someone who places so much weight on the 
specific natures of individual languages, it is curious that Heidegger overlooks this point.
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exactly what Heidegger meant by modem technology.65 Thus Heidegger spoke of 

Germany trapped between the pincers of America and the Soviet Union, which were 

metaphysically the same, since both represent the unleashing of “the same dreary 

technological frenzy ”(IM, 37-38) In his wartime lectures he inveighed against the dangers 

of “Americanism," and the “Americanization” of the German language, by which he meant 

the “increasing wearing away of language into a technical-trafficking instrument."(GA53, 

86; G A 52,10-11)

His lectures and essays on the origin of modem technology, however, point to the 

real cause which lies not in America but in Rome. He is constantly at pains to point out 

how the Latin translation of Greek philosophical terms marked a transition point away from 

the Greeks, and it is only by a  return to the Greeks that we can overcome modem ways of 

thinking. For instance, Heidegger writes:

But with this Latin translation the original meaning of the Greek word is 
thrust aside, the actual philosophical force o f the Greek word is destroyed.
This is true not only of the Latin translation of this word but of all other 
Roman translations of the Greek philosophical language. What happened in 
this translation from the Greek into Latin is not accidental and harmless; it 
marks the first stage in the process by which we cut ourselves off and 
alienate ourselves from the original essence of Greek philosophy.(IM, 13)

Since philosophy thinks within language, that means in effect that every Romance

language is infected by the Roman error. German alone retained an original connection to

Greek. Thus only Germany is in a position to save Europe from the onslaught of the

global technicization brought on by the latest scion of the Romans, the Americans and

Bolsheviks.66

65 For an interesting account of the German academy’s efforts to develop a specifically 
German culture opposed to foreign ways of thinking, see Ringer, Fritz, The Decline o f the 
Ceman Mandarins (Hanover, NH: University Press of New England, 1990) 81-90.

M This position has drawn the sarcastic ire of many commentators, friend and foe, German 
and non-German alike. See Derrida, O f Spirit; Caputo, Demythologizing Heidegger, 
Marten, Rainer, “Heidegger and the Greeks,” in The Heidegger Case, ed. Tom Rockmore 
and Joseph Margolis (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1992).
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The necessity of a return to the Greeks that so animated Heidegger crops up 

frequently beginning in the early 1930’s. In a letter to Elisabeth Blochmann written in the 

last month of 1931, Heidegger wrote:

It is becoming ever clearer to me, that and how the inception of our Western 
philosophy must again become present for us, so that we can again first 
learn from their modeL.Contemporary philosophy is becoming ever more 
questionable to me, for it is so far away from the simple flourishing of the 
original questions of the Greeks, who fought in such questions for the 
essence o f  man, in which the breadth of the world and the depth of 
existence are one.(BwHB, 46)

In another letter dated from July of the next year, Heidegger clarifies what he means 

by Greek, “And what concerns antiquity, these men confuse—it is almost comical— the 

original antiquity with the later pre-Christian Roman world, which then later determined the 

‘world’ of the German gymnasium.”(BwHB, 55) Heidegger is intent on separating his 

return to the Greeks from the traditional humanist return to the Greeks that served as the 

foundation for generations of German humanist schooling through the influence of 

Winckelmann, Goethe, and Schiller. The humanist “Greek” was for Heidegger really the 

Roman adaptation of late Hellenic school philosophy, and so doubly removed from the 

original, i.e., pre-Socratic Greek.67 Heidegger invokes this genuine Greek antiquity in the 

Rectoral Address by insisting that the essence o f the German university can only be 

renewed through grasping the essence of science which itself can only be accomplished 

I “when we submit to the power of the beginning of our spiritual-historical existence. This

is the irruption of Greek philosophy,” or alternatively the “original Greek essence of 

science.”(SA, 6-7) This original essence is the question of being, which arose in its 

essential form in the thinking of the Pre-Socratics before it was transformed in the thought 

of Plato and Aristotle into the metaphysical question of the being of beings which began 

the oblivion of being.

67 See in this regard the “Letter on Humanism,” 200-201.
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The essence of the German nation is determined by this repetition of the original 

Greek essence: it “means nothing less than to recapture, repeat, the beginning of our 

historical-spiritual existence, in order to transform it into a  new beginning.”(IM, 39) This 

repetition is not imitation, but a repeating of the original possibility found in the Greeks of 

authentically posing and thus living the question of being.(IM, 39) In posing the question 

of being, humans open and hold open the openness of being that determines the meaning 

and measure of being as a whole; this is the “there” of being, the truth of being, which is 

the foundation of a people.

The truth of the people is the momentary manifestness [Offenbarkeit] of 
being as a whole, according to which the sustaining and ordering and 
leading power receives its ranks and effects its accord. The truth of a 
people is that manifestness of being, out of which a people knows what it 
historically wills, while it wills itself, it wills to be itself.(GA39,144)

|  In this standing in the openness of being the people experience the being of a nation

[ as the fatherland and homeland. Fatherland indicates that the revelation of being is the

source of each individual; it is experienced as the “authentic and sole beying [Seyn], out of

which the basic stance towards beings grows and earns its structural articulation.”(GA39,

i

ih

'

»i
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121-22)68 The use of “authentic” means that each individual recognizes the fatherland as 

his or her own; one’s own being and identity is bound up with one’s nation. This 

recognition of one’s place of origin as one’s own is the profound feeling one has for one’s 

homeland, the place where one feels at home and thus dwells. The word “Heimat” in the 

broadest sense means place of birth, but Heidegger is quick to emphasize he means 

something much more profound: “Homeland—not as mere place of birth, also not as mere 

familiar landscape, but rather as the power o f  the earth, upon which man momentarily, in 

each case according to his historical Dasein, ‘poetically dwells.”’(GA39,88) The nation as 

fatherland and homeland is the origin, principle, and ground of our historical existence.

As fatherland, homeland, and site of the revelation of being, Volk is the real site of
t
\ politics. Heidegger makes this connection in a later text, where he says that the polis is the

1 pole around which every being whirls; this pole is being. The polis is the site of the abode

of human historical being in the midst of beings; it is “the open site of that fitting destining 

from out of which all human relations towards beings—and that always means in the first 

instance the relations of beings as such to humans—are determined.”(G A 53,100-102)

The polis is Da-sein, the openness of being in which things come to their presence. In this 

way, Volk and polis name the same.
i

The Volk is the ground and reason for each individual’s existence. The term that 

Heidegger occasionally uses in this sense is “Bodenstdndigkeit,” sometimes translated as 

“rootedness,” but which literally means “standing on the ground.” It stands in contrast to 

Heidegger’s characterization of modem technical thinking as “bodenlos,” having no 

ground, a whirlwind with no moorings on which one can anchor.69 To poetically dwell, to 

have a fatherland and homeland, is to be “bodenstandig.” For the most part I have referred

M During this period Heidegger adopted the archaic German "’Seyn” to indicate the 
authentic, nonmetaphysical understanding of being. Since there is no archaic English 
variant of “being,” I have used the neologism “beying.”

w For example, see BT, 212.
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to the principles o f the world in which we authentically dwell as goals or ends, something 

that stands before us in our future, but it should be noted that thought in the Greek- 

Aristotelian manner, these goals or reasons also stand behind or under us in a certain sense. 

In Greek, “principle” is arche, which means both principle and beginning. Since a 

principle can be an end, a telos, a principle is by nature both beginning and end. This 

survives in German in the word for reason, Grund, which means ground, and also in 

English, when we speak of a reason as the basis for something. Thus we say when we act 

for such and such reason that we act on the basis of this reason; we thus understand this 

connection between beginning or ground and end. To return to Heidegger’s nationalism, 

to serve the Volk means to act on the basis o f the Volk; the Volk is the ground on which 

each individual stands.

Although these texts I use date from after Heidegger’s exit from any official role in 

the Nazi regime, the same sentiment flows through the more overtly political texts. For 

Heidegger, political self-determination is a necessary condition for national self- 

determination. One could say, though, that state serves merely to safeguard the borders 

and create institutions so that the people can discover and respond to their own Dasein. It 

is no accident, then, that in the texts I used to indicate Heidegger’s support for political 

self-determination he turns to the ground and source for historical action. In the memorial 

to Schlageter, after glorifying Schlageter’s will to Germany’s national awakening, 

Heidegger asks, “When this clarity of heart, which allowed him to envision what was 

greatest and most remote?” He answers his own question, “When on your hikes and 

outings you set foot in the mountains, forests, and valleys of this Black Forest, the home 

of this hero, experience this and know: the mountains among which the young farmer’s 

son grew up are o f primitive stone, of granite. They have long been at work hardening the 

wili.”(SI, 41) Then Heidegger demands, “Student of Freiburg, let the strength of this 

hero’s native mountains flow into your will! Student o f Freiburg, let the strength of the
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autumn sun o f this hero’s native valley shine into your heart! Preserve both within you and 

carry them, hardness of will and clarity of heart, to your comrades at the German 

universities.”(Sl, 41)

The most famous of Heidegger’s odes to the power of the earth is the 1934 address: 

“Generative Landscape: Why do we stay in the province?” The factual occasion for this 

address was Heidegger’s decision to turn down a chair in philosophy at the University of 

Berlin. He used the occasion, however, to expound on the opposition between city and 

country, bourgeoisie and peasant, always elevating the unremissive steadfastness of the 

peasant thinking over against the superficiality of urban thinking. In Berlin Heidegger 

could see no “Boden” for his work; only in the province did his work have a 

ground.(BwHB, 76) His labor was “planted into the occurrence of the land.”(WBW, 10) 

“The inner belongingness of one’s own labor to the Black Forest and its men comes out of 

a centuries-long, irreplaceable Aleraannish-Schwabian Bodenstandigkeit."(WBW, 10-11) 

“My entire labor, however,” he continued, “is sustained and led by the world of these 

mountains and its peasants.”(WBW, 11) The same turn of phrase occurs in the 1934 

lecture course on Holderlin; there he claimed the manifestness of being sustained and 

ordered and led.(GA39,144) But this openness o f  being is nothing other than the world 

which is set back on the earth, which only becomes earth, that is to say, a homeland, as it 

stands in the openness of a world.(OWA, 46) To live in a world means to have a ground 

on which to stand, a ground that sustains and guides one’s work. To this world of earth, 

soil, and homeland belong the gods.(GA39,140) The nation is thus the site of the 

fourfold. To work within the fourfold is how humans “poetically dwell.”

Since poetic dwelling is Heidegger’s vision of work in the postmodern age, the 

nation as ground and sustenance forms an integral part of authentic existence. As an 

authentic revelation of being, however, nationhood stands in a close relationship to being
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understood as historicity and presencing. This sets it on a collision course with the Nazi’s 

racial understanding of Volk.

Although nation and race are not identical, there are similarities which make it 

possible to blend the two concepts together. Both signify distinguishing characteristics 

which form an identity marked by its difference from other groups which have their own 

identity. The key distinction would seem to be that they stand for different categories of 

differences: nation refers to spiritual difference while race refers to bodily or natural 

difference. The distinction is not, however, always so neat. Darwinism in particular broke 

down this barrier. A nation is a historical entity; the present generation inherits the national 

traits from their ancestors and pass them along to future generations, forming a historical 

unity. It is this concept of inheritance that puts nationalism in close proximity to racism, 

for it is not unreasonable to conclude that perhaps one literally inherits one’s parents traits 

by the mere fact of sharing their DNA, or to use the language that predated the discovery of 

genes, of sharing their blood; in effect, the nation is turned into one big family. While for 

the most part we are accustomed to separating the spirit from the body, if one rejects this 

dualism as untenable, then one arrives at a holistic vision of the unity of blood and spirit, 

race and nauon. We see this quite clearly in Nietzsche. Since Nietzsche is correcdy 

identified as an opponent to dualism, his racist language and schemes for breeding a new 

humanity are actually quite consistent with his monism. It is to take seriously what 

Zarathustra announces in “On the Despisers of the Body,” “But the awakened and knowing 

say: body I am entirely and nothing else; and soul is only a word for something about the 

body.”70

Nietzsche’s racism commended him to the Nazis, but unlike theirs, his racism is 

historical; bodies change as different passions dominate and become the virtues of a people.

70 Nietzsche, Zarathustra, 34.
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His racism is really “spiritual,” i.e., free, founded upon possibility. Nazi racism was an 

entirely different breed. Their racial doctrine was founded upon a biologism that held that 

by nature, the Jews were parasites and all other non-Aryan races were incapable of being 

creative or educated to serve a role in the end state of natural history. Race was thought in 

terms of inherited blood. Blood was a natural element incapable of change, no more than 

one can hold that oxygen or carbon can change and remain what it is. Like any natural 

element, blood types can be blended with other races, which corrupts the purity of the race. 

The concept of nature underlying this theory is static, in accordance with the long history of 

metaphysics which defines nature or being in terms of constant presence.

Heidegger rejected this metaphysics in the name of an authentic understanding of 

being that recognizes that possibility is higher than actuality. The metaphysical 

1 underpinnings of the Nazi racial doctrine were thus at odds with Heidegger’s own

metaphysical hopes. From the earliest days of his political interest, Heidegger opposed the
»

“biological” doctrine as propounded by Rosenberg or the “biological” reading of Nietzsche

; that had found favor with the Nazi hierarchy.71 The particular edge to his polemic derives
!
; from the contest among intellectuals to direct or guide the movement; Rosenberg’s or

! Kriek’s biologism would ground the movement on the wrong metaphysics and must

therefore be rejected or the movement would miscarry.72 From our vantage, we can see the 

folly of Heidegger’s reasoning; Rosenberg “triumphed” because the Nazi hierarchy already
h
h

I held fast to the racist doctrine. Heidegger could not or would not recognize the nature of 

the leadership of the party or the necessary and insuperable role that racism played at the 

! heart of the party.

r
i __________________________

71 See for example, Heidegger, “Schreiben Heideggers an den Vorsitzender des politischen 
Bereinigungsausschusses Prof. v. Dietze (IS. Dez. 1945).”

”For this vain hope of certain German intellectuals, see Sluga, Hans, Heidegger’s Crisis: 
Philosophy and Politics in Nazi Germany (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press,
1993).
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There is simply no point at which racism metaphysically conceived is compatible 

with Heidegger’s philosophy of work and the grounds for his engagement in 1933.73 The 

metaphysics Heidegger wanted to found in 1933 is not humanism in the sense Heidegger 

gives it in 1946, a doctrine that begins with a fixed human nature, nor does it obey the 

“mimetic” logic that Lacoue-Labarthe finds in all metaphysical politics since Plato.74 The 

Nazi party was metaphysical in this sense, but this is the point at which Heidegger departed 

from them, which is to say, from the ground up.

73As I discussed earlier, however, Heidegger was opposed on principle to liberal 
cosmopolitanism, which he identified to a certain extent with Jewish thinking.

I 74 Lacoue-Labarthe, 'Transcendence Ends in Politics.” Elsewhere Lacoue-Labarthe says, 
“Nazism is a humanism in so far as it rests upon a determination of humanitas which is, in 
its view, more powerful—i.e., more effective—than any other.” Lacoue-Labarthe, 
Heidegger, Art, and Politics, 95. In this line, Lacoue-Labarthe shows clearly the way in 

j which his argument uses Heidegger’s critique of humanism in “Letter on Humanism.”
Heidegger also made use of this argument to critique National Socialism, but Lacoue- 
Labarthe overlooks the higher humanism invoked in that letter, a higher humanism that was 
Heidegger’s ideal vision in 1933 as well as 1946.
The line “Nazism is a humanism” sparked an international volley of protests from 
defenders of humanism, led by Ferry and Renault in their book Heidegger and Modernity.
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Why did Heidegger not see this in 1933? Why did he not see Nazi ideology for 

what it was? There is no single, sufficient answer to this question (it is doubtful if 

Heidegger himself knew), but one important reason lies in the “folly’' I identified above: 

believing that intellectuals could have a leading role in grounding and guiding the 

movement.75 In a letter written to the Rector of Freiburg after the war’s conclusion, 

Heidegger wrote: “However, I was nevertheless absolutely convinced that an autonomous 

alliance of intellectuals could deepen and transform a number of essential elements of the 

'National Socialist movement’ and thereby contribute in its own way to overcoming 

Europe’s disarray and the crisis of the Western spirit.”76 There was great potential in the 

essential elements of the “National Socialist movement,” but these elements needed 

deepening by thinkers who had grasped the fundamental course of western history. The 

political movement needed a philosophical leader. It needed Heidegger. Jaspers is not 

wrong when he says Heidegger wanted “to lead the leader.”77 The nation needed a leader.

Heidegger was a socialist and nationalist. Both of these are intimately bound up 

with his philosophical thinking of being. He had hoped that Hitler’s National Socialist

75 Thus I differ from Lacoue-Labarthe’s plausible suggestion that Heidegger’s commitment 
to an explicitly racist regime was a compromise: “but one thought, or so we must assume, 

i that it was worth putting up with a little bit of racism to see the movement victorious: anti-
Semitism was simply regarded as an incidental cost.” Lacoue-Labarthe, Heidegger, Art, 
and Politics, 33. As I see it, racism understood as biologism was definitely not one of the 
things worth putting up with in Heidegger’s mind. On the other hand, I would believe that 
Heidegger was willing to tolerate what Habermas called common anti-Semitic bigotry as an 
incidental cost. Habermas, “Work and Weltanschauung," 1S4.
This passage from Lacoue-Labarthe is a clear illustration of the subtle double-game he 
plays. He knows that Heidegger personally was not strongly anti-Semitic, so he suggests he 
was willing to put up with “a little bit of racism” to further his own goals, i.e.. Heidegger 
was a shameless opportunist. The implication, however, is in joining the Nazis one is not 
putting up with merely a little bit of racism, but a movement founded upon racism. Thus 
“by becoming a member of the Nazi party...one was necessarily committing oneself to 
racism.” Lacoue-Labarthe, Heidegger, Art, and Politics, 33. In this fashion, Lacoue- 
Labarthe conflates putting up with the “incidental costs” of racism and committing oneself 
to racism.

7S Heidegger, Martin, “Letter to the Rector of Freiburg University, November 4, 1945,” in 
The Heidegger Controversy, ed. Richard Wolin (Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 1993) 61-
62.

77 Jaspers, Karl, Notizen zu Heidegger, quoted in Poggeler, Neue Wege, p.204.
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Worker’s Party would be the revolutionary vehicle for the “total transformation of German 

existence” in line with his own ideal vision of authentic laboring existence.(GS, 46) His 

hopes, as he found out soon enough, were badly misplaced. National Socialism turned 

into the worst and most extreme form of modem metaphysics; everything about it perverted 

its inner truth and greatness. The failure of National Socialism to fulfill its potential lay in 

the limited thinking of its leaders. Only an authentic leader could let the German people 

face its own destiny and become an authentic nation as the site of the fourfold. Nations 

need leaders to become nations. Thus the last common ground between Heidegger’s 

“private Nazism” and the actual public Nazism is the Ftihrerprinzip, the leadership 

principle. As we shall see in the next chapter, though, Heidegger’s leadership principle

! points towards a vastly different type of politics than that which manifested itself under the
i

Nazi regime.
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Chapter 5

Leaders and the Community of Saints

If men were angels, no government would be necessary.
-Publius, Federalist 51

Introduction

The intimate relation between the question o f being and what Heidegger holds to be 

the genuinely political puts enormous pressure on Heidegger’s attempts to find a politics 

that accords to his notion of authentic human being. This pressure inflects his basic 

consideration of politics such that key political concepts or institutions either become 

transformed or disappear altogether, leaving in the end only an eviscerated hope for a 

coming reformation.

In this context, the tensions between the German nation and a German state tear at 

the fragile cohesion of Heidegger’s commitment to practical political affairs. As we saw in 

the last chapter, the concept of the German Volk, the nation or people, played the dominant 

role in Heidegger’s political thinking. For Heidegger, the nation was the genuine bond of 

each person to the meaning of being; the nation, and not the state, was the passage of God 

on earth. In this scheme, the state played a decidedly secondary and supporting role; its 

primary role was to secure the national boundaries so that a nation could be free to develop 

its own relation to the question of being. Because the question of being is the center of 

Heidegger’s thinking, it informs each particular aspect of his thinking, including the 

political. Even when he might include the state as a legitimate arena for a relation to being,
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he does so by equating the state with the polis, whose essence “lies in its being the open 

site of that sending from out of which all human relations towards beings—and that always 

means in the first instance the relations of being as such to humans— are 

determined.”(GA53,101) The polis in this passage is identified with the clearing o f being.

Heidegger makes clear that the essence of the polis, what he even calls its “pre

political essence,” has nothing to do with “modem state formations.”(GA53,101, 100)

The polis thought of as the clearing o f being has nothing to do with the modem state 

because they have their origins in two different understandings o f being as a whole, which 

includes the relations of humans to beings and also of humans to each other. The modem 

state, understood as the locus o f what is considered political in the contemporary world,
i
I belongs to the age of modem technology and metaphysics. The modem state belongs to

metaphysics because it seeks to legitimate itself through the principle of reason in terms of a 

ground that can be technically secured through instrumental reason and the human will. 

According to Heidegger this goal eventuates in the modem, rationally bureaucratic state 

which operates in accordance with the demand for maximum efficiency. As such, the state 

; becomes colonized by non-political factors; it ceases to be the site for genuine political

i action, and serves only as manager to the overall productive enterprise. Heidegger’s

depiction of the completion of the principle of reason in the political realm corresponds to 

the Weberian nightmare of a purely formalized bureaucracy.

Because the modem state is metaphysical, the disappearance of the political

corresponds to the disappearance o f being; phronesis disappears behind the facade of

technical effecting. In order to again make room for authentic political action, Heidegger

turns to the question of being so that being can occur and transform human existence.

r Because the principle of reason which the metaphysical tradition used to solve the problem

of politics leads ultimately to the oblivion of being which alone is the origin of authentic

human dwelling, Heidegger must frame the problem of politics differently than the
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tradition. The problem is no longer making the origin accountable to reason, but rather of 

letting the origin occur as the “there” of being and of bringing each individual to this 

ground in such a manner that is no longer ruling, but allows self-responsibility. Thus 

Heidegger’s way of framing the question of politics flows directly from his understanding 

of authenticity, which encompasses phronesis and the integration of the self into being as a 

whole.

The attempt to find a politics that could escape the near-total grip technology 

exercises on modem life led Heidegger to embrace leaders as saviors o f human being. 

Heidegger places almost the entire weight of genuine politics upon this leader who he calls 

the “shepherd of being.” The leader bears this weight because he has two capabilities that 

distinguish him from traditional rulers. First, unlike technical managers, he is capable of 

phronesis. Whatever superficial similarities there are to Aristotle’s appeal to political rulers 

endowed with phronetic excellence dissolve, however, in light of Heidegger’s startling 

transformation of phronesis into the revelation of being as a whole.1 Genuine leaders lead 

because they alone act in the genuinely political realm, that is to say, in the realm of being; 

through their action they open up the “there” of being for others. Opening the site of being 

is one function of a leader. The other is allowing the birth of an authentic community 

through self-responsibility. Leaders, in contrast to rulers, do not command. Rather they 

allow humans their genuine self-responsibility central to their authenticity and dignity by 

guiding them towards the ground of their being.

These two functions of a leader alone can bring about the type of community 

Heidegger thought belonged to authentic existence. Upon close examination, however, the 

authentic political community turns out to be modeled upon an Augustinian-inspired

1 Although Gadamer, for instance, also wants to reintroduce phronesis in order to save politics 
from technocratic rationality—a tact he freely admits was inspired by Heidegger—, his 
more traditional understanding of phronesis leads him down other paths than Heidegger.
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community of saints. The opposition between technical thinking and the authentic religious 

life carries through to the political structure; fearing the malevolence of technical thinking 

led Heidegger to deliver the whole of the political realm over to the question of being and 

the “piety of thinking.” Heidegger’s thought is apocalyptic; in politics, as in all other 

realms of human existence, “only a god can save us.”

Leaders, Not Rulers

In order to attain an adequate understanding o f Heidegger’s concept of leadership, it 

is necessary to distinguish a leader from types of political actors with whom a leader can be 

confused, namely rulers and administrators. This confusion exists because rulers and 

i administrators share some functions with leaders, and leaders lead in part by ruling and

administrating. Heidegger, however, wants to distinguish leaders from rulers and 

administrators by carefully distinguishing the functions; the genuine leader neither rules nor 

administrates at all. In this way, Heidegger wants to establish the leader as a political actor
!

that is an alternative to both classical and modem forms o f rule, and thus as an alternative 

i way of conceiving power relationships in a social setting.

It can be taken as axiomatic that political philosophy has always been concerned 

with the dilemma of finding the right answer to the question “Who rules?” This question 

assumes that politics is necessary connected to rule; since politics is ruling, the 

investigation of politics is necessarily the question o f good rule. Since rules originate from 

rulers, the problem is how to create a situation such that the origin of rule, the ruler, is in
%
* harmony with the end of politics, which is justice.

Political thought arises from responses to the inevitable problem that the 

coincidence of best ruler and actual ruler, the coincidence o f origin and end of politics, will 

be a rare happenstance. The responses to this problem have varied widely throughout 

history, but all have aimed at the central task of curbing the self-interest of the ruler so that
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the ruler acts in the interests of the common good. In order to bridge the origin with the 

end, the particularity of the ruler with the common interest, reason has assumed a 

prominent position, for it has been generally assumed that reason being common to all 

humans, the interests of reason will provide a check, de jure if not de facto, on the 

particular interests of the actual ruler. If the rule is in accordance with the common good, it 

should claim the legitimate obedience of the members of the body politic, for by virtue of 

its generality each subject recognizes the rule as an expression of his own will in which he 

shares.2

The Modern State

There are many paths to securing the identity of the origin of law with the general 

will which legitimates political rule. One can try to solve the problem of the formation of 

the general will according to one of roughly three ways: by educating the rulers, by creating 

institutions and procedures which guarantee a just outcome, or by making the human rulers 

accountable to non-human rules, whether natural or divine. There is a fourth way that 

thinkers have sought to ensure the identity of the rulers with the general will, democracy, a 

regime type in which in some fashion or another the will of the rulers is necessarily 

identical with the will of the whole, but given the critical equivocation in how one can 

understand who the people are and thus the nature o f the generality of their will, I will deal 

with this solution later. To briefly foreshadow the conclusion, Heidegger pursues a 

peculiar combination of the third and fourth ways: the people are identical with the clearing 

of being which gives the governing measure.

2 Rousseau, Jean-Jacques, Social Contract, vol. 4, The Collected Writings o f Rousseau, ed. 
Roger D. Masters and Christopher Kelly (Hanover, NH: University Press of New England,
1994), 138-141. Gillian Rose points out the equivocation in Rousseau’s formulation, one 
which he was aware of: the individual is both subject of the law, i.e., its author, and subject 
to the law; one is both citizen and man. Heidegger, like many other utopian socialists, wants 
to sidestep the equivocation by integrating each individual into the ground of his specific
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According to the first path, philosophic or religious education serves to moderate 

the selfish desires of the ruler so that the rational part is set free to rule according to its 

principle, which is the common interest. The aim was to ally phronesis, or the ruling art, 

with temperance; the best ruler was one who could see what should be done with a 

discerning and disinterested eye. This solution was prevalent in classical and medieval 

times, in other words, during those times when educating a small set o f rulers could be 

considered practical. Thus according to their own fashion Plato, Aristotle, and Xenophon 

each tried to educate a ruler to be a good king; Xenophon’s account, the Education o f 

Cyrus, became the model for a genre of books popular in medieval and renaissance times 

on educating princes.

Modem politics arose in part out of opposition to this solution. To its way of 

thinking, the educational solution was too utopian to be practical; it was necessary to devise 

institutions that could safeguard the common interest even if a bad ruler should nonetheless 

come to power. This common understanding is, naturally, an exaggeration: Plato is in 

many ways more a “realist” about political power than Hobbes, and that is to say, all the 

more despairing about the possibilities of just politics.

Modem politics also developed out of the breakdown in the medieval trust in natural 

law. The late medieval sense of the absence o f God, or at least the politically unwholesome 

ambiguity of his revealed Word, made recourse to the third solution, divine or natural law, 

impossible or highly equivocal for modems. Instead of a system of suprahuman positive 

laws, modem thinkers instead turned to a system of divinely-sanctioned or naturally- 

granted rights which more or less instituted procedures for arriving at just laws, but only 

specified the content of the laws in a very general fashion. Without the active presence of 

God in the world, ecclesiastical and temporal power were split; temporal power could only

existence which turns out to be shared in common with others. Rose, Gillian, The Broken 
Middle: Out o f our Ancient Society (Cambridge, MA: Blackwell Publishers, 1992) 241-243.
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serve to check the inherent sinfulness of humans in the time before the apocalypse.3 Given 

the impracticality of education in the face of sin and the corresponding absence of an 

unambiguous divine revelation, institutions or procedures of human origin that can check 

rulers from misusing their power, in sum the modem state, is the primary path in 

modernity to harmonizing the origin and ends of politics.

The intent of modem liberal political science is fairly clear: the separation as much 

as possible of the person of the ruler from the powers and privileges of the ruling office. 

Louis XIV’s famous dictum, “L'etat, c'estmoi," is the obvious foil to modem liberal 

theories of state. A clear example of the new theory of the state is Rousseau, who carefully 

distinguished the sovereign from the government: the former is the legislative power, 

f which formulates the will which moves the body politic, whereas the latter is the executive

power, which, as the name implies, executes the will of the sovereign.4 Rousseau equates 

the government with the “supreme administration,” which exercises power in the name of 

j the sovereign who has entrusted it with executing its will.5 The government is strictly a

i function in the service of the sovereign will. Kant, too, reiterates the reconstitution of

] government as executors of the law. This conception appears in Weber’s thought,
j

somewhat ironically, as “the conception of the modem judge as an automaton into which 

legal documents and fees are stuffed at the top in order that it may spill forth the verdict at 

the bottom along with the reasons, read mechanically from codified paragraphs.”6 For 

Weber, the process of modernization is the ongoing routinization and rationalization of 

charismatic authority. While none of this directly attacks the separate problem of the

3 Mitchell, Joshua, Not by Reason Alone: Religion, History, and identity in Early Modern 
Political Thought (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1993) 8-10. Also Luther, 
Martin, “On Secular Authority,” in Luther and Calvin on Secular Authority, ed. and tr.

| Harro Hopfl (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1991) 8-14.
4 Rousseau, Social Contract, 166-67.
5 Rousseau, Social Contract, 167.
6 Weber, Economy and Society, 979.
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generality of the will and law, one can see in these theories a disavowal of personal rule, 

with its constant possibilities of particularized abuse. Administration is seen as a necessary 

solution to the problem of tyranny.

Taken to an extreme, the modem theory of the state given above is an attempt to 

separate not only personal rule from power, but of the political process as a whole from 

public administration. The demand for pure administration of public affairs arises from the 

experience that obedient execution of the sovereign will does not solve the problem of the 

potential tyranny of that will; the proper execution of bad law is still bad rule, not matter 

how formally precise its execution may be. While the early modems may have hoped that 

having the sovereign will originate in a parliament would better ensure its generality, in 

1 practice the legislative will is as open to partisanship as the executive. The partisanship of

the legislative may take one of two forms. Firstly, the members of the legislature are 

capable o f being corrupted while in power. This may involve such matters as campaign 

, contributions or outright kickbacks in return for providing services to clients. The

multiplicity of the legislative body may make such corruption more difficult than if power 

■ rested in the hands of one or a few, but is hard to avoid. Nonetheless, institutional reforms

are capable of restraining some or much of this behavior.

li

i The greater problem is the other source of corruption, partisanship, for that lies in
>
; the very nature of a pluralist society. As long as the legislative body reflects the members

* of the whole, and that whole is heterogeneous, the legislative body will itself be
I
L heterogeneous on any particular issue. This situation holds whether the legislative body is

representative or composed of the entirety of the people. Since in such a situation

unanimity is impossible, as a practical matter if anything is to be done, it will require some

number less than the whole, in the usual case a simple majority. As a practical matter,

legislative politics requires the assertion of the will of the majority over the minority; the

general will becomes identified with the majority will. As less than the whole, majorities
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(and minorities) are by definition parts of the whole. Partisanship is a necessary correlate 

of legislative politics. This is particularly true to the extent that the legislature is open to 

pressure from social groups. The legislature becomes colonized by civil society, and the 

state becomes nothing other than an amplifier to the power struggles among various social 

groups. The administration of the sovereign will turns into the administration of one 

groups power over others.

This sort of corruption o f the political process has long been an object of concern 

for those interested in just rule o f public affairs. The aim of those concerned has been to 

try to separate partisanship from state power. This gives rise to the attempt to turn the state 

into a purely administrative body. As such, the hope is to separate rule from the corruption 

of the partisan political process so that the state is no longer the tool of one party for the 

oppression of others, but instead a more fully rationalized decision-making body. This 

opposition between corrupt politics and administration appears among a group of thinkers 

as diverse as Marx’s hope that the withering of the state will usher in the rule of an 

administrative class which can rationally manage capital for the benefit of the proletariat to 

the Progressive reformers in the late 19th and early 20th century who wished to replace the 

corrupt party patronage system with a professional political class that was freed from 

political pressures and thus free to rationally treat social problems.

The underlying assumption of this state reform is the belief that politics interferes

with a rational and scientific approach to social matters. These reforming efforts make little

sense if they intend only to turn the state into a more efficient tool of partisan rule: their

moral weight is derived from the sense that their is an objectively rational means of dealing

with social affairs. In this scheme, what matters is most efficiently finding solutions to

public problems; public affairs is best served by technical rationality. From the point of

view of pure technical rationality, the political process appears at best as confirmation of its

solution, more often, however, as a technical inefficiency. When problems arise, it is
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necessary to solve them in the best possible manner. The state becomes an efficient 

problem-solver. The end result is a technocracy: rule by a technically-proficient class in the 

name of technical rationality. Technocracy and pure administration are extreme measures to 

solve the perennial problem of just rule.

The technical nature o f the modem state, its pragmatic rationalism, makes it part of 

the total technical enterprise of modem life. In this way, the modem state comes under 

criticism from the heart o f Heidegger’s critique of modem technology. The state can no 

more resist technology’s demands for maximum efficiency than any other part of human 

life, and becomes subsumed to economic rationality. In this respect, Heidegger’s 

understanding of the modem state is Weberian.7 Weber writes about monocratic 

bureaucracy:
i

Experience tends universally to show that the purely bureaucratic type of 
administrative organization—that is, the monocratic variety of 
bureaucracy—is, from a purely technical point of view, capable of attaining 
the highest degree o f efficiency and is in this sense formally the most 
rational known means of exercising authority over human beings. It is 
superior to any other form in precision, in stability, in the stringency of its 
discipline, and in its reliability. It thus makes possible a particularly high 
degree of calculability of results for the heads of the organization and for 

( those acting in relation to it.8
I

Thus a rational bureaucracy develops as the most efficient means for attaining 

; efficient production. Since for Heidegger modem society is dominated by the technical

\ demand for maximum efficiency which in turn demands stability, reliability and above all,

: calculability, the state will inevitably become this formally rationalized bureaucracy that will
S
'  serve the will to will. Politics is swallowed up by economics. Heidegger’s picture of the

modem state is an intensification of the Weberian nightmare.

7 According to Poggeler, in his conversations with Heidegger the latter evinced little 
understanding of or interest in Weber. Poggeler, Denkweg, 372.

* Weber, Economy and Society, 223.
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Despite its continuing appeal, the technocratic solution has always found its 

detractors. As Bakunin admonished Marx, the administration of things is always the 

administration of people; Marx merely wants to exchange one ruling elite for another. No 

matter how rationally efficient the administration may be, a technocracy is a hierarchical 

power relation among social actors, a fact which offends democratic sensibilities and those 

who believe that political participation by all is necessary for good political regimes.

Another problem of technocracy is the question of where it takes its direction or the 

question of what should count as a problem. The secret assumption of those who advocate 

administration is that important social issues are objective and thus open to scientific 

management along the lines of private sector management where the goal of production is 

given and the only choice is best achieving that goal. Only when social problems are 

analogous to a production model does this technical approach makes sense. The fear, 

given fuel by Weber’s analysis of modem administration and capitalism, is that the merging 

of approaches will lead to a merging of the political and economic spheres as a whole; the 

state will turn into nothing other than the rational management of the national economy.9 In 

this way, politics becomes completely monopolized by the demands of the economy and 

production. It makes no real difference if the economy is centrally-planned or operates 

largely according to market dictates; in either case the state functions to facilitate 

production.

Heidegger understands modem society according to this technical model. 

Everything is being brought in line with the demand for maximum efficiency. His 

somewhat shocking assertion that there is no difference between the United States and the 

Soviet Union arose from this perspective; both are merely subspecies of “the same dreary 

technological frenzy, the same unrestricted organization of the average man.’’(IM, 37) This

9 See, for example, Arendt, Human Condition, 44-45.
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equation should be understood not as moral obtuseness, but rather as an extremely 

pessimistic realism; Heidegger thought that nothing could withstand (a delicious 

equivocation) the technological forces being unleashed in modernity, except a return to the 

question of being. One should therefore understand his advocacy of the leadership 

principle as a call for a rebirth of the genuinely political in the face of the colonization of the 

public sphere by non-political forces.

Leaders ae Alternative to Modern State

If administration can be considered the most extreme attempt to regulate ruling 

according to reason, then leadership constitutes an alternative not merely to the faceless 

bureaucracy, but also to rule as a whole. Leadership can be thought as an alternative to 

ruling in two different ways. First, there is the inevitable tension between rule and political 

freedom. Rulers rule by enacting rules; the traditional political problem of rulers has been 

to what extent their ruling is itself rule-bound. The long-standing equation of tyranny with 

arbitrary rule has led to a demand for increasingly formalized and systematic rules for 

delimiting legitimate rule. Whether arbitrary or rule-bound, ruling is in either case ruling: a 

ruler makes a rule for constricting those subject to the law. Even rulers with the best of 

intentions will run into resistance because no law governing a heterogeneous population 

will meet with universal approbation; at a fundamental level, each person believes that they 

are the best judge of what is best for them, and from time to time their individual will 

conflicts with the general will. Accordingly, many political philosophers have placed great 

weight upon the necessity of consent for legitimacy, but that still leaves the impossibility of 

reconciling the individual will with the general will in each instance.

Leadership addresses this problem at a very simple level: rulers rule and leaders 

lead. Leaders do not rule their subjects, but rather direct people towards a goal. They do 

this by means of persuasion and mobilizing public opinion. Leading respects political
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freedom because it requires the consent of those who are led: without the willing assent of 

followers, no one will be led anywhere. The opposition between general will and 

individual will inherent to ruling disappears in leading. In this way, leadership belongs 

with populism, for the leader articulates and represents the will of the people.

This last point also points to the second way in which leadership represents an 

alternative to rule. The concern with tyranny leads to ways of controlling rulers through 

rules, eventually leading to a completely formalized system of rules in which officers of the 

law serve merely as functionaries; everyone becomes a blind servant o f a system of reason 

cut off from a genuinely political goal that could give meaning to social striving. These 

goals must come from outside the system and are articulated by leaders. Leaders, in 

contrast to rulers or administrators, are innovators and initiators; they serve as the focal 

point for a new articulation of the transcendent. This capacity for innovation and freedom 

is the reason why Weber elevates the entrepreneur and the charismatic leader above the 

rational system of production.10 If political leaders lead by articulating the will of the 

people, his articulation of the popular will would not be leading if this will were not in 

some sense merely latent or unvoiced in the will of the people. The leader articulates for 

the people a problem or goal in such a way that it comes to appear as the paramount 

problem that society faces. The true art of leadership is innovation, in letting something be 

seen in a new light. Leaders have “vision.” They are visionaries.11 Leaders make their 

vision compelling for the whole such that they make the envisaged goal the object of their 

own will.

10 Weber’s concern with the disenchantment of the world by rationalization should be 
understood also as a detranscendentalization of life; reason disenchants the world precisely 
by destroying transcendental and divine authority. This is the sort of world he described 
(in another person’s voice) as “this nullity.”Weber, Protestant Ethic, 182. His concern 
over the nihilistic direction of Western civilization led him to embrace plebiscitary 
democracy [Fiihrer-Demokratie] with an emphasis on charismatic authority who introduced 
new values to a society. Similar fears led Heidegger upon the same path.
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Leaders have an equivocal relation to democracy in no small part depending upon 

how one understands the meaning of democracy. If one takes democracy in its usual 

liberal and pluralist sense, leaders are both a bane and a necessity for the system’s 

functioning. On the one hand, leaders are necessary to give direction to the body politic, 

whether in the form of strong political leaders or organizers of political groups who are 

necessary for pluralism to function properly. Such strong leaders, however, can abuse 

their power by acting contrary to the will of the people. There is another understanding of 

democracy, however, that justifies leaders not just on practical grounds, but also on 

principle. This other understanding of democracy holds that only a strong leader can unify 

a state otherwise colonized by pluralist groups; a strong leader can stand above the press of 

interest group politics and act in the interest of the whole of society, rather than its parts. 

Despite the common equation of pluralism and democracy, the equivocation of the term 

’’people,” which can refer to the whole as aggregate sum of each individual or the whole 

which is common beyond mere aggregation, allows thinkers to appropriate the mantle of 

democracy for this unifying leader who can speak for the whole which precedes the parts. 

The normative claim such a leader makes is that by speaking for the whole, the leader is the 

only non-partisan and thus non-tyrannical political actor. This is the basis for what Weber 

calls a “leader-democracy,” or plebiscitary democracy. It is also the normative basis for 

right-wing and fascist political ideology advocated by Carl Schmitt or Mussolini.

The normative claim for the leadership principle is that only a leader can give 

direction for the whole of the people that respects the political freedom of each individual. 

This claim assumes that there is a general will of the people that is something other than a 

mere aggregation of individual wills. Even if this last claim is granted, the theory is 

ambiguous as to the relation between the unvoiced general will in the heart of each

11 Thus George Bush was held to be an ineffective leader because he lacked the “vision 
thing.”
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individual and each individual’s surface desires, i.e., the degree to which coercive 

measures might be necessary to bring each individual in line with their own general 

interest. The promise of the leadership principle is that each will immediately grasp the 

heretofore hidden general interest as soon as the leader makes it appear, but practical 

experience shows that the line between leaders, however noble, and dictators is extremely 

fine. In practice, political leadership of a heterogeneous society necessitates an extensive 

police apparatus and state organization on a degree never thought in early times, destroying 

its promise in its very enactment.

Understanding the promise and dangers of the leadership principle goes a long way 

towards coming to an understanding of Heidegger’s political engagement and his general 

I political principles. The promise of leaders is their ability to give voice to the will of the

people as a whole, a unity which precedes any mechanical creation of a popular will 

through aggregation of individual wills. This understanding of the people as the unity 

which precedes any created unity through statecraft neatly parallels Heidegger’s

i understanding of the being of beings as being as a whole, which differs from and precedes
{

the aggregation of beings into a whole.(GA33,17-18; WM, 111) By identifying the 

i clearing of being with a people, Heidegger can trumpet the virtues of a leader in terms of

his understanding of the question of being. The leader allows authenticity to flourish in its
i

two aspects: first, the leader excels in phronesis, which allows him through questioning 

being to open it up to be a clearing for a people, and second, a leader, in contrast to rulers,

' allows each follower to come to the clearing as his own experience of being, i.e.,

leadership alone allows self-responsibility of each to turn towards being and so be 

genuinely integrated into its clearing. Both of these aspects of leadership stands in direct 

opposition to modem state formations, which contain no space for phronesis in 

Heidegger’s sense, and do not allow genuine self-responsibility. In modem state 

formations, the unity of the people is created through law, that is to say, is a technical
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creation of the human will. Heidegger denigrates the unity created by human reason; 

genuine unity is given by the dispensation of being as the law or measure of being.(LH, 

238) The religious inspiration behind Heidegger’s understanding of authenticity leads him 

to an attempt to think a non-metaphysical politics which reveals itself as a new ecclesiology; 

the polis is at heart a community of saints. Moreover, far from fundamentally altering his 

political principles, the failures of his political engagement actually strengthened the 

ecclesiological and apocalyptic tone of his principles, leading him not to moderate his 

views, but to radicalize them further.

The Shepherd of Being

In the course of his career Heidegger presents a wide variety of leadership figures;
I
| philosophers, poets, priests, statesmen, founders of states, and finally the “shepherd of
I being,” a figure that encompasses each of the former. Behind this superficial variety, 

however, Heidegger maintains a unified ground that guides and directs the various 

permutations in his presentation of leaders. This ground is his religious vision of authentic 

human being. This religious background, however, divides into two parts which
I
" correspond to the two ways of overcoming our alienation from being; first, raising the

question of being anew so that a new particular meaning of being can occur, and second, 

integrating the self into the new particular meaning. The first corresponds to the visionary 

function of a leader, the second to his non-ruling, guiding function. Because to raise the 

question of being is itself a two-step process, however, —deconstructing existing 

understandings of being so that a revolutionary experience of being can occur historically— 

the first function can be further divided into a deconstruction, preparatory function and a 

i creative, more explicitly visionary function. In Heidegger’s presentations, leadership

figures fill some or all of these functions, but because these functions both differ and are 

interrelated, Heidegger can combine different elements in various mixtures to form different
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pictures. Thus sometimes only one leader is depicted who fills the several function; at 

other times, Heidegger assigns three types of leaders to each of the three functions. 

Sometimes Heidegger emphasizes one function over others; at other times he deliberately 

blurs the functions in order to create hybrid leaders. Furthermore, there is undoubtedly a 

correlation between Heidegger’s treatment of leadership types and his practical political 

experience; his disenchantment with Nazism and Hitler leads him to emphasize the 

preparatory function in later years as he takes on his prophetic John the Baptist role. Even 

with this confusion, it is possible to reconstruct the functional and historical elements in 

terms of his unified goal of renewing the question of being. Both because of this 

underlying unity and because each function maintains its functional relationship to the 

: totality of the question of being, it is possible to reconstruct these functional relationships

[ so that one can understand the shifts in the way Heidegger depicts leaders.

The functions of leaders—deconstructor, visionary, guide—correspond to the 

elements necessary to the question of being—making the question of being pertinent, 

setting the new experience of being into language, and letting the new experience be 

experienced authentically by each participant in the clearing of being. Because these 

\ elements of the question of being are more or less consistent throughout Heidegger’s

career, all of the functions are likewise present, although Heidegger varies which functions 

■ are emphasized and which leadership figure fills the emphasized roles. One should not be

led to conclude that Heidegger changed just because the presentations vary; because the 

functions correspond to the elements of the question of being, one can trace in the variety 

of emphases of functions the different means by which Heidegger pursued the need to raise 

the question of being for a new age.

|
When Heidegger takes his first stab at describing the appropriate character of a

leader in the early 1930’s, the parameters are heavily determined by the more personal

element of authenticity taken from his work in the 1920’s, particularly from Being and
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Time and the mystical vision of being turned towards being so that one can be filled by the 

new experience o f being. Becoming authentic is thought from the twofold alienation of the 

self from its proper being: alienation from the meaning of being as historicity and as the 

particular epoch o f meaning into which the self is integrated. Because of the identity 

between ways of (self-) understanding and ways of being a self, Heidegger conceives of 

the problem of alienation as primarily being directed towards the world inauthentically 

owing to an inauthentic understanding of being; being inauthentic means having a “false 

consciousness.” Thus one role of the leader according to this way of setting up the 

problem is to clear away the obscurities and cobwebs fostered by the metaphysical 

tradition. A leader is the type proper to this exercise precisely because of the nature of 

belief, which must be accomplished by an inward persuasion of the mind. Rule and force 

have no power in this regard, for they only create a split in the self that Heidegger wishes 

to overcome. By clearing away the obscurities, a leader does not command, but rather lets 

the other accomplish its own enactment of the new experience of being. A leader, 

according to Heidegger’s first formulation, allows a self to become authentic through self- 

responsibility. This idea of leading as letting the other come to its self-responsibility is 

what Heidegger in Being and Time calls “Fiirsorge,” or caring-for. This idea becomes 

particularly prominent in Heidegger’s thinking during his Nazi engagement, as can be seen 

in his political addresses.

From the perspective of a religiously-conditioned concept of leadership, one can 

best understand the way in which Heidegger developed a concept of a leader in the early 

1930’s through a thoughtful confrontation with Plato’s philosopher-king. As his first stab 

at depicting a philosophical leader shows, it is a mistake to subsume Heidegger’s 

leadership principle to kingly rule, for it is based upon the notion of turning the soul 

towards being.
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The Philosopher-Leader: Turning Others Towards the Light

The connection between politics and a turn in the experience of being, always 

simmering in Heidegger’s thought, began to percolate as Heidegger turned to a 

confrontation with Plato’s Republic in the late I920’s and early 1930’s. In a letter to 

Elizabeth Blochmann, Heidegger cites his intense interest and interrogation of the Platonic 

theory of the state, including, ironically enough in hindsight, Plato’s Seventh 

Letter.(BwHB, 54-55) Heidegger famously quotes from Plato’s Republic to conclude the 

Rectoral Address: he translates it willfully as “Everything great stands in the storm.” The 

line comes from the point in the dialogue where Socrates broaches the necessity of the 

philosopher-king. The three services allude to the three divisions of the ideal city in this 

same dialogue; echoing this division the demand that the universities educate the “leaders 

and guardians” of German society, thus naming two o f the three Platonic divisions. 

Heidegger indicated he began his “turn” to thinking anew the essence of truth through an 

interrogation of the Allegory of the Cave in the Republic.(JFT, 16) The sheer number of 

allusions to Plato’s ideal state and the rule of the philosopher-king are not accidental. It is
i
! through his interpretation of Plato in the early 1930’s that Heidegger came to his political

|  resolve.12

The first part of his 1931 lecture course, On the Essence o f Truth, treats the 

Allegory of the Cave. This allegory formed the quintessence of almost all subsequent 

investigations into the relationship between philosophy and politics. Foremost, it

l2It should be kept in mind that Heidegger had an amazing talent to find what he wanted to 
find in the texts he read, and thus the reading of the same authors can vary widely 
depending upon whether Heidegger wanted to appropriate them or consign them to 
Western metaphysics. His Nietzsche interpretations are the more famous example of this 
talent, but his readings of Plato vary even more. Thus the interpretation found in GA34 is 
not necessarily consistent with his later understanding of Plato as the philosopher of eternal 
Ideas. It is dangerous, though, to read a break or an overcoming into this change; it is 
possible for appropriation to change to dispropriation without a change in the underlying 
fundament of intentions. My reading does not claim to have found the true Plato, or the 
true Heideggerian reading of Plato; it contents itself with presenting Heidegger’s 
understanding of philosophical leadership as informed by his reading of Plato in 1931.
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allegorizes the discovery of a truth outside of that of the city, both the historical discovery 

by 6th century B.C. mystical thinkers of a universal logos and the change effected on the 

soul by this discovery, i.e., the calling of the philosophical life. In the allegory, the 

philosopher sets himself free from the chains that bind him and his fellow-citizens (the 

means by which remain a mystery) and ascends to the realm of the ideas and the blinding 

sun which he slowly learns to tolerate. This spatial metaphor describes the transformation 

of the soul as it opens to the universal logos. The tension between the mystic soul and the 

citizen is palpably evident in that there is no necessary harmony between universal logos 

and the logos and laws of a city. However, the immediate political effects of this can 

muted owing to the godlike nature of the philosopher. If Aristotle is correct that a man 

; outside the city is either an animal or a god, the mystic philosopher, whose soul has been

|  transformed and opened to the universal god and thus become godlike, stands outside the

city. In practical terms, philosophers were regarded as freaks and chose to live outside the 

city as hermits. According to legend, Heraclitus, the first mystic philosopher, forsook his 

! kingship to live impoverished in a disheveled hut in the middle of nowhere. Aristophanes

presents Socrates in The Birds as a dirty, ragged beggar. The calling of the philosopher’s 

t life set the philosopher outside the city, both spiritually and physically.

The true political problem that philosophy presents is when the philosopher goes
!
: back into the cave to drag the others into the light of the sun. Why the philosopher does
;

; this is one of the great mysteries of platonic philosophy, one with which we will not
5

I concern ourselves here. The political effect of bringing the truth of philosophy to the city is

profound. The closed truth of the city is exposed to something beyond it which 

nonetheless has claims on each citizen. This dual claim opens up the distinction between 

I truth and opinion; the truth of the city can suddenly fall to opinion and its legitimacy and

rule questionable. A new god is introduced which can conquer all of the old ones; the 

accusation that Socrates introduced new gods into Athens is essentially correct. That
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Socrates was accused, tried, and put to death by the city is the truest evidence of tensions 

brought on by philosophic truth. The Socratic gesture of bringing the truth of philosophy 

into the city remains a founding gesture for Western political philosophy to this day. The 

relation of truth to politics and the parallel relation of philosophers and rulers: these are the 

fundamental problems of political philosophy.

The Allegory of the Cave thus forms a point of departure for thinking of 

philosophers as leaders. In this project, Heidegger appropriates Plato’s images to his own 

portrait of the human condition painted in Being and Time and other works. The cave is 

das Man: the realm of the everyday and tyranny of public opinion where those who are 

turned to the shadows exert no effort and take the easy road because they only want the 

“maintenance of the undisturbedness of the usual pressing about.”(GA34,28,35) The 

prisoners remain shut off from the truth; the prisoners take what is present as the one and 

only possibility because they cannot see the shadows as shadows, and thus take semblance 

for the truth.(GA34,26) Foreshadowing his later thought o f the forgetting of being, he 

says that the prisoners stand in the concealed in such a way that the unconcealed as such is 

not understood; they cannot question the question of what the unconcealed itself is.(GA34, 

27,26) The initial liberation of the soul of the philosopher is a turning towards “originary 

light,” which is something other than beings; it is the being of beings.(GA34,41,52) Light 

is not a thing, nor a property of things, but the "condition o f  possibility of sensing the 

visible in the narrower sense.”(GA34,53-4) This is the worldhood of the world, the 

clearing into which beings come to presence. This turning towards the light and 

recognizing of the difference of being and beings is to exist [Existieren].(GA34,37) To 

exist means to be “displaced into the truth,” and “exposed to beings as a whole.”(GA34,

75,77) Existence is the “fundamental happening of Dasein,” which happens as history; 

existing is a gaze which first of all builds the aspect of that at which the gaze gazes as the 

foregoing sketch of being. This sketch of being is the “there” of being, the clearing, the
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world, which makes a relationship to beings possible.(GA34,64) This depiction of 

authentic human being hews closely to Heidegger’s other writings during this time, such as 

the 1928/29 lecture course “Introduction to Philosophy,” and his essays “On the Essence of 

Truth” and “On the Essence of Reason.” The philosopher frees himself from the cave (das 

Man) and envisions the world. The path of the liberation of the soul to the truth is the same 

path by which Dasein in Being and Time becomes authentic.

In this lecture, though, this sketch o f the specific “there” of being occurs in the 

work of art and poetry.(GA34,62,64) “That which is essential in the discovery of the real 

did not and does not happen by the sciences, but rather through original philosophy and 

through the great poetry and its sketches (Homer, Vergil, Dante, Shakespeare, Goethe). 

Poetry makes the beings beinger.”(GA34,64) As in his subsequent works in the middle 

1930’s, such as Introduction to Metaphysics, philosophy has an originary power; 

philosophizing is poetizing. At this point, however, great poets are merely invoked rather 

than given their own specific function; original philosophy or philosophy that works in the 

element of the origin which is the question of being bears the burden of all the elements of 

the question of being.

The suspicion, however, is that the equation of authentic existence and the 

philosophical life means that non-philosophers are condemned to inauthentic existence. To 

be authentic requires removing oneself from the bustle of everyday life among non

philosophers so that one can commune with being in Iofiy solitude. This is precisely how 

Arendt understood Heidegger’s vocation. Heidegger’s philosopher however, like Plato’s, 

comes down from the highest existence back into the cave. As we have examined 

previously, the move is in some way necessary to explain how historicizing is a co- 

historicizing or how the truth for the individual Dasein can be a truth for a community. The 

philosopher-leader (and I intentionally substitute leader for the usual king) is one of the few

plausible attempts in Heidegger’s oeuvre to explain this connection.
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In Plato’s allegory, the philosopher returns to the cave, breaks the bonds that chain 

the prisoners to the wall, and drags the resisting prisoners towards the sun. Taking the 

Platonic depiction of Socrates’ life, the philosopher attempts to break the chains of opinion 

and dogma while turning Athenians towards philosophical truth through conversation, the 

unique platonic dialogue between philosopher and layman which means to make 

questionable the layman’s claim to truth and thereby open up a space within which the 

philosopher can play a “midwife” to the truth forgotten in the soul of the layman; 

knowledge is remembering, a return to what is one’s own. The Socratic “gadfly” is the 

conscience of the layman, indeed of the city itself. This idealized portrait of the 

philosopher’s political philosophizing has little to do with the usual image of the 

philosopher-king; it is not ruling, even by a wise man, but letting the truth rule in the 

consciences of each citizen.13

Heidegger’s own depiction o f the political effect o f the philosopher is close to this 

idealized image. In the course of an interpretation of Plato this would be expected, but it 

goes deeper than just this interpretation. The philosopher turns into a sort of ideology 

critic; he seeks to show the apparent world in which the cave dwellers live is in fact mere 

appearance concealing the truth:

... however, he will attempt to show them that this unconcealing is 
such that just because it shows itself, thus is unconcealed, it does not show 
the being, but rather covers, conceals. He will attempt to make it 
comprehensible to them that something indeed shows on the wall that has an 
appearance, but that it only looks as if it were the being, not it is itself; that 
here much rather a constant concealing o f the being goes before them on the 
wall, that they themselves, the chained ones, are bedazzled and carried away 
by this constant concealing that goes before them.(GA34,88-9)

13 In this scheme, rhetoric plays a large role. Although Heidegger does not discuss rhetoric in 
this interpretation of Plato, he does in a lecture from summer 1924 that takes up Aristotle’s 
Rhetoric in detail. Heidegger does not, however, trouble himself over the ambiguity of 
rhetoric—Is rhetoric a technical art or a citizen virtue?—that so troubled Plato and Aristotle. 
For more on this ambiguity compare Garver, Eugene, The Politics of Aristotle’s Rhetoric 
(Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1996).
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What occurs in this attempt should not be misconstrued. This is not the usual 

attempt in ideology critique to replace appearance with another true determination o f the 

world. The truth of being towards which Heidegger wants us to turn is not determinate; it 

is the way in which a determination can come about. Precisely in showing that being 

includes appearance, which is to say, it is a mixture of concealing and unconcealing, such 

that our understanding about beings can change, the philosopher introduces the truth of 

being into the world. In effecting the transformation of the soul, the philosopher 

introduces the truth of the essence of being, that it is capable of transforming. That into 

which it transforms is beyond the power o f the philosopher.

Heidegger’s “ideology critique,” being a critique of the appearance of being which 

holds us in its thrall, takes the form of the “destruction” of western metaphysics. From his 

early calls to a destruction of the dominance of theory to his later deconstruction of the 

metaphysical heritage, Heidegger’s political philosophizing—the writing, lecturing, 

hectoring—follows the same path. He means to force us to consider the question of being 

in all its questionableness. Philosophy cannot create the order of being that will rule us, 

but can only prepare the ground through a destruction of metaphysics so that we can 

authentically appropriate an order.

This peculiar maeutic effect of philosophy draws upon two sections of Being and

Time. The allusion above to the Socratic gadfly as the conscience points to Heidegger’s

interpretation of the conscience as that “voice of a friend” that says “Guilty!” and calls

Dasein back to its own.(BT, 315-341) When Dasein becomes authentic, it can become the

“conscience” of others.(BT, 344) This becoming a conscience for others hearkens back to

the section on caring-for (solicitude). Caring-for has two extreme possibilities: leaping in

and leaping ahead. The first is welfare; one person “leaps in and takes away ‘care,’” from

the other, disburdening the other from the care of the self which is the task of authentic

Dasein. The second does not take away care, “but to give it back to him authentically as
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such for the first tim e... it helps the other become transparent to himself in his care and to 

become free for  it.”(BT, 159) Care is always care of one’s being; authentic caring-for, the 

leaping ahead for the other, is bringing the other to the way of caring for the self proper to 

Dasein. Because care is always care of one’s own being, caring-for is a way of freeing the 

other so that the other can authentically care for his own being. Caring-for is turning the 

other towards being so that he is free for it. In the later lecture on the Allegory of the Cave, 

Heidegger distinguishes freedom from and freedom for, in which the latter is authentic 

freedom.(GA34,59) The “for” in being free for means “out towards” [hin zn]; to become 

free means to turn towards the light itself: “To become free to the light means: to let a light 

arise, to understand being and essence and so to first experience beings as such. The 

1 understanding of being gives freedom to the being as a such.”(GA34,58-60) This

1 understanding of freedom is identical to what is portrayed in the essay “On the Essence of

Truth," a portrait which draws heavily on mystical sources such as Meister Eckhart. 

Philosophizing is both the freeing of the self and the freeing of others to this source of 

freedom. This latter function of freeing others is the same as authentic caring-for.

Authentic caring-for as freeing the others to their own being is the leadership function of 

the philosopher in this lecture course. Heidegger names the philosophic leader “liberator," 

for he not only frees himself, but frees others.(GA34,91) Unlike welfare, authentic 

caring-for does not leap in for the other, i.e., it does not rule. It rather prepares the way so 

that the other can experience his own care authentically. By leaping ahead, the philosopher 

can serve as a guide for others, leading them to the meaning of being. The German word 

for “guide” is “ftihren,” nominative “Fiihrer,” generally translated as “leader.” Heidegger 

turns to the leadership principle on the basis of his mystically-influenced understanding of 

how one becomes authentic. The genuine leader does not “leap in” for the other and rule or 

command, but indicates the way in which the other can find in authentic care an authentic 

comportment to being.
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Heidegger establishes a relationship between leadership and self-responsibility, for 

genuine leadership as caring-for is nothing other than freeing the other for their own 

possibility of becoming an authentic self. This relationship between leadership and self

responsibility or wanting to be a self forms the basis of Heidegger’s political ideal of a 

leader-populism, to modify Weber’s term, and thus of his engagement in the political arena 

in 1933.

Self-responsibility and Populism

Self-willing is a central part of Heidegger’s political rhetoric, particularly in 1933 

and 1934. Willing indicates movement, a directing oneself towards a goal. In the case of a

t people willing itself, it means that a people directs itself towards the goal that has come to
\

appearance in the moment of vision; this goal it understands as its “historical mission.”(SA, 

13) Self-willing is freely giving law to oneself; giving law to oneself means to take 

responsibility for obeying this law. Out o f this free responsibility arise the “bonds and 

services of the German student body.”(SA, 10) This means that each member of the 

people comes to understand their position and task in the whole. In this vein, Heidegger 

wrote, “From this will to self-responsibility, every effort, be it humble or grand, of each 

social and occupational group assumes its necessary and predestined place in the social 

order.”(DSAH, 50) Although there is a Kantian ring to this rhetoric, the addition of 

“predestined” is not accidental. “Self-willing” must be distinguished from self-creation or 

self-positing understood subjectively. To will one’s self means, to adopt a phrase of 

Pindar’s that Heidegger liked, to become what one is, that is to say, to progress towards 

the end which has been posited for one’s self. The end itself is not chosen, although one is 

still free to choose one’s (authentic) end or to fall under the sway of das Man. According 

to this contrast, das Man means liberalism; it means an understanding of freedom that is 

purely negative, “lack of concern, arbitrariness in one’s intentions and inclinations, lack of
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restraint in everything one does.”(SA, 10)14 True freedom is taking responsibility for 

one’s authentic self, i.e., taking over one’s historical possibility as it has been handed 

down to one in the moment of vision.(BT, 435)

Through this connection between self-willing and self-responsibility Heidegger is 

attempting to overcome the problem of the opposition between rulers and ruled, the primary 

problem of which is the potential opposition between the will of the ruler and the will of the 

people. A leader, in a way neither a ruler nor administrator can do, permits and even 

requires the self-responsibility of a people. A leader’s vision may inspire people, but their 

authenticity, and thus their political freedom, requires that they also will the end the vision 

{ proclaims. Thus when one looks at Heidegger’s vision of political leadership, one finds

almost a doctrine o f consent. The opening paragraph of his “Declaration o f Support for 

Adolf Hitler and the National Socialist State” reads: “The German people has been 

summoned by the Ftihrer to vote; the Fiihrer, however, is asking nothing from the people.

■ Rather, he is giving the people the possibility of making, directly, the highest decision of

‘ all; whether the entire people wills its own Dasein or whether it does not will it.”(DS AH,

49) The occasion was a referendum to choose to withdraw Germany from the League of 

i Nations. In hindsight, we realize the vote was a foregone conclusion, and we also realize

| that Heidegger’s rhetoric is more purple than the occasion warrants, but in terms of

viewing Heidegger’s idea of political leadership, the text is quite revealing. The German 

people have been summoned, but to a choice, not to their judgment in a court of law. Thus 

i the leader is not demanding something from the people, but giving something to them. He

is giving to the people the choice to will themselves as the German nation and take self

responsibility for their historical destiny (which is how Heidegger understood, or wanted 

to understand, the issue of withdrawing from the League of Nations; he also understood

14 In this understanding of negative freedom Heidegger anticipates Berlin’s identical use of 
the term. Berlin, ‘Two Concepts of Liberty.”
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withdrawal as the surest guarantee of peace among nations, assuredly not how Hitler 

thought of it). Thus leadership, different than ruling or executing, lets people will 

themselves, that is to say, be authentically free.

The leader, however, has a necessary function that a purely democratic regime 

cannot perform. In a Hegelian spirit, “the Fiihrer has awakened this will in the entire 

people and has welded it into one single resolve.”(DSAH, 52) This will of the people is 

somehow asleep, latent in the will. In fact, it sleeps due to the normal fact of pluralism in 

democracy, which Heidegger understands as the contest o f self-interested groups. It is 

difficult in pluralist democracies to speak of “the will of the people,” or the “general will” 

simple because the people rarely, if ever, speaks of one accord. We are one nation not due 

to common will, but due to living under common law. The unity of society [Gesellschaft] 

is always a created unity, in distinction to a genuine community [Gemeinschaft] where the 

unity differs from a mere aggregation of individuated units by virtue of being the preceding 

union which each already shares in advance.(GA39,8) The people, whose will the leader 

awakens as “one single resolve,” is this preceding union which is the clearing of being. 

The leader anticipates this sleeping will, painting his vision of this will so that it appears 

vividly before the people, cutting through their normal day-to-day concerns. Heidegger 

makes this clear in an aphorism from the Beitrcige zur Philosophic.

The essence of the people, however, is its ‘voice.’ This voice does not 
speak precisely in the so-called immediate effusion of the common, natural, 
unspoiled and uneducated ‘one.’ For this conjured characteristic is already 
very spoiled and has not for a time moved in the original relationship to 
beings. The voice of the people seldom speaks and then only in the few, 
and then only if it can still find its voice.(GA65,319)

A leader is necessary for the articulation of the voice of a people. Against the

normal operation of self-interest pluralism which divides a people, a leader is necessary for

the will of the people; a leader is necessary for genuine populism. In this way Heidegger
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opposes his ideal of a leader-populism to pluralist and parliamentarian understanding of 

democracy.15

Viewed from the opposite perspective, genuine populism is the acclamation of the 

true leader: it is the sign by which he is known. This perspective played no little part in 

Heidegger’s early evaluation of Hider.'6 Although HiUer was elected with far less than an 

absolute majority, once in power the German people rallied around him to an extent that 

one can reasonably speak of a groundswell of popular support for his policies. This is in 

some respects understandable. Seen against the backdrop of the ineffectiveness of the 

Weimar parties to deal with the incredible social problems of the Depression, an 

ineffectiveness to a large degree caused by the fractured nature of the party system, Hider
*
\ must have seemed like a savior. He put people back to work, broke the chains of the hated

1 Versailles Treaty, and restored German pride in their historical greatness. He seemed to

pull Germany up by its bootstraps and put it back on track. He acted where others dithered 

and succeeded where others failed. Nowadays in public opinion surveys they often ask the

 ̂ question, “Do you think that the country is on the right track?” and not surprisingly
L
. opinions to this question are strongly correlated with the public’s opinion about its leaders.

! Because Hider acted decisively to address the country’s ills, it must have seemed to many

of the German people that at last they had turned the comer and the country had gotten back 

on course. This would naturally create widespread support among the people for Hider.

; 15 This opposition echoes the politically more sophisticated theory advocated by Carl Schmitt
" in The Crisis o f Parliamentary Democracy, where he speaks of “the inescapable

contradiction of liberal individualism and democratic homogeneity,” i.e., of 
r parliamentarianism and Caesarism. Schmitt, Carl, The Crisis o f Parliamentary Democracy, tr.

Ellen Kennedy (Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 1985) 16-17. The theory of democratic 
Caesarism Schmitt advocates is followed up in fascist political theory, for instance, by 
Mussolini. The extent of Heidegger’s familiarity with Schmitt is not known; as far as I 

f know he never cites Schmitt, but the two are known to have corresponded.
16 Although the Nazis perhaps permanently ruined the word “Volk” for the world (along with

“Fiihrer”), in ordinary German it expresses “people,” and in compound words generally 
translates “populist;” i.e., “Volkspartei” means "populist party.” The Nazi party was 
considered a Volkspartei, a term which has decidedly different overtones depending upon
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This public acclamation made a strong impact on Heidegger. The evidence for this 

is a little circumstantial. Although he had natural proclivities towards National Socialism 

and had as early as 1932 expressed his support for Hitler (although it seems until 1932 he 

voted for Hindenburg), he did not publicly enlist his support for the cause until after they 

took power and until the people, particularly the youth in the universities, rallied around the 

revolutionary leaders.'7 In essence, Heidegger waited until, as he famously put it in the 

Rectoral Address, the German youth had already decided the future course that Germany 

would take; he waited until the sign was given that Hitler had united the people behind 

him.18 Hitler appeared to Heidegger as a genuine populist leader who had awakened and 

united the will of the people.

Even the most infamous of Heidegger’s enthusiastic effusions regarding the Fiihrer 

can be explained along the lines we have been following. In what is often regarded as 

submission to absolute tyranny, Heidegger bluntly stated: “Let not propositions and ‘ideas’ 

be the rules of your being. The Fiihrer alone is the present and future German reality and 

its law.”(GS, 47) The second sentence, the one that in hindsight really chills our blood, 

must be seen in its relation to the preceding line. Leadership is opposed to propositions 

and ideas because propositions and ideas seduce us away from our authentic being. 

Because phronesis does not function according to universal rules, genuinely phronetic 

leaders can free us from ideas and platforms and so return us to our authentic connection 

with life. That is why the Fiihrer can be the reality of the Germans. This also explains

one’s perspective: it means both party of the people and party of the rabble. The exact 
same overtones color the English word “populist party.”

17 Hermann Morchen joined Heidegger for an evening during a winter break in early 1932.
In his journal, he noted that Heidegger expressed his support for National Socialism, 
commenting favorably on its renunciation of liberal half-heartedness, its whole-hearted 
opposition to communism, and that its dictator did not shrink from taking hard and 
necessary action. Like most of Heidegger’s students, Morchen was shocked at Heidegger’s 
pronouncements. Morchen’s journal entry is quoted in Safranski, Ein Meister aus 
Deutschland, 267-68.
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Heidegger’s somewhat pathetic postwar excuse that he thought Hitler would rise above the 

Party doctrine. He thought that an authentic leader was not determined by the propositions 

of a party doctrine, but rather acted through phronesis. 19

Leaders and Organization

This unity between leader and people in genuine populism is the ideal. In practice, 

however, this ideal incurs innumerable problems, most of which revolve around the 

problem opened up by this anticipatory awakening of the will. Most obviously, the leader 

in power may have drawn the wrong picture, the enforcing of which is the source of 

terrible tyranny. The picture need not be completely mistaken to cause problems: perhaps 

l the people assented to some parts of the program without assenting to all. This fact causes
9
F

resistance to parts from different segments of the people, whether they be conscientious 

objectors or just bad eggs, either of which necessitates punitive institutions to enforce the 

laws. There is the problem of moving the mass of society; even if the populace is captured 

by the end it requires massive organization in order to coordinate the mobilizadon.

I want to call particular attention to this last problem because it is here that 

I  leadership finds its greatest danger. I deliberately used “organization,” “coordination,” and

“mobilization,” to indicate the connection this part of leadership has with technology in its 

administrative task. Heidegger uses all three terms as part of the metaphysical-technical 

constellation he wants to do away with, but they seem to be a possibility of practical 

leadership. In “Overcoming Metaphysics” Heidegger says:

ii 18 This did not, of course, play well with the older members of the Party, who could ask. So
where were you during the hard years?

'* See Poggeler, “Heideggers politisches Selbstverstandnis,” 32. Ott somewhat tendentiously 
criticizes those who would “relativize” that infamous sentence, although he notes the 
connection between this sentence and Heidegger’s philosophical opposition to ideas and 
doctrine. Ott, Martin Heidegger, 160-62.
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Herein the necessity of ‘leadership,’ that is, the planning calculation to the 
guarantee of the whole of beings, is required. For this purpose such men 
must be organized and equipped who serve leadership. The ‘leaders’ are 
the decisive suppliers who oversee all the sectors of consumption of beings 
because they understand the whole of those sectors and thus master erring 
in its calculability.(OM, 85)

Although here Heidegger carefully uses “scare quotes” to distinguish “leaders” 

from genuine leaders who are the shepherds of being, even using “leaders” indicates that 

this scientific manager, this technical administrator, is nonetheless a type of leader. He is a 

leader because he understands the end towards which humanity is aiming and effects this 

goal by the coordinated mobilization of society. The similarity between the visionary 

planner of modem technology and the visionary leader that was Heidegger’s ideal created 

profound problems for Heidegger’s political ideals, but rather than deal with them, 

Heidegger increasingly separated the two spheres of leadership, the vision and the 

execution, such that the visionary part dominated almost completely. This manifested itself 

in the turn towards poetry and poets, particularly Holderlin, as founders. In 1933, Hitler 

was the leader. In 1934, Holderlin takes over this role, but an essential role is still played 

by the statesman, who brings the people to their truth that is instituted by the poet though 

the state; here poets, thinkers and statesmen are co-founders of nations.(GA39,144) By 

1942 at the latest, statesmen have been dropped out almost entirely and leadership is 

supplied by thinkers and poets, the shepherds of being. Common to all three stages, 

however, is the determination that “politics in the highest sense” means the institution of a 

particular historical world for a people; it is the opening of the truth of being as its 

“there.”(GA39,214; G A 53.100-1) What has changed is that human implementation of the 

measure of being has been removed from the sphere of politics and relegated to the 

administrative sphere. The great problem this causes Heidegger is that any implementation 

of the leader’s vision becomes ipso facto  technical administration and thus no longer an 

overcoming of the age of modem technology. The realization perverts the vision; politics 

becomes unrealizable prophecy.
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Heidegger may have derived some measure of this truth from his own experience as 

“Rector-leader” of Freiburg. As rector, he instituted the two national socialist goals of the 

Fuhrerprinzip and Gleichschaltung (synchronization) of the universities into the goals of 

the movement. For Heidegger, the Gleichschaltung meant the transformation of the 

university in lines with his understanding of work; the Fuhrerprinzip was the means to this 

end.20 As a practical matter, it meant that Heidegger ceased to call together the academic 

Senate at Freiburg and instead ruled largely by decree.21 This usurpation of power far 

exceeded the power granted the Rector in the university constitution; therefore Heidegger 

devoted considerable effort to a reformation of the university constitution, helping to draft a 

new constitution for regional universities in Karlsruhe.22 His ultimate aim for university 

administration reform, however, was to create an integrated Conference of Rectors which 

would rule the entire university system.23 This body would put him in direct competition 

with other rectors and their conceptions for the role of universities in the new Reich.
••

; Heidegger's chief competitor and object o f his especial animus was Kriek, an instructor of

■ pedagogy who had been a committed Nazi longer than Heidegger and whose goals of a

; "politicized science" was more along the lines the Nazi hierarchy's ideas for the

! transformation of the universities.24

^Although in another way, the Gleichschaltung meant a transformation of the university 
along the lines of the Fuhrerprinzip', this is how Ott understands the relation of the two 
principles. Ott, Martin Heidegger, 188-89. They belong essentially together, so one does 
not really precede the other.

2,Ott illuminates in fine detail Heidegger's academic politics and the practical changes in 
university administration Heidegger instituted. Both Ott and Heidegger himself agree that 
Heidegger was a lousy administrator. Of course, it might have also meant he was an inept 
leader as well.

“See Ott, Martin Heidegger, 191-92. It may help the American reader to keep in mind that 
German universities are state institutions; authority comes from state and national ministries 
of education, Heidegger participated in meeting to rewrite the Baden (the state in which 
Freiburg is located) university constitution. This naturally means that Heidegger would 
have to deal extensively with political rulers, i.e., the party.

23 Ott, Martin Heidegger, 188.
2JSluga examines this competition in much detail. Sluga, Heidegger's Crisis. Heidegger 

vented some of his animus against Kriek in a letter to Elizabeth Blochmann. (Letter,
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Leading the universities does not in itself answer the question concerning the 

position of the universities in the whole. Rectors Kriek and Heidegger had entirely 

different ideas concerning this role. Kriek wanted to politicize the disciplines, shift 

research towards folk-oriented aims, and largely make the entire educational establishment 

a tool of the party. Heidegger, to the contrary, wanted to give the universities a “leading 

role.”(BwHB, 61) Universities would become the training ground for the future “leaders 

and guardians of the fate of the German Volk.”(SA, 11) Heidegger's pet project for this 

realization was an academy for university teachers (Dozentenhochschule) to be located in 

Berlin. Heidegger saw himself as head of this school to educate the educators, but the 

project never came to fruition and even if it had, Heidegger probably would not have 

chosen to be its head, despite his hope that thereby he could get close to Hitler. He did not 

f like Berlin.25

Even if he had become its head, his work in political committees gave him an 

: insight into the dangers that his sort of leadership faced. While working he expressed

concern that the whole could collapse into “mere organization.”(BwHB, 69) Even more, 

his (losing) battle with Kriek and the Nazi hierarchy over the politicization of science taught 

him the true role of universities in the Nazi regime. Far from playing a leading role for the 

spiritual revolution they would become the training ground of those “leaders” who were 

educated to plan and coordinate the total mobilization of society.(BwHB, 74) His own 

| pretense to be a leader was stripped to reveal itself as an administrative position charged

’ with bringing the universities in line with the Nazi ideology. The matter was not one of

i  3.30.33, pp. 60-1) Because the letter dates from before he took office, it shows that
Heidegger felt he could work with Kriek, but the grounds of the differences that would later 
drive him from office.

! ^In a letter to Blochmann, he calls Berlin "bodenlos" (rootless), and rails against the political
intrigues of ministers.(BwHB, 76) The more famous renunciation of Berlin is expressed in 
his address, "Why We Stay in the Provinces." More generally, Petzet says that Heidegger was 
uncomfortable in urban settings. Petzet, Heinrich, Encounters and Dialogues with Martin 
Heidegger: 1929-1976, tr. Parvis Emad and Kenneth Maly (Chicago, The University of 
Chicago Press, 1993) 33-34..
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personal humiliation, but rather that Heidegger realized that his hopes for the revitalization 

of the universities was not compatible with the National Socialist revolution despite his 

earlier belief that they were.

Heidegger supported Hitler and the National Socialist revolution because he thought 

that the populist will was being brought to reality in the revolution. This results in a 

problem evident in Heidegger’s political addresses. Although there is a lot of emphasis on 

self-responsibility and self-willing, there is almost no mention of what is willed beyond a 

vague invocation of German national destiny. This lack is not the result of an oversight, 

but rather that Heidegger believed the German national destiny to be self-evident. This lack 

is inherent in how he conceived of populism. Because the genuine will o f the people
i

precedes individual action, and Heidegger believed that the Nazi revolution indicated the 

Germans had already grasped the goal, the problem is not creating a party platform that can 

bind the nation but in getting everyone fully involved in the already ongoing national 

’■ undertaking. The people is already present as the clearing of being; it is only a matter of

getting people to turn towards the ground of their existence which will prove to be this very 

clearing. That part o f leadership which guides the people back to the ground of their 

t existence is featured prominently in 1933 because Heidegger thought that the populist
i

' revolution indicated that the nation had already seized its historical destiny.

‘ The lack of an account of politically achieved unity is not an oversight, but rather a

\ necessary result o f Heidegger’s religious schema, with its opposition between authenticity

and technology. Organization is denounced. It belongs to the old technical age which 

Heidegger hopes to overcome. Unfortunately, organization belongs to the function of a 

leader; it is the way in which they move a nation towards the goal. Heidegger recognizes
t1

this ambiguity and danger of leaders and organization. His hope was to limit organizations

to a “makeshift provision,” something that could be set aside once the nation had truly

grasped its essence as a community.(GA39,8) However, if the nation failed in its task, or
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worse, if the leaders mistook technical organization for the essence of a community, all that 

was left was technical leadership in the service of the will to will. Here, “the leaders’ are 

the decisive suppliers who oversee all the sectors of consumption of beings because they 

understand the whole of those sectors and thus master erring in its calculability.”(OM, 85) 

These “leaders” are indeed types o f leaders in that they serve to mobilize the whole of 

society and they have a certain vision that allows them to oversee and plan the whole. This 

denunciation of technical leaders in “Overcoming Metaphysics” can easily be seen as a 

denunciation of the path Hitler and the Nazis took, and as an expression of Heidegger’s 

despair at the lost opportunity.26 Because his fears concerning the dangers of mere 

organization date to his active participation in the Nazi regime, one should not see this 

denunciation of Hitler as a philosophical change, but rather as a recognition of Hitler’s 

“limited thinking” that could not achieve Heidegger’s main goal.

The Leader as Phronetie Virtuoso

With the gradual recognition on Heidegger’s part o f the limitations of practical 

politics to achieve his metaphysical goals came a shift in emphasis on the leadership 

functions. The pervasive emphasis on self-responsibility in the early 1930’s changed 

instead to an emphasis on pinpointing the origin of a new experience of being such that it 

appeared as a people. According to this new emphasis, the leader as poet takes on a whole 

new significance. If earlier poets were invoked but not thematized, in Heidegger’s works 

from the middle 1930’s the poet takes center stage. The work of practical political leaders 

was shoved aside as the “business o f the state”, whereas in the work of poets politics 

occurred in the “genuine sense.”(IM, 152; GA39,214)

26 The despair worked its way into other ways that Heidegger understood his political 
engagement; just as he blamed Hitler for failing the cause, so too did he blame the people, 
particularly the students and faculty.(BwHB, 70; FT, 22-26)
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The genuine sense of politics revolves around opening up a space for a new 

experience of being opposed to the mathematical ordering of modem technology. This 

revolutionary revelation o f being occurs in the work of art; art is the setting to work of the 

truth of being, its clearing as world. This opening can occur in a variety of ways, 

including the founding o f states, original philosophy, and through poetry. At heart, 

however, all are poetic in the sense of establishing the measure for what is. Consequently, 

when Heidegger takes up the theme of authentic philosophy in the Introduction to 

Metaphysics, he says that philosophy “imposes its measure upon its epoch.’’(IM, 8) This 

poetic philosophy is “a thinking that breaks the paths and opens the perspectives of the 

knowledge in which and by which a people fulfills itself historically and culturally, the 

knowledge that kindles and necessitates all inquiries and thereby threatens all values.”(IM, 

10)

The difference between the work in the middle 1930’s and the earlier works is that 

Heidegger has in effect personified what was earlier presented as an action; the action 

becomes an actor. The great historical epoch-creating action that is the revelation of being 

becomes localized in the struggle of the great poet, in the poet’s confrontation with being. 

Thus what was presented in the Rectoral Address as the Greek passion for unconcealment 

becomes localized in the figure of Oedipus.(lM, 107)27 Rather than speaking of the 

breaking open of the truth of being, Heidegger speaks of “violent men’’ becoming “pre

eminent in historical being as creators, as men of action,’’ who are “without statute and 

limit, without structure and order, because they themselves as creators must first create all 

this.”(IM, 152-3) These men of action create the structure and measure that is the truth of 

being, an act Heidegger calls the “instituting” [Stiftung] of being.(GA4,41) This

27 This is the extent to which Poggeler’s thesis of Heidegger’s Nietzscheanism during this 
period is correct. The Nietzschean element is to set the struggle over values only to the few 
or the solitary, a feature which begins to dominate Heidegger’s thinking during the 1930’s. 
However, Poggeler goes astray in maintaining that this constitutes a decisive radicalization 
of Heidegger’s politics. His politics were always radical.
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instituting is identical to Heidegger’s earlier “projecting” of being [Seinsentwurf], a 

sketching or bringing to form in advance that which is not yet.(GA39,214; HKBD, 137) 

This sketching, however, now bears a proper name: Nietzsche, Holderlin, Sophocles.

One needs to be careful in understanding this personification of historical epochs 

into pre-eminent actors. Despite appearances, Heidegger never makes the actor the author 

of what he creates. It is more accurate to say that the action takes place in and through the 

actor. Even in his most “Romantic” lecture, his first lecture on Holderlin in 1934, 

Heidegger insists that humans do not have language, but rather that language has us, uses 

us as a tool.(GA39,23,62) The poet stands exposed “bare-headed” to the overpowering 

might of being and directs the revelation into language.(GA39,30) As the one who excels
t
 ̂ in phronesis, the poet is the vessel of the revelation of being.

; As Heidegger’s discussion in the Introduction to Metaphysics makes abundantly

clear, however, the poet-leader is deinon or uncanny. This discussion recalls Aristotle’s 

! distinction in Book 6 of the Nichomachean Ethics between genuine phronesis and a related

faculty he calls “demotes” or cleverness.28 The difference is that cleverness can be used for

| good or evil, whereas genuine phronesis, Aristotle wants to insist, always discerns the
'
| noble and good end of action. The practically wise person is necessarily good, but the

merely clever person is capable of anything. This unlimited capacity is precisely what 

commends the deinos to Heidegger, for it is only through this capacity that the poet-leader 

can initiate a new experience of being. Like Aristotle, Heidegger wants a leader who excels 

' in practical wisdom, but because Heidegger wants a leader who is a revolutionary, he

deliberately obliterates the distinction Aristotle wants to establish between practical wisdom 

and cleverness. For Heidegger, in order to institute a new order of being, practical wisdom 

i must be capable of anything. The designation of a poetic leader in the Introduction to

M Aristotle, Ethics, 1144a23-.
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Metaphysics as deinon makes obvious what is present at all times in Heidegger’s 

understanding of phronesis: because phronesis initiates a new revelation of being, it is 

beyond good and evil.29

By designating the poet as uncanny or terrible, Heidegger does not wish to 

establish tyranny as authentic politics, even if that may in fact be the result. A leader must 

be capable of anything because he must be open to the possibilities of being itself. To be 

capable of anything does not mean that a leader willfully tyrannizes his subjects, but rather 

that he is free for the measure of being as it reveals itself to him. His capacity for 

possibility is precisely what makes him capable of being a vessel or receptacle for being.

As a vessel for being, the poet is a bridge between the original revelation of being and his
L

i nation. Because the revelation of being is the space for the appearance of the divine and the

gods of a nation, Heidegger calls the poet a demigod, for as a vessel he stands halfway 

between the gods and the people. This demigod Heidegger calls a leader because as a 

vessel and bridge the poet stands out before the crowd; as leader he is struck first by the 

advent of the gods, and so can serve as a guide for his nation to follow.(GA39,166* 175,

( 210,100) Because o f his new emphasis on pre-eminent actors, Heidegger has established

1  a hierarchy in the order of being, with the poets on top leading the nation towards a new

' historical relationship to the divine.

Heidegger maintains the connection between leaders and the people characteristic of
1I

his political thought, but with a difference. If before the unity of the people was assumed 

in advance, now it is something that the poet institutes. A people is instituted in the saying 

of the poetic word, that is to say, the poet creates the myths of a people. These sayings

29 During this time period Heidegger frequently stresses the political goal of greatness which 
requires deinotes. Greatness requires being beyond good and evil. While obviously 
indebted to Nietzsche, this theme recalls a famous passage from Pericles’ funeral oration in 
Thucydides, where he says that the greatness and daring of Athens has left imperishable 
monuments to both good and evil. Thucydides, The Peloponnesian War, Modem Library 
College Editions (New York: Random House, 1951) 106.
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[Sage] are the ground and meaning of being for a nation, and it is only on this basis that 

authentic human dwelling is possible. Heidegger says, “Poetry as instituting effects the 

ground of the possibility for the settling of man in general on earth between it and the gods, 

i.e., for becoming historical and so can be a people.”(GA39,216) The poetic sayings 

institute what Heidegger later calls the unity of the fourfold or being as a whole. This 

saying is the truth of a people: “The truth of a people is the specific openness of being as a 

whole, according to which the bearing and ordering and leading power receives its rank 

order and effects its harmony .’’(G A 39,144)

Heidegger explicitly adopts the categories o f his earlier (and subsequent) 

understanding of the revelation of being to this notion of poetic institution. The difference 

in this 1934 lecture is the new status o f the people. If before the harmony between the 

spirit of the nation and the body of the nation was presumed, after his parting from the 

Nazis Heidegger opens up a lacuna between the truth o f a nation and its reality. This shift 

is evident already in the substitution of Hdlderlin for Hitler, a substitution of a long-dead 

poet for the present ruler of Germany. For Heidegger, Holderlin has instituted the German 

nation by instituting the “fundamental attuning” [Gnmdstimnumg] that establishes 

Germany’s historical mission; Hdlderlin has established the goal that Germans must take as 

their responsibility and task. Even as Heidegger establishes the identity of the poetic 

saying and the nation, however, he also creates a gap between the poetic nation, the 

spiritual nation which is related to the revelation of being, and the actual nation, which 

since Holderlin’s time has been spiritually emasculated by the threatening powers of 

modem technology.(IM, 45) As the founder of Germany’s spirit, Hdlderlin calls to 

Germans in 1934 to become what they “already” are. Hdlderlin has instituted the clearing 

of being, but the Germans can come to it and thus be themselves only if they truly 

understand his sayings.(GA39,113)
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This split allows Heidegger to defend his own understanding of phronesis while 

simultaneously denouncing the actual political course Germany followed under Hitler. If 

once Heidegger believed that Hitler to excel in phronesis, he later concluded that Hitler and 

the Nazis had merely delivered Germany over to the domination of modem technology. 

Hitler was an uncanny leader only insofar as he participated in the uncanniness of modem 

technology, which, through the will to will, was capable of anything.30 Heidegger turned 

instead to the shepherds o f being, the poets and thinkers who through their scarcely-heeded 

labor could found an authentic community.

The P o l l s  a s  Community of Saints

The removal of genuine politics to the realm of being and the instituting of a nation 

through the poetic word point to the unspoken model for Heidegger’s new polis: the 

church. Despite Heidegger’s manifest hostility towards organized religion at this time, this 

Holderlin lecture is driven by an equally manifest religious goal: a new encounter with the 

divine.(GA39,97) A nation is founded upon a fundamental attuning towards being as a 

whole; the basic disposition Hdlderlin instituted is the “holy lament,’’ the lament that the 

gods have taken flight.(GA39,87) In order that a nation can be instituted towards a new 

relationship to its gods, it is necessary to take this flight seriously:

30 Heidegger makes this connection in a rather extraordinary way. When he later (1942) 
again takes up the choral ode and the meaning of “deinon,” he now interprets deinon to 
mean that humans are capable of anything, i.e., capable of taking being to be a being; we 
are uncanny because we have forgotten being.(GA53, 107-113) Thus man is most 
uncanny or homeless [un-heimlich] in the age of metaphysics, modem technology, and the 
will to will. The will to will is deinon because it is limitlessly capable of anything. Under 
the dominion of the will to will, leaders, who are deinon insofar as they have a vision for the 
overall direction of the production process, “are the first employees within the course of 
business of the unconditional consumption of beings in the service of the guarantee of the 
vaucuum of the abandonment of being.”(OM, 87) Heidegger contrasts these leaders to the 
shepherds of being, who preserve the limits of the possible.(OM, 88)
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Not so cheaply can the gods of a people be created. First o f all, the flight of 
the gods must become an experience, first of all this experience must thrust 
existence [Dasein] into a basic disposition, in which a historical people as a 
whole endures the need of its godlessness and inner disunion. This basic 
disposition is what the poet instituted in the historical existence of our 
people.(GA39,80)

The flight of the gods is experienced as a holy lament because the flight of the gods 

leaves the readiness for an experience of the divine intact: “That the gods have taken flight 

does not mean that the divinity has also disappeared from the existence of man, but rather 

means here that it explicitly rules, but rules as no longer fulfilled, as a dimmed and dark, 

but still mighty.”(GA39,95) The experience of the flight of the gods, of the loss of the 

divine in modem life, i.e., the experience of nihilism, calls us to again fill that void in our 

existence so that we can rebuild our existence on earth.31 “Insofar as the gods permeate the 

historical existence and being as a whole, the attuning pulls us out of the ensnarement while 

at the same time expressly inserting us in the mature connections to the earth, land, and 

home [Heimat\.'\GA 39 ,140) Heidegger turns to Hdlderlin because he has properly 

grasped both the need for the divine in human existence and the way in which this need is 

lacking in modem times. This needlessness is the real danger, for without the experience 

of neediness, we can never turn towards the coming of new gods; we simply will not be 

looking.32 Holderlin may not have created new gods, but by instituting the disposition of 

the holy lament, he at least allows the Germans to be pointed in the correct direction to 

receive them.

31 Heidegger interprets Nietzsche’s announcement of the death of god in this manner. For 
this reason, in an extraordinary statement he calls Nietzsche and Holderlin the only 
believing men of the I9th century. See GA39, 95. See also his interpretation of the 
passage in The Gay Science where a madmen announces the death of God.(WN, 59-64)

32 Heidegger’s emphasis on the danger of needlessness persists and indeed grows stronger 
over time; for instance, GA65, 125; GA79, 55-56. This emphasis increases in no small part 
because Heidegger realized that others did not feel the need so strongly as he did, if they 
felt it at all. 'Hie path to “taking the long since begun flight of the gods seriously” was 
much longer and harder than Heidegger thought in 1933 or 1934.(GA39, 220)
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The religious foundation goes beyond the need to recapture the divine in human 

affairs, but also lies at the basis for his model of the polis. Because our relationship to the 

divine is the center of human existence, it is perhaps not surprising that Heidegger’s picture 

of social organization takes its cues from churches. It is necessary, though, to take care in 

understanding what that means. There is an ambiguity in the Christian church that bears 

attention. A church is at once one type of social structure among others such as the family 

or corporation which distributes power in an organized manner; for instance, churches 

ordain ministers or priests in order to maintain the cohesion of teachings, and they may 

regulate and enforce certain forms of behavior among members. One may see this side of 

the church as its human side, a manner of rationally accounting for the vagaries of human 

insufficiencies and weaknesses in following the path to salvation. This human-organized 

church stands in some tension with the ideal of a church, which is ail those who hearken to 

the Word of God, or what Augustine called the community of saints.33

This ambiguity in the notion of a church is analogous to the distinction between a 

church and a sect made by Troeltsch and Weber in their sociologies of religion. For 

Weber, the decisive characterization of a church is the separation of person from charisma 

and the transference of this charisma to the institution as such. The church is a bearer of 

office charisma, and as such is characterized by the rise of a professional priesthood, the 

rationalization of dogma and rites, and compulsory organization and discipline.34 For both

33 Augustine, City o f God, XIV.28. Luther writes, “I believe that there is a holy church which 
is a congregation [Gemeinde] in which there are nothing but saints.” This holy church is 
the body of believers suffused by the Holy Spirit and the Word. Luther, Martin, “Sermons 
on the Catechism,” in Martin Luther: Selections from his Writings, ed. John Dillenberger 
(New York: Anchor Books, 1962) 212-213. This is the sort of spiritual community I 
attributed to Heidegger in Chapter 2. See also Gillian Rose for a criticism of an agapic 
community similar to the one I am raising; in The Broken Middle she traces Arendt’s 
political thought to her appropriation of Augustinian elements summed up by the 
“sociality of saints.” Rose, The Broken Middle, 228-235. In another book she refers to the 
same type of community as the “New Jerusalem.” Rose, Gillian, Mourning Becomes Law: 
Philosophy and Representation (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1996).

34 Weber, Economy and Society, 1164.
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Troeltsch and Weber, the church depersonalizes to a  certain extent the attaining of 

salvation, for the sheer fact of belonging to the institution and its official dispensation of 

grace is what saves.3S By virtue of its depersonalized, universal, and institutional 

character, a church encompasses a wide variety o f religious types, from saints to heretics. 

The church is thus a type of bureaucratic organization. Both Troeltsch and Weber 

distinguish a church from a sect. Unlike a church, a sect is a community of personally 

charismatic individuals, the “elite troops of religious virtuosi."36 The difference between 

church and sect lies in the personal excellence of members required to participate in 

salvation.37 The sect adheres to the ideal of an ecclesia pura, the visible community of 

saints.38

1 Both Weber and Troeltsch note that sect types often serve as engines for reforming

I and revolutionary movements. Because of its universality, a church must compromise with

the world, for it must dispense grace to each member despite varying degrees of religious 

| virtue. Sects arise by rejecting this compromise. Sects demand a purity in behavior that
f

churches cannot demand. The sect type leads to two social ends. One is a withdrawal 

from the world, either personally through mysdcal inwardness or communally through the 

formation of religious communities and monasteries. In either of these cases, the 

individual or community tries to establish a sphere of sanctity amidst the everyday world, a 

sphere in which piety can remain unsullied by contact with the impurities of the unvirtuous 

world. The second path is revolution. Rather than withdrawing to a sphere of sanctity, the 

sect tries to extend this purified sphere to the whole of society by remaking society in 

accordance with its radical and thus revolutionary principles.

35 Weber, Economy and Society, 1166; Troeltsch, Ernst, Die Sozialphilosophie des 
I Christentums (Zurich: Verlag Seldwyla, 1922) 17.

36 Weber, Economy and Society, 1170.
37 Weber, Economy and Society, 1205; Troeltsch, Sozialphilosophie, 17.
38 Weber, Economy and Society, 1204.
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The difference between church and sect mirrors my distinction between the social 

church and the ideal church, for both a sect and an ideal church are understood as a 

community of saints.39 Ideally, of course, these two sides of the church would coincide 

exactly, but both as a practical matter and a theoretical matter, these two churches create 

differently mediated bodies. As a practical matter, those who are members of the true 

church, the members of the elect, will be smaller and more dispersed than the whole of 

organized, social churches. Being called by God, the elect may be pulled out of their social 

church, severing social ties that are the heart of the social church. This sort of tension can 

exist because the two churches are based upon two different types o f mediation. The social 

church is a human organization in which the body of the church is such through human 

f power, whereas the true church is divinely ordained based solely on the power of the Word

|  to reach and transform the soul.40

These two understandings of church coincide with what in Heidegger’s thought are 

the people and the state. The people are the divinely-ordained community of saints, 

whereas the state is the humanly-organized church. If in 1933 this division is blurred, by 

1934 this division, while still blurry, comes into sharper focus. This can be seen in several 

places in the Holderlin lecture. First, there is the distinction between the genuine sense of 

j politics versus the despised “business of the state.” Second, there is the distinction
c

' Heidegger draws between society and genuine community, paralleled by a distinction

; between organization and community. Society is based upon “the taking up of reciprocal

391 am not adopting Weber’s or Troeltsch’s terminology because they are using ideal terms 
to designate types of organization, which puts them at odds with the self-understanding of 
churches; few churches consider themselves sects, even if they do consider themselves a 
community of saints.

40 Compare Troeltsch’s depiction of the Lutheran church, which according to its ideal was the 
living incarnation of the miraculous power of the Word. As Troeltsch notes, however, it was 
not possible to rely solely upon the power of the Word; uniform interpretation had to be 
enforced, which required an ecclesiastical organization. Troeltsch, Ernst, The Social 
Teaching o f the Christian Churches, tr. Olive Wyon (New York: The Macmillan Company, 
1949) 2: 518-520.
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relations,” i.e., a social contract, whereas community is the “preceding union [vorgangige

Bindung] of each individual to that which commandingly ties and determines each

individual ”(GA39,72) Heidegger underlines the preceding nature of community by

saying that the “truth gathering of individuals in a primordial community has already

occurred in advance.”(GA39,8) Similarly, organization is the “rough depositing of the all-

too-many,” which may be a necessary preparation for, but is not the essence of

community.(GA39,8) In both cases, community is something that precedes and eludes

human power, human power is insufficient to bring it about.41 Thirdly, the original

community arises when each individual comes to it from the ground of his existence, that is

to say, only when each individual becomes authentic, which means to be the basis of his

! being-there.(GA39,8; BT, 330) Communities arise only when each individual undergoes
i

the transformation o f the soul so as to be a free receptacle for the there of being. In this 

lecture, the ground of existence [Grund seines Dasein) is the fundamental attuning 

[Grundstimmung] that is the truth of a people which is instituted in the poetic word, that 

1 primordial community that has already occurred in advance of any human deed.

Furthermore, poetry is the revelation of the gods (as a hint and mystery, Heidegger makes 

clear) in the language of a people. Heidegger has thus translated the two elements of the
\

Christian ideal of a church into the foundation of a people: the believer who has turned
>

towards the ground of his existence which is nothing other than the instituted word of God. 

The people is a community of saints.

41 The difference between humanly-created and divinely-ordained is another reason I avoid 
Troeltsch’s and Weber’s terminology because for both a sect is a voluntary association. 
Unfortunately, calling a sect a voluntary association of charismatic individuals blurs the 
church-sect distinction they labor to draw, because through their association the individuals 
create an institution that rationalizes the path to salvation. In effect, Weber and Troeltsch 
distinguish between two types of social and law-enforcement organizations, the sect type 
merely being distinguished by making greater demands on its adherents; it is a difference 
in degree, not in kind. Unlike Heidegger, neither Weber nor Troeltsch take eschatology 
and apocalyse seriously.
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Having identified the nation with the ideal of a church, the state comes under 

increasing suspicion. At best, the state vaguely duplicates the national community, but the 

state is increasingly disparaged and discarded. This shift is buttressed by Heidegger’s 

increasing concern with technology and metaphysics. Even if Heidegger is careful to say 

that modem technology is itself a certain revelation of being, modem technology is the way 

in which humans dominate and transform the beings; in the age of modem technology 

humans acquire the illusion that they control nature, that it is theirs to command. The 

calculating and planning type of thinking characteristic of technical thinking carries through 

to all segments of human life, including human organization, which is planned as part of 

the production enterprise. Humans fill the void left by the flight of the gods. The problem 

is that this flight is not seen for what it is: it is either not seen at all or, as in Nietzsche’s 

case, seen but wholly misunderstood so that his solution to nihilism is to create gods, as if 

they were as much a product of the human will as any artifact. The suspicion of the will 

and technical thinking leads to the suspicion of all willed organization; only that unity 

which comes from being can serve as the proper organization of human society.

Waiting for the Apocalypse

Thus Heidegger’s famous statement, “Only a god can save us,” should be taken at 

face value. Humans do not have the capacity for creating new gods or new experiences of 

being. “No mere action will change the world, because being as effectiveness and effecting 

closes all beings off in the face of appropriation.”(OM, 89) At most, they can prepare 

themselves so as to be receptacles for the coming gods. The entire weight of the 

reformation of human life is delivered over to the divine element. In this respect, 

Heidegger’s understanding of reformation is Lutheran, that is to say, apocalyptic.42 All

42. Oberman writes (paraphrasing Luther), “God himself must and will carry out the 
‘reformation.’ Only he merits the title ‘reformer,’ because he will consummate the 
reformation at the end of time, on Judgment Day.” Oberman, “Martin Luther: Forerunner 
of the Reformation.” The Reformation: Roots and Ramifications, trans. Andrew Colin Gow
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attention is directed towards the coming advent of the divine, for we stand in a time in 

which the gods are absent, the peculiar nihilism of the holy lament which can found a new 

relationship to the gods.

The apocalyptic motif dominates the leader figure that is featured in Heidegger’s 

later thought, the “shepherd of being.” All of the leadership figures in Heidegger’s 

thinking are in one way or another shepherds of being, but by the end o f the Second World 

War, when disaster was striking Germany, the religiosity implicit in the other figures 

becomes evident in the invocation of the shepherd. The two important passages where the 

shepherd is named, in “Overcoming Metaphysics” and the “Letter on Humanism,” make 

clear the position Heidegger had taken in the aftermath of the Nazi disaster, one that he 

would maintain until the end of his life. In both passages the shepherd is brought forth as 

the savior to the technical world, opposed to those false “leaders” who would be masters 

and possessors of nature.(OM, 88; LH, 221) In opposition to the futility of effecting 

action that is characteristic of those servants of the will to will, the position the shepherds 

hold in the apocalyptic scheme is now that of an “anticipatory escort.”(OM, 90) The 

human element in the revolutionary transformation of existence is to anticipate the future 

coming of the gods, and in light of this anticipation to begin preparing for this advent. The 

leader has become a prophet.

The prophet is a leader, in many senses the leadership figure most true to 

Heidegger’s powerless ideal of human political life. The prophet has not power and at best 

a borrowed authority; he leads by envisioning a future where the wrongs will be righted, 

hoping that here and there this vision will touch a heart and guide them on the path to the 

promised land.

(Grand Rapids, MI: William B. Eerdmans Publishing, 1994) 27. Heidegger strips the 
specifically Christian symbols in Luther’s thought, but maintains the overall apocalyptic 
structure.
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By this point, Heidegger has forsaken any tangible connection with concrete 

politics. The concrete action of the political leader, or even the action of a poet who founds 

a people sinks into a vague mist in favor of a prophet who speaks of vague millenarian 

dreams. Towards the end of his life Heidegger quotes Kleist: “I step back before one who 

is not yet here, and bow, a millennium before him, to his spirit.”(TI, 87) This millenarian 

resignation characteristic of his later thought is the result of the failure of Nazism to bring 

about his dreams. That heady mood of immanent revolution that gushes in all his wriungs 

in that dme period from 1933 to 193S, that calling to “embark on the great and long venture 

of demolishing a world that has grown old and of rebuilding it authentically anew,” to 

become the “builders of a new world structure,” to “dare” to be with the gods, all that

. optimism had dissipated into a resignation of a millenarian hope that a god will save

us.(IM, 125-6; GA39,221) A change in content or form cannot account for the difference 

between Heidegger in 1933 and Heidegger after the war in which “nothing decisive 

occurred,” for the religious apocalypticism structures his political sense in both instances; 

the change rather is in mood and sense of his historical situation. The later resignation with
I

its 1000-year hope is but the negative image of the optimism of the immanent revolution in

I human and German history present earlier. Rather than standing on the cusp of the
i

apocalypse as he believed in 1933, Heidegger instead later glimpses the apocalypse in the
:

! far distant future. His resignation should not be taken to mean that Heidegger gave up on
i

| his dream, but rather that the failure of the Nazis indicated that Germany was not ready for

his dream; that Nazism served modem technology like the Americans and the Bolsheviks 

indicated to Heidegger that he had underestimated the dominance of modem technology. 

Not to underestimate the dominance of modem technology; this was the lesson he learned 

from Nazism. This lesson gave him his task and mission which he followed the rest of his
i

life: to prepare the ground for a future advent by relentlessly and painstakingly 

deconstructing the Western metaphysical tradition so as to continue to hold open in the face
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of the tyranny of modem technology a possibility for the questioning of being. Heidegger 

takes on the role of prophet and shepherd of being because it is a type of leader uniquely in 

tune with an age bereft of the gods; no messiah himself, he could only play John the 

Baptist to that future thinker in whose service he stood.43

t

5
*
r

|
.

43 Compare this to Oberman’s assessment of Luther’s own assessment of his role in the divine 
play: Luther’s mission is “the office of the ‘pre-reformation’ interpreter of Scripture, 
charged with the mission of giving voice once again...to the call of the prophet.” Oberman, 
“Martin Luther,” 31-33.
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Conclusion

In the end, radical social and political criticism stands or falls according to the 

viability of the new society that supposedly results from the application of the criticism.

No matter what the wealth of insights or the power of new methods of analyzing society, 

the failure of the end envisaged rebounds upon the critique, for one should conclude that 

the principles of the critique are themselves fundamentally flawed if their consistent 

application leads to failure.

From this perspective, Heidegger’s radical critique of Western metaphysics and 

modem politics must be judged a failure. His apocalyptic vision of history drives him to a 

millenarianism that bears dangerous and wholly impractical consequences for our society. 

This vision and its attendant politics are not incidental to Heidegger’s philosophy, but 

shape the principles that are its heart: the goal of a unity of feeling and intuition, the 

transformation of Aristotle’s conservative concept of phronesis into a source of radical 

revolutionary action, the community of authentic selves which participate in the revelation 

of being, and the postmodern ideal of a poetic dwelling and working dedicated to the 

service of authentically divine gods. Binding all of these principles is Heidegger’s vision 

of authenticity that is rooted in a radically antinomian religiosity that is supposed to heal the 

alienation of the self and the divine in modem society.

The source of his political failure is clear: the attempt to found a politics upon this 

antinomian conception of authentic religiosity, i.e., to found a political regime beyond law. 

It is no accident that Heidegger’s ideal polis is at heart a community of saints, for saints 

have no need of laws, and thus a community of saints is the only possible type of 

organization that corresponds to Heidegger’s ideal of lawless authenticity. There is little
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harm in viewing this ideal as the best and happiest of all possible worlds, but to measure 

existing society by this ideal bespeaks an idealism dangerously bordering on madness. 

Because humans are not angels or even saints, they need laws. One is struck in this regard 

by the contrast between Heidegger and Luther, whose ideal of Christian freedom and 

theology of the cross otherwise so influenced the former. While Luther argues that 

“because of the spirit and faith, the nature of all Christians is such that they act well and 

rightly, better than any laws can teach them, and therefore they have no need of any laws 

for themselves,” he insists in the next paragraph upon the necessity and legitimacy of 

secular rule, for unfortunately “scarcely one human being in a thousand is a true 

Christian.”1 One need not acquiesce to Luther’s own quietist political commitments to 

' recognize his simple practical wisdom: in the absence of universal saindiness, churches and

|  states must be considered different creatures. Heidegger, like some of Luther’s more

radical Anabaptist followers, ignored this simple wisdom.

} The dissausfacuons with a modem liberalism founded upon this bedrock separation

> of church and state must be considered in light of the greater dissadsfacdons incurred by

Heidegger’s unpolidcal political religion. If politics is founded upon the necessity of law 

I for human well-being, then one must conclude that Heidegger’s great attempt to recast

' politics in the image of authentic Dasein is a failure in its most basic principle because it
f
7
\ wants to sidestep the inescapable nature of politics. Heidegger’s political failure is that he

was unable to reconcile himself to the limitations of politics. His radical critique of the 

edifice of Western metaphysics, galvanized by his religious ideal of authenticity, is an 

attempt to transcend the limits of politics which he mistook to be limitations of modem 

technical politics.

1 Luther, “On Secular Authority,” 9-10.
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The failure of Heidegger’s politics is more than the failings of an all-too-human 

person. It is the failure of his deepest and most radical principles, principles too radical, 

too religious, for the nature of politics. In laying a  path to the root of modem existence, 

Heidegger passed by the political root which is the origin of all genuinely political thinking. 

If we are to learn anything from Heidegger, it must be that his path cannot be ours: a 

thinking of human being which does not genuinely think the essence of human political 

being, for all its profundity, cannot be the cure for our political crisis.
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